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ABSTRACT
The sequence stratigraphie framework of the Smackover Formation and other 
Jurassic strata in southwest Alabama is delineated, with the objective of eventual 
correlation of equivalent sequences across the northern Gulf. Additionally, geologic 
controls on the diagenesis of organic matter in the Smackover Formation are examined, in 
order to better understand organic-inorganic relationships and hydrocarbon evolution 
during burial.
Jurassic systems tracts of southwest Alabama differ significantly from those of 
the north central Gulf in that they show profound influence of antecedent topography, 
consequent large continental clastic influx, and a subsidence history less influenced by 
thermal cooling. Norphlet siliciclastics constitute a continental lowstand systems tract. 
Marine-reworked uppermost Norphlet sandstone and lower Smackover laminated 
mudstone form a subsequent transgressive systems tract. The subsequent highstand 
systems tract is characterized by formation of upper Smackover rimmed shelves. Three 
type-2 sequence boundaries occur within the Buckner Formation and are marked by 
interfingering Cotton Valley continental sandstones. Lack of biostratigraphic control 
precludes assignment of definitive ages to Alabama Jurassic sequences. Jurassic 
sequences of southwest Alabama are regionally atypical and should not be used as 
models for Gulf-wide sequences.
Analyses of Smackover crude oils and condensates reveal that these crude oils 
evolve along two distinct pathways. Normal hydrocarbon maturation is dominated by 
thermal cracking; hydrocarbons in high H2S reservoirs are altered by reaction with reduced 
sulfur compounds. Because the latter causes preferential cracking of saturates and higher 
weight fractions, the criteria of: 1) low C15+ saturate content, and 2) low saturate/aromatic 
ratio serve to differentiate altered and unaltered hydrocarbons.
- X l l l -
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Hydrogen sulfide concentrations in Alabama Smackover reservoirs correlate with 
temperature above 115°C and proximity of siliciclastic strata. Impermeable carbonate 
intervals surrounding Smackover reservoirs promote closed system behavior with respect 
to H2S, thereby favoring thermochemical sulfate reduction. Local thicknesses of 
impermeable intervals therefore correlate closely with reservoir H2S contents. Although 
low H2S concentrations and absence of hydrocarbon alteration in most Arkansas 
Smackover reservoirs indicate that thermochemical sulfate reduction is not presently 
occurring there, crude oils in three Arkansas reservoirs were altered during an earlier 
local thermal episode.
- X I V -
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
General Statement
Geological significance of the Smackover Formation
The upper Jurassic Smackover Formation represents the first widespread 
deposition of marine carbonate sediments in the northern Gulf of Mexico basin 
following its opening as a consequence o f the Triassic breakup o f Pangea (Pilger, 1981; 
Buffler and Sawyer, 1985; Salvador, 1987; and many others). During most of the 
following ninety million years, the presence of an actively-accreting carbonate shelf 
margin was an essential characteristic of the northern Gulf of Mexico basin. Even when 
long buried by the influx of Tertiary siliciclastics, these Mesozoic carbonate shelf 
margins continued to influence sedimentation patterns because they separate provinces 
o f distinctly different styles of basin in fill and deformation (Winkler and Buffler, 1988; 
Salvador, 1987).
In the stratigraphie evolution of the northern Gulf, deposition of the Smackover 
Formation was a crucial step, initiating the development of a rimmed shelf morphology 
and marking the first interplay between carbonate and siliciclastic sediments. Both are 
important themes that continued through much of the subsequent evolution of the Gulf.
In addition, the Smackover Formation is a premier model of a self-contained 
hydrocarbon system. Lower and upper members of the formation serve respectively as 
1) a world-class hydrocarbon source facies, and 2) a crude oil, gas-condensate, and 
methane reservoir facies across the Gulf Coast from Florida to east Texas (Moore, 1984; 
Sassen et al., 1987; Sassen and Moore, 1988). Reported cumulative hydrocarbon
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
production from Gulf Coast Smackover reservoirs through 1992 totaled 827 million 
barrels (roughly 1.14 x 10  ̂metric tons) of crude oil, 344 million barrels (roughly 4.38 
X 10  ̂metric tons) of condensate liquids, and 6.4 TCP (1.914 x 10  ̂̂  m^) of natural gas 
(J. House, Petroleum Information Corp., pers. comm.). Moreover, organic 
geochemical fingerprinting has demonstrated that much of the petroleum found in 
younger overlying formations was also sourced from the lower Smackover member 
(Oehler, 1984; Sassen and Moore, 1988; Sassen, 1990).
Smackover Formation in the study area
The Smackover Formation in Alabama was first penetrated in 1956-57 at a depth 
of 11,(XK) ft in the Humble 1-Champion-Klepac (4/T5N/R2E) over the crest of the 
relatively deep Klepac salt dome, in Clarke County. Earlier correlations with the 
Humble 1-Williams (drilled in 1952 in 10/T3N/R2E, Clarke County) were in error, as 
the reported Smackover Formation and Louann Salt were later shown to be Buckner 
evaporitic carbonate and halite intervals, respectively. The first discovery of 
Smackover-hosted oil in Alabama was made in 1967, at Toxey field in north central 
Choctaw County. Between that time and the end of 1992, cumulative production from 
Alabama Smackover reservoirs has been 468 million barrels (roughly 6x10^ metric 
tons) o f hydrocarbon liquids and 1.8 TCP (5.15 x 10^^ m^) of natural gas (J. House, 
Petroleum Information Corp., pers. comm.). These represent 40 and 28%, 
respectively, of Gulf-wide Smackover hydrocarbon liquid and gas production.
The most obvious difference between the Smackover Formation in Alabama 
versus elsewhere around the Gulf is its thickness. In general, in the major interior salt 
basins around the northern and western Gulf, the formation is 1000 ft (300 m) or more 
in thickness; over most of the study area, the formation averages only 300 ft (90 m) in 
thickness. As in the rest of the Smackover trend, most hydrocarbon reservoirs are
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
developed in upper Smackover ooid grainstones. Moldic and interparticle porosity are 
common, with local vuggy and fracture porosity. However, dolomitization of 
Smackover carbonates is significantly more extensive in Alabama than elsewhere around 
the northern Gulf (Mancini and Benson, 1980; Moore, 1984); intercrystalline porosity 
generated during dolomitization of both upper and lower Smackover lithofacies accounts 
for many reservoirs. The single most common combination of porosity types in 
Alabama Smackover reservoirs is dolomitic intercrystalline plus moldic porosity (see 
Maim and Kopaska-Merkle, 1992). Interparticle porosity in upper Smackover lithic 
arkoses and subarkoses accounts for a small handful of reservoirs.
Projects
The major goals of the dissertation research were to delineate: 1) the sequence 
stratigraphie framework of Jurassic strata in southwestern Alabama, and 2) the nature of 
organic-inorganic interactions during Smackover Formation diagenesis. Chapters 2 and 
3 of the dissertation, respectively, comprise these two objectives. They are presented in 
journal form as the two chapters consist of five separate papers. Three have been 
previously published:
Wade, W.J., J.S. Hanor, and R. Sassen, 1989, Controls on H2S concentration and 
hydrocarbon destruction in the eastern Smackover trend: Gulf Coast Association 
of Geological Societies Transactions, v. 39, pp. 309-320.
Wade, W.J. and C.H. Moore, 1993, Jurassic sequence stratigraphy of southwest 
Alabama: Gulf Coast Association of Geological Societies Transactions, v. 43, 
pp. 431-443.
Wade, W.J., R. Sassen, and E.W. Chinn, 1987, Stratigraphy and source potential 
of the Smackover Formation in the northern Manila embayment, southwest
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Alabama: Gulf Coast Association of Geological Societies Transactions, v. 37,
pp. 277-286.
Significance of the projects
Detailed study o f the Jurassic sequence stratigraphie framework of southwest 
Alabama, and the environments of deposition and paragenetic sequence of the 
Smackover Formation is intended to improve the understanding of: 1) relations between, 
and correlatability of. Middle and Upper Jurassic sequences across the northern Gulf of 
Mexico; 2) general relationships between relative sea level and deposition of major 
carbonate hydrocarbon source and reservoir facies; and 3) paleo-environmental 
conditions conducive to the deposition and preservation of abundant organic matter in 
the latter.
Although index fossils—chiefly ammonites—have been reported from 
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas (Imlay, 1940,1943; Imlay and Herman, 1984; 
Young and Oloriz, in press), previously-suggested correlations between interior salt 
basins of the northern Gulf rim have been based entirely on lithologie similarities. But 
deposition of different lithofacies may occur coevally within basins (e.g., platform- 
rimming ooid grainstones and platform-interior evaporites of "Buckner A" and "B" age 
in the northcentral Gulf, embayment margin-rimming ooid grainstones and saltern 
evaporites of Smackover age in the northeastern Gulf). Hence, correlations based solely 
on lithology need not be chronostratigraphically equivalent.
However, the past two decades have seen the emergence of new sequence 
stratigraphie techniques, which in theory can permit correlation o f genetic sequences 
over large distances, and between separate basins. Mitchum (1977) defined a sequences 
as a relatively conformable, genetically related succession of strata bounded by 
unconformities or their correlative conformities. The concept o f sequences, although
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not formally defined or stated, and recognition o f their stratigraphie significance, is "as 
old as organized stratigraphy" (Sloss, 1963). And while Sloss et al (1949), and Sloss 
(1950,1963) are given credit for first utilizing unconformity-bounded sequences as a 
stratigraphie tool, it was not until after the publication of AAPG Memoir 26 (Payton, 
1977) that the practical application of sequence delineation became widespread. Based 
primarily on seismic stratigraphy at first, sequence stratigraphy has grown to encompass 
all aspects o f stratigraphy, biostratigraphy, and sedimentology. But to date, sequence 
stratigraphie techniques have not been systematically employed in an attempt to bolster 
correlations between the major marginal basins around the Gulf. It is not surprising that 
major problems are unresolved (e.g., the absence from the eastern Gulf of any clear 
equivalent to the Bossier Shale, a formation critical to sequence stratigraphie 
interpretations in the central Gulf).
Although Middle and Upper Jurassic strata of Alabama have been advanced as a 
model for sedimentary sequences o f equivalent age across the northern Gulf Coast 
(Mancini et al., 1990), dependence upon questionable long-range electric log correlation 
and the absence of biostratigraphic or chronostratigraphic control for the Smackover 
Formation in Alabama render this approach suspect. Successful large-scale sequence 
stratigraphie correlation requires accurate definition and correlation of lower- and higher- 
order cycles in each interior basin, adjusting for effects of local or regional tectonic 
imprints, in order to integrate the sequences into a generalized and unified 
chronostratigraphic column, constrained by available biostratigraphic data. The present 
study is intended to present the most complete and accurate summary of genetic 
sequences in the Alabama portion of the northern Gulf. It is also intended to point out 
certain limitations of presently accepted sequence stratigraphie concepts, as represented 
by "slug" depositional models.
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Research on the relationships between diagenesis of organic and inorganic 
phases in the Smackover Formation are intended to shed new light on 1) processes of 
generation and migration of liquid hydrocarbons; 2) processes of the subsequent 
maturation and/or destruction of hydrocarbon liquids and gases; 3) effects of lithologie 
and petrophysical variations upon the maturation and alteration of hydrocarbons; and 4) 
effects of redox reactions involving organic phases upon late, inorganic diagenetic 
phases in carbonate rocks.
There have been very few studies of Smackover Formation diagenesis which 
have attempted to integrate the paragenetic sequence observed in the carbonates (and 
other inorganic phases) with the processes of thermal maturation/alteration of the 
reservoired hydrocarbons. Generalizing the work performed here may enable other 
geologists to model organic/inorganic diagenetic relationships in other deep carbonate 
strata. The ultimate goal is to develop predictive models of diagenetic processes in 
poorly-known areas, in advance of our present, mainly descriptive, capabilities. The 
ability to predict the occurrence and extent of combined organic/inorganic diagenetic 
processes w ill become more critical as petroleum exploration extends into progressively 
deeper areas, where preservation of hydrocarbon liquids and gases is in doubt.
Methods
Smackover deposition & stratigraphy: Sample logs and electric logs (chiefly 
SP/Resistivity and GR/Density/Neutron) from more than 565 wells in the study area 
(Appendix A) have been interpreted and correlated. Fifty-six conventional cores have 
been examined using binocular microscope and sampled for thin sectioning, 
programmed pyrolysis, or isotopic analysis. Twenty-nine Smackover cores in adjacent 
areas of Florida and Mississippi were also examined during the course of the study. 
Lithology, classification (per Dunham, 1962), allochems, sorting, sedimentary and
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diagenetic structures, color, cernent types, porosity types and percentage, and 
bioturbation were described for each core. Folk's (1968) classification was employed 
for siliciclastics, and Maiklem et al. (1969) was followed for evaporite nomenclature.
Core descriptions were checked and modified by examination of representative 
thin sections prepared from most cores. Thin sections were impregnated with blue 
epoxy and selectively stained with K-ferricyanide and Alizarin red-S to facilitate 
identification o f carbonate phases (Dickson, 1966). Selected thin sections of sandstone 
samples were stained with Na-cobaltinitrate and amarantli to facilitate identification of 
untwinned K-feldspar and plagioclase.
Eight donated seismic lines and two velocity surveys were interpreted to help 
delineate the structural configuration of the Smackover Formation and underlying and 
overlying strata in the study area and to constrain interpretations of basin evolution.
Diagenesis: Thin section petrography was utilized to identify and document 
diagenetic processes and regional variations in paragenetic sequences. 
Cathodoluminescent microscopic examinations were performed on thin-sections 
containing calcite or dolomite cements of particular interest. Scanning electron 
microscopy was selectively used to improve identification and analysis of very fine scale 
diagenetic features. Programmed pyrolysis of selected organic-rich core samples was 
conducted to quantify the thermal maturity of kerogens and bitumens and evaluate the 
source potential of kerogen in various lithofacies.
In order to trace sulfur isotopic evolution in hydrocarbons and inorganic 
diagenetic phases, sulfur isotopic analyses were performed on samples from liquid 
hydrocarbons, anhydrites, and late diagenetic sulfide minerals. Analyses were 
performed by Dr. Lynton Land in his laboratory at University of Texas, Austin, and by 
Coastal Laboratories, Dallas.
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Geologic Setting
Gulf of Mexico
It is generally accepted that the Gulf of Mexico formed as a divergent margin 
basin in response to rifting, extension, and breakup of Pangea commencing in Triassic 
time, and subsequent seafloor spreading and migration of several cooling, subsiding 
plates (Ball and Harrison, 1969; Walper and Rowett, 1972; Buffler et al., 1980; 
Dickinson and Coney, 1980; Walper, 1980; Pilger, 1981; Pindell and Dewey, 1982; 
Anderson and Schmidt, 1983; Buffler and Sawyer, 1985; Pindell, 1985; Salvador, 
1987; Pindell et al., 1988; Ross and Scotese, 1988; and others). The earliest Mesozoic 
sediments were graben- and half-graben filling coarse redbeds and conglomerates of the 
Eagle M ills (U.S.), and lower Huizachal/La Boca formations (Mexico).
Subsequent incursion of marine waters into a widening, highly evaporitic Gulf 
resulted in the deposition of basinwide evaporites of the Werner and Louann (U.S.), 
and Metate formations (Mexico). Around the northern Gulf rim, four discrete interior 
salt basins are separated from each other and from the Gulf proper by areas o f relative 
uplift, where little or no salt is present (fig. 1.1; Moore, 1984). Subsequent Mesozoic 
and Tertiary subsidence of these basins caused sedimentary sequences to thicken 
markedly toward the center o f each interior basin.
The Smackover Formation represents the earliest widespread carbonate 
deposition in the northern Gulf. Basal Smackover carbonates were deposited on a 
ramplike surface (Ahr, 1974), relatively gentle and monoclinal in the central Gulf, but 
less regular—producing a complexly-embayed coastline—in the Alabama-Florida area. 
Subsequent Smackover deposition tended to create broad carbonate shelves, rimmed by 
high-energy grainstone deposits (Moore, 1984). Development of these carbonate shelf







Figure 1.1. Major Jurassic structural elements of the northern Gulf Coast (after Moore, 
1984).
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margins, possessing significant relief above the deep Gulf basin, continued throughout 
much of the subsequent upper Jurassic and Cretaceous evolution of the region.
Southwest Alabama
Depositional patterns of Jurassic strata of southwest Alabama reflect the rugged 
antecendent topography, which is largely responsible for dividing the study area into 
three distinct depocenters. These are the easternmost portion o f the Mississippi salt 
basin and two smaller basins, termed the Manila and Conecuh embayments (Mancini 
and Benson, 1980; fig. 1.2). Antecedent topography, particularly in the northern 
portion of the study area, is dominated by northeast-southwest trending pre-Triassic 
ridges of Appalachian affinities. The Conecuh ridge forms the updip portion of the 
separation between the Manila and Conecuh embayments. Norphlet dune fields created 
additional relief, which locally may be reflected in depositional patterns of the overlying 
strata.
The Manila and Conecuh embayments differ from the major salt basins to the 
west in several ways. In addition to being considerably smaller than the interior salt 
basins, the embayments lack continuous updip peripheral salt ridge-and-graben systems. 
No piercement domes are present, although two sizeable salt pillows (Klepac and 
McIntosh domes) are present adjacent to the Jackson (Mobile) graben (fig. 1.2) and 
several salt anticlines are present. Within each of the embayments, the Smackover 
Formation is thinnest in the basin center and thickest along the margin, giving the unit a 
starved basin-carbonate shelf morphology (Wade et al., 1987). By contrast, in the 
larger western salt basins, the Smackover Formation generally thickens toward the basin 
centers. Continental influences were particularly strong in southwest Alabama, as 
evidenced by the abundance of siliciclastics in the upper Smackover member near its 
updip limits. Finally, basal Smackover lithologies in Alabama were often deposited in















Figure 1.2. Major Jurassic features in the study area, southwest Alabama. WA = 
Wiggins arch, BH = Baldwin high, MG = Mobile graben, G = Gilbertown 
peripheral fault complex, P = Pollard peripheral fault complex, ChR = Choctaw 
ridge, CoR = Conecuh ridge, MSB = easternmost portion of Mississippi salt 
basin.
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shallow, well-oxygenated environments, unlike the larger basins, where organic-rich, 
laminated mudstones invariably form the basal portion of the Smackover Formation.
Previous Studies
Due in large measure to their importance as petroleum reservoirs, the Smackover 
Formation and related Jurassic strata of the northern Gulf Coast have been intensively
studied for several decades. Basic studies that established the generally-accepted 
stratigraphie nomenclature and biostratigraphy in the Ark-La-Tex area and extended their 
correlations around the Gulf rim include Imlay (1940,1941,1943,1952), Dickinson 
(1962, 1968a, 1968b, 1969), Imlay and Herman (1984), and Moore (1984). These 
authors identified key regional lithologie variations and analyzed the nature of the 
hydrocarbon system formed by these formations. The occurrence of Smackover patch 
reefs was reported by Baria et al. (1982), Stewart (1984), and Crevello and Harris 
(1984).
Smackover regional diagenesis (including petroleum geology and aspects of 
basin evolution) have been examined by Moore (1984), Sassen et al. (1987), and 
Sassen and Moore (1988). Organic geochemistry of the lower Smackover source 
lithofacies has been the subject of studies by Oehler (1984), Sassen et al. (1987),
Sassen and Moore (1988), Sofer (1988,1990), Sassen (1989, 1990), Sweeney (1990), 
and Wenger et al. (1990).
The Smackover Formation in southwest Alabama has also received intense 
scrutiny. Basic stratigraphy was elaborated by Moore (1971), Wilson (1975), Mancini 
and Benson (1980), Benson (1988), and Mancini et al. (1990). Detailed field studies 
include the Jay-Big Escambia Creek area (Ottman et al., 1973; Bradford 1982,1984;
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Powell, 1984), and Hatters Pond (Worrall, 1988). Other subregional studies include 
the Conecuh embayment (Sigsby, 1976; Leiker, 1977; M iller, 1982; Esposito and King, 
1987; Prather, 1992a), the Manila embayment (Cunningham, 1984; Wade et al., 1987; 
King and Hargrove, 1991; King and Moore, 1992), and Choctaw County (Myers, 
1975). Melas and Friedman (1987) were the first to report the occurrence of pisoids in 
the upper Smackover Formation.
Diagenesis of the Alabama Smackover Formation has been the focus of study for 
Benson and Mancini (1984), Benson (1985), and Koepnick et al. (1985). On smaller 
scales, Smackover diagenesis has been examined in the Conecuh embayment (Bradford, 
1982, 1984; Vinet, 1984,1990; Sailer and Moore, 1986; and Prather, 1992b), the 
Manila embayment (Cunningham, 1984), and the eastern Mississippi salt basin (Bryant,
1986). Paragenetic sequences have been described from individual fields, including 
Chatom (Feazel, 1985), Chunchula (Barrett, 1986,1987), Hatters Pond (Worrall and 
Warren, 1986; Worrall, 1988), and Appleton (Sailer and Moore, 1986). Prather 
(1992b), Barrett (1986,1987), and Worrall and Warren (1986) examined aspects of 
dolomitization of upper Smackover carbonates. The organic geochemistry o f Alabama 
Smackover oils and source rocks has been the subject of studies by Wade et al. (1987), 
Hall (1988), Claypool and Mancini (1989,1990), and Wade and Moore (1990).
Early Mesozoic Stratigraphy of the Northern Gulf Coast 
Pre-Jurassic strata
Pre-Mesozoic basement 
Definition: Triassic and younger sedimentary strata of the Gulf Coast are 
underlain by Paleozoic sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous rocks (fig. 1.3) (Applin,




















Figure 1.3. Generalized Jurassic stratigraphie columns for northeastern and 
northwestern Gulf Coast.
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1951; Neathery and Thomas, 1975; Chowns and Williams, 1983; Dallmeyer, 1987; 
Thomas et al., 1989). A ll are referred to informally as "basement" in this study.
Character: Folded and faulted Paleozoic sedimentary rocks similar to 
outcropping strata in the Valley and Ridge province of north central Alabama underlie 
the Cretaceous formations of the Alabama coastal plain north of the Smackover 
Formation subcrop (fig. 1.2) in the extreme northern portion of the study area (Neathery 
and Thomas, 1975). Most Triassic and Jurassic strata in the study area are underlain by 
(1) metamorphic rocks of variable grade and (2) igneous rocks, including granite, 
basalt, and serpentinite (Neathery and Thomas, 1975; Chowns and Williams, 1983; 
Dallmeyer, 1987; Arthur, 1988). Neathery and Thomas (1975) interpreted suites of 
these crystalline rocks as extensions of the Appalachian Talladega slate belt and 
Piedmont of eastern Alabama. However, recent studies incorporating aeromagnetic data 
suggest that this interpretation is only partially correct, in that the buried Appalachian 
provinces are apparently truncated along an east-west trending suture zone, across 
which Alleghanian terranes of the North America block join now-detached portions of 
the South America-Africa plate (fig. 1.4; Zeitz and Hatcher, 1982; Chowns and 
Williams, 1983; Horton et al., 1984).
Eagle Mills Formation
Definition: A thick interval of red shale and sand encountered in the Amerada 
Petroleum 1-Eagle M ills well, Ouachita County, Arkansas, was named the Eagle M ills 
Formation by Shearer (1938) and Weeks (1938). The formation lies unconformably on 
deformed Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, metasediments, and igneous rocks and is 
overlain unconformably by the Wemer Anhydrite (Hazzard et al., 1947; Scott et al., 
1961). The formation has been assigned a late Triassic to early Jurassic age, based on




Figure 1.4. Continental reconstruction prior to Triassic opening of the Gulf of Mexico 
and Atlantic Ocean (from Ross and Scotese, 1987). Major tectonic elements: 
FSB = Florida Straits block, CB (below FSB) = Cuba block, TB = Yucatan 
block, CB (at left) = Chords block, MSM = Mohave-Sonora megashear, TMVB 
= Tr^s-Mexican volcanic belt. Continental cmst attenuated during Mesozoic 
opening o f G ulf o f Mexico has been restored to approximate original dimensions 
(RC).
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identification o f fossil cycad impressions from south Arkansas (E. Dorf, cited in Scott et 
al., 1961).
Thickness and extent: The Eagle Mills Formation has been encountered during 
o il exploration drilling across much o f the northern rim of the Gulf of Mexico from 
Florida to east Texas (Scott, 1961; Arthur, 1988). However, thickness and distribution 
patterns of Eagle M ills strata are not well constrained, as there have been comparatively 
few wells drilled sufficiently deep as to penetrate the entire formation. Deposition of the 
Eagle M ills Formation was associated with late Triassic breakup of Pangea and 
subsequent partial infilling of incipient marginal rift basins rimming the northern Gulf of 
Mexico (Ball and Harrison, 1969; Walper and Rowett, 1972; Buffler et al., 1980, and 
many others). The formation consists of graben- and half graben-filling sediments 
(Scott et al., 1961) shed from less-foundered crustal blocks mobilized during rifting 
(Buffler et al., 1980; Pilger, 1981; Pindell, 1985; Salvador, 1987). The thickness of 
Eagle M ills elastics varies greatly over short distances, reflecting the formation's 
association with block faulting (Scott et al., 1961). Thicknesses as great as 2124 m 
(6968 ft) o f Eagle M ills Formation have been reported in Arkansas (within 10 km of the 
updip lim it o f the formation, in Hempstead County) (Scott et al., 1961).
The Eagle M ills Formation in southwest Alabama has been encountered in at 
least 10 wells to date (Appendix B). Maximum thickness encountered to date is 142 m 
(465 ft), in the Champlin 1-0'Melia 4-2,4/10N/2E, Clarke County. The formation is 
contiguous to the east with a thick, lithologically similar sequence of redbeds, intruded 
by abundant diabase dikes, that f ill a large graben complex extending from Florida 
through Georgia to South Carolina (Chowns and Williams, 1983; Dallmeyer, 1987; 
Salvador, 1987).
Character: In its south Arkansas type area, the Eagle M ills Formation consists of 
non-marine red and greenish-gray shale, gray and white shaly siltstone, and red and
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gray argillaceous sandstone, diabase intrusives, and rare beds of varicolored limestone 
and dolomite (Weeks, 1938; Hazzard et al., 1947; Scott et al., 1961). In southwest 
Alabama, the formation consists of red-to-gray terrigenous shale, siltstone, sandstone, 
and conglomerates (Toison et al., 1983; Arthur, 1988). In updip portions of the study 
area—north of the pinchout of the Wemer and Louann formations—Eagle M ills and 
Norphlet alluvial fan sandstones merge with no discernible break either on well logs or 
in d rill cuttings (Wade et al., 1987).
Jurassic sedimentary rocks
Jurassic sediments of the northern Gulf Coast are primarily marine strata, and 
are entirely confined to the subsurface. Within southwest Alabama and southeast 
Mississippi, however, nonmarine terrigenous elastics form a major portion of the 
column. Jurassic sedimentary sequences of the northern Gulf form portions of several 
discrete prisms, each of which thickens towards the center of an interior salt basin or the 
Gulf of Mexico proper (fig. 1.2).
Wemer Anhydrite
Definition: The Wemer Anhydrite was first described by Weeks (1938), who 
considered the unit to be part of the Eagle M ills Formation. Separate formation status 
was proposed by Hazzard et al. (1947), who designated the Gulf Refining Company 
#49 Wemer Saw M ill well. Union County, Arkansas, as type section for the unit. The 
formation as originally defined includes a lower red conglomerate member and an upper 
massive anhydrite member (Hazzard et al., 1947). In practice, the lower conglomerate 
unit is grouped with the underlying lithologically similar Eagle M ills Formation, except 
perhaps in the vicinity of the original type section. The formation was formally defined 
as the "anhydrite-dominated" interval between the underlying Eagle M ills Formation and
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the overlying Louann Salt (Hazzard et al., 1947). It is reported to be, at least in part, a 
marginal facies of the Louann Salt (Salvador, 1987).
Thickness and extent: The Wemer Anhydrite rims the northern Gulf o f Mexico 
and generally onlaps terrestrial elastics of the Eagle M ills Formation. The relation 
between the Wemer and Louann formations near their updip pinchout, where halite is 
absent, is problematic. In the area around the originally-designated type section (south 
Arkansas/north Louisiana), the Wemer Anhydrite ranges from 15 to 60 m (50-200 ft) in 
thickness. In southwest Alabama, the formation is similarly variable in thickness, as 
judged from the relatively small number of penetrations.
Character: As mentioned, in its type section, the Wemer Formation consists of 
two units: an upper massive anhydrite member and a lower conglomeratic redbed 
member (Hazzard et al., 1947). With the possible exception of the immediate vicinity of 
the type well, clastic redbed intervals immediately beneath Wemer Formation massive 
anhydrites are assigned to the Eagle M ills Formation, and consequently, the Wemer 
Formation consists solely of the anhydrite lithofacies. In southwest Alabama and 
adjacent areas, cores o f the formation consist of massive or thinly layered anhydrite, 
with minor halite and greyish shales. Individual beds within the thinly layered facies are 
1-4 cm in thickness; beds are differentiated by slight gradations of color. The massive 
facies is white and commonly has a disturbed texture. This texture may result from 
subtle mobilization of the unit, or it may be related to accumulation of massive anhydrite 
as a relatively insoluble residue during dissolution of massive halite. On this basis, 
much of the Wemer Anhydrite may be a mechanical , interstratal accumulation, rather 
than a primary deposit. A third possible interpretation is that the disturbed texture is 
merely the result of rehydration as core surfaces are partially altered to gypsum.
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Louann Salt
Definition: The Louann Salt is a thick evaporite deposit, first described from 
south Arkansas (Spooner, 1932). Although near-surface salt diapirs around the Gulf 
Coast had long been recognized, described, and drilled (e.g., the Spindletop discovery, 
near Beaumont, Texas, in 1901), non-intrusive salt was first penetrated by the Lion Oil 
and Refining Company's Hayes A-9 well, in the Norphlet district of the Smackover 
field. Union County, Arkansas (Spooner, 1932). Early workers (e.g.. Weeks, 1938; 
Imlay, 1940,1943) considered the Louann Salt a member of the Eagle M ills Formation. 
Hazzard et al. (1947) proposed raising the unit to the status of a separate formation, 
based on several wells which showed the Louann to be consistently younger than Eagle 
M ills siliciclastics. The formation overlies and interfingers with the Wemer Anhydrite; it 
is in turn generally overlain by terrestrial siliciclastics of the Norphlet Formation.
Thickness and extent: Louann Salt underlies each of the interior marginal basins 
that rim the northern Gulf of Mexico from Florida to south Texas (fig. 1.1). Original 
depositional thickness of the formation was a function of pre-existent local bathymetry. 
However, local thicknesses of Louann Salt have been altered drastically by subsequent 
halokinesis and dissolution. Rough estimates o f original thickness range from 1.5-3 
km (5,000-10,000 ft) (Salvador, 1987, 1991; Worrall and Snelson, 1989). The updip 
lim it of thick salt generally coincides closely with peripheral fault complexes in each 
marginal salt basin (fig. 1.2; Hughes, 1968; Bishop, 1973).
Character: The Louann Salt is described in its type area as consisting of 
relatively pure crystalline halite with a few partings of white gypsum (anhydrite?) 
(Weeks, 1938). In the southwest Alabama study area, the Louann Salt is composed of 
white to light gray, coarsely crystalline halite, massive or bedded, with local interbeds of 
anhydrite, dark shale, and fine sand (Toison et al., 1983; Salvador, 1987; Eustice,
1990).
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The formation in Alabama is discontinuously capped by the informally-named 
Pine H ill anhydrite member (Mancini et al., 1985; Bolin et al., 1989) and/or by an 
unnamed black shale member (Badon, 1975), sometimes treated as a member of the 
Norphlet Formation (Wilkerson, 1981; Mancini et al., 1985). Badon (1975) proposed 
that the black shale accumulated as an insoluble residue, produced by extensive 
dissolution of Louann halite. The discontinuous nature of the shale, and its consistently 
reported slickensided nature in cores, support this interpretation. It is here proposed that 
the Pine H ill anhydrite member also represents a mechanical cumulate, composed of 
relatively insoluble anhydrite concentrated during halite dissolution, in a manner similar 
to the accumulation of anhydrite caprock over a salt dome.
Norphlet Formation
Definition: The type section of the Norphlet Formation was defined by Hazzard 
et al. (1947), based on well cuttings and electric log correlation of the Gulf Refining 
Company #49 Wemer Saw M ill well. Union County, Arkansas, as the red clastic 
interval, 10 m (34 ft) thick, which unconformably overlies the Louann Salt and is 
overlain by Smackover carbonates.
Thickness and extent: The Norphlet Formation extends across the northern rim 
o f the Gulf of Mexico from south Texas to the Florida Panhandle. In east Texas, south 
Texas, south Arkansas, and north Ix?uisiana, Norphlet siliciclastics are generally thin, 
usually less than 20 m (65 ft) (Dickinson, 1968a). The formation thickens toward the 
east: within the eastern portion of the Mississippi salt basin, the Norphlet Formation 
ranges up to 300 m (1000 ft) or more in thickness (Cagle and A li Khan, 1983). In the 
study area, the thickness of the unit varies from 0 to 200 m (650 ft).
Character: In its type area, the Norphlet Formation consists of red shale and 
lesser amounts of gray shale, reddish-to-gray argillaceous sandstone (with frosted
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quartz grains), and gravel (Hazzard et al., 1947; Martin et al., 1954; Dickinson, 1968a). 
The thin Norphlet Formation around the western rim of the Gulf of Mexico generally is 
composed o f red shale with subordinate red sandstone (Dickinson, 1968a). As the unit 
thickens in eastern Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida, its character changes. The 
Norphlet Formation in Alabama consists of alluvial and wadi-deposited redbeds (sands, 
silts, and shales), eolian quartz sandstone from dune and interdune environments, and 
conglomeratic sandstone associated with alluvial fans (Wilkerson, 1981; Mancini et al., 
1985). Norphlet sandstones are predominantly subarkoses, cemented by halite, 
anhydrite, dolomite/ankerite, quartz, and authigenic clays (Ryan, 1985). The uppermost 
portion of the Norphlet Formation typically has been reworked by marine processes 
(Mancini et al., 1985).
Smackover Formation
Definition: The term "Smackover limestone" was first applied by Bingham
(1937) to a carbonate interval encountered in the Phillips Petroleum 1-Reynolds well, 
drilled slightly to the north of shallow Cretaceous reservoirs in Smackover field. Union 
County, Arkansas. The formation has been assigned a medial to late Oxfordian age, 
based on identification of ammonites in upper Smackover cores from north Louisiana 
(Imlay, 1943; Imlay and Herman, 1984; Moore and Druckman, 1991).
Thickness and extent: The formation as first described from drill cuttings in its 
Arkansas type area consisted of approximately 213 m (700 ft) of limestone (Bingham, 
1937; Weeks, 1938; Shearer, 1938). Imlay (1940,1943) gave detailed descriptions of 
the formation near the type area and noted its significant geographic extent. Subsequent 
petroleum exploration has established that the Smackover Formation extends across the 
northern rim o f the Gulf of Mexico from Florida to south Texas (Bishop, 1968; 
Dickinson, 1968; Moore, 1984; and many others). Near its type area in southern
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Arkansas and northern Louisiana, the formation may be as thick as 500 m (1600 ft). In 
general, the formation thickens toward the center of each of the marginal salt basins, 
where it may merge with overlying carbonates of Buckner and Gilmer age (Dickinson, 
1968; Moore, 1984). It is present only within the subsurface, although carbonate strata 
of roughly equivalent age (Zuloaga/Novillo formations) crop out in Mexico (Imlay, 
1943,1984; Oivanki, 1974; Aguayo-Camargo, 1982; Goldhammer and Lehmann, 
1991).
In the eastern Mississippi salt basin and offshore Mobile Bay, the Smackover 
Formation is as much as 215 m (700 ft) thick. It is considerably thinner over most of 
the study area. Where it rims the Manila and Conecuh embayments, the formation is 
120-175 m (4(X)-500 ft) thick; it is thinner still in the embayment centers (< 90 m; 300 
ft).
Character; Near its type area in southern Arkansas and northern Louisiana, the 
Smackover Formation is a thick limestone sequence described as consisting of either 
two or three members. The basal member is an organic-rich, finely-laminated (varved?) 
to thinly-bedded mudstone sequence (Herman, 1974). The middle portion of the 
formation, which is given separate member status in some accounts (e.g., Imlay, 1940), 
consists largely of dense brown pellet packstones, characterized by the presence of 
Favreina sp. pellets. The upper few tens of meters (to more than 100 m) are porous and 
oolitic ("Reynolds Oolite member"). Smackover lithofacies of southwest Alabama are 
described in detail in a separate section.
Buckner Formation
Definition: The first definition of the Buckner Formation was made by Weeks
(1938) in reference to the strata overlying the Smackover Formation and underlying the 
Cotton Valley Group in and near the Buckner field, Columbia County, Arkansas.
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Relegation of the Buckner Formation to the status of basal member of the Haynesville 
Formation, proposed by Philpot and Hazzard (1949) is rejected in this study. The term 
"Haynesville Formation" was first employed by Philpot and Hazzard (1949), without 
lithologie definition or designated type area, on a preliminary Gulf Coast correlation 
chart. The term was applied to the entire interval between the Smackover Formation and 
the Bossier Formation of the Cotton Valley Group, and included the previously-defined 
Buckner Formation as a basal member. Haynesville lithologies in subsequent studies 
either consisted of expropriated Buckner lithologies or were indistinuishable from 
Cotton Valley dandstones. This informal definition has been adopted widely.
However, in the present study, following Dickinson (1968a), Imlay (1980), and Imlay 
and Herman (1984), the Haynesville Formation is asssigned to the Cotton Valley 
Group, and its geographic extent is considered to be limited to those areas of Arkansas. 
Louisiana, and Texas where Haynesville sandstones occur between Buckner shales and 
an overlying Bossier Shale interval. Consequently, there is no Haynesville Formation 
in southwest Alabama.
Thickness and extent: The Buckner Formation extends around the northern Gulf 
of Mexico, from south Texas to Florida (Dickinson, 1968a, 1968b, 1969; Oxley et al., 
1967; Ottman et al., 1973). It ranges in thickness from 0 to more than 1200 m (4000 ft) 
and occurs in distinct depocenters overlying the Smackover shelf. It is thickest in the 
basinward areas of the east Texas, south Texas, and Mississippi salt basins.
In southwest Alabama, the Buckner Formation ranges from 0 to more than 500 
m (1650 ft). It thickens markedly toward the Gulf of Mexico. In extreme updip areas 
of the Manila and Conecuh embayments, the formation is locally absent because of: 1) 
facies change from Buckner evaporitic marginal marine strata to Cotton Valley alluvial 
sandstones, and 2) removal along unconformities, so that continental alluvial sandstones 
of the Cotton Valley Group directly overlie Smackover carbonates.
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Character: In the area near its type section, the Buckner Formation consists of 
red shale, anhydritic red shale with minor dolomite and massive anhydrite (Weeks, 
1938). Subsequent stratigraphie studies suggest that these lithologies were deposited in 
a hypersaline lagoon restricted in part by shelf margin ooid grainstone barriers near the 
vicinity of the Arkansas-Louisiana state line ("Buckner A" and "B" members of Moore 
and Druckman, 1991). Consequently, in downdip areas, where the formation is 
thickest, it may be composed entirely o f carbonate lithofacies. In addition, discrete 
bodies of fine argillaceous quartz sandstone (e.g., "C Sand", "Gray Sand")—interpreted 
to represent lowstand fans—are sandwiched between the Buckner and Smackover 
formations and between distinct Buckner carbonate buildups in south Arkansas and 
north Louisiana (Troell and Robinson, 1987; Moore et al., 1992),
In the southwest Alabama study area, Buckner Formation lithologies are very 
similar to those found in Arkansas and Louisiana. The formation can be subdivided into 
five major lithologies, informally treated as members: (1) a basal anhydrite member, (2) 
a bedded halite member, (3) an evaporitic redbed member, (4) an ooid grainstone 
member, and (5) an arkosic sandstone member.
The anhydrite member of the Buckner Formation generally occurs as a basal 
member, although thick anhydrite intervals can occur throughout the formation, 
particular in the southern part of the study area. Anhydrite typically occurs as nodular 
mosaics in a dolomitic and/or silty matrix ("chickenwire" texture). The member is 
absent by nondeposition in the extreme northern part of the study area (Wade et al.,
1987).
The bedded halite member occurs in and near the centers of the Manila and 
Conecuh embayments. It is composed o f multiple decimeter-thick beds of vertically- 
and horizontally-aligned halite, each capped by a thin anhydrite layer (Eustice, 1990).
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Evaporitic redbeds are the most abundant Buckner lithofacies in updip portions 
of the Manila and Conecuh embayments. They constitute a heterogeneous group 
typically consisting o f interbedded dark red shales, siltstones, poorly sorted argillaceous 
sandstones, and clean reddish brown sandstones. Laterally extensive anhydrite beds are 
common; these are 1-4 m (3-12 ft) thick.
Thick carbonate buildups in the offshore Mobile Bay area (presumably also 
present farther south, beyond the lim it of well control) formed part of an extensive 
barrier system responsible for restricting the vast Buckner lagoon over most of the study 
area. This carbonate member is known only from well cuttings and electric logs, but by 
analogy with "Buckner A" and "B" members in the south Arkansas/north Louisiana 
area, it is inferred to consist of ooid shoal complexes.
Arkosic sandstones that interfmger with lagoonal Buckner lithologies in the 
extreme updip portions of the study area are accorded member status. These beds are 
distinguishable from overlying Cotton Valley continental sandstones only by their 
interfingering nature. They are inferred to represent braid delta and coalesced alluvial 
fan sediments deposited during minor relative sea level falls.
Cotton Valley Group 
Definition: The term "Cotton Valley" was first employed by Weeks (1938) and 
formalized first as a formation by Imlay (1940,1943), and later as a group by Swain 
(1944), to refer to the sandstones and shales between the Buckner Formation and the 
overlying Cretaceous Hosston Formation. A number of formation names have been 
applied to distinct lithologies within the Cotton Valley Group in the Ark-La-Tex area. 
These lithologies include carbonates, a variety of sandstones, and shales.
Thickness and extent: The Cotton Valley Group in south Arkansas/north 
Louisiana ranges from 0-600 m (0-2,000 ft) in thickness. The group is present in the
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subsurface across the northern Gulf rim, from Florida to south Texas (Imlay, 1940, 
1943; Forgotson, 1954). In southwest Alabama, the group thickens Gulfward, 
reaching a maximum thickness of just over 900 m (3000 ft).
Character: In southern Arkansas, the Cotton Valley Group is comprised o f a 
lower dark marine shale unit (Bossier Formation) and a sandstone-dominated alluvial- 
fluvial continental facies (Schuler Formation) (Swain, 1944; Forgotson, 1954). In 
northern Louisiana, the group assumes a dominantly marine character, with marine 
sandstones (Terryville Sandstones), lagoonal shales (Hico Shale), and an upper 
carbonate facies (Knowles Limestone) above the basal Bossier Shale (Thomas and 
Mann, 1965). A thicker carbonate interval (Gilmer Limestone) is present in east Texas 
(Forgotson and Forgotson, 1976) and locally present in northern Louisiana (Moore, 
1989).
Over most of southern Alabama, the Cotton Valley Group consists entirely of 
fine- to coarse-grained continental sandstones and conglomerates, comparable to the 
Schuler Formation of Swain (1944); there is no marine shale equivalent to the Bossier 
Formation. In the extreme northern portion of the study area, beyond the Smackover 
and Wemer/Louann pinchouts, continental sandstones and conglomerates of Cotton 
Valley age, Norphlet age, and Eagle M ills age merge into a single thick undifferentiated 
section of relatively coarse elastics. However, as the Cotton Valley Group thickens 
southward toward the Gulf, it assumes a more heterogeneous character, reflecting 
marine to marginal marine influences. Thinly interfingering beds of marine sandstone, 
shale, and carbonate become common (Toison et al., 1983).
Stratigraphie ages
Age assignments for Gulf Coast Jurassic strata are based as much upon 
consensus as upon hard data. Sparse fossil biostratigraphic control is available from
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Eagle M ills, Louann, upper Smackover, and Buckner localities; isotopic age 
determinations from Jurassic igneous rocks around the northern Gulf rim are limited 
(with one questionable exception) to the Eagle M ills Formation (Byerly, 1991). 
Resulting uncertainties in formational age assignments are generally unstated or ignored. 
Moreover, as o f this writing, no index fossils have been reported from any Jurassic 
formation in southwest Alabama.
The Eagle M ills Formation in south Arkansas contains impressions of late 
Triassic-early Jurassic cycads (Scott et al., 1961). The oldest reliable isotopic age 
determinations on Eagle M ills basalts and diabases in Arkansas range from 197 to 182 
ma (Byerly, 1991): the formation is therefore fixed as late Triassic to early Jurassic in 
age. Although K-Ar ages of Eagle Mills-contemporaneous (?) basalts and diabases in 
east-central Alabama range as young as 162 ma (Deininger et al., 1975), both the 
isotopic accuracy and the contemporaneity of the intrusions are questionable (Byerly,
1991).
The Wemer Anhydrite and Louann Salt are probably coeval (the anhydrite being 
a marginal facies and/or leached residue of Louann halite). Although there are no 
reported fossil biomarkers from the Wemer Anhydrite, the Louann Salt is commonly 
considered to be Bathonian-Callovian in age, based on palynomorphs recovered from 
Challenger Knoll caprock (Kirkland and Gerhard, 1971). As indirect evidence of a 
Callovian age for the Wemer/Louann, Salvador (1991) cites marine carbonates in centr al 
Mexico that may mark the position of a channel through which Louann seawater entered 
the Gulf from the Pacific.
The Norphlet Formation is generally assigned a Callovian or early Oxfordian 
age. There is no biomarker control for the Norphlet Formation; age assignment is based 
solely on bracketing the formation between Louann Challenger Knoll palynomorphs and 
Smackover ammonites. Although Goldhammer and Lehman (1991) consider the
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formation to be time-equivalent to the La Gloria Formation of northeastern Mexico 
(which interfingers with the Oxfordian Zuloaga Formation), the La Gloria and Norphlet 
formations do not represent equivalent systems tracts. Moreover, marginal marine La 
Gloria silts and sands are depositionally distinct from continental Norphlet sands and 
redbeds, suggesting that the formations are chronologically separate. Salvador (1991) 
considers Norphlet sandstones to be time-equivalent to the basal (Oxfordian?) clastic 
member of the Zuloaga Formation; however, this member may be more comparable to 
the marine-reworked uppermost Norphlet only. It is possible that halite precipitation 
continued in the ancestral Gulf after Louann seas bad retreated from the marginal basins, 
so that Challenger Knoll palynomorphs may be age-equivalent to the Norphlet 
Formation rather than to the Wemer-Louaim formations of the Gulf rim. Should this be 
true, the base o f the Norphlet Formation may be as old as late Bathonian.
The upper Smackover Formation is medial to late Oxfordian in age, based on 
ammonites recovered from upper Smackover cores in north Louisiana and northeast 
Texas (Imlay, 1943,1952; Imlay and Herman, 1984; Moore, 1991). There is no fossil 
biomarker control on the age of the lower Smackover member. A medial Oxfordian age 
is conunonly assumed, but cannot be proved. Although the lithologically similar 
Smackover and Zuloaga formations must overlap, the later contains no ammonites 
(Imlay, 1943; Salvador, 1991).
Imlay (1940,1943,1945), Imlay and Herman (1984), and Moore and 
Druckman (1991) assigned a medial to late Oxfordian age to the Buckner Formation, 
based on ammonites in north Louisiana cores. Young and Oloriz (in press) report an 
ammonite assemblage of identical age, ostensibly from an upper Smackover core, but 
which is better correlated as "Buckner A" equivalent (Y. Druckman, unpublished data).
Undifferentiated Cotton Valley sandstones in Alabama are devoid of fossils; 
stratigraphie biomarker fossils from equivalent marine lithofacies in the southern part of
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the study area have not been studied or reported. Marine Cotton Valley formations in 
north Louisiana span Kimmeridgian to Tithonian time (Imlay, 1943,1980). However, 
the Bossier Shale may range as young as Hauterivian in age southward in Louisiana 
(Cooper and Shaffer, 1976). Because undifferentiated Cotton Valley sandstones in 
Alabama interfmger with, and eventually displace Buckner lithologies in an updip 
direction, they must be considered to range as old as late Oxfordian in age locally.
Smackover Lithofacies
Previous researchers have subdivided the Smackover Formation in southwest 
Alabama into either two or three informal members (Mancini and Benson, 1980; Moore, 
1984; Benson and Mancini, 1984; Wade et al., 1987; Benson, 1988). Those who 
advocate a threefold division (e.g., Benson, 1988) follow the lead of Dickinson (1968a, 
1968b), who pointed out consistent Smackover lithologie patterns generally applicable 
across the entire northern Gulf rim. Other workers have argued that the threefold 
division of the formation is less appropriate outside the Ark-La-Tex study area of 
Dickinson (1968a, 1968b) (e.g., Moore, 1984). W ith the advent of sequence 
stratigraphie techniques in recent years, this debate has assumed new relevance for 
regional chronostratigraphic correlations in the northern Gulf Coast (Todd and Mitchum, 
1977; Sarg, 1988; Moore et al., 1992 and others).
In the present study, the Smackover Formation in the study area is divided into 
two informal members: lower and upper. This division is consistent with the lithologie 
sequences observed in cores and subsequently correlated from electric log characteristics 
over larger areas.
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Lower Smackover Member
Major lithofacies present within the lower Smackover Formation of southwest 
Alabama include: 1) laminated (varved?) mudstone, 2) algal-laminated 
mudstone/wackestone, and 3) burrowed mudstone/packstone.
Lower Smackover lithofacies were deposited under low- to moderate-energy 
conditions in subtidal to intertidal environments during marine transgression and 
subsequent relative sealevel rise. In southwest Alabama, Smackover seas encroached 
upon (and partially reworked) an irregular, ramp-like surface of Norphlet siliciclastics, 
and, farther updip, beyond the coarse Norphlet al.Iuvial fans, a rugged complex of 
inselbergs and ridges formed by pre-Mesozoic igneous and metamorphic basement. 
Carbonate lithofacies of the lower Smackover are generally mud-supported, reflecting 
low-energy conditions during deposition (the high energy regimes present in shallow 
waters during initial transgression were generally absorbed by reworking of Norphlet 
elastics, and are represented by upper Norphlet ravinement surfaces and rare 
preservation of beach or shoreface facies). In low-lying areas, basal Smackover 
carbonate facies tend to exhibit evidence of anoxia and hypersalinity, consistent with 
rapid development of a stratified water column. However, Alabama is regionally 
anomalous in its abundant preservation of basal Smackover shallow-water carbonates 
deposited above the pycnocline/halocline.
Lower Smackover lithofacies in the centers of embayments are generally 
undolomitized and possess little or no porosity. However, near basin margins, basal 
Smackover lithofacies are commonly dolomitized and may possess considerable 
intercrystalline porosity (fig. 1.5). Lower Smackover carbonates include:
1 ) Laminated mudstone lithofacies: Much confusion is present in the literature 
regarding the description, depositional environment, distribution, and significance of
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Figure 1.5. Lower Smackover porosity: a) Coarsely-recrystallized intraclast grainstone 
with metamorphic pebbles, from upper shoreface environment adjacent to 
isolated basement knob; Williams 1-Enzor 25-5,12,458' (25-6N-6E, Monroe 
County), b) Photomicrograph showing abundant intercrystalline porosity in 
dolomitized basal Smackover Formation; Shell 2-Wefel, 15,881' (29-3N-4E, 
Baldwin County).
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basal Smackover "algal laminated" mudstones (particularly in southwest Alabama). 
Early studies of the formation in Alabama failed to distinguish between laminae of 
depositional origin and those created by shallow subtidal to intertidal in-situ algal 
growth. These are two distinct (though superficially similar) laminated lithofacies: (1) 
depositionally laminated (varved?) mudstone and (2) cryptalgally-laminated 
mudstone/wackestone, the latter being particularly abundant in parts o f Alabama, and 
rarely seen in the central and western Gulf. Oehler (1984) postulated a shallow subtidal 
(to intertidal?) origin for the depositionally laminated lithofacies, arguing that limited 
influx of terrestrial matter and exclusion of burrowers by euxinic and perhaps 
hypersaline conditions were accomplished without a deep water column. Moore (1984) 
argued that rapid sea level rise and accompanying water column stratification outstripped 
carbonate sedimentation so that basal Smackover laminated muds were deposited in 
relatively deep, anoxic water. Although euxinic conditions may have occurred across a 
wide range o f water depths, the deposition of basal Smackover cryptalgal mudstone and 
wackestone in shallow, oxygenated environments over much o f the study area suggests 
that some minimal depth was required for development o f bottom water anoxia.
Laminated mudstones consist of nearly-horizontal laminae of depositional origin, 
usually 1-5 mm thick (fig. 1.6). The laminae (varves?—see Heydari and Wade, 1992a) 
occur as couplets of alternating light and dark colored micrite. Geochemical analyses 
have established that these laminites are rich in marine algal-derived amorphous kerogen 
and are the principal Smackover hydrocarbon source lithofacies across the Gulf rim 
(Oehler, 1984; Sassen et al., 1987; Sassen and Moore, 1988, and many others). Total 
organic contents in the dark laminae range up to 6% in Alabama (Wade et al., 1987; 
Sassen and Moore, 1988). The facies is interpreted to have been deposited from anoxic, 
at least modestly deep, and probably hypersaline waters (cf. Oehler, 1984; Sassen et al..
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Figure 1.6. Laminated mudstone lithofacies: a) Shell 1-Neal 30-1,13,547' (30-7N-3E, 
Clarke County), b) Photomicrograph of couplets of alternating light and dark 
micrite laminae (dark laminae are microstylolitized); Exxon 1-Hergersheimer, 
19,509' (7-2N-1E, Washington County).
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1987; Wade et al., 1987; Sassen and Moore, 1988; Sofer, 1987, 1990; Sassen, 1990; 
Wenger et al., 1990, and others).
2) Cryptalgal laminated mudstoneAvackestone lithofacies: This lithofacies, as 
distinct from the depositionally-laminated mudstone lithofacies, consists of irregular-to- 
stromatolitic cryptalgal micritic laminites (fig. 1.7), occurring at the base o f the 
Smackover Formation, and locally occupying the flanks and crests of pre-Smackover 
bathymetric highs. As with other stromatolitic deposits, the organic layering is assumed 
to have resulted from the binding activity of blue-green algae and bacteria. Where 
present, the lithofacies forms a veneer immediately above the Smackover/Norphlet 
contact. Cryptalgal laminites are interpreted to represent deposition in shallow subtidal 
to intertidal, well-oxygenated marine environments, shortly after encroachment of 
Smackover seas. The lithofacies has been reported to occasionally possess fenestrae 
(Esposito and King, 1987), and is commonly devoid of allochems. It is sometimes 
interbedded with intraclastic packstones/wackestones (Esposito and King, 1987).
Unlike the depositionally-laminated mudstone lithofacies, cryptalgal laminites are 
uniformly low in organic content, indicating deposition under relatively oxygenated 
conditions. A shallow subtidal to intertidal environment is inferred. The facies is 
relatively abundant in Alabama (Wade et al., 1987; Benson, 1988). Algal-laminated 
mudstone/wackestones are often present on the crests and flanks of basement ridges and 
knobs, which are common in Alabama where Appalachian-related ridges and basement 
knobs separate and rim embayments. The absence of the cryptalgal laminated lithofacies 
in basinal areas and its general confinement to early positive features argue in favor of a 
rapid initial Smackover relative sea level rise, which outpaced carbonate production in 
basinal settings (cf. Moore, 1984).
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Figure 1.7. Cryptalgal laminated mudstone-wackestone lithofacies: Undulose algal 
laminae, basal Smackover Formation; Exxon 1-GulfPine 28-10,18,574' (28- 
5N-1W, Washington County).
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3) Burrowed mudstone/packestone lithofacies: This lithofacies commonly 
overlies the two proceeding lithofacies, and represents a gradual change to relatively 
unrestricted marine conditions. Common allochems include Favreina sp. and other 
pellets, bivalve mollusk shells, oncoids, and peloids (fig. 1.8). Occasional normally- 
graded debris beds are present. The lithofacies is generally dark brown in color, and 
possesses little or no porosity. It is thought to represent basinal deposition in relatively 
deep subtidal environments. Intervals of laminated mudstone, a few meters in 
thickness, are present within the lithofacies in the interiors o f the Manila and Conecuh 
embayments. These are inferred to represent restricting events within an overall relative 
sea level rise.
Upper Smackover Member
Common carbonate lithofacies found in the upper Smackover Formation in the 
study area are: 1) pellet wackestone/packstone, 2) algal boundstone, 3) algal debris 
grainstone, 4) ooid grainstone, 5) ooid/oncoid packstone/grainstone, 6) peloid 
wackestone/grainstone, 7) pisoid packstone, and 8) lithic arkose/subarkose. Carbonate 
lithofacies are commonly dolomitized. Coarser-grained carbonate lithofacies are 
ubiquitously dolomitized. Both sandstone and dolomitized carbonate lithofacies may 
possess good porosity and permeability and serve as hydrocarbon reservoirs.
Upper Smackover lithofacies were deposited in: (1) moderate to high energy 
conditions in shallow subtidal to intertidal environments, and (2) low energy conditions 
either in deep subtidal environments or in lagoonal and supratidal environments. 
Moderate to high energy shoalwater areas tend to mirror configurations of buried 
basement and Norphlet dune field highs. Low energy conditions occurred in shallow 
protected lagoons behind shoals which flank local highs and in shelf interior 
environments of the extreme northern embayment. Carbonate lithofacies are commonly
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Figure 1.8. Burrowed mudstone-packstone lithofacies: Shell 1-Neal 30-1, 13,524' (30- 
7N-3E, Clarke County). The lithofacies fractures easily in cores and is 
commonly washed out in boreholes.
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dolomitized, but usually have low porosity and permeability. Shelf interior lithofacies 
of the northernmost embayment contain a high percentage of terrigenous shale and 
moderately- to poorly-sorted sandstone. Detailed lithofacies descriptions are as follows:
1 ) Pellet wackestone/packstone lithofacies: This lithofacies overlies similar- 
looking lower Smackover burrowed mudstone/packstones. However, bedding tends to 
be better developed; individual beds are commonly normally graded (fig. 1.9a). Debris 
beds (tempestites?), with large and/or poorly sorted allochems (including intraclasts, 
oncoids, and algal balls) occur occasionally. The lithofacies is generally a light-medium 
brown or tan color, in contrast to the darker underlying lower Smackover lithofacies. 
Other common allochems include Favreina sp. (fig. 1.9c) and other pellets, bivalve 
mollusk shells, and peloids. The lithofacies is interpreted to represent slope deposition 
in deep (up to 150 m?; 500 ft) to shallow subtidal environments. As in the lower 
Smackover lithofacies, rare intervals of laminated mudstone, a few meters in thickness, 
are present in the interiors of the Manila and Conecuh embayments. The lithofacies is 
inferred to to have been deposited during an overall relative sea level highstand, as 
slopes prograded over, and downlapped onto, deeper water deposits.
2) Algal boundstone lithofacies: Algal bindstones and bafflestones are distinct 
from the thin stromatolitic veneers of the lower Smackover cryptalgal boundstones. 
Algal laminations are variable, and include irregular, wavy to wispy horizontal and 
subhorizontal forms (fig. 1.10a) and digitate to columnar vertical forms (fig. 1.10b and 
c). Horizontal laminae are occasionally fissile, especially when undolomitized. Digitate 
and massive vertically oriented boundstones commonly have thrombolitic to clotted 
texture and are well-cemented. The lithofacies contains a more diverse biota than do 
basal cryptalgal laminites. Although dolomitization commonly obscures original texture



























Figure 1.9. Pellet-peloid wackestone-packstone lithofacies: a) Horsetail and faint wispy laminae are associated with poorly graded beds 
(here 2-6 cm thick); Shell 1-Neal 30-1, 13,347' (30-7N-3E, Clarke County), b) In centers o f the Manila and Conecuh 
embayments, deposition of this lithofacies (generally without graded beds) continued throughout upper Smackover time; Pruet 
1-Walker 23-8, 12,954' (23-7N-2E, Clarke County), c) Photomicrograph o f silty Favreina pellet packstone; Exxon 1- 




































% 'MARY FUELS 1-PFI 26-fi
Figure 1.10. Algal boundstone lithofacies: a) Bindstone with laminoid-fenestral structure; Texaco 2-McMillan, 13,028' (11-3N-9E, 
Escambia County), b) Digitate bafflestone; Shell 2-Wefel, 15,666' (29-3N-4E, Baldwin County), c) Irregular columnar 
boundstone engulfed by ooid grainstone; Primary Fuels 1-PFI 26-6, 12,683' (26-10N-2W).
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and fabric, identifiable biota include stromatolitic bluegreen algae, hydrozoans, digitate 
and frond-like coralline algae such as Parachaetetes, Solenopora, and Lithicodium, and 
encrusting and digitate problematic algae such as Tubiphytes, Renalcis, and Epihyton 
(fig. 1.11). Also occasionally present are corals, echinoids, bryozoa, and sponges.
Bound sediment varies from fine lime mud to coarse intraclasts. Most grains are 
peloids, but skeletal debris, intraclasts, ooids, and other coated grains are common. 
Algal boundstones interfinger with 1) beds of boundstone debris interpreted to be 
tempestites and washover deposits, or 2) ooid/peloid grainstones which represent shoals 
that prograded over boundstones growing close to wave base. Individual occurrences 
o f the algal boundstone lithofacies range from single beds a few centimeters thick to 
massively-aggrading bodies, several tens of meters thick. Algal boundstones occur in 
proximity to basement highs, and peripheral fault systems, such as the Gilbertown and 
Pollard fault complexes (fig. 1.2). The stratigraphically lowest boundstones occur just 
above the top of the lower Smackover member. Because lower Smackover bioturbated 
wackestones and packstones were deposited in subtidal environments following marine 
transgression over a ramp-like surface, the presence of algal boundstone banks may be 
taken as the first sign that carbonate sedimentation had caught up with rising sea level. 
This shallowing-upward trend is continued by the packstones and grainstones o f the 
overlying upper Smackover member, which were deposited near wave base in and 
around shoals. Boundstones occur within upper Smackover facies as well as 
immediately beneath ooid shoal complexes. They are interpreted as occupying inter­
shoal areas and growing atop stabilized shoals.
The aggradation o f boundstone banks is considered to mark a fundamental break 
between the carbonate ramp depositional style of the lower Smackover Formation and 
the development of a rimmed carbonate shelf during upper Smackover deposition. 
Boundstone banks were probably too widely separated to form a continuous shelf
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Figure 1.11. Photomicrographs of algal boundstone lithofacies: Solenopera in a)
transverse view, and b) longitudinal view; Primary Fuels 1-PFI 26-6, 12,685' 
(26-10N-2W, Clarke County).
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Figure 1.11. Photomicrographs of algal boundstone lithofacies, continued: c)Renalcis\ 
Superior B1-M iller M ills, 12,575' (11-3N-1 IE, Escambia County), 
d) Lithicodium', Shell 2-Wefel, 15,677.5' (29-3N-4E, Baldwin County).
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Figure 1.11. Photomicrographs of algal boundstone lithofacies, continued: e)
Problematic alga; Primary Fuels 1-PFI 26-6, 12,662' (26-10N-2W, Clarke 
County), f) Problematic encrusting alga, partially replaced by anhydrite; Shell 2- 
Wefel, 15,745.5' (29-3N-4E, Baldwin County).
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margin, but may have served as nucleating points for the development of prograding 
ooid shoals. The stratigraphically lowest algal boundstones may therefore separate an 
underlying transgressive systems tract from an overlying highstand progradational 
wedge.
Previous studies of Smackover "reefs" indicate that biotic diversity within 
Smackover reef facies increases from east to west across the Smackover trend: true 
sponge/coral/algal reefs occur in Louisiana, Mississippi, and most of south Arkansas, 
while in Alabama and adjacent portions of Florida and Mississippi only algal 
boundstones are present (fig. 1.12; Baria et al., 1982; Harris and Crevello, 1983; 
Stewart, 1984; Crevello and Harris, 1984; Crevello et al., 1985). The limited biota of 
boundstones in Alabama has been ascribed to restricted conditions associated with 
hypersaline lagoons behind local ooid shoal complexes or with regionally more 
restricted conditions behind the Wiggins arch (Baria et al., 1982; Wade et al., 1987). 
Common dolomitization of algal boundstones in Alabama may be related to brine reflux 
from local evaporative lagoons (e.g.. Sailer and Moore, 1986).
3) Algal debris grainstone lithofacies: Thinly-bedded intervals of this lithofacies 
occur in interfingering relationship with, or immediately overlying, the algal boundstone 
facies. Poorly sorted, subrounded intraclasts of algal boundstone and other lithofacies, 
ooids, peloids, and bivalve mollusk shell fragments are the primary allochems (fig. 
1.13). The lithofacies is inferred to represent high energy deposition (probably storm- 
related, in part), with sediments derived from erosion of boundstone buildups and other 
immediately adjacent shallow water environments.
4) Ooid grainstone lithofacies: Ooid grainstones, although not as abundant in 
Alabama as in the central Gulf, are still an important reservoir lithofacies (fig. 1.14).
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Figure 1.12. Distribution and dominant biotas in upper Smackover carbonate buildups (from Crevello and Harris, 1984). "Corals 




Figure 1.13. Algal debris grainstone lithofacies; a) Coarse algal boundstone intraclasts 
(with laminoid-fenestral structure) were micritized during subaerial exposure 
prior to resedimentation; Texaco 2-McMillan, 12,936' (11-3N-9E, Escambia 
County), b) Photomicrograph of algal boundstone debris; Primary Fuels 1-PFI 
26-6, 12,680' (26-10N-2W, Clarke County).
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Figure 1.14. Ooid grainstone lithofacies: a) Ripple laminations enhanced by oil staining 
(now solid bitumen); Inexco 1-Britton, 16,046' (21-8N-4W, Washington 
County), b) Photomicrograph showing isopachous marine cement, late 
secondary leaching (arrows), and pore-filling solid bitumen (SB) in ooid 
grainstone, 12,680' (26-10N-2W, Clarke County).




Figure 1.14. Ooid grainstone lithofacies, continued; c) Dolomitized ooids; Champlin 1- 
Wefel 25-3,15,832' (25-3N-4E, Baldwin County), d) Oomoldic porosity; 
Champlin 1-McWilliams 34-10,13,038' (34-6N-5E, Monroe County).
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They occur near and at the top of the formation around the flanks of local highs, and 
form substantial shoal complexes associated with peripheral fault systems (Gilbertown 
and Pollard fault systems, Choctaw and Escambia counties, respectively; fig. 1.2). 
Alabama ooid grainstone shoals did not prograde so readily as in the major interior salt 
basins, to form thick and widespread ooid sand blankets. Instead, they tended to 
aggrade in narrow fairways (Wade et al., 1987). Ooids show both radial and concentric 
fabrics, and are commonly nucleated upon pellets, peloids, or quartz grains. Ooid 
grainstones are invariably dolomitized, and porosity systems are commonly a 
combination of moldic, interparticle, and intercrystalline pores (fig. 1.14). Ooid shoals 
formed under high energy conditions in shallow subtidal environments. The lithofacies 
is typically interbedded with algal boundstones (fig. 1.10), ooid/oncoid packstones and 
grainstones, peloid wackestones to grainstones, and occasional anhydrite stringers.
5) Ooid/oncoid packstone/grainstone lithofacies: Ooid/oncoid packstones and 
grainstones are generally associated with ooid grainstones, but are inferred to have been 
deposited under slightly lower energy, deeper water conditions. The two lithofacies 
commonly alternate, forming shoaling-upward cycles. Ooid/oncoid packstones and 
grainstones are commonly dolomitized, and may serve as reservoir facies where they 
possess porosity characteristics similar to the ooid grainstones (fig. 1.15).
6) Peloid wackestone/grainstone lithofacies: This lithofacies is present at the top 
of the formation over the crests of upper Smackover highs (basement ridges and knobs, 
Norphlet dune complexes, and early salt structures). The lithofacies is usually 
dolomitized. It interfingers with ooid grainstones, algal boundstones and algal debris 
grainstones, lithic arkoses and subarkoses, and anhydrite. Porosity may be high 
locally, in the form of dolomitic intercrystalline porosity or moldic porosity caused by































Figure 1.15. Ooid-oncoid packstone-grainstone lithofacies: a) Delicate, irregular oncoids in ooid grainstone matrix, foreshoal
environment; Shell 2-Wefel, 15,732' (29-3N-4E, Baldwin County). b)Well-rounded, indurated oncoids in oncoid packstone, 
backshoal environment; Superior B1-M iller M ills, 12,525' (11-3N-1 lE , Escambia County), c) Photomicrograph of well- 




Figure 1.16. Peloid wackestone-grainstone lithofacies: a) Burrowed, wispy laminated 
peloid wackestone; Strago 1-Mims, 14,507' (21-4N-5E, Monroe County), b) 
Moldic and vuggy porosity created by meteoric leaching of undolomitized 
wackestone; Justiss 1-Coate 27-15, 10,275.5' (2 7 -llN -lE , Clarke County).
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early meteoric leaching o f undolomitized intervals (fig. 1.16b). More commonly, the 
lithofacies has little porosity; it may even serve as a lateral seal in stratigraphie traps.
The peloid wackestone/grainstone lithofacies is thought to represent carbonate 
deposition in shallow, somewhat restricted lagoons behind local ooid grainstone shoal 
barriers.
7) Pisoid packstone lithofacies: Although somewhat rare, occurrences of this 
lithofacies were described in cores from the Coastal 1-Thames-Dean and the Shell 2- 
Wefel. Melas and Friedman (1987) reported a similar occurrence from southern 
Escambia County. In all cases, beds of large (up to 10 cm in diameter), occasionally 
polygonally-fitted pisoids occur within a silty matrix near the top of the formation over 
local highs. Individual pisoid beds are separated by thin dolomite caps. The Shell 2- 
Wefel contains tepee structures associated with pisolitic intervals (fig. 1.17a). The 
lithofacies is consistently dolomitized: allochems are often unrecognizable due to 
alteration. Vuggy and moldic porosity are common. The lithofacies is thought to 
represent supratidal deposition under extremely arid climatic conditions.
8) Lithic arkose/subarkose lithofacies: Siliciclastics are interbedded with upper 
Smackover carbonates in updip portions of the study area. Fine- to medium-grained, 
well-sorted, discontinuous sandstone bodies were deposited under moderate- to high- 
energy regimes in upper and lower shoreface environments in Monroe and Clarke 
counties in the Manila embayment (fig 3.1.5). These intervals are thought to have 
formed after small deltas prograded through Smackover lagoons into higher-energy 
shoreface environments, where fine- and medium-grained siliciclastics became entrained 
by longshore transport across the shallow upper Smackover carbonate shelf for tens o f 
kilometers. Common depositional features include: horizontal laminae with normal
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Figure 1.17 Pisoid packstone lithofacies: a) Pisoid packstones and laminar micrite crusts 
in tepee structures; Shell 2-Wefel, 15,643-15,650' (29-3N-4E, Baldwin 
County), b) Photomicrograph of pisoids; Coastal 1-Thames-Dean 2-4, 13,074' 
(2-5N-5E, Monroe County).
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Figure 1.18. Lithic arkose-subarkose lithofacies: a) Horizontal laminae in fine-grained 
arkosic sandstone; Kerr-McGee 1-Gibby 7-15,12,780' (7-6N-5E, Clarke 
County), b) Soft sediment deformation; Pruet 1-Cogle 29-10, 13,156' (29-6N- 
5E, Clarke County).




Figure 1.18. Lithic arkose-subarkose lithofacies, continued: c) Photomicrograph 
showing interparticle porosity in fine-grained arkosic sandstone; Phillips 1- 
Oswell 1-14,12,850' (1-6N-4E, Clarke County), d) Tidal laminae in 
argillaceous sandstone, extreme updip Manila embayment; Amerada Hess 1- 
Scotch, 10,696' (19-9N-5E, Clarke County).
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grading, high-angle crossbedding, soft sediment deformation (fig. 1.18b), and 
hummocky cross-stratification. Interparticle porosity and permeability in the lithic 
arkose/subarkose lithofacies may be quite high (fig. 1.18c); the lithofacies serves as a 
petroleum reservoir at Lovetts Creek and Barlow Bend fields, Monroe and Clarke 
counties, respectively.
Further updip, siliciclastics prograded into low-energy (lagoonal) marginal 
marine environments in Clarke and Wilcox counties. These lithic arkoses are generally 
poorly-sorted, more argillaceous, and possess little porosity or permeability. Tidal 
laminae are common (fig. 1.18d). Progradation of siliciclastics in extreme updip areas 
contributed to local nondeposition of basal Buckner anhydrite.
Chapter Summary
The overall Jurassic stratigraphie column in the Alabama study area diverges in 
important respects from that of the large interior salt basins of the central and western 
Gulf. The Norphlet Formation consists of thick (up to 200 m; 650 ft) alluvial and eolian 
sandstones in Alabama, in contrast to the thin (< 20 m; 65 ft) veneer of shaly redbeds in 
the central Gulf. While carbonate buildups of Buckner (and/or Haynesville) age— 
"Buckner A" and "B", Gilmer Formation—are common in the central and western Gulf, 
similar lithologies occur only in the extreme southern portion of the study area. Instead, 
the Buckner Formation in Alabama is dominated by evaporites—including thick (locally 
over 300 m; 1000 ft) of massive halite—and, in updip areas, by interfingering arkosic 
sandstones deposited in braid plain and alluvial fan environments. Buckner sandstones 
o f the central Gulf take a very different form: they are marine units, discontinuously 
sandwiched between Buckner carbonate buildups and between the Smackover and 
Buckner formations (Moore et al., 1992). The Cotton Valley Group over most of the
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study area is a thick pile of undifferentiated braid plain and alluvial sandstones, in 
contrast to the heterogeneous mix of marine, marginal marine, and continental 
lithologies present in the central Gulf.
The Smackover Formation itself varies considerably between southwest 
Alabama and the larger interior salt basins to the west. It is considerably thinner, 
averaging 90 m (300 ft) over most of the study area, compared to 300 m (1000 ft) or 
more over much of the central and western Gulf (Moore, 1984). The Smackover 
subcrop is more irregular in the study area, reflecting a highly embayed coastline 
following transgression of Smackover seas. The basal Smackover lithofacies is 
commonly a cryptalgal boundstone, indicating initially shallow deposition. Deposition 
of upper Smackover lithofacies was largely aggradational, so that narrow, ooid shoal- 
rimmed shelves flanked the two small embayments in the study area. By contrast, in the 
central and western Gulf, ooid grainstones form broad, thick blankets for tens of 
kilometers along the updip margins of the major salt basins. The upper Smackover 
Formation in Alabama is also notable for the presence of coevally-deposited evaporite 
and siliciclastics lithofacies. The Smackover fauna is very limited in Alabama, due 
presumably to relatively more restricted conditions. Although carbonate buildups are 
present, they consist entirely of algal boundstones, without the corals and sponges seen 
in patch reefs to the west. The absence of ammonites and other biostratigraphic fossils 
in Alabama renders simple correlation between the areas impossible.
Formations present in the central Gulf but absent from the study area include the 
Haynesville, Gilmer, and Bossier formations (fig. 1.3). The absence of these 
formations, coupled with all o f the other major differences outlined above, w ill be 
shown in Chapter 2 to have significant implications for sequence stratigraphie 
correlation between these areas.
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Despite the relative thinness and generally anomalous character of the Smackover 
Formation in the study area, more hydrocarbon liquids have been produced from the 
Smackover Formation in Alabama than from any other Gulf Coast state. Thermal 
maturity of the formation varies across the study area from immature for crude oil 
generation to potentially overmature for dry gas production (Wade et al., 1987; Sassen 
and Moore, 1988). It is therefore a valuable locale for examining the self-contained 
hydrocarbon system formed by the Smackover Formation. Chapter 3 consists of four 
papers that examine aspects of the diagenesis of organic matter and hydrocarbons in the 
Smackover Formation and the relationships between organic diagenetic pathways and 
specific characteristics of the host formation.
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ABSTRACT
Wade, W.J. and C.H. Moore, 1993, Jurassic sequence stratigraphy o f southwest
Alabama: GCAGS Transactions.
Jurassic systems tracts of southwest Alabama reflect greater clastic influx and less 
thermal subsidence compared to the central and western Gulf Coast. These factors 
resulted in expansion o f continental portions of systems tracts at the expense of marine 
and marginal marine sections.
Werner Anhydrite and Louann Salt represent the earliest marine incursion onto the 
Gulf rim following rifting; because basin-wide evaporative drawdowns overprint even 
higher order eustatic sea-level fluctuations, transgressive (TST) and highstand (HST) 
systems tracts are indistinguishable. Anhydrite and shale capping the sequence 
accumulated via halite dissolution. Noiphlet siliciclastics form a continental lowstand 
systems tract (LST). The marine-reworked uppermost Norphlet sandstone unit forms the 
base of a subsequent TST which includes lower Smackover laminated lime mudstones. 
The upper Smackover HST is characterized by formation o f rimmed shelves upon which 
algal mounds and ooid grainstone parasequences accumulated. Shallow lagoonal 
carbonate and (Buckner) evaporite saltern deposition occurred behind ooid shoals; fine­
grained siliciclastics accumulated in updip areas. The Buckner Formation straddles three 
type-2 sequence boundaries, and includes TST, HST, and marine and continental LST 
components. Precise equivalency to Buckner A, Buckner B, Gilmer, and Bossier 
sequences of the western Gulf is uncertain due to different subsidence histories and 
masking by undifferentiated Cotton Valley continental elastics.
Lack o f biostratigraphic data precludes definitive age assignments to Alabama 
Jurassic sequences. Jurassic sequences of southwest Alabama are atypical and should 
not be used as templates for Gulf-wide sequences.
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Introduction
Jurassic stratigraphie sequences rimming the northern margin of the Gulf of 
Mexico form a series of sedimentary prisms that thicken Gulfward and toward the centers 
of four marginal salt basins separated by physiographic stmctures (fig. 2.1). 
Biostratigraphic control is limited to the central Gulf and outcrops in Mexico. Delineation 
of Mesozoic sequences o f the northern Gulf figured prominently in the earliest 
expositions of seismic stratigraphie techniques (Todd and Mitchum, 1977; Vail et al., 
1977); the seismically defined sequences were a major resource in constructing global 
eustatic curves (Vail et al., 1977,1984; Haq et al., 1987,1988). Although formalized 
nomenclatures for inferred Jurassic sequences in Alabama have been proposed (Mancini 
et al., 1990), major differences remain to be reconciled between the sequences of Mancini 
et al. (1990), those proposed by Moore et al. (1992), the sequences recognized in this 
study, and published global eustatic curves (Vail et al., 1977,1984; Haq et al., 1987, 
1988). The present study is intended to better define and characterize the sequence 
stratigraphie patterns of Jurassic strata in southwest Alabama. Although it illustrates 
potential limitations and pitfalls in correlating sequences (or formations) over regional 
distances, this work is intended to facilitate future reconciliation of the delineated 
sequences with those to the west, and with global eustatic sea-level signatures.
Eighty-five conventional cores from southwest Alabama and surrounding areas 
were examined for this study, noting lithology, allochems, degree of sorting, 
sedimentary and diagenetic structures, color, cement types, porosity types and 
percentages, and degree of bioturbation. Core descriptions were verified by examination 
of representative thin sections. Stratigraphie interpretations from cores were integrated 
with well logs and correlated to additional electric logs (mainly SP/Resistivity and 
GR/FDC-CNL) and sample logs from more than 560 wells in the study area. These 
served as a data base for construction of cross-sections and isopach and structure contour












































Figure 2.1. Regional map and detailed map o f the study area showing Jurassic structural elements (regional map 
after Heydari and Moore, 1993). W A = W iggins arch, BH = Baldwin high, ChR = Choctaw ridge, CoR = 
Conecuh ridge.
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maps. Seven donated seismic lines and two velocity surveys were tied to interpreted well 
logs to aid in delineating basin configuration and basin evolution. Seismic resolution of 
systems tracts was impractical because of data quality and for other reasons to be 
discussed.
Stratigraphy
Pre-Jurassic rocks. Sedimentary strata of the Gulf Coast are underlain by 
Paleozoic sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous rocks. In southwest Alabama, these 
include folded and faulted Paleozoic sedimentary rocks (similar to those that crop out in 
the Valley and Ridge province of north central Alabama), metamorphic rocks of variable 
grade, and igneous rocks (Neathery and Thomas, 1975; Chowns and Williams, 1983; 
Arthur, 1988).
Eagle Mills Formation. The Triassic to Early Jurassic Eagle M ills Formation lies 
unconformably on deformed Paleozoic basement and is overlain unconformably by the 
Werner Anhydrite (Hazzard et al., 1947; Scott et al., 1961). Deposition of the Eagle 
M ills Formation was associated with late Triassic breakup of Pangea and subsequent 
partial infilling of incipient marginal rift basins rimming the northern Gulf of Mexico.
The formation consists of graben- and half graben-filhng sediments shed from less- 
foundered crustal blocks mobilized during rifting (Salvador, 1987). In southwest 
Alabama, the formation consists of red-to-gray terrigenous shale, siltstone, sandstone, 
and conglomerate (Toison et al., 1983; Arthur, 1988). In the updip portion of the study 
area, north of the Louann-Wemer subcrop. Eagle M ills alluvial fan sandstones merge 
upward, with no discernible break on well logs or in cuttings, into younger Norphlet 
Formation alluvial sands (Wade et al., 1987).
Werner and Louann formations. Massive evaporites of the Werner Anhydrite and 
Louann Salt rim the northern Gulf of Mexico, onlapping Paleozoic rocks and Eagle M ills
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redbeds. Salvador (1987,1991) proposed that Pacific Ocean waters entered the opening 
Gulf o f Mexico via a narrow channel across central Mexico. Although according to the 
original definition by Hazzard et al. (1947) the Werner Formation consists of an upper 
massive anhydrite member and a lower conglomeratic redbed member, in practice lower 
member redbeds cannot be distinguished from underlying Eagle M ills redbeds on well 
logs. Consequently, the designation "Wemer Formation" often refers solely to the 
anhydrite member. Wemer core samples from southwest Alabama consist o f white, 
finely crystalline, massive anhydrite. Distribution o f the formation (thicker in updip areas 
and overlying Eagle M ills aquifers) is compatible with the interpretations that the Wemer 
Anhydrite is in part a marginal facies of the Louann Salt (Todd and Mitchum, 1977) and 
in part an accumulation produced by dissolution of Louann halite (fig. 2.2).
The Louann Salt overlies the Wemer Anhydrite and is overlain by terrestrial 
siliciclastics of the Norphlet Formation. The formation is present in each marginal basin 
from Florida to south Texas (fig. 2.1), as well as beneath much of the continental shelf 
and slope of the Gulf proper. Original depositional thickness of the formation, a function 
of pre-existent local bathymetiy, has been altered subsequently by halokinesis and/or 
dissolution. Salvador (1987,1991) and Worrall and Snelson (1989) estimate that salt 
was originally 5,000-10,000 ft (1500-3000 m) thick in the marginal basins. Updip 
limits of thick salt coincide with peripheral fault complexes in overlying strata (Bishop, 
1973).
In southwest Alabama, the Louann Salt is composed of white-to-light gray, 
coarsely crystalline halite, massive or bedded, with local interbeds of anhydrite, dark 
shale, and fine sand (Toison et al., 1983; Eustice, 1990). The formation is 
discontinuously capped by anhydrite—informally termed the Pine H ill member (Mancini 
et al., 1985)—and/or by black, slickensided shale (Badon, 1975) (fig. 2.2).
Norphlet Formation. The Norphlet Formation rims the northern Gulf of Mexico 
from south Texas to the Florida Panhandle. In its south Arkansas-north Louisiana type
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Figure 2.2. Dip-oriented cross-section showing Wemer-Louann, Norphlet-Smackover, and lower Buckner sequences. Wells are: 
1) Union 1-S.L. 530, block 90; 2) Forest I-Anderson, 24/3S/4W, Mobile County; 3) Amoco 1-Middle River 15/2S/1E 
Baldwin Coimty; 4) Getty 1-Barbour 2-12, 2/3N/2E, Clarke County; 5) Exxon 1-Smith Lbr. 15-11, 15/10N/4W, Choctaw 
County, : 6) Placid 1-Bolinger, 13/12N/3W, Choctaw County; 7) Central 1-Land 6-14, 6/13N/4W. Si
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area (Hazzard et al., 1947), the Norphlet Formation forms a veneer 10-60 ft (3-18 m) 
thick, composed of dark red silty shale and shaly sandstone (Dickinson, 1968a). The 
formation thickens and changes lithologie character toward the east. In the study area, 
Norphlet siliciclastics may be more than 1300 ft (400 m) thick (Cagle and A ll Khan, 
1983). The formation consists of alluvial and wadi-deposited redbeds, eolian dune and 
interdune subarkoses, and alluvial fan conglomeratic sandstones (Mancini et al., 1985).
The uppermost part of the formation was reworked—winnowed and 
bioturbated—by marine processes during subsequent transgression of Smackover seas. 
Differentiation of this upper marine portion is difficult where Smackover seas moved 
across clean, well-sorted dune sands. But in the low-lying centers o f the Manila and 
Conecuh embayments, wadi-deposited Norphlet redbeds can be seen in cores and well 
logs to grade into bioturbated, argillaceous tidal flat sandstones, which are in turn sharply 
overlain by marine sandstone (fig. 2.3). The basal surface of this marine unit is a 
ravinement surface with coarse transgressive lag (fig. 2.3c). Uppermost Norphlet marine 
sandstones are overlain by carbonates of the lower Smackover Formation; the contact is 
typically sharp and stylolitic (fig. 2.3d). Interfingering of carbonate and sandstone beds 
is rare.
Smackover Formation. The Smackover limestone, first named by Bingham 
(1937) for carbonate strata near Smackover field in south Arkansas, extends across the 
northern rim of the Gulf of Mexico from Florida to South Texas (Dickinson, 1968a, 
1968b; Moore, 1984). Strata of roughly equivalent age (Zuloaga/Novillo Limestone) 
crop out in Mexico (Imlay, 1943; Oivanki, 1974). Formational thicknesses o f over 1000 
ft (350 m) are attained in the four marginal salt basins. In southwest Alabama, the 
formation is substantially thinner: although thicknesses greater than 700 ft (215 m) occur 
in Washington County and offshore Mobile Bay, over most of the study area the 
formation averages only 300 ft (90 m) (fig. 2.4a). In the Manila and Conecuh 
embayments, the formation thins over paleohighs, thickens around embayment flanks
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Figure 2,3, a) Formation density/Neutron density log of the upper Norphlet and basal 
Smackover formations in the Shell 1-Neal 30-1, 30-7N-4E, Clarke County,
Alabama, b) Core photograph of part of this interval, showing intertidal (?) Norphlet 
redbeds (RB), marine-reworked uppermost Norphlet sandstone (SS), and basal 
Smackover poorly laminated mudstone (MS), c) Detail of the ravinement surface at 
the base of the marine-reworked uppermost sandstone, d) Detail of the Smackover- 
Norphlet contact.










Figure 2.4. a) Isopach map of the Smackover Formation in southwest Alabama, b) 
Distribution of ooid grainstones in the upper Smackover Formation. Ooid shoals rim 
the Manila and Conecuh embayments (except in the northernmost Manila embayment, 
where they are displaced by arkosic sandstone.
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(400-500 ft, 120-175 m) and thins again (<300 ft, 90 m) within embayment centers (fig. 
2.4a). Hence, the embayments are intrashelf basins, with the Smackover Formation 
exhibiting a rimmed margin-starved basin morphology (Wade et al., 1987).
Lower Smackover strata are generally matrix-supported and include laminated 
lime mudstone, cryptalgal-laminated mudstone, and bioturbated pellet wackestone to 
packstone. Lower Smackover lithofacies were deposited under low- to moderate-energy 
conditions in subtidal to intertidal environments. Basal Smackover carbonates in lower- 
lying areas are depositionally laminated lime mudstones, deposited under relatively deep 
(200-300 ft?, 60-90 m), anoxic, and hypersaline conditions (Oehler, 1984). The 
laminated mudstone facies is rich in marine algal-derived amorphous kerogen and forms 
the principal Smackover hydrocarbon source facies around the Gulf rim. Laminated 
mudstones were deposited as alternating light- and dark-colored micrite laminae, 1-5 mm 
thick.
The shallow margins of the smaller Manila and Conecuh embayments lay above 
the pycnocline that marked the top of the lower, anoxic water mass, so that over much of 
the study area lower Smackover lithofacies were deposited in oxygenated shallow 
subtidal and intertidal environments. On these margins and on the flanks and crests of 
some paleohighs (Norphlet dune complexes and basement inselbergs), veneers of 
irregular-to-stromatolitic cryptalgally laminated mudstones are the basal Smackover 
lithofacies. A bioturbated pellet wackestone to packstone lithofacies generally caps the 
lower Smackover Formation; the facies represents deposition under increasingly less 
restricted conditions, without water column stratification (Heydari and Wade, 1992b).
Upper Smackover lithofacies in the study area were deposited in both low and 
high energy environments. Higher energy lithofacies were deposited in shallow subtidal 
(to intertidal?) shoals and algal banks. Common lithofacies include ooid/oncoid 
packstone-to-grainstone, algal/hydrozoan boundstone, intraclast grainstone, and fine­
grained lithic arkose-to-subarkose. Dolomitized carbonate lithofacies commonly serve as
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hydrocarbon reservoirs. Algal/hydrozoan boundstones range in thickness from a few 
inches to tens of feet. Boundstones interfinger with and shoal upward into intraclast 
grainstone units and/or ooid/peloid grainstone shoals. Shoaling upward cycles are 
repeated in overlying ooid/oncoid packstones-to-grainstones, deposited near wave base 
over and around shoals. High energy lithofacies were deposited in narrow fairways 
along the margins of carbonate shelves that rimmed each basin (fig. 2.4b).
Low energy upper Smackover lithofacies were deposited in deep subtidal, 
shallow protected lagoonal, and supratidal environments. Deep subtidal lithofacies 
include slope-deposited pellet/peloid/intraclast wackestones-to-packstones (commonly in 
normal or reverse graded beds with occasional soft sediment deformation features). 
Argillaceous fine-grained sandstones locally occur as slope deposits in the northern 
Manila embayment. Several 3-15 ft (1-5 m) thick stringers of laminated mudstone occur 
in the central Manila and Conecuh embayments, indicating that bottom waters were 
sufficiently restricted locally to produce intermittent anoxia.
Shallow water deposition of low energy facies occurred in shoal-protected 
lagoons over local highs and in shelf interior environments of the extreme northern 
Manila embayment. Lagoonal and shelf interior carbonate lithofacies are burrowed 
mudstone and pellet/peloid wackestone-to-packstone. Lagoonal saltern evaporites— 
presently anhydrite—are assigned to the Buckner Formation (Wade et al., 1987). Shelf 
interior lithofacies of the northernmost Manila embayment contain terrigenous shale and 
moderately- to poorly-sorted arkosic sandstone. Supratidal lithofacies include pisoid 
packstones (Melas and Friedman, 1987) and thin sabkha anhydrites.
The nature of the Smackover-Buckner contact around the Gulf rim has been 
variously described as interfingering (Harris and Dodman, 1982), conformable (Budd 
and Loucks, 1981; Mann and Kopaska-Merkel, 1992), or unconformable (Moore et al., 
1992). A ll three relationships are observed in Alabama (fig. 2.5). Similar variations on a 
regional scale might be expected elsewhere around the Gulf.
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Buckner Formation. The Buckner Formation extends around the northern Gulf 
o f Mexico, from south Texas to Florida (Dickinson, 1968b; Moore, 1984). Original 
definition o f the Buckner Formation was made by Weeks (1938) in reference to the strata 
overlying the Smackover Formation and underlying the Cotton Valley Group in and near 
Buckner field, Columbia County, Arkansas. Relegation of the Buckner Formation to 
basal member of the Haynesville Formation, as proposed by Philpot and Hazzard (1949), 
is rejected because formational status of the Buckner Formation holds priority, and for 
additional reasons cited by Dickinson (1968a).
Near its type section, the Buckner Formation consists of red shale, anhydritic red 
shale with minor dolomite, and massive anhydrite (Weeks, 1938). Subsequent work 
(Dickinson, 1968a, 1968b, 1969; Moore, 1984) established that these facies were 
deposited in and around hypersaline lagoons, restricted by shelf margin ooid grainstone 
shoals near the vicinity of the Arkansas-Louisiana state line. Consequently, in these 
downdip areas, the formation may be replaced entirely by carbonates ("Buckner A" and 
"B" members of Moore et al., 1992). Discrete bodies of fine argillaceous quartz 
sandstone ("C Sand'V'Phelps Sand" and "Gray Sand") are sandwiched locally between 
Buckner carbonate buildups in south Arkansas and north Louisiana (Troell and 
Robinson, 1987; Moore and Druckman, 1991).
Although Buckner lithologies in southwest Alabama resemble those of Arkansas 
and Louisiana, most previous studies of Alabama Jurassic strata have followed the 
questionable practice of Philpot and Hazzard (1949), placing the Buckner Formation 
within the Haynesville Formation as a lowermost member. Compounding this, a 
majority of authors have restricted the lithologie sense of the "Buckner member" in 
Alabama to the basal anhydrite member. Neither practice is consistent with the original 
definition of the formation.
The Buckner Formation in Alabama is divisible into the following lithologies: (1) 
basal anhydrite, (2) interbedded anhydrite and shale, (3) massive halite, (4) evaporitic
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redbeds, (5) evaporitic carbonate, and (6) arkosic sandstone. Except for the arkosic 
sandstones, all lithologies were deposited in a single, vast, restricted lagoon (fig. 2 .6a). 
By analogy with the central Gulf Coast, this lagoon lay landward of a barrier ooid shoal 
complex which, in Alabama, developed Gulfward of the Wiggins arch. The Buckner 
shelf margin therefore developed well Gulfward of the smaller, intrashelf basin-rimming 
upper Smackover shelves (compare figs. 2.4b and 2.6a).
The basal anhydrite member o f the Buckner Formation is widespread; it is absent 
by nondeposition only in the northernmost Manila and Conecuh embayments (Wade et 
al., 1987; Stephenson et al., 1992). Depositional environments o f the member vary from 
supratidal to subaqeous (Lowenstein, 1987; Mann and Kopaska-Merkel, 1992). Basal 
anhydrites are thickest near the crests o f paleohighs (fig. 2.6b), where they interfinger 
laterally with upper Smackover grainstones (fig. 2.5); basal anhydrites in more basinal 
areas are younger (postdating Smackover deposition), and more widespread.
Interbedded anhydrite and shale constitute the majority o f the formation in the 
southern (Gulfward) and western (eastern Mississippi salt basin) portions of the study 
area. Anhydrite beds interfinger with red and gray shales, evaporitic carbonates, and 
occasional siltstones or sandstones. The unit represents restricted lagoonal deposition 
with limited influx of coarser elastics.
The massive halite member is present in the low-lying centers of the Manila and 
Conecuh embayments, attaining thicknesses greater than 1000 ft (300m); the member 
may be thickest along the Jackson ("Mobile") graben because of later mobilization (fig. 
2.6c). It consists of multiple decimeter-scale shallow-water cycles (Eustice, 1990) and 
infills the intrashelf basin morphology formed by underlying Smackover carbonates.
The evaporitic redbed member constitutes the majority of the formation in the 
Manila and Conecuh embayments. It consists of interbedded red and gray shale, red 
siltstone, and red to tan argillaceous sandstone. Interbeds of anhydrite and dense 
dolomite are fairly common. Laterally-extensive isolated anhydrite beds are present in the
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Figure 2.6. a) Distribution o f predominant lithologies during deposition o f Buckner sequences, b) Isolith map o f the basal Buckner 
anhydrite lithofacies. The lithofacies is thickest where CaS0 4  salterns formed over paleohighs that separated the Mississippi 
salt basin, Manila embayment, and Conecuh embayment. c) Isolith map of the Buckner massive halite lithofacies. The 
lithofacies is limited to the interiors o f the Manila and Conecuh embayments. o\
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Buckner formation in the Manila and Conecuh embayments (Wade et al., 1987; Prather, 
1992). The lithofacies is interpreted to represent either restricted hypersaline lagoon 
deposition during cessation of clastic influx or paleo-water tables (Prather, 1992).
Two evaporitic carbonate intervals, ranging up to 150 ft (46 m) in thickness, are 
present in the southern and western portions of the study area. These are composed of 
limestone or dolomite, with anhydrite beds and syndepositional anhydrite nodules near 
the base, fairly pure carbonate in the center, and increasingly argillaceous toward the top.
Interfingering arkosic sandstone intervals in the updip Buckner Formation are 
alluvial and strand plain sands identical to the those of the overlying Cotton Valley 
Group. In the Conecuh embayment, amalgamated arkosic sandstone bodies (locally 
termed the Frisco City Sand and Megargel Sand members) serve as reservoirs for several 
recent field discoveries (Stephenson et al., 1992). Mann et al. (1989) interpreted a series 
of amalgamated Frisco City sandstone bodies as alternating fluvial and marine storm- 
reworked units, stacked in a braid-delta setting. Thicker, more laterally continuous 
arkosic sandstone units are present in the updip eastern Mississippi salt basin and Manila 
embayment (fig. 2.7). These intervals expand and merge northward so that in extreme 
updip areas Buckner evaporitic lithofacies are locally absent and sandstones 
indistinguishable from Cotton Valley sandstones directly overlie Smackover carbonates. 
Displacement o f Buckner marine and marginal marine facies by Cotton Valley continental 
sandstones is interpreted to occur both by facies change and by unconformity (with little 
erosion).
Cotton Valley Group. The Cotton Valley Group over most of the study area 
consists of poorly-sorted arkosic sandstone, representing fluvial, coalesced alluvial fan, 
braid-plain, and braid-delta environments (cf. Mauro, in prep.). Coarse conglomeratic 
alluvial facies occur adjacent to Appalachian uplands. Only in the southernmost portions 
of the study area (near the Wiggins arch and in offshore Mobile Bay) do marine 
sandstone, carbonate, and shale units occur within the Cotton Valley Group (Toison et












































Figure 2.7. Dip-oriented cross-section showing relationships o f Buckner and Cotton Valley lithofacies to systems tracts and type-2 
sequence boundaries. Wells are; 1) Turner &  Hickox 1-Foster 10-6, 10/2N/3W, Washington County, 2) Pruet 1-Smith Lbr. 
15-4, 15/9N/4W, Choctaw County, 3) Pruet &  Hughes 1-Sparrow, 6/1 ON/3W, Choctaw County, 4) Midroc-Watkins 1- 
Gilbert 17-15, 17/11N/3W, Choctaw County. 00
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al., 1983). These interfingering lithologies represent marine and marginal marine 
environments, perhaps analogous to Terry ville Sands, Knowles Limestone, and Hico 
Shale of the central Gulf Coast (Thomas and Mann, 1965). Cotton Valley sandstones are 
overlain by fluvial sandstones and shales of the Lower Cretaceous Hosston Formation.
Sequence Stratigraphy
Wemer-Louann sequence(s): Though poorly constrained by core or well data, the 
major portion of these units is interpreted to have been deposited during transgression in 
an extremely restricted basin. As discussed above, the two formations are inferred to be 
at least partially coeval, and so cannot represent separate systems tracts. Indeed, the 
standard sequence stratigraphie terminology and "slug" depositional models (e.g., Vail, 
1987) are scarcely applicable to basinwide evaporite units, in which even short-term 
eustatic sea-level signatures are effectively overprinted by very high frequency 
evaporative drawdown events (Wade and Moore, 1992). Marine basinwide evaporites 
are typically associated with a single—occasionally a few—channel(s) through which 
seawater can enter the basin. Instead of major relative sea-level fluctuations, evaporite 
depositional styles tend to reflect seasonal climatic variations or very small perturbations 
in relative sea-level that affect the local zone of restriction.
Badon (1975) suggested that the black shales that discontinuously cap the 
Wemer-Louarm sequence represent insoluble residue that accumulated during dissolution 
of Louann halite. The shale's slickensided nature, discontinuous distribution, and 
inclusion o f marine borate and borosilicate minerals (Simmons, 1988) support this 
interpretation. Similarly, the "Pine H ill" anhydrite is interpreted as a leached residue, 
concentrated during halite dissolution (cf. Herman, 1974, on Louann-capping anhydrite 
in Arkansas).
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Norphlet-Smackover sequence: The Norphlet Formation (exclusive of the 
uppermost marine-reworked portion) is interpreted to be a continental lowstand systems 
tract above a type-1 sequence boundary, rather than a separate sequence (per Todd and 
Mitchum, 1977), or a prograding highstand systems tract (per Mancini et al., 1990 and 
Prather, 1992). Evidence supporting a lowstand interpretation includes: (1) basal 
Norphlet lithofacies are neither marine nor marginal marine, nor do they interfinger with 
underlying marine evaporites. Virtually all Norphlet lithofacies are continental (i.e. 
subaerially deposited), while the formation as a whole is sandwiched between marine 
strata. (2) The interpretation that underlying "Pine HUl" anhydrite and slickensided black 
shale formed as accumulations of insolubles during widespread halite dissolution is 
compatible with a major drop in relative sea-level, exposing evaporites to meteoric water.
As a continental lowstand systems tract, the Norphlet Formation scarcely 
conforms to a standard sequence stratigraphie "slug" model (Vail, 1987). These models 
are best descriptive of marine clastic sedimentation. By contrast, deposition o f Norphlet 
sediments was effectively decoupled from effects of minor relative sea-level changes, and 
may have been more closely related instead to local relief, wind strength and direction, 
and vegetation. In southwest Alabama, the southern terminus of the Appalachian uplands 
provided sufficient rehef and coarse clastic debris to initiate development of widespread 
ergs (Cagle and Khan, 1983). Limitation of the Norphlet Formation in the central and 
western Gulf to thin veneers may have been a response to lack of comparable relief and 
source terrain and/or sediment bypassing of the Gulf rim, to be deposited in the Gulf 
basin proper.
The base of the overlying transgressive systems tract can be placed within the 
Norphlet at the base of the burrowed intertidal (?) argillaceous sandstone or, where this 
facies is not present, at the ravinement surface that marks the base of the marine- 
reworked uppermost Norphlet (fig. 2.3). The sharp nature of the contact with overlying 
basal Smackover lime mudstones resulted from curtailment of siliciclastic influx by
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relative sea-level rise, precluding interfingering of sandstone and carbonate beds. 
Following initial transgression of Smackover seas, the restricted conditions and 
extremely arid climate, water columns in the marginal basins became stratified 
immediately. Anoxic, hypersaline bottom waters favored deposition of organic-rich, 
laminated lime mudstones in low-lying areas (Moore, 1984; Oehler, 1984). Deposition 
of overlying lower Smackover bioturbated pellet wackestones took place during 
continued relative sea-level rise that led to the eventual breakdown of water column 
stratification.
The maximum flooding surface at the top of the lower Smackover TST in 
Alabama can be exceedingly subtle. Commonly, it is marked by first occurrence of 
normally-graded slope debris beds. In updip areas, upward shoaling is indicated by first 
occurrence of patchy algal buildups or increased influx of fine-grained siliciclastics. 
However, in the sediment-starved centers of the Manila and Conecuh embayments, 
condensed sedimentation continued throughout upper Smackover time: there is no 
detectable lithofacies change at the maximum flooding surface (MES).
Whereas transgression of lower Smackover seas in Alabama took place over an 
irregular ramp-like Norphlet/basement surface, upper Smackover lithofacies record a 
gradual evolution to a rimmed shelf-and-basin bathymetry, with slope-shelf deposits 
prograding over (and downlapping onto) the MFS. They therefore represent HST 
deposition. Downlapping of prograding Smackover slope facies typically cannot be 
resolved on seismic lines in the study area (Boronow and Prather, 1990, however, 
reported seismically-resolvable prograding Smackover-Haynesville HST wedges in 
adjacent offshore areas). Upper Smackover carbonate shelves in Alabama were 
aggradational to mildly progradational. Algal boundstone banks were too widely 
separated to form a continuous shelf margin, but they appear to have served as nucleating 
points for the development of prograding ooid shoals.
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Separation o f the three basins in the study area (eastern Mississippi salt basin, 
Manila embayment, and Conecuh embayment) was closely related to formation of upper 
Smackover shelves rimming the two intrashelf basins (fig. 2.4b). These shelves formed 
by coalescence of upper Smackover shallow-water carbonates prograding from the flanks 
of paleohighs, scattered basement knobs (igneous/metamorphic-cored inselbergs) and 
Norphlet dune complexes.
Buckner sequences: Basal Buckner saltern and sabkha anhydrites that interfinger 
with time-equivalent Smackover carbonates are part of the Norphlet-Smackover sequence 
(fig. 2.5). Younger Buckner anhydrites and all other Buckner lithofacies form the 
subsequent (third or fourth order) Buckner sequences (fig. 2.7). The Buckner 
Formation therefore straddles a type-2 sequence boundary at the top of the Norphlet- 
Smackover sequence; only where the Smackover-Buckner contact is unconformable do 
the formation contact and sequence boundary coincide. This occurrence of Buckner 
anhydrite within the Norphlet-Smackover sequence is atypical of Gulf-wide stratigraphie 
relations.
Deposition of the Buckner massive halite member is inferred to have begun 
during the subsequent basal Buckner transgression, when development of an effective 
barrier shoal system turned the entire Buckner shelf into an evaporitic lagoon (fig. 2.6a). 
The low-lying centers of the two embayments became sites of massive halite deposition 
(figs. 2.5 and 2.6c). An alternative interpretation—that halite in the embayment centers 
represents lowstand deposits precipitated when relative sea-level drop tumed the basins 
into isolated playas (Prather, 1992)—is discounted because of the absence of clastic 
influx and the thickness of the halite. These halite salterns aggraded during subsequent 
Buckner sequences, leaving anhydrite and halite stringers as evidence of intermittent 
expansions to form broad salinas.
Interpretation of a Frisco City sandstone interval as braid-delta deposits (Mann et 
al., 1989) is consistent with their representing coastal portions o f a prograding HST.
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Similar sandstone intervals occur as HST deposits in other updip areas (fig. 2.7). 
However, thick sandstone intervals with flat (or locally incising), laterally extensive 
bases are interpreted as deltaic, coastal and continental portions of lowstand systems 
tracts (fig. 2.7); their bases are type-2 sequence boundaries. The Buckner Formation in 
Alabama therefore straddles three type-2 sequence boundaries (fig. 2.7). Downdip 
equivalents of these sandstone units are marine LST's, which thicken Gulfward. Marine 
LST's are composed of restricted lagoonal lithofacies—anhydrites and shaly redbeds— 
identical to underlying and overlying systems tracts; their updip limits are merely shifted 
basinward by forced regression associated with minor relative sea-level drop. True shelf 
margin wedges may have formed simultaneously at the Buckner shelf margin, south of 
the study area.
Figure 2.7 is a dip-oriented cross-section showing Buckner and Cotton Valley 
sequences in the eastern Mississippi salt basin (western portion of the study area). 
Downdip in the salt basin, the Buckner Formation is dominated by interbedded anhydrite 
(with high resistivity on electric log: fig. 2.8) and shale. Individual anhydrite-to-shale 
couplets (= parasequences) tend to be thicker in TST's. Resistivity "base lines" are high 
in TST's and tend to decrease in HST's. Individual beds within TST's are correlative 
over large distances. Sequence boundaries are commonly marked by spikes of high 
gamma radiation (because of concentrated clays and coarser siliciclastics) and low 
resistivity (due in part to preferential borehole washout, perhaps of paleosols). HST 
internal clinoforms are rarely distinguishable in these evaporite-dominated sequences; 
individual beds are less continuous. Deposition of anomalously thick marine LST's 
(relative to transgressive and highstand components) is inferred to have resulted from 
increased influx of fine elastics and increased evaporite precipitation in response to 
greater restriction of the lagoon.
Deposition of 100-150 ft (30-45 m) thick intervals of dense, evaporitic carbonate 
in the southern and western portions of the study area implies that restriction of the
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Figure 2.8. Chronostratigraphy of Jurassic sequences in southwest Alabama.
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Buckner lagoon occasionally decreased and siliciclastic influx declined. Carbonate 
intervals are therefore inferred to represent condensed interval deposition coincident with 
maximum flooding. Their antithetical relationship with L S I deposits (deltaic and 
continental sandstone units updip, marine evaporites and shales downdip) is apparent in 
cross-section (fig. 2.7).
Given the "layer cake" style of shelfal Buckner deposits in the study area— 
stacking of numerous, relatively thin systems tracts—it is not surprising that large 
prograding Buckner HST wedges are not evident on seismic lines. In contrast, 
downlapping reflectors are seismically resolvable southeast of the study area (Boronow 
and Prather, 1990) at the edge of the Buckner shelf, presumably in deeper water where 
HST's thicken dramatically and large-scale shelf margin wedges formed.
Cotton Valley sequences: Alluvial, fluvial, and braid-plain sandstones of the 
undifferentiated Cotton Valley Group represent the updip, subaerial portions of several 
sequences. Definition of sequence boundaries within these nearly-homogeneous 
sandstones is presently impractical. Mauro (in prep.) identified two Cotton Valley 
sequence boundaries (including one at the base) in the central Mississippi salt basin, but 
declined to suggest ties to global eustatic curves because of the paucity o f biostratigraphic 
data. Definition and correlation of similar sequences in more heterogeneous lithologies in 
the downdip part of the study area (Mobile and Baldwin counties and offshore Mobile 
Bay) appears to be practical, and would be aided by more well control and paléontologie 
data.
Correlation to Central and Western Gulf of Mexico
General comparison: Confusion has resulted when authors equate formations and 
sequences. In Alabama, formation boundaries are not generally coincident with sequence 
boundaries—especially type-2 sequence boundaries (figs. 2.5 and 2.7). Moreover,
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lithologies within sequences vary from basin to basin. For example, thick saltern 
anhydrites locally cap the Norphlet-Smackover sequence in Alabama, while this 
relationship is uncommon in the central Gulf; only in Alabama are Cotton Valley 
alluvial/braid-plain sandstones reported to interfinger with Buckner lagoonal lithologies. 
In general, Alabama sequences show deposition of continental siliciclastic and marine-to- 
marginal marine evaporite portions of systems tracts at the expense of normal marine 
portions (fig. 2.8). This suggests that continental (e.g.. Cotton Valley) and marginal 
marine (e.g., Buckner) lithofacies in Alabama may be time equivalents of normal marine 
(e.g., Smackover) lithofacies elsewhere. It is therefore inadvisable to correlate sequences 
across the Gulf based solely on lithologie resemblance.
We attribute the expansion of continental portions of systems tracts and 
contraction of marine components in Jurassic sequences of southwest Alabama to greater 
topographic relief and basinward drainage. Topographic relief, related to the presence of 
Appalachian uplands, manifested itself in the highly irregular terrain upon which 
Smackover seas impinged at their updip limit. It also resulted in an abundant influx of 
coarser elastics and increased subaerial accomodation space for continental sediments. 
Although the subsidence history of southwest Alabama has been shown to differ from 
that of the central and western Gulf (Driskoll et al., 1988), total thicknesses of Jurassic 
sedimentary wedges are comparable. We infer that subsidence in response to sediment 
loading was greater in Alabama, nearly compensating for the greater thermal subsidence 
elsewhere. While thermally-induced doming may have initially caused most elastics to 
drain away from the larger marginal basins (Driskoll et al., 1988), in southwest Alabama, 
initial preferred drainage (and transport of siliciclastics) was into the embayments.
Sequence correlation to central and western Gulf: We have endeavored in this 
study to produce a detailed delineation of the genetic sequences that form the Jurassic 
stratigraphie column in the eastern Gulf Coast (fig. 2.8). Others have performed similar 
tasks in central and western portions of the Gulf. Given the paucity of biostratigraphic
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control for much of these strata, a primary objective of this work is to permit correlation 
o f time-equivalent sequences across the Gulf rim. However, there are still major 
unresolved problems. Logically, a cross-Gulf synthesis should extend initially from the 
central Gulf Coast, where superior ammonite biostratigraphic control is available (Imaly, 
1943,1980; Imlay and Herman, 1984; Young and Oloriz, in press), and especially from 
northeast Mexico, where ammonite data is available and where the strata can be examined 
in outcrop. However, recent meticulously detailed work in northeast Mexico 
(Goldhammer and Lehmann, 1991) may not yet be suited for wider sequence correlation 
across the Gulf because some assigned sequence ages appear to contr adict the available 
ammonite biostratigraphic data (fig. 2.9). Regional correlation of formations between 
Mexico and the northern Gulf Coast is premature and should await improved correlation 
o f chronostratigraphic sequences.
Similarly, rather than attempting to apply global eustatic curves as a template for 
sequences in each given basin, a more effective approach w ill be to first establish 
equivalence of sequences between the marginal basins. Although many sequences in 
Alabama are in general agreement with the global eustatic curve of Haq et al. (1987) (for 
example, the occurrence of multiple sequences within the Upper Oxfordian Buckner 
Formation; fig. 2.9), we do not yet recommend tying individual sequences to fluctuations 
on such sea-level curves.
Sarg (1988) and Moore et al. (1992) identified multiple sequences within the 
Buckner Formation of Arkansas and Louisiana. For example, fine arkosic sandstone 
intervals ("C Sand" and "Gray Sand") sandwiched between Buckner shelf margin 
carbonate buildups in Arkansas and Louisiana were interpreted to represent submarine 
lowstand fans overlying type-2 sequence boundaries (Moore and Druckman, 1991). 
Because multiple Buckner sequences in southwest Alabama occur high on the Buckner 
shelf rather than along the shelf margin, their forms and the nature of the intervening 
siliciclastics differ from those of the central Gulf Coast. Although one-to-one
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correspondence between Buckner sequences in Alabama and the central Gulf cannot yet 
be demonstrated, recognition of the reasons for their different forms w ill contribute to 
making correlation of these sequences feasible.
Most of the data needed for initial Gulf-wide chronostratigraphic correlation of 
sequences are in place. However, areas that are insufficiently understood or documented 
include the Mississippi salt basin, south Texas, and the major interbasinal uplifts. 
Additional work is also required to unravel complications induced by local tectonic or 
halokinetic effects in Mexico and the marginal salt basins. Finally, sequence correlations 
w ill be greatly aided if  relevant seismic (and biostratigraphic?) data that are now 
proprietary can be made available for wider research.
Conclusions
Jurassic systems tracts of southwest Alabama differ from those of the central and 
western Gulf, showing profound influence of rugged antecedent topography. This was 
manifested in: (1) substantial subaerial accomodation space, (2) high rates o f clastic 
influx, and (3) consequent expansion of continental LST's at the expense of marine and 
marginal marine intervals. Neither basinwide evaporites (e.g., the Werner and Louann 
formations) nor continental LST's (e.g., the Norphlet Formation) are adequately 
accomodated within the "slug" model of systems tract stratigraphy. Smackover systems 
tract deposition—especially the upper Smackover HST—represents evolution toward a 
rimmed carbonate shelf morphology, eventually creating intrashelf basin bathymetries in 
the Manila and Conecuh embayments. The Buckner Formation in southwest Alabama 
straddles three type-2 sequence boundaries, and interfingers cratonward with 
undifferentiated Cotton Valley alluvial, fluvial, and braid plain sandstones.
Because formation contacts and sequence boundaries (or other chronostratigraphi- 
cally significant surfaces) do not necessarily coincide, chronostratigraphic equivalence of
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similar lithologies between marginal basins cannot be assumed. Given the inadequacy of 
Gulf-wide biostratigraphic control, correlation of sequences between marginal basins, 
based on detailed sedimentologic characteristics and accounting for differences in tectonic 
histories, should precede attempts to integrate global eustatic signatures.
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CHAPTER 3. ORGANIC-INORGANIC RELATIONS IN SMACKOVER
FORMATION DIAGENESIS
Introduction
Products o f the complex reactions that constitute the diagenesis o f organic matter 
profoundly influence the processes operating upon inorganic phases o f the host rocks. 
Organic matter is the major reservoir of reduced elements available to drive important 
redox reactions during burial. Simultaneously, the evolution of organic matter during 
burial is profoundly influenced by the nature o f the available reactant lithologies in the 
rock column: inorganic constituents inhibit or promote organic maturation and alteration 
by acting as reactants, catalysts, or sinks. The two systems cannot be considered 
separately.
The following chapter consists of four papers (Parts I-IV , respectively) intended 
to provide an integrated perspective on the interrelated organic-inorganic diagenetic 
system. The papers are based upon the Smackover Formation, a well-studied self- 
contained hydrocarbon system. It is hoped that this approach w ill serve to improve 
current understanding of (1) Smackover paragenetic sequences as recorded by inorganic 
authigenic phases, and (2) the nature of controls on the evolution, alteration, and 
destruction of hydrocarbons and other organic matter in the formation.
Parts I  and II were previously published in the Gulf Coast Association of 
Geological Societies Transactions in 1987 and 1989, respectively. Bear in mind that, at 
the times these two papers were published, important elements o f regional Jurassic 
sequence stratigraphy, as presented in Chapter 2 of this dissertation, had not yet been 
synthesized. Although Smackover lithofacies and cross-sections as depicted in these 
papers are descriptively correct, the stratigraphie columns as presented are 
oversimplified. The preferred stratigraphie nomenclature is given in Chapter 2.
91
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Moreover, interpretations of certain diagenetic phenomena and stratigraphie relationships 
are revealed in the succession of papers to have evolved from hypotheses to conclusions, 
and then to reconsidered and modified conclusions. This is a natural consequence o f the 
normal progression of scientific research; it is hardly likely that the presently preferred 
conclusions w ill stand unchallenged and unaltered for many years. Not only is it hoped 
that the progression of ideas may in itself be interesting, but it should also be bome in 
mind that ideas proposed and subsequently rejected still deserve airing, as they may 
prove more fruitful elsewhere.
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ABSTRACT
Wade, W.J., R. Sassen, and E.W. Chinn, 1987. Stratigraphy and source potential of 
the Smackover Formation in the northern Manila embayment, southwest Alabama. 
GCAGS Transactions.
Pétrographie studies of conventional cores and correlation of electric logs indicate 
that upper Smackover hydrocarbon reservoir facies are more widely distributed in the 
northern Manila embayment than previously recognized. The embayment does not 
appear to have been a separate basin during early Smackover deposition, but rather was 
an extension of the Mississippi salt basin. A carbonate shelf and starved basin 
topography developed in the Manila embayment during deposition of the Smackover 
Formation and is reflected in the distribution of Smackover lithofacies. Fine-grained 
elastics are abundant in shelf and backshelf environments.
Source rock geochemistry of the Manila embayment appears to be atypical of the 
eastern Smackover Trend because of a strong terrestrial influence. Athough the upper 
Smackover is organic-rich, potential for generation of crude oil is limited by abundant 
terrestrially derived kerogen and thermal immaturity. The updip lower Smackover 
nearest the paleoshoreline also appears to be characterized by terrestrial kerogen.
Thermal maturity and source potential for crude oil in the lower Smackover increase 
southward. This contributes to explaining the clustered distribution of crude oil 
discoveries downdip in proximity to the thermally mature lower Smackover source 
facies.
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Introduction
Previous studies of the Smackover Formation within the Manila embayment argue 
that it is characterized primarily by lithofacies reflecting low energj' environments of 
deposition (Mancini and Benson, 1980; Benson and Mancini, 1982,1984; Cunningham, 
1984). The present study suggests that high energy lithofacies are more widely 
distributed in the embayment than previously recognized. Although these high energy 
lithofacies are potential hydrocarbon reservoirs, they have not been extensively studied. 
Exploration success for hydrocarbon accumulations in the Manila embayment w ill be 
enhanced by (1) models explaining the distribution of Smackover reservoir lithofacies, 
and (2) an understanding of the framework of hydrocarbon generation and destruction.
Conventional cores from 23 wells were examined to characterize lithofacies and 
environments of depostion within the embayment. This information was integrated with 
correlations of more than two hundred formation density/neutron, density and resistivity 
logs to establish regional control for the Smackover Formation and bounding strata in the 
study area. In addition, Rock-Eval pyrolysis performed on 244 conventional core 
samples from 20 wells provided new data on the distribution of source potential and 
thermal maturity of the Smackover Formation in the Manila embayment.
The Smackover Formation is a source and reservoir for crude oil, gas- 
condensate, and methane across the Gulf Coast from east Texas to Florida (Sassen et al, 
1987). West of Alabama, the main structural elements of the Smackover Trend are a 
series of interior salt basins in which Smackover sediments were deposited as basinward- 
thickening wedges. These basins formed by extensional crustal thinning during the initial 
rifting stage of the opening o f the Gulf of Mexico (Buffler and Sawyer, 1985). Salt 
basins are separated by major uplifts over which the Louann Salt and later formations are 
thin or absent. The basins are now sites of intermediate- to high-rise salt structures and 
are rimmed by peripheral salt ridge and graben systems (Hughes, 1968; Moore, 1984).
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The Manila embayment in southwest Alabama differs from the major salt basins 
in several ways. The Manila embayment is considerably smaller than the interior salt 
basins. Although the Manila and Conecuh embayments are separated by a positive 
basement feature, the Conecuh ridge (fig. 3.1.1), the Manila embayment is divided from 
the Mississippi salt basin by the Mobile graben. The Manila embayment lacks an updip 
peripheral salt ridge and graben system. Where high-rise salt strutures are present, they 
are associated with the Mobile graben. The Smackover Formation is thinner in the 
Manila embayment than it is in the Mississippi salt basin because of a slower rate of 
subsidence during Smackover deposition. Within the embayment, the Smackover 
Formation is thin at the basin center and thickest near the margins, giving the unit a 
starved basin-carbonate shelf morphology. The Smackover Formation in the Manila 
embayment has a relatively high percentage of terrigenous elastics (both sandstone and 
shale), which increases toward the updip margin.
Stratigraphy
Middle and Upper Jurassic stratigraphie nomenclature of the Manila embayment is 
comparable to that of the Mississippi salt basin (fig. 3.1.2). The Smackover Formation, 
of Oxfordian age (Imlay, 1980; Moore, 1990), overlies the Norphlet Formation, which 
consists of alluvial- and wadi-deposited redbeds, eolian quartz sandstone, and alluvial 
conglomeratic sandstone (Mancini et al, 1985). The Norphlet Formation in turn overlies 
massive evaporites of the Louann and Werner formations. Locally, the Smackover 
Formation was deposited directly on pre-Mesozoic metamorphic and igneous rocks of the 
Alabama Piedmont province (Neathery and Thomas, 1975). The Buckner Anhydrite 
member of the Haynesville Formation overlies the Smackover Formation. In the 
northeast part of the study area, Buckner anhydrite is absent and redbeds and sandstones 
of the Haynesville Formation overlie the Smackover Formation.














Figure 3.1.1. Location of study area with respect to Smackover paleogeography of 
southwestern Alabama (modified after Mancini and Benson, 1980).
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Figure 3.1.2. Upper and Middle Jurassic stratigraphie nomenclature o f the Manila 
Embayment (modified after Imlay, 1980).
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For the purposes of the present paper, the Smackover Formation is simply 
divided into upper and lower units based on lithofacies and inferred depositional 
environment. The lower Smackover unit generally represents an initial rapid marine 
transgression and subsequent low energy conditions in basinal to shallow subtidal 
environments. Carbonate lithofacies of the lower unit are mud-supported and include 
peloidal/oncoidal mudstones and wackestones and laminated lime mudstones. These 
lithofacies are generally limestones with little or no porosity. Near the basin margins, 
basal lower Smackover carbonates are commonly dolomitized and may have considerable 
porosity.
Upper Smackover lithofacies represent (1) moderate to high energy conditions in 
shallow subtidal to intertidal environments and (2) low energy conditions in shallow 
subtidal, intertidal, and supratidal environments. Moderate to high energy shoalwater 
conditions were controlled by basement topography in the eastern embayment, 
bathymetry on an initial (early Smackover) ramp-like surface in the northern embayment, 
and salt structures in the western embayment. Carbonate lithofacies are 
ooid/oncoid/peloid packstones and grainstones which are commonly dolomitized. Fine­
grained, well-sorted lithic arkoses and subarkoses are interbedded with upper Smackover 
carbonates in the northern portion of the study area. Both sandstone and dolomitized 
carbonate lithofacies possess good porosity and permeability and serve as hydrocarbon 
reservoirs.
Low energy conditions occurred in shallow shoal-protected lagoons which 
developed over local highs and in shelf interior environments of the extreme northern 
embayment. Lagoonal and shelf interior lithofacies are mudstone, pellet/peloid 
wackestone and packstone, and anhydrite. Carbonate lithofacies are commonly 
dolomitized, but usually have low porosity and permeability. Shelf interior lithofacies of 
the northernmost embayment contain a high percentage of terrigenous shale and 
moderately to poorly sorted sandstone.
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Manila Embayment Structure and Facies Relationships
The Manila embayment is bounded on the west by the Mobile graben, on the 
southeast by the Conecuh ridge, and on the east, north, and northwest by the depositional 
lim it of the Smackover Formation (figs 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). The Smackover Formation in 
most o f the embayment dips gently to the southwest. Near the Mobile graben, the pattern 
is complicated by salt movement. An isopach map of Smackover carbonates in the study 
area (fig. 3.1.4) shows important features not obvious on the structure map.
Eastern and central embayment
The Conecuh ridge is a positive basement structure near the southern end of the 
buried Alabama Piedmont (Neathery and Thomas, 1975). It is apparent as a large area of 
thin Smackover carbonates trending northeast-to-southwest across the southeast portion 
o f the study area (fig. 3.1.4). The Smackover Formation on the crest o f the Conecuh 
ridge consists of thick evaporites overlying thin, dolomitized lagoonal carbonates.
Typical stratigraphie relationships from near the center of the Manila embayment across 
the Conecuh ridge to the Conecuh embayment are shown in figure 3.1.5. The oldest of 
several lower Haynesville anhydrite stringers is used as stratigraphie datum except in the 
central basin. Use of this laterally-continuous anhydrite stringer provides insight on 
paleotopography shortly after Smackover deposition and prior to salt-related structural 
complications. At the end of Smackover deposition, approximately 500 ft o f relief was 
present between the margin and center o f the embayment. Thick lower Haynesville salt 
deposition occurred in the central basin because of this topographic relief (figs. 3.1.5 and 
3.1.6). The Smackover Formation in the central Manila embayment is relatively thin 
(200-300 ft) and consists entirely of lower unit lithofacies. The development of a starved 
basin morphology within the Manila embayment was probably caused by a relatively low 
sedimentation rate.
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Figure 3.1.3. Structure map, top of Smackover Formation.
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Figure 3.1.4. Isopach map of Smackover carbonate lithofacies. Shading indicates area in 
which more than 30% of the Smackover Formation consists of upper Smackover 
dolomite and sandstone.
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Carbonate buildups in shoalwater environments developed on the flanks of 
basement-controlled paleobathymetric highs. The Smackover Formation on the flanks of 
the Conecuh ridge is generally 50-200 ft thicker than in the central basin. Most of the 
increase results from accumulation of upper Smackover ooid/peloid packstones and 
grainstones. A restricted, hypersaline lagoon was present between flanking shoals over 
the crest o f the ridge. A thin wackestone-packstone interval accumulated in the lagoon 
and was subsequently dolomitized. Carbonate deposition was succeeded by deposition 
of a thick evaporite interval as lagoonal conditions became increasingly hypersaline. This 
lagoonal anhydrite shows an interflngering relationship with ooid grainstones of the 
flanking shoals, unlike later Buckner anhydrite. Similar relationships are seen over 
isolated basement highs, along the updip portion of the Conecuh ridge in western Monroe 
County, and along the Wiggins arch (Cagle and Khan, 1983).
Northern embayment
The Smackover Formation is relatively thick along a broad arc trending roughly 
east-west across central Clarke County (fig. 3.1.6). Initial development of high energy 
lithofacies in this area was controlled by bathymetry on a ramp-like early Smackover 
surface. A shelf margin developed during late Oxfordian sea level rise (Vail et al, 1977). 
Shoalwater ooid/peloid packstones and grainstones are pervasively dolomitized in core 
samples and generally retain little primary fabric. Fine to very fine-grained, well-sorted 
subarkoses and lithic arkoses are interbedded with the carbonates. Planar cross-bedding, 
wave ripples, and soft sediment deformation structures are present in core samples. Thin 
shale partings are present within and above the sandstone in some cores. It is suggested 
that the subarkoses and lithic arkoses were deposited in the same shoaling environment as 
the packstones and grainstones with which they are interbedded. Sandstone lithofacies 
commonly possess high porosity and permeability and are parts of hydrocarbon 
reservoirs at Barlow Bend and Lovetts Creek fields.
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In the northernmost Manila embayment, low-energy interior shelf lithofacies 
show a strong terrestrial influence related to erosion of the Alabama Piedmont. The 
Smackover Formation here consists of argillaceous/sandy pelletai mudstone and 
wackestone grading to calcareous siltstone and shale; the uppermost portion is entirely 
siliciclastic. Virtually all elastics within calcareous lithofacies are sufficiently fine-grained 
to have been wind-transported to the marine environment. On the northern edge o f the 
embayment, the Smackover and Haynesville formations thin until alluvial sands of the 
Norphlet Formation merge with alluvial sands of the Cotton Valley Group. Smackover 
elastics represent the first pulse of a major influx which did not reach other basins until 
later, during Haynesvillle and Cotton Valley deposition.
Western embayment
Mancini and Benson (1980) postulated the existence of a continuous basement 
paleo-high or salt ridge which separated the Manila embayment from more normal marine 
conditions in the Mississippi salt basin. In our view, the Manila embayment was 
essentially an extension o f the larger basin during early Smackover depostion and no 
continuous barrier was present. The Mobile graben apparently formed at a hingeline 
dividing the rapidly-subsiding Mississippi salt basin from the more stable Manila 
embayment. Associated salt structures did not form a continous barrier until later, 
perhaps during Haynesville deposition. Lower Smackover lithofacies generally do not 
thin between the basins. A basement-related Smackover thin north of the Mobile graben 
(fig. 3.1.4) is an exception, however. Salt movement associated with formation of the 
graben influenced the distribution of upper Smackover lithofacies. Separate salt 
structures were sufficiently shallow during late Oxfordian sea level standstill or gradual 
rise (Vail et al, 1977) for ooid/peloid grainstone shoals to develop in crestal or flanking 
positions. After subsequent dolomitization, these high energy lithofacies serve as 
hydrocarbon reservoirs (eg. Stave Creek and Movico fields).




The laminated lime mudstone facies of the lower Smackover is a regionally 
significant carbonate source rock for crude oil (Hughes, 1984; Oehler, 1984; Sassen et 
al, 1987). The mean total organic carbon (TOC) of the lower Smackover across the Gulf 
Coast is about 0.51% (Sassen et al, 1987). Much of the lower Smackover has 
experienced relatively advanced thermal maturity, and partial conversion of kerogen to 
crude oil has already occurred. On this basis, TOC values were higher in the geologic 
past prior to the time of crude oil generation and migration. The laminated lime mudstone 
source facies was deposited in an anoxic and perhaps hypersaline environment that 
permitted preserfvation of kerogen. Across much of the Gulf Coast, kerogen 
distributions are dominated by amorphous kerogen of algal origin, and terrestrial kerogen 
of higher-plant origin is all but absent.
Mean TOC of the upper Smackover across the Gulf Coast is only about 0.24% 
(Sassen et al, 1987). The carbonate grainstones and packstones that characterize much of 
the upper Smackover were deposited in shallow, oxygenated waters of normal salinity 
that did not favor preservation of kerogen. Moreover, much of the TOC measured in 
upper Smackover samples consists of solid bitumen precipitated from crude oil. TOC of 
samples of the Haynesville and Norphlet formations are too low to suggest meaningful 
source potential.
Rock-Eval pyrolysis
As part of the present study of the Manila embayment, conventional core samples 
of the Smackover Formation were subjected to Rock-Eval pyrolysis and TOC 
determinations. Rock-Eval pyrolysis is a rapid, simple technique that provides insight to 
the generative potential and thermal maturity of rocks. However, there are limitations to
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Rock-Eval pyrolysis when identifying kerogen types in carbonate-rich rocks because 
resulting oxygen indices appear anomalously high (Peters, 1986).
Thermal maturity framework
Selected Tmax values obtained by Rock-Eval pyrolysis on core samples of the 
Smackover Formation from various depths across the Manila embayment are shown in 
figure 3.1.7. Samples were selected on the basis of large pyrolysis S2 peaks (>0.2 
mg/g) sufficient for reliable estimation of thermal maturity. Thermal maturity sufficient 
for generation of crude oil in source rocks occurs at Tmax of approximately 435°C. This 
corresponds to a depth range of 11,500-12,000 ft in the Manila embayment. Most 
discoveries of crude oil in the Manila embayment are restricted to areas where the lower 
Smackover is thermally mature, suggesting that long-range migration from source rock to 
updip reservoirs is not widespread. The thermal maturity framework of the Manila 
Embayment appears to be generally similar to other areas of the eastern Smackover Trend 
(Sassen et al, 1987).
Upper Smackover
The mean TOC of 140 selected samples from the upper Smckover in the Manila 
embayment is about 0.75%, with individual measurements ranging from 0.01% to 
7.76%. The upper Smackover in the Manila Embayment is therefore more organic-rich 
than elsewhere. The influx of terrestrially derived clastic sediments to the Manila 
embayment is a factor in this regard. High TOC values are associated with shales in 
upper Smackover sandstones and with stylolites in upper Smackover carbonates. Sassen 
et al (1987) showed that source rock kerogen and solid bitumen are concentrated along 
stylolites during pressure solution o f Smackover carbonates.
Pyrolysis results suggest that the upper Smackover of the Manila embayment, 
although organic-rich, has only localized potential for cmde oil generation because of
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Figure 3.1.7. Plot of Tmax versus depth from Rock-Eval pyrolysis of Smackover core 
samples. Thermal maturity for generation of crude oil occurs in the 11,500-12,00 ft 
depth range.
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abundant terrestrially derived kerogen. Organic-rich samples, including shallow samples 
at low levels of thermal maturity, are typically characterized by low hydrogen indices 
(fig. 3.1.8). However, some shale samples do appear to have potential for crude oil 
generation.
Lower Smackover
Mean TOC of 104 samples of the lower Smackover from the Manila embayment 
is about 0.45%, with individual measurements ranging from 0.01% to 4.05%. This 
mean TOC is similar to that of the lower Smackover across the Gulf Coast (Sassen et al,
1987). The highest TOC values are associated with laminated lime mudstones and 
stylolites. The results suggest that TOC contents are lowest in updip core samples and 
increase southward. ^
Some organic-rich core samples of the lower Smackover from the updip Manila 
Embayment display low hydrogen indices, even when only marginally mature (fig.
3.1.8). This suggests that terrestrially derived kerogen is also present in the lower 
Smackover of the Manila embayment nearest the paleoshoreline. Source potential for 
generation of cmde oil is correspondingly decreased. These lower Smackover samples 
appear to be atypical o f the Smackover trend.
At higher levels of thermal maturity basinward, low hydrogen indices were also 
measured (fig. 3.1.8). However, these low hydrogen indices are the result o f advanced 
thermal maturity. Loss of hydrogen from kerogen during cmde oil generation occurred 
in the geologic past in these now deeply buried rocks (Nunn and Sassen, 1986). The 
dilution of oil-prone algal kerogen by terrestrially derived kerogen is interpreted to 
decrease southward across Alabama. In the Conecuh embayment of Alabama and 
Florida, organic-rich lower Smackover source rocks for cmde oil are characterized by 
dominance of algal-derived amorphoius kerogen (Sassen et al, 1987). This contributes to 
explaining why larger accumulations of cmde oil are present in the Conecuh embayment.
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Figure 3.1.8. Mean Hydrogen index (HI) versus depth determined by Rock-Eval 
pyrolysis of Smackover core samples from the Manila Embayment. Low hydrogen 
indices characterize many organic-rich upper Smackover samples, even at shallow 
depths. This suggests the presence of terrestrial kerogen and lesser source potential 
for crude oil.
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Crude oil geochemistry
As part of the present study, a sample of crude oil from Lovetts Creek Field in 
Monroe County, Alabama, was subjected to geochemical analysis. Other data on Manila 
embayment crude oils were presented by Mancini et al. (1986). The Lovetts Creek crude 
oil has a relatively low API gravity (30.3°) consistent with a modest thermal maturity 
history. The chromatographic signature o f C15+ saturated hydrocarbons isolated from 
the crude o il (fig. 3.1.9) is compatible with an origin from algal-derived kerogen of the 
lower Smackover source facies. The pristane-phytane ratio is less than 1, and normal 
paraffins display strong even-carbon predominance. These characteristics are usually 
associated with origin from algal-derived kerogen preserved in an anoxic environment of 
deposition. Geochemical characterization of other Manila embayment crude oils is 
underway to determine if  the presence of terrestrially derived kerogen has influenced their 
composition.
Conclusions
The Manila embayment does not appear to have been a separate basin during early 
Smackover deposition, but rather was an extension of the Mississippi salt basin. 
Nonetheless, the Manila embayment is atypical of the eastern Smackover trend in several 
respects. The Smackover Formation is considerably thinner within the embayment than it 
is to the west. A carbonate shelf and starved basin morphology developed during 
deposition of the Smackover Formation and is reflected in the distribution of Smackover 
lithofacies. Salt structures characteristic of the interior salt basins (eg, salt pillows and 
diapirs, peripheral salt ridge and graben systems) are lacking in the embayment. This 
appears to be related to the relative isostatic stability of the area and the early formation of 
the Mobile graben. A strong terrestrial clastic influence is evident in the lithofacies and 
kerogen of the Smackover Formation of the northern embayment. Moderate and high
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LOVETTS CREEK FIELD 
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Figure 3.1.9. Chromatographic signature of C l5+ saturated hydrocarbons isolated from 
Lovetts Creek crude oil, Monroe County, Alabama.
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energy upper Smackover lithofacies are more widely distributed in the northern 
embayment than previously recognized. Their occurrence is controlled by basement- 
related bathymetric highs, salt structures, and bathymetry on initially ramp-like (early 
Smackover) surfaces. Hydrocarbon potential o f these lithofacies must be considered 
within the regional framework of hydrocarbon generation and migration.
Although upper Smackover core samples display high TOC (0.75%) in the updip 
Manila embayment, potential for generation of crude oil is limited by abundant 
terrestrially derived kerogen and by thermal immaturity. The updip lower Smackover 
also appears to be characterized by terrestrially derived kerogen. Thermal maturity and 
source potential for crude oil, however, are interpreted to increase southward. Thermal 
maturity sufficient for generation and migration of crude oil occurs at depths ranging 
from 11,500 to 12,000 ft. Crude oil o f the Manila embayment is likely to have been 
derived from the thermally mature lower Smackover source facies downdip where algal- 
derived kerogen dominated. Cmde oil discoveries occur in proximity to the thermally 
mature lower Smackover source facies, suggesting that long-range migration to updip 
rocks has not been extensive.
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ABSTRACT
Wade, W.J., J.S. Hanor, and R. Sassen, 1989. Controls on H2S concentration and 
hydrocarbon destruction in the eastern Smackover trend. GCAGS Transactions.
H2S concentrations in deep Smackover reservoirs may reflect local steady-state 
conditions attained when generation of H2S is balanced by flux of H2S out of the 
system. H2S generated during thermochemical sulfate reduction within upper 
Smackover reservoirs is preferentially destroyed by reaction with metal ions to form 
sulfide minerals in the underlying Norphlet Formation. H2S concentrations are highest 
in and near Smackover reservoirs and decrease with depth to very low concentrations in 
the Norphlet Formation. Key factors controlling equilibrium H2S concentrations in 
Smackover reservoirs are porosity, tortuosity, and thickness of carbonates, nature of 
pore phase (oil, gas or formation water), and temperature (in excess of about 112°C).
Calculated diffusion-dispersion profiles successfully describe observed H2S 
concentration gradients. However, rates of molecular diffusion are insufficient to control 
H2S concentrations in Smackover reservoirs. It is possible that advective dispersion 
resulting from convective overturn is the means by which observed concentration 
gradients are maintained.
Because the rate of destruction of methane by thermochemical sulfate reduction is 
partly dependent on flux of H2S from Smackover reservoirs to the underlying Norphlet 
Formation, economic basement for Smackover reservoirs varies with H2S flux. The rate 
of methane destruction can be estimated from the H2S concentration gradient, convection 
rate, and temperature. Reliable estimates of porosity, permeability and thickness trends 
allow: (1) prediction of H2S concentrations in potential Smackover reservoirs with 
reasonable accuracy, and (2) estimation of local economic basement for Smackover 
reservoirs.
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Introduction
Hydrogen sulfide is occasionally a major constituent of natural gases in deeply- 
buried carbonate rocks, including the Upper Jurassic Smackover Formation (Orr, 1977; 
Sassen and Moore, 1988; Sassen, 1988). Because organic sulfur compounds are not 
major components of crude oil, hydrocarbon maturation is generally insufficient to 
produce more than 2 to 5 mole percent H2S in reservoir gases (Orr, 1977).
Nevertheless, H%S contents in excess of 10 mole percent are not uncommon in carbonate 
reservoirs adjacent to, or interbedded with, evaporites (Orr, 1977). Previous studies 
have proposed that large volumes of H2S in deep reservoirs are formed via 
thermochemical reduction of evaporite-derived sulfate, with hydrocarbons acting as 
reducing agent (Orr, 1974,1982; Siebert, 1985; Krouse et al., 1988).
Thermochemical sulfate reduction and concomitant oxidation of hydrocarbons 
have been demonstrated to occur in the laboratory at temperatures ranging from 175- 
375°C (Toland, 1960; Orr, 1977, 1982; Kiyosu, 1980). Geochemical evidence that 
similar reactions occur under diagenetic conditions in reservoirs at temperatures as low as 
90-150°C is presented by Orr (1982), Sassen (1988), and Krouse et al (1988).
Thermochemical sulfate reduction consists of many interactive subreactions which 
differ primarily in their organic reactants (Orr, 1974,1977; Machel, 1987). The overall 
reaction produces H2S and elemental sulfur. Other potential reaction products include 
solid bitumen, carbon dioxide, bicarbonate ions, polysulfides, organic sulfur 
compounds, and perhaps organic acids (Toland, 1960; Orr, 1774,1982; Krouse, 1977; 
Kiyosu, 1980; Machel, 1987; Sassen, 1988). Intense thermochemical sulfate reduction 
may slightly lower the level of thermal maturity at which formation o f gas-condensates is 
observed (Sassen, 1988).
In deep reservoirs, the subreactions proceed simultaneously and reinforce one 
another in the sense that products of one subreaction are partially recycled as reactants in
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other subreactions (Machel, 1987). Orr (1982) demonstrated that the rate of 
thermochemical sulfate reduction increases with H2S partial pressure. Generation of 
H2S within a reservoir is therefore a self-catalyzing reaction (Orr, 1982; Sassen, 1988).
H2S removal occurs (1) by oxidation to form elemental sulfur (Sassen, 1988) and 
(2) by reaction with metallic ions to precipitate sulfide minerals, including pyrite, 
sphalerite, and galena (Orr, 1974; Sassen and Moore, 1988). Conversion o f H2S to 
elemental sulfur is reversible, implying that at any given reservoir conditions, elemental 
sulfur w ill approach an equilibrium concentration fixed relative to H2S concentration.
The reaction does not lim it the total concentration of H2S. However, the second 
reaction, precipitation of metal sulfides, effectively removes H2S from the system, and 
may strongly lim it H2S concentrations. The efficiency of this reaction is evidenced by 
low H2S contents in reservoirs with excess available Fe (Orr, 1982). Metal sulfide 
precipitation in Fe-deficient reservoirs, particularly carbonate rocks such as the 
Smackover Formation, may occur only after dissolved H2S has been transported to a 
source of available Fe. In this case, sulfide precipitation may preferentially occur in 
siliciclastic units hydrologically downstream (Orr, 1977).
Sassen and Moore (1988) summarized the evolution of Smackover hydrocarbons 
by progressive thermal cracking of crude oil (fig. 3.2.1). Gas-condensate becomes the 
dominant constituent in Smackover reservoirs at thermal maturity levels equivalent to 
vitrinite reflectances greater than 1.0 percent (Sassen and Moore, 1988). Methane 
dominates gas compositions at maturity levels equivalent to vitrinite reflectances greater 
than 1.5 percent. Because thermochemical sulfate reduction increases the rate of methane 
destruction (Sassen, 1988), high-H2S carbonate reservoirs may have shallower 
economic basements than I0W-H2S siliciclastic reservoirs.
The purposes of this study are to: (1) identify key factors controlling H2S 
concentrations in Smackover reservoirs of the eastern Gulf Coast, (2) relate these factors 
to specific processes of H2S generation and removal, (3) establish means of predicting
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Figure 3.2.1. Generalized relationship of thermal maturity to phases of hydrocarbon 
generation and destruction, and thermochemical sulfate reduction in the Smackover 
Formation (after Sassen, 1988). Thermochemical sulfate reduction contributes to 
hydrocarbon destruction at lower levels of thermal maturity than would occur in inert, 
quartz reservoirs.
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local H2S concentration, and (4) estimate rates of methane destruction by thermochemical 
sulfate reduction. Because increased costs are entailed in producing high-H2S 
hydrocarbons, reasonable estimates of local H2S contents have important economic 
implications. Likewise, knowledge of variation in economic basement for Smackover 
reservoirs based on different rates of hydrocarbon destruction is of considerable value in 
exploration.
Geologic Setting and Stratigraphy of Study Area
The Smackover oil and gas fields included in this study are located in the Florida 
Panhandle, southwestern Alabama, and southeastern Mississippi (fig. 3.2.2). The 
Smackover Formation within the study area is informally divided into an upper 
grainstone-dominated, commonly dolomitized member, and a lower lime mudstone to 
packstone member (Moore, 1984; Meendsen, 1987; fig. 3.2.3). Upper Smackover 
packstones and grainstones were generally deposited in moderate and high energy 
conditions in and near shoal complexes, (Moore, 1984; Benson, 1988). Siliciclastics, 
locally present in updip areas (Wade et al, 1987), are rarely abundant in the reservoirs 
studied. Lower Smackover carbonates were deposited in low energy, subtidal normal 
marine and anoxic marine conditions (Moore, 1984; Wade et al, 1987; Meendsen, 1987).
The Norphlet Formation, immediately underlying the Smackover carbonates, 
consists o f eolian dune and interdune sandstones, wadi shales and redbeds, and alluvial 
fan sandstones and conglomerates (Mancini et al, 1985). Sandstones immediately 
beneath the contact with the Smackover Formation have generally been reworked by 
marine processes (Mancini et al, 1985).
The reservoirs studied occur primarily within the upper grainstone-dominated 
member of the Smackover Formation, and are commonly sealed by impermeable 
anhydrite and anhydride shale of the overlying Buckner Member of the Haynesville
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Figure 3.2.2. Geologic setting and distribution o f Smackover fields. Study area and Jurassic structural features are delineated in inset 
map (after Sassen and Moore, 1988). Smackover fields are numbered as in Table 3.2.1, mole percent H2S in gas phase in 
parentheses (see Table 3.2.1 for data sources).
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Figure 3.2.3. Middle and Upper Jurassic stratigraphy, eastern Gulf Coast. Modified after 
Moore (1984).
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Table 3.2.1. Smackover fields in study area are listed in order of depth for each state. 
Data include H2S content in gas phase at surface pressure, reservoir temperature, 
thickness o f Smackover Formation (* indicates thickness of interval below lower 
Smackover reservoir), total thickness of porosity ranges, and calculated H2S 
concentration gradients through water-saturated H3 interval (units; mol %/m). 
Sources of H2S measurements: ^Alabama Oil & Gas Board, ^Coastal/ANR,
^Southern Union, ^Philips Petroleum, ^Florida Oil & Gas Board, ^Mississippi Oil & 
Gas Board.
ALABAMA POROSITY RANGES
dC/dzFIP..D MOL%HoS dep th , m IZ C THK m £L>fi B > 0 > 3 2 ^
i)TOXEY 0= 3191 100 136 49 53 34 0
2) MELVIN 03 3407 108 130 130 0 0 0
3) WOMACK HILL 03 3428 104 76 35 20 20 0
4) WIMBERLY 0.001 = 3430 1 06 122 34 66 22
0.00695) CHAPPELL 0.52= 3465 103 116 13 29 74
6) SUGAR RIDGE 1.98= 3523 109 122 17 7 98 0.020
7) BARRYTOWN 0.453 3603 107 110 15 22 72 0.0062
8) NORTH CHOCTAW RIDGE 11= 3630 105 140 36 78 25
0.0159) CHOCTAW RIDGE 2.13 3648 105 140 36 78 25
10) 8UCATUNNA CREEK 0.84= 3679 107 64 49 40 76
11) MILL CREEK 1.6= 3758 109 131 13 25 93
12) UTTLE MILL CREEK 0.0001 = 3764 107 131 13 25 93
13) TURKEY CREEK 0.001» 3768 112 99 37 20 42
14} WEST BEND 0.001 = 3782 1 12 98 36 20 42
2.8 X 1015) STAVE CREEK 0.001 = 3796 113 91 23 32 36
16) APPLETON 1.753 3917 11 6 56' 25 1 9 12
17) BURNT CORN 3.45a 3929 118 35 7 20 8
2.2 X 10"18) LOVETTS CREEK 0.0004= 3971 115 80 40 21 18
19) PUSS CUSS CREEK 19.65= 4123 117 146 4 1 6 126 0.160
20) SILAS 11.78= 4128 115 143 6 16 122 0.097
21) EAST BARNETT 0.00003b 4136 120 > 105 > 13 0.11722) GIN CREEK 17.43= 4136 113 168 5 9 154
23) SOUWILPA CREEK 25.16= 4179 119 144 4 1 6 124 0.200
24) VOCATION 0= 4243 130 67 48 1 9 0 0
25) WILD FORK CREEK 5.7c 4251 129 108 14 43 51
25) BROKEN LEG CREEK 0.00004b 4252 126 119 13 18 85
27) URIAH 0= 4280 115 120 26 1 6 78 0
28) ZION CHAPEL 22.87= 4282 119 161 3 22 135 0.170
29) WALLERS CREEK 0= 4423 128 118 35 7 75 0
30) HUXFORD 0.074= 4463 137 52 16 29 7
31) SIZEMORE CREEK 6.07= 4540 132 117 1 22 94 0.066
32) UTTLE RIVER 0.0002= 4564 130 89 24 36 27 7.4 X 10"
33) BIG ESCAMBIA CREEK 25.69= 4599 140 100 30 33 37
34) UTTLE ESCAMBIA CREEK 8.78= 4650 139 100 65 21 14
35) FANNY CHURCH 4.70= 4650 139 100 35 30 35
36) 8LACKSHER 0.767= 4774 132 97 14 46 36 0.020
37)CHAT0M 16.7= 4876 ISO 173 40 5 126 0.148
38) HEAUNG SPRINGS 37.55= 4879 146 155 12 6 136 0.305
39) RED CREEK 37.39= 4935 139 158 6 1 0 143 0.260
40) CROSBY CREEK 17b 4995 136 128 9 1 1 108 0.166
41) COPELAND 22.94= 5006 146 152 4 4 143 0.171
42) PERDIDO 0= 5032 146 15 10 5 0 0
43) SOUTHEAST CHATOM 19.9b 5050 148 155 12 4 139 0.164
44) MOVICO 0.0005= 5092 159 85 6 4 75
45) HATTERS POND 0.62= 5456 159 27 22 3 3
46) CHUNCHULA 0.005= 5613 167 24 13 1 2 0
47) COLD CREEK 0= 5618 162 S3 10 0 21 0
(Table cont'd.)
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FLORIDA
FIELD M Û U LtisS  CËPTH^.m I J C
1) MOUNT CARMEL U® 4433 130
2) JAY 9.06 4589 134
3) BUCKJACK CHEEK 9.0® <798 135
4) BLUFF SPRINGS 22.0* 4978 135
5)McOAVIO 23.04* 4982 l36








FIELD MQL%_H2S DFPTH.m THK, !
1} QUITMAN 0.039 3477 95 166
2} CYPRESS CREEK 0.069 3875 1 14 223
3)PACHUTACRE£K 0.029 3908 1 12 263
4) BARNETT 19 4059 109 318
5} SUMRALL 1.59 4065 107 2766) WAYNESBORO 2.789 4092 115 216
7) EAST NANCY 0.00629 4143 109 222'
B) PRAIRIE BRANCH 0.0279 4214 113 258
9) WEST NANCY 0.029 4220 11 1 268'
10) DE SOTO 0.00059 4222 111 97'
11) LAKE UTOPIA 0.01569 4302 1 14 299
12} WINCHESTER 1.59 4343 120 296
13)GOOOWATEfl 0.07769 4440 116 292
14) FlUFFER CREEK 2.69 4648 125 54*
15) SOUTH STATE UNE 27.3«* 5272 152 212*
16) BLACK CREEK 78.i 9 5660 1 94 269
0  > 8 8 > 0  î J 0 < 3
54 3 2 20
24 26 62 0.145
13 17 69 0.319
23 29 56 0.411
PORDRITY RANGES, m
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Formation (fig. 3.2.3). H2S contents in these reservoirs range from 0 to 78 mole percent 
of the gas phase (fig. 3.2.2; table 3.2.1). Field depths in the study area range from 3191 
to 5860 m (10,470-19,226 ft). Present-day geothermal gradients were calculated from 
electric log bottom hole temperatures corrected for borehole temperature disequilibrium 
using the method of Kehle (1972). The study area has a geothermal gradient of 24°C/km 
(fig. 3.2.4). Reservoir temperatures range from 100° to 194°C. The relation between 
reservoir H2S content and depth is not straightforward (fig. 3.2.5). Fields shallower 
than 400 m (13,123 ft) possess uniformly low H2S contents, while deeper fields follow 
divergent trends. Some of the deepest fields in the study area have low H2S contents 
(e.g., Chunchula, Hatters Pond, and Cold Creek fields). H2S-rich reservoirs are present 
in two broad areas: (1) in Florida and south central Alabama near Jay field, and (2) in 
westernmost Alabama and easternmost Mississippi near Chatom field (fig. 3.2.2).
Neither area possesses an abnormally high geothermal gradient.
Controls on Reservoir H2S Content
The rate of thermochemical sulfate reduction is theoretically a function of 
temperature, pressure and hydrocarbon composition (Wilke and Chang, 1955; Stoessell,
1988). Assuming roughly uniform hydrocarbon compositions and total reaction times 
throughout the study area, if  the H2S content of each reservoir were determined solely by 
the thermal control on H2S generation, a direct correspondence between depth and H2S 
content would be expected. The absence of this simple relation in Smackover reservoirs 
(fig. 3.2.5) suggests that H2S concentrations within each reservoir reflect not only the 
rate of H2S generation, but also the efficiency of removal of H2S from the system. It is 
possible that local steady-state conditions are attained whereby the generation of H2S is 
balanced by flux of H2S out o f the system. I f  this is the case, then: (1) the efficiency of 
removal of H2S from Smackover reservoirs plays an essential role in controlling
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Figure 3.2.4. Average geothermal gradient within the study area.



















Figure 3.2.5. Mole percent H2S in gas phase of Smackover reservoirs as a function of 
depth. Only low concentrations of H2S are present shallower than 4 km (13,000 ft) 
(equivalent to reservoir temperature of 112°C). Note divergent trends in H2S 
concentration below this depth. H2S concentration is not a direct function of depth or 
temperature (thermal maturity).
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reservoir H2S content, (2) the factors controlling the flux of H2S from Smackover 
reservoirs should be predictable, and (3) calculation of H2S flux should allow estimates 
to be made of the time required to destroy all methane contained in gas reservoirs. The 
latter calculation should permit estimation of economic basement for different Smackover 
reservoir types.
H2S contents are consistently higher in Smackover reservoirs than in associated 
Norphlet reservoirs (table 3.2.2). This relation can be modeled within a stratigraphie 
context. Within the Smackover Formation, hydrocarbon concentration generally 
increases with proximity to the Smackover-Buckner contact. The Buckner Member is a 
potential source of aqueous sulfate, i f  anhydrite dissolution occurs. Therefore, the locus 
of maximum thermochemical sulfate reduction should be in or near the upper Smackover 
reservoirs. H2S generated w ill be disseminated throughout the gas column of the 
reservoir and w ill dissolve in the subjacent oil column or formation waters. Some 
dissolved H2S w ill then diffuse or be transported by advective processes laterally and 
vertically away from the reservoir (fig. 3.2.6). The limited supply of available metal ions 
in the Smackover Formation w ill be rapidly exhausted by reaction with H2S, 
precipitating pyrite or other sulfide minerals. Lateral movement of H2S w ill then serve 
only to create uniform concentrations of H2S in adjacent formation waters. However, 
H2S which moves downward into the Norphlet Formation w ill continue to be consumed 
by precipitation of metal sulfides, because there is an abundant supply of metal ions in the 
Norphlet elastics. Eventually, a steady-state H2S concentration profile may become 
established across the Smackover Formation, with maximum H2S concentrations in the 
Smackover reservoirs and a progressive decrease with depth to very low concentrations 
at the Smackover-Norphlet contact (fig. 3.2.6).
In areas where hydrocarbons are exceptionally abundant, H2S may be generated 
in sufficient quantities to overwhelm the available reactive metal ions in the Norphlet 
Formation. Abundant H2S may then accumulate in Norphlet sandstones. H2S contents
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Table 3.2.2. H2S contents of fields with separate or immediatedly adjacent Smackover 
and Norphlet reservoirs. Sources of data: ^Alabama Oil &  Gas Board, t>s. Jennings, 
personal communication, ^Florida Oil & Gas Board, <̂ Gas Transportation 
Corporation.
Field Mol% HoS. Smackover Mol% HoS. Norphlet
Sizemore Creek 6.07^ 0^
Red Creek 37.39^ Trace^
Mount Carmel 1.5  ̂ 0.06^
Big Escambia/Flomaton 25.69^ 14.3^
















Figure 3.2.6. Model o f outward-directed diffusion or dispersion of H2S from zone of 
maximum thermochemical sulfate reduction in upper Smackover reservoir. Lateral 
movement of H2S exhausts supply of available metal ions in Smackover Formation. 
Downward movement leads to establishment of steady-state H2S concentration 
profile (right). H2S concentration decreases with proximity to Norphlet siliciclastics.
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in overlying Smackover reservoirs w ill rise correspondingly. For example, south of the 
Pollard fault system in the vicinity of Jay and Big Escambia Creek fields (Inset map, fig. 
3.2.2), Norphlet reservoirs retain abundant H2S (Flomaton field, table 3.2.2). This 




Diffusion calculations may be used to model concentration gradients generated by
molecular diffusion and more complex eddy-like advective processes such as bioturbation
or convection (Lerman, 1988). In such cases, calculated diffusion gradients may be
descriptively accurate, although the actual fluxes may be orders of magnitude greater than
those produced by molecular diffusion alone. It was decided to model the Smackover
H2S profiles on a diffusional basis, and to evaluate probable mass transport mechanisms
by calculating H2S flux.
The diffusion flux of H2S along a given vertical concentration gradient, ^ , is
given by:
J = - 0 D ( ^ )  (1)
(where J is flux, 0  is porosity, and D is a coefficient of diffusion through a porous 
medium). Rarely w ill an H2S concentration profile possess a constant gradient. Rather, 
the gradient w ill vary along successive segments of the profile according to changes in 
porosity, diffusion coefficient, and the presence of local sources and sinks. Under 
steady-state conditions an equal flux of H2S must move along each segment of the 
concentration profile. A continuity equation for H2S flux through successive vertical
stratigraphie segments 1, 2, n, having different porosities and transport properties,
gives the following relation:
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0 l D l ( ^ ) l  = 0 2 D 2 ( ^ ) 2  = -  = 0 n D n ( ^ ) n  (2)
where 01 ,02 , and 0n are porosities and D i, 02, and Dn are diffusion coefficients for
the successive segments.
Equation 2 implies that H2S concentration gradients of successive segments are
proportional as the inverse ratios of their diffusion coefficients for a given porosity. 
Successive gradients are also related to the total H2S concentration difference (ACH2S)
between the maximum in the Smackover reservoir and the minimum in the underlying 
Norphlet Formation by the relation:
ACH2S = Hi( ^  )i + H2 ( ̂  )2 + ••• + Hn ( ^  )n (3)
where H i is the vertical thickness of segment 1, H2 that of segment 2, etc. Equations 2 
and 3 permit the calculation of unique values o f ^  for each segment i f  ACH2S is
known and Hi, 0 i and Di are known for each segment. The diffusive flux can then be 
calculated for each reservoir from equation 1.
Diffusion of H2S gas in methane
A coefficient o f interdiffusion of one gas in another (D12) may be approximated 
by use of the Chapman-Enskog formula (Smith, 1981):
(1 .8583  X 1 0 '3 ) ( t 1 - 5 ) ( ^  +  ^ ) 0 . 5  
P(S12)^0
D i2 = ---------------- _  (4)
where P is pressure in bars; s 12 is a collision diameter, equal to 3.88a for H2S and CH4 
(Cussler, 1984); and 12 is the collision integral, a measure of the effect of molecular 
collisions in interdiffusion. The collision integral varies according to relative molecular
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weights and temperature (Cussler, 1984). D12 and all subsequent diffusion coefficients
are given here in units of m^sec"^. For H2S and CH4 , the Chapman-Enskog formula 
n  75 X
simplifies to: D ]2 = — -------P£2    It should be noted that the Chapman-
Enskog formula is an empirical equation derived for diffusion at moderate temperatures 
and pressures. Calculated diffusion values in this paper are extrapolated beyond the 
original pressure and temperature ranges, and so may be o ff by as much as an order of 
magnitude.
In the case of diffusion through Smackover carbonates, a diffusion coefficient for 
gaseous diffusion through porous medium (Dgas) must be calculated:
Dgas = Di2 0" (5)
where 0 ^ is an approximation of the formation resistivity factor, F (F = 
tortuosity/porosity). Porosity values were taken from Neutron Density/Formation 
Density logs for all fields. In large fields, only logs showing relatively thin and porous 
Smackover intervals were selected, because these areas represent more efficient pathways 
o f dispersion. Porosities were divided into three ranges: (1) 0 > 0.08, (2) 0.08 > 0 > 
0.03, and (3) 0 < 0.03. The total thickness o f each porosity range was summed. These 
are referred to as H i (0 = 0.10), (0 = 0.05), and H3 (0 = 0.02). Values for n used
for the three ranges were 1.85,2.15, and 2.85, respectively. These formation resistivity 
factor estimates are based on empirical data compiled by Schlumberger (J. O'Donnell 
1988, personal communication). Calculated values of D12 and diffusion coefficients for 
the three porosity ranges are plotted against temperature in figure 3.2.7a. Note that for 
each porosity range, Dgas declines only slightly with increased temperature and pressure. 
In contrast, there is a two-order-of-magnitude difference between diffusion coefficients 
for the low and moderate porosity ranges.
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Figure 3.2.7. Calculated coefficients for diffusion of H2S: (A) through free methane and 
through methane-saturated media of differing porosities as a function of temperature, 
(B) through free oil and through oil-samrated media of differing porosities, and (C) 
through free formation water and through water-saturated media of differing 
porosities, as functions of temperature.
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H2S diffusion through liquid phases
H2S is a soluble gas in both liquid hydrocarbons (Orr, 1974) and in aqueous 
solutions (Selleck et al, 1952). Minor extrapolation of the experimentally determined 
high temperature and pressure phase behavior of H2S to the hydrostatic pressure gradient 
of eastern Smackover reservoirs indicates that there should be only minor fractionation of 
H2S between gas and aqueous phases below 3350 m (10,990 ft). In order to simplify 
computation of H2S concentration profiles, the assumption is made that liquid 
hydrocarbons behave similarly. Diffusion of neutral species in free solution (D°) may be 
calculated from the equation of Wilke and Chang (1955):
(7.4)clO-8)(0|,m,)O-5T
D = hjVbO.a '  '
where 012  is a solute interaction factor (2.26 for aqueous solutions, approximately 2 for 
oil), m2 is molecular weight of the medium, ^2 is viscosity of the medium, and Vy is 
critical volume of the solute. Average molecular weights for oil are estimated to range 
from 208 g/mol at 100°C to 48 g/mol at 160°C. The critical volume for H2S is 32.9 
cm ^g-lm ol'i (Selleck et al, 1952). The viscosity of representative Smackover formation 
water changes from 0.3 cp to 0.2 cp over the temperature range of 100 to 180°C (Phillips 
et al, 1981), while that of oil changes from 1 cp to 0.1 cp over the temperature range of 
100 to 160°C (Tissot and Welte, 1978). Doil and Daq for diffusion of H2S through 
porous media filled with oil and water, respectively, were calculated using equation 5. 
Separate calculations were performed for each porosity range, using 0  = 0.10,0 = 0.05, 
and 0  = 0.02. Results are plotted in figures 3.2.7b and 3.2.7c. These theoretical results 
are in general agreement with experimentally measured diffusion coefficients for 
hydrocarbons of comparable molecular weight (Kroos and Leythaeuser, 1988). The 
calculated diffusion coefficients for H2S in oil increase with temperature by as much as 
one order of magnitude. The increase in diffusion through water is much less. As was
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the case for H2S in gaseous phase, the diffusion rate through the least porous rock (H3) 
is at least two orders of magnitude less than through more porous rock. Because H2S 
concentration gradients are inversely proportional to the diffusion coefficients, diffusion 
through the low porosity intervals should tend to dominate the concentration in 
Smackover reservoirs. Idealized examples of the direct effect of porosity upon steady- 
state H2S concentration gradients are shown in figure 3.2.8. Field evidence also 
strongly support this relation, as demonstrated in figure 3.2.9, which shows the 
correspondence between total low porosity interval (H3) and equilibrium H2S 
concentrations in Smackover reservoirs.
Calculations of concentration gradients
The total low porosity interval (H3) is characterized by H2S gradients at least two 
orders of magnitude greater than the surrounding porous rock, and often comprises the 
bulk of the Smackover Formation. Under these conditions, H2S concentration 
differences due to gradients through more porous rock is negligible and so may be 
ignored. Calculations of vertical H2S concentration differences may then be simplified 
to:
ACH2S = [H3 ( ^ )3 ]o il + [H3 ( ^ )3 ]g a s  + [H 3 (^ )3 la q  (7)
Because CH2S is known, and relative values for gradients through different media are 
known, absolute values for these gradients may be calculated. Some of these are listed in 
table 3.2.1 and are plotted against temperature in figure 3.2.10. Three anomalous data 
points are omitted from figure 3.2.10: a quartz sandstone interval is present within the 
Lovetts Creek reservoir, while anomalously low gradients at Stave Creek and Little River 
fields may imply lateral communication of fluids with siliciclastics across faults.
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Figure 3.2.8: Idealized effects of Smackover Formation porosity and thickness on 
equilibrium H2S concentrations, a) Thin, porous interval allows steep concentration 
gradient and low H2S content at top of formation, b) Thick, low porosity interval is 
responsible for high H2S content in reservoir, c) Variable porosity leads to 
segmented concentration profile, with different H2S contents in upper and lower 
reservoirs.
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Figure 3.2.9. Mole percent H2S measured in Smackover reservoir gases versus total 
thickness of H3 (Smackover carbonate with less than 3 percent porosity). Fields with 
reservoir temperatures less than 112°C are omitted. ACH2S is less than H2S content 
o f Smackover reservoirs when H2S is present in underlying Norphlet reservoirs.
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Figure 3.2.10. Calculated H2S concentration gradients through water-saturated
Smackover carbonates with 2 percent porosity (H3) versus (A) reservoir temperature, 
and (B) reservoir depth.
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Although diffusion rates show only minor variations with increasing temperature (fig.
3.2.10), the calculated gradients reflect temperature strongly. This is interpreted as an 
effect of increased H2S generation rates upon steady-state profiles.
Diffusive flux of H2S and hydrocarbon destruction
H2S fluxes were calculated by means of equations 1 and 2. Although a fair 
correspondence was obtained between the values calculated for flux and reservoir depth, 
the values determined for diffusive flux are exceedingly small. A calculation was made 
o f the hypothetical effect of this rate o f flux in one H2S-rich field, Chatom (fig.
3.2.1 lb), in order to determine if  molecular diffusion could realistically control reservoir 
H2S content. Pertinent data for Chatom field (after Feazel, 1985) are: depth = 4876 m 
(16000 ft); gas in place = 3.11x10^ m^ (110 BCF); equivalent moles of CH4 = 1.26 x 
lO ll;  area = 1.29 x 10  ̂m^. The calculated diffusive flux of H2S is:
J =  10-15.33 mol
m^sec
Hence the total rate of removal of H2S via diffusion may be calculated for the entire field:
(10-15.33 J ^ )  (3.14x 107 ^  ) (1.29 x 10? m )̂ = 0.19 ^
m-̂ sec yr yr
A t this rate of H2S flux, 6.6 x lo H  years are required to destroy all Chatom methane 
through sulfate reduction. This is unrealistically long, and does not conform to the 
geologic evidence that the methane in some Smackover reservoirs has already been 
destroyed, largely by conversion to H2S (Heydari and Moore, 1989). We conclude on 
this basis that molecular diffusion alone is not a viable means of maintaining a steady 
state H2S profile or of controlling H2S content within a reservoir.
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Figure 3.2.11. (A) Representative GR/FDC-CNL logs, Chunchula field, Alabama, with calculated steady-state H%S 
concentration profile. Reservoir H2S concentration is low because of thin, porous Smackover interval. (B) 
Representative GR/FDC-CNL log, Copeland field, Alabama. Thick, less porous Smackover interval correlates with 
high H2S content (note scale change) in reservoir, despite lesser depth.
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Advective Dispersion o f H2S
Calculation of the H2S concentration gradients by equation 7 is not dependent 
upon a specific mechanism of mass transport. The fact that the calculated gradients 
correlate well with temperature and depth (fig. 3.2.10) indicates that a diffusion- 
dispersion model is descriptively correct with respect to the concentration profiles. The 
correlation strongly suggests that total thickness of low porosity, high tortuosity 
Smackover carbonate is in fact the primary controlling factor on H2S concentration, 
whatever the actual mechanism of H2S flux.
Dispersive processes operating at much higher rates than molecular diffusion may 
be capable of producing the gradients calculated. Wood and Hewitt (1982) showed 
theoretically that normal geothermal gradients are sufficient to induce convective fluid 
flow in inclined porous strata. Although Wood and Hewitt (1982) calculated flow rates 
for highly porous and permeable sandstones, their equation for fluid flow velocity may 




where U is velocity, k is permeability, a is the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient 
o f the fluid, q is the angle of inclination of the stratum, and h is viscosity. Assuming a 
15° slope, a geothermal gradient of 24°C/km, and an average permeability of 0.01 md for 
Smackover carbonates with less than 3 percent porosity, a convective fluid flow rate of 3 
X 10"^^ m/sec may be calculated. For Chatom field, a unidirectional flow rate of this 
magnitude generates an H2S flux of approximately 1.5 x 10"̂   ̂mol m '^ secrl, and a 
total H2S removal of approximately 6000 mol/yr. This rate is 4 to 5 orders of magnitude 
greater than H2S removal via molecular diffusion alone, and would probably be
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sufficient to maintain steady state H2S profiles and control H2S contents within 
Smackover reservoirs. The presence of microfractures or other natural fluid conduits 
within low porosity Smackover carbonates could make convective fluid flow still more 
efficient.
Economic Implications
The rate o f destruction of methane in Smackover reservoirs is to a large degree 
dependent on the rate of thermochemical sulfate reduction. Because of the autocatalyzing 
nature of the reactions, the rate of thermochemical sulfate reduction varies with 
concentration of H2S within the reservoir. Economic basement for Smackover 
reservoirs therefore also varies with H2S concentration. Because reservoir H2S content 
may be primarily determined by the total thickness of low porosity, low permeability 
Smackover carbonate (H3), economic basement for Smackover reservoirs may vary as a 
function of total thickness o f H3. For example, H2S concentrations are maintained at 
low levels where the Smackover Formation is thin and porous such as over basement 
uplifts (e.g., Chunchula field, fig. 3.2.1 la). In this case, methane may be preserved to 
relatively great depths. Economic basement in areas where the Smackover Formation is 
thick and relatively nonporous and H2S concentration is high w ill be significantly 
shallower (fig. 3.2.11b).
In the case of Chatom field, the calculated rate of methane destruction implies that 
complete conversion to H2S could possibly occur within 10 my. In this length of time, 
the reservoir could be expected to subside an additional 500 m (1640 ft) (Nunn and 
Sassen, 1986). Without considering the effects of increased temperature or reaction 
kinetics, 5375 m (17,634 ft) is a first-order estimate of economic basement for a methane 
reservoir of the size and lithologie character of Chatom.
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By delineating Smackover porosity, permeability, and thickness trends, 
explorationists may be able to predict H2S concentrations in upper Smackover reservoirs 
with reasonable accuracy. Improved models of formation fluid flow regimes which 
control H2S dispersion may allow explorationists to make reasonable estimates of 
economic basement for different Smackover reservoir lithology types.
Conclusions
It is proposed that steady-state H2S profiles across the Smackover Formation 
may be maintained by a combination of thermochemical sulfate reduction in Smackover 
reservoirs and flux of dissolved H2S to the underlying Norphlet Formation, where it is 
destroyed by reaction with metal ions to form pyrite and other sulfides. Calculated H2S 
concentration gradients shov/ good correlation with Smackover Formation porosity, 
tortuosity, depth, and temperature. Molecular diffusion fluxes are insufficient to control 
the H2S concentrations measured in reservoirs. It is inferred that dispersion resulting 
from some type of advective mixing may be responsible for controlling H2S content.
The primary factor in determining H2S concentration in this model is total thickness of 
low porosity, high tortuosity Smackover carbonate. Knowledge of Smackover porosity, 
permeability, and thickness trends w ill thus enable explorationists to predict H2S 
concentrations in upper Smackover reservoirs with improved accuracy.
Thermal cracking is the main factor controlling crude oil destruction in the 
Smackover Formation. The rate of crude oil destruction is slightly influenced, and the 
rate of methane destruction is greatly influenced by thermochemical sulfate reduction, and 
therefore, indirectly, by the flux of H2S from reservoirs. Improved models of formation 
fluid flow rate and path which control H2S dispersivity may allow general estimates to be 
made of economic basement for different Smackover reservoir types.
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Hydrocarbon maturation is generally dominated by thermal cracking of crude oils 
in response to increased temperature, pressure, and duration (Milner et al., 1977; Tissot 
and Welte, 1978; and many others). Net results of this complex series of organic 
reactions are: (1) a lighter gravity oil or condensate with higher paraffin content; (2) 
release of some simpler organic and inorganic compounds (e.g., CH4 and H2S); and (3) 
precipitation of solid bitumen (Milner et al., 1977).
In deep, H2S-rich carbonate reservoirs, a number o f organic and inorganic 
geochemical effects have been attributed to the occurrence o f thermochemical sulfate 
reduction (TSR) (e.g., Orr, 1974, 1977; Krouse et al., 1988; Sassen, 1988; Sassen and 
Moore, 1988; Heydari and Moore, 1989). Although these studies have investigated 
closely the inorganic products of TSR, there has been no previous systematic 
examination of the effects of TSR upon hydrocarbons. Nor has an effort been made to 
compare hydrocarbons influenced by progressive TSR-related alteration to those affected 
by thermal cracking alone.
Crude oils and condensates from the deep Smackover Formation of Alabama and 
Florida were chosen for this study because sweet (H2S-free) and sour (H2S-rich) 
reservoirs occur in proximity to one another (fig. 3.3.1; Wade et al., 1989; Wade and 
Moore, 1990), permitting systematic comparison of hydrocarbon maturation trends. 
Moreover, the overall petroleum system has been examined in numerous previous 
studies, including Ottman et al (1973), Mancini and Benson (1980), Moore (1984),
































Figure 3.3.1. Location o f study area in southwest Alabama and northwest Florida. Numbers indicate locations o f 
Smackover o il and condensate samples in  table 3.3.1. C ircled areas include the fo llow ing fields— A: 4, 6 , 15-17, 
20-23, 26; B: 14, 18, 24, 25, 27, 28; C: 7, 8, 30,31, 34; D: 40, 41, 49, 51. ChR = Choctaw ridge; CoR = Conecuh 
ridge; W A = W iggins arch; BH = Baldwin high.
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Oehler (1984), Sassen (1988,1990), and Claypool and Mancini (1989). The general 
framework of hydrocarbon generation, maturation, and destruction in the Smackover 
trend across the northern Gulf rim has been presented by Sassen and Moore (1988).
Smackover kerogen is amorphous, with a marine algal origin (Oehler, 1984). It 
is most abundant in lower Smackover laminated lime mudstones, which serve as 
hydrocarbon source facies around the Gulf rim (Oehler, 1984; Sassen et al., 1987). 
Smackover crude oils display geochemical characteristics consistent with derivation from 
a carbonate source rock deposited in an anoxic environment. These include; (1) light 
carbon isotope compositions (Sofer, 1988), (2) generally low pristane/phytane ratios, (3) 
even-carbon predominance of n-alkanes (Sassen and Moore, 1988), (4) abundant 
aromatic sulfur biomarkers (Hughes, 1984), and (5) other biomarkers described by Sofer
(1988). Two distinct subfamilies of Smackover crude oils have been recognized, and 
related to more anoxic conditions prevailing during lower Smackover deposition in 
Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas, and greater contribution of terrestrial 
kerogen in Alabama and Florida (Sassen, 1988; Wade et al., 1987). Smackover crude 
oils in Alabama and Florida are characterized by higher pristane/phytane ratios (Sassen,
1988), heavier Ô^^Csaturate and ôl^Caromatic compositions (Sofer, 1988; Sassen,
1989), and lower sulfur contents; they contain biomarker suites indicative of a more 
proximal, terrestrially-influenced environment of deposition (Wenger et al., 1991). In 
order to minimize potential sample heterogeneities resulting from different original 
compositions, the crude oils and condensates evaluated in this study all derive from the 
eastern Smackover subfamily of oils.
Crude Oil and Condensate Analyses
Reservoir data, bulk compositions of C15+ hydrocarbon fractions, and other 
characteristics of crude oil and condensate samples from the eastern Smackover trend are
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given in table 3.3.1. In addition to new analyses, table 3.3.1 includes analytical data 
published previously in Claypool and Mancini (1989), Sassen (1988), and Wade et al
(1989). Samples were generally collected from individual wellheads or stock tanks; 
some samples, however, were taken from stock tanks or pipelines common to multiple 
wells. Duplicate analyses from the same field in table 3.3.1 represent separate samples 
from different wells. Hydrogen sulfide concentrations in each reservoir (listed as mole 
percent o f the gas fraction) were supplied from gas analyses performed commercially for 
the producing companies, as listed in Wade et al (1989). Estimated in situ reservoir 
temperatures were calculated from measured bottom hole temperatures, corrected for 
borehole temperature disequilibrium by the method of Kehle (1972).
Sweet resevoirs (those with less than 3 mole percent H2S in the gas fraction) 
represent the majority of the samples. Both crude oils and gas-condensates are included 
in this categoiy, which encompasses both the shallowest and deepest samples from the 
study area (table 3.3.1). Sour reservoirs (containing > 10 mole percent H2S in the gas 
fraction) are deeper than 4 km and have reservoir temperatures > 115 °C. Their 
organosulfur compounds are generally enriched in S^^ as a result of incorporation of 
sulfur derived from Jurassic sulfates (S^^S ~ +16%o CDT) during progressive maturation 
(table 3.3.1). Flomaton, a sour reservoir in the underlying Norphlet Formation, is 
included in this category. It demonstrates that the effects of TSR-related alteration are not 
necessarily confined to carbonate reservoirs. Four Smackover fields in Florida (Jay, 
Little Escambia, Fanny Church, and Blackjack Creek) have moderate H2S 
concentrations, ranging from 4.7 to 9.0 mole percent of the gas fraction, and are listed 
separately in table 3.3.1. Note that these fields are deeper and hotter than several more 
sour fields.
Although all shallow reservoirs have low H2S contents, deep reservoirs may 
have either high or low H2S concentrations (fig. 3.3.2). There is no direct relation 
between temperature and reservoir H2S concentration. The geothermal gradient in











Table 3.3.1. Reservoir information and geochemical analyses of Smackover crude oils and condensate liquids. Sample numbers
correspond to location numbers on figure 3.3.1. IH2S data from Wade et al. (1989), ^compositional data from Claypool and 




























I C[5+ % Sat
Cl 5+ Composition
% NSO % Asph Sat/Aro
%S 834s
I Aro
Sweet reservoirs f<3 mol % HoS in gas fractionl. continued
1 0.00 #1 Ideal Basic DST 3895 114 30.7 70.0 38.8 45.3 13.6 2.4 0.9 0.25 —
2 1.75 Appleton 3917 116 51.3 44.9 60.8 26.3 12.3 0.6 2.3 — —
3 0.00 Barnett 4115 120 47.8 55.2 65.2 24.9 7.4 2.5 2.6 — —
4 0.45 Barrytown W 3673 107 43.2 38.8 51.9 34.8 12.5 0.8 1.5 — 2.7
5 0.767 Blacksher 4774 132 40.1 44.8 58.9 32.9 7.3 0.9 1.8 — 2.3
6 0.84 Bucatunna Creek 3679 107 34.3 56.9 39.5 42.9 12.7 4.9 0.9 — 2.0
7 0.00 Chunchula 5639 167 — 38.7 77.2 6.9 14.4 1.5 11.2 — —
8 0.00 Chunchula 5600 167 62.7 41.4 87.9 7.3 3.6 1.2 12.0 — —
9 0.62 Hatters Pond 5600 159 53.3 39.5 77.9 9.0 13.1 0.0 8.7 — —
10 0.0004 Lovetts Creek 3963 115 28.9 68.2 51.6 40.4 3.4 4.6 1.3 0.42 - 12.1
11 0.001 Stave Creek 3795 113 40.3 47.9 50.1 39.2 9.2 1.5 1.3 — - 10.0
12 0.00 Vocation 4267 130 55 42.2 55.9 27.7 16.0 0.4 2.0 — —
13 0.00 Wallers Creek 4423 128 — 42.3 58.1 29.1 11.5 1.3 2.0 — —
14 0.45 Barry to wn^ 3602-3609 107 41.9 55.3 44.2 5.5 25.1 25.2 8.0 1.0 3.5
15 0.84 Bucatunna Creek^ 3700-3705 107 34.3 62.7 40.9 34.4 18.2 6.5 1.2 2.0 2.2
16 0.52 Chappell Hill2 3472-3478 103 34.0 62.1 41.6 31.7 5.9 10.8 1.3 1.7 2.5
17 2.10 Choctaw Ridge2 3667-3672 105 37.5 56.7 49.9 24.7 8.1 17.3 2.0 1.4 2.6
18 0.0001 Little Mill Creek^ 3767-3770 107 45.5 45.0 37.8 17.9 11.1 33.2 2.1 0.9 4.0
19 0.00 Melvin^ 3406-3410 108 17.3 68.1 20.4 35.2 14.7 29.7 0.6 4.5 -2.5
20 2.10 Choctaw Ridge 3581-3590 105 34.3 62.1 44.4 33.6 16.3 5.7 1.3 1.7 2.2
21 1.60 Mill Creek2 3759-3761 109 39.9 60.5 52.0 25.9 18.2 3.9 2.0 0.8 1.8
22 1.98 Sugar Ridge2 3534-3551 109 33.4 67.6 45.5 24.0 13.0 17.5 1.9 1.9 2.0
23 0.00 Toxey2 3196-3208 100 17.1 63.6 20.4 35.0 15.5 29.1 0.6 5.2 5.5
24 0.001 Turkey Creek2 3771-3776 112 40.5 53.0 49.8 20.9 8.3 21.0 2.4 0.8 -0.9
25 0.45 Barrytown W2 3673-3677 107 43.2 50.5 40.3 22.7 6.3 30.7 1.8 1.0 4.3
26 0.001 Wimberley2 3441-3444 106 35.1 62.9 42.3 33.7 17.2 6.8 1.3 2.0 2.4













CD 28 0.00 Womack HilP 3402-3434 104 36.0 55.7 46.4 22.4 11.7 19.5 2.1 1.2 0.9
8 29 0.00 Stave Creek^ 3842-3845 113 37.7 62.9 53.3 23.1 21.7 1.9 2.3 0.2 -8.0
"O 30 0.00 Chunchula^ 5610-5619 167 56.0 36.2 44.4 6.3 12.5 36.8 7.0 0.2 2.4
cq' 31 0.00 Cold Creek^ 5623-5631 162 49.8 55.2 57.5 6.1 16.5 19.9 9.4 0.1 -0.6
<—► 32 0.62 Hatters Pond^ 5583-5588 159 53.3 32.1 43.1 4.9 20.3 31.7 8.8 0.1 5.1
i 33 0.00 Movico^ 5153-5167 159 42.4 65.5 62.5 12.8 13.6 11.0 4.9 0.2 7.7
3
CD 34 0.00 Cold Creek 5620-5630 162 51.4 50.5 61.8 6.3 18.8 13.0 9.8 0.1 -4.7
35 0.767 Blacksher^ 4780-4784 132 40.1 60.0 51.0 16.8 14.2 17.9 3.0 0.1 5.6
"nc 36 0.0002 Little River^ 4565-4566 130 40.0 64.6 49.3 20.5 11.5 18.6 2.4 0.1 4.6
3- 37 0.0004 Lovetts Creek^ 3987-3994 115 31.5 70.9 46.4 25.5 15.0 13.0 1.8 0.6 -4.3
m 38 0.00 Vocation^ 4265-4268 130 51.8 37.5 46.8 16.8 12.3 24.1 2.8 0.3 6.4
3
"O
39 0.00 Barnett^ 4093-4107 120 40.6 62.5 47.0 14.8 10.3 27.9 3.2 0.3 6.7
oQ.c
O 40 8.78 Little Escambia Creek^
Intermediate reservoirs (3-10 mol % HiS in gas 
4795-4806 139 48.4 48.2 50.5
fractionl
12.8 15.5 21.2 4.0 0.4 3.0
o 41 4.70 Fanny Church^ 4711-4732 139 47.1 48.7 54.2 12.8 14.3 18.2 4.2 0.4 8.7
3 42 9.00 Jay 4724 134 53.6 53.4 71.9 16.2 10.5 1.4 4.4 0.23 —
O 43 9.00 Blackjack Creek 4816 135 53.2 45.0 79.4 15.3 3.9 1.4 5.2 — —
1—HCDQ. 44 22.94 Copeland^
Sour reservoirs (>10 mol % H?S 
5064-5108 146 46.8 12.9
in eas fractionl 
7.8 50.0 25.3 16.9 0.2 1.1 15.7
g 45 16.70 Chatom^ 4930-4964 150 50.2 22.8 48.7 25.5 9.0 16.8 1.9 1.0 10.1
1—H
3" 46 22.87 Zion ChapeP 4285-4291 119 40.3 56.9 50.4 20.9 7.1 21.6 2.4 1.0 5.2
47 11.78 Silas2 4134-4138 115 39.5 48.5 50.7 22.5 6.9 19.9 2.2 0.9 -0.1
"O 48 11.78 Silas 4134-4138 115 42 44.3 53.9 36.1 9.6 0.4 1.5 0.9 -1.0CD
g 49 25.69 Big Escambia Creek^ 4688-4711 140 46.7 18.6 27.0 37.6 21.3 14.1 0.7 1.4
C/j' 50 19.65 Puss Cuss^ 4124-4128 117 38.6 62.0 50.1 22.6 8.1 19.2 2.2 1.2 6.4C/)
o"
3







Figure 3.3.2. H2S concentration versus depth, eastern Smackover reservoirs.
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Alabama and Florida is consistent and relatively mild (approximately 24 °C/km): there are 
no local thermal anomalies associated with areas where sour reservoirs are located (Wade 
et al., 1989). Wade et al (1989,1992) and Wade and Moore (1990) presented evidence 
that the primary control on H2S concentrations in eastern Smackover reservoirs is 




Complicating effects of hydrocarbon alteration by such phenomena as water- 
washing, evaporative fractionation, and biodégradation are relatively unimportant in the 
oils studied, and need not be considered. In the absence of these phenomena, maturation 
of reservoired liquid hydrocarbons is dominated by thermal cracking. Effects o f thermal 
cracking include: (1) reduction of average hydrocarbon molecular weight by breaking 
carbon chains, carbon-sulfur bonds, or other bonds (thereby increasing gas-oil ratio and 
decreasing the specific gravity); (2) progressive conversion of crude oil to gas-condensate 
and eventually to dry gases and methane; (3) hydrogen transfer from aromatic-type 
compounds to aliphatic molecules; (4) formation of solid bitumen and eventually 
pyrobitumen; and (5) desulfurization, decarboxylation, and dehydration of NSO 
compounds, releasing minor amounts of H2S, CO2, and H2O.
Among C l5+ hydrocarbons, the saturate fraction is least susceptible to the effects 
of thermal cracking (Barton, 1934; Hunt, 1953; Tissot and Welte, 1978; and many 
others). As a result, Smackover hydrocarbons at higher maturities show high ratios of 
saturates to aromatics in the C15+ fraction (table 3.3.1, fig. 3.3.3; Sassen, 1988, his fig. 
6).




♦ Shallow oils 





Figure 3.3.3. Compositions of C15+ fractions of eastern Smackover crude oils and
condensates. Sweet (low H2S) reservoir samples become dominated by saturate 
fraction upon maturation, in contrast to evolution toward subequal aromatic and 
saturate contents in sour (high H2S) samples (as indicated by arrows).
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Sassen (1988) presented equivalent vitrinite reflectances for generation, 
maturation, and destruction of Smackover cmde oils, condensates, and gases, based 
upon analyses of cmde oils and condensates from Smackover reservoirs, and analyses of 
organic matter from Smackover Formation cores. Suggested equivalent vitrinite 
reflectances were given for rapid cracking of cmde oil to natural gas (Rq = 1.0%), 
production lim it for condensate (Rq = 1.3%), and destmction of methane (Rq ~ 2.3%). 
Although a few moderate and high-H2S reservoirs were included in this study, these key 
thermal maturity levels should be considered generally valid for Smackover hydrocarbons 
that have not experienced intense thermochemical sulfate reduction. However, the 
suggested equivalent vitrinite reflectance for methane destmction (Ro ~ 2.3%) is probably 
strongly influenced by thermochemical sulfate reduction, as the figure relies heavily upon 
core samples from two deep reservoirs that have been entirely depleted by TSR-related 
alteration (Sassen, 1988; Heydari and Moore, 1989).
Alteration by TSR
Several independent lines of pétrographie and geochemical evidence indicate that 
thermochemical sulfate reduction is responsible for occurrences o f high concentrations of 
H2S in some deep, hot carbonate reservoirs. These include: (1) association of sour 
reservoirs with evaporitic sulfates; (2) sulfur isotope enrichment of organosulfur 
compounds during hydrocarbon maturation (Orr, 1974,1977; Le Tran, 1974); (3) 
anhydrite dissolution or replacement by calcite (plus elemental sulfur and/or solid 
bitumen; Krouse et al., 1988; Sassen, 1988; Heydari and Moore, 1989; Wade and 
Moore, 1990); (4) mass balance relationships between CO2 and H2S in reservoirs 
consistent with cogeneration of these gases by TSR (Krouse et al., 1988); and (5) heavy 
compositions of light hydrocarbon gases, related to fractionation during oxidation 
by sulfate (Kiyosu et al., 1989).
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Despite a formidable body of geochemical evidence and a large number of 
laboratory experiments designed to duplicate the processes of TSR (e.g., Toland, 1960; 
Orr, 1977,1982; Anisimov, 1980; Kiyosu, 1980; Nikolayeva et al., 1982; Trudinger et 
al., 1985), major aspects of TSR in the geologic record are only partially understood. 
Although it has been proposed that hydrocarbons are capable of acting directly to reduce 
sulfate, most experimental and field evidence suggest that organic matter acts only 
indirectly as a reducing agent, at least at moderate temperatures (Toland, 1960; Orr,
1977,1982; Trudinger et al., 1985). Dissolved sulfate is first partially reduced by 
reaction with H2S, producing intermediate valence sulfur species (S°, or H2Sn) which 
then react with hydrocarbons in a second reaction step, altering the hydrocarbons and 
releasing additional H2S to continue the cycle (Orr, 1974). Support for this interpretation 
comes from the fact that H2S acts as a catalyst for sulfate reduction at lower temperatures 
in laboratory experiments (Toland, 1960; Orr, 1982). Indeed, Trudinger et al (1985) cast 
doubt on the feasibility of thermochemical sulfate reduction occurring at temperatures 
below 250°C in the absence o f very high H2S partial pressures. Additional examination 
of the effects o f pressure upon thermochemical sulfate reduction is warranted, both in the 
laboratory and in reservoirs.
Previous studies of thermochemical sulfate reduction have dealt primarily with the 
SO4-H2S reaction step of the TSR cycle. With respect to the subsequent step (i.e., 
alteration of hydrocarbons by intermediate valence sulfur species), only the accumulation 
and preservation of H2S has received much scrutiny. Fortunately, a few studies, plus 
several investigations of industrial sulfurized hydrocarbon products, have led to the 
evaluation of minimum temperatures for reaction between various hydrocarbon fractions 
and S° (fig. 3.3.4), as well as rates and products o f the reactions (Toland et al., 1958; 
Toland, 1960; Douglas and Mair, 1965; Valitov, 1974; Voronkov et al., 1987). These 
may be summarized as follows:




































Figure 3.3.4. Minimum temperatures for reaction between elemental sulfur and various hydrocarbon fractions. Data from 




A. Higher-weight saturate hydrocarbons are quite reactive, incorporating sulfur at
temperatures as low as 140°C in the laboratory. Potential products are 
polysulfides (which undergo rapid decomposition to yield unsaturated 
compounds and H2S), aromatics, and simple and complex organosulfur 
compounds (e.g., thiols, thiophenic compounds, and S-bearing bitumen-like 
substances).
B. Methane and the lighter alkanes are significantly less reactive. In the laboratory,
methane reacts with sulfur at approximately 450°C and 200-400 atm to produce 
H2S and CO2:
CH4 + 4S + 2H2O — ^  4H2S + CO2
Dehydrogenation of longer-chain light alkanes occurs at temperatures above 
220°C, producing H2S, alkenes, aromatics, simple and complex organosulfur 
compounds, and bitumen-like substances. Reaction rates increase with 
hydrocarbon molecular weight (e.g., butane and branched alkanes react several 
hundred times faster than ethane). Calcite may act as a catalyst, increasing 
reaction rates at lower temperatures.
C. Aromatic hydrocarbons are relatively stable in the presence of elemental sulfur:
laboratory temperatures in excess of 220-250°C are generally required to induce 
dehydrogenation. Reaction products include H2S and simple and complex 
organosulfur compounds (e.g., thiols, thiophenic compounds, S-bearing 
aromatic hydrocarbons, and bitumen-like substances).
D. NSO and asphaltene hydrocarbons, as a result o f their inherent complexity, have 
not been well constrained with regard to their reactivity with sulfur. Prior (1962)
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lists several simpler, but perhaps analogous compounds, many of which react 
with sulfur in the temperature range 145° to 170°C. Similarly, Douglas and Mair 
(1965) reacted cholesterol and famesol with sulfur at temperatures as low as 
135°C to produce complex aromatic and napthenic compounds with high sulfur 
contents. This would appear to indicate that TSR-related alteration favors 
production of NSO's and asphaltenes, and that the latter act as a sink for sulfur, 
thus potentially inhibiting the TSR cycle, at least in early stages of alteration. 
However, progressive dehydrogenation during more advanced stages o f alteration 
may convert these soluble compounds into insoluble compounds, analogous to 
the sulfur-rich solid bitumen and pyrobitumen that have been described in 
association with hydrocarbon destruction by TSR-related processes (Powell and 
MacQueen, 1984; Sassen, 1988).
It should be noted that a wide variety of organic and inorganic reactants, catalysts, and 
conditions are represented in these experiments. These results should thus be considered 
analogous, rather than directly comparable, to alteration of reservoired hydrocarbons.
Still, the minimum reaction temperatures reported are considered realistic indications of 
the relative reactivities of various hydrocarbon fractions, although probably at higher 
temperatures than those required under reservoir conditions. Some experimental reaction 
products are unstable under reservoir conditions and are present only in trace amounts, if  
at all, in the Smackover samples. For example, napthenes, produced in abundance 
during bacterially-mediated hydrocarbon alteration (Philippi, 1977; Sassen, 1980), are 
present only in small quantities.
The general trends of progressive hydrocarbon alteration observed in sour 
Smackover crude oils and condensates are in excellent agreement with the experimentally 
determined relative reactivities. In the laboratory, not only are aromatic compounds 
relatively stable in the presence of elemental sulfur, but they are also products of the 
destruction of higher- and lower-weight saturated hydrocarbons. A related fundamental
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distinction can be made between TSR-altered and unaltered Smackover reservoir samples: 
thermal cracking of sweet hydrocarbons at advanced levels of maturity results in a 
predominance of saturates in the C l5+ fraction, while TSR-associated alteration favors 
the preservation and production of aromatic compounds. Progressive alteration of C 15+ 
hydrocarbons thus tends to produce roughly subequal amounts of saturates and 
aromatics, in clear contrast to comparable sweet hydrocarbons (table 3.3.1, figs. 3.3.3 
and 3.3.5). Ultimately, saturate and aromatic compounds are converted into light 
hydrocarbon gases, H2S, and CO2 on one hand, and solid bitumen or pyrobitumen on 
the other.
Alteration of hydrocarbons during the TSR cycle leads to destruction o f crude oil 
liquids and gas-condensates at relatively shallow depths and low levels of thermal 
maturity compared to thermal maturation alone. The percentage of C l5+ hydrocarbons in 
sour reservoirs declines precipitously at advanced stages of alteration, in contrast to sweet 
reservoirs, in which the C15+ composition appears to attain an equilibrium ratio of 
approximately 40% in more mature oils and condensates (fig. 3.3.5). Although the gross 
composition of crude oils in moderately deep, sour reservoirs (e.g.. Puss Cuss, Zion 
Chapel, and Silas fields) resembles that of sweet crude oils from similar depths, 
conversion to gas-condensate in high-H2S reservoirs occurs at depths of 4.5 to 5 km 
(14,800-16,400 ft), compared to over 5 km in sweet reservoirs. It is likely, for 
example, that the rapid rates of hydrocarbon alteration prevailing in Big Escambia Creek 
field are responsible for conversion of all crude o il in that reservoir to gas-condensate, 
while nearby deeper (but less sour) fields—Jay, Little Escambia, Fanny Church, and 
Blackjack Creek—remain crude oil reservoirs. Cross-plotted compositions of these latter 
moderately sour crude oils lie at the midpoint between the trends dominated by thermal 
cracking and by TSR-related alteration, respectively (fig. 3.3.5).
Experimental data indicate that the reduction of sulfate by H2S requires higher 
temperatures than hydrocarbon alteration by intermediate valence sulfur compounds, and




































Figure 3.3.5. Saturate/aromatic ratio versus percent C15+ content for Smackover crude oils and condensates. Two distinct 
pathways of maturation are evident: (1) thermal maturation in deep, sweet reservoirs where thermal cracking (TC) pre­
dominates, and (2) combined effects of TSR-related hydrocarbon alteration and thermal cracking in deep, sour reservoirs.
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should therefore be the limiting step in the thermochemical sulfate reduction cycle (cf. 
Trudinger et al., 1985). The observation that intermediate valence sulfur species (S°, 
HS‘ , H2Sn) do not accumulate in reservoirs at moderate temperatures (unless 
hydrocarbons are in limited supply) supports this inference. The general lack of 
alteration in crude oils in sour and moderately sour reservoirs is interpreted to indicate 
that thermochemical sulfate reduction and concomitant hydrocarbon alteration are both 
relatively inefficient until (1) high partial pressures of H2S and (2) temperatures of 
approximately 140°C are attained. Both requirements are in good agreement with the 
calculations o f Orr (1982). Relative inefficiency of hydrocarbon alteration at lower 
temperatures is probably due in part to kinetic factors. However, alteration of lighter 
saturates and aromatics may be delated as these fractions compete for sulfur with NSO 
and asphaltene compounds, which are undergoing conversion to solid bitumen or 
pyrobitumen.
Because hydrocarbons are altered and destroyed by TSR-related reactions at 
shallower depths than they would be by thermal maturation alone, estimates of key 
hydrocarbon maturity stages based on kinetics, vitiinite reflectance, or other parameters 
must be calibrated differently for these two pathways. We suggest that in sour eastern 
Smackover reservoirs, conversion of crude oil to condensate commences at an equivalent 
vitrinite of approximately 0.8%, and the production lim it for gas-condensate occurs at 
approximately 1.2%, compared to equivalent Rq's of 1.0% and 1.3%, respectively, for 
these key stages in low H2S fields (Sassen, 1988).
Summary
Reactions associated with thermochemical sulfate reduction in high H2S 
Smackover reservoirs of Alabama and Florida result in a consistent trend of crude oil and 
condensate alteration, one that is geochemically distinct from the normal pattern of
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thermal maturation. Because reactions between liquid hydrocarbons and sulfur result in 
preferential cracking of high molecular weight saturates, while aromatics are relatively 
stable, the criteria of: (1) low C i5+ saturate content, and (2) low saturate/aromatic ratio, 
are distinct indicators o f hydrocarbon alteration by thermochemical sulfate reduction. 
These observed trends of hydrocarbon alteration are in excellent agreement with 
experimentally determined reactivities between sulfur and various hydrocarbon fractions. 
Onset o f thermochemical sulfate reduction and concomitant hydrocarbon alteration is 
dependent upon temperature and pressure; hydrocarbon alteration is relatively inefficient 
below approximately 140°C and in the absence of high partial pressures of H2S. Once 
initiated, TSR-related reactions result in depletion of crude oil liquids and eventual 
destruction of condensates and natural gases at relatively shallow depths.
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PART IV. CONTROLS ON 
CRUDE OIL ALTERATION AND H2S CONCENTRATION 
IN SMACKOVER HYDROCARBONS AND BRINES 
FROM ALABAMA AND ARKANSAS,
U.S. GULF COAST
Introduction
In I0W-H2S reservoirs, maturation of reservoired hydrocarbons during 
progressive burial is generally dominated by thermal cracking of crude oils. This 
complex series o f organic reactions produces lighter crude oil or gas-condensate with 
high paraffin content, plus minor amounts of simple inorganic compounds, such as H2S 
and CO2 (Milner et al., 1977; Tissot and Welte, 1984). In contrast, alteration of 
hydrocarbons associated with thermochemical sulfate reduction (TSR) in some deep, hot 
carbonate reservoirs produces a lighter crude oil or gas-condensate relatively rich in 
aromatic compounds, plus high concentrations of H2S and C02- Moreover, reactions 
between hydrocarbons and reduced sulfur compounds in these reservoirs can result in the 
destruction o f crude oil, gas-condensate, and/or natural gas at relatively shallow depths. 
Integration o f recent experimental work on alteration o f hydrocarbons by sulfur or 
reduced sulfur species with pertinent geologic information about known occurrences of 
TSR and related hydrocarbon alterations can serve as a useful tool for estimating 
economic basement for hydrocarbons as exploration proceeds into deeper basins, where 
preservation is questionable.
Few previous studies have considered the nature of controls on thermochemical 
sulfate reduction over entire basins. An exception is the Big Horn Basin study o f Orr 
(1974). Although useful generalizations have been drawn with respect to the importance 
o f depth, temperature, and reservoir lithology on TSR occurrence, there has been no
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attempt to correlate reservoir H2S content, hydrocarbon characteristics, and specific 
quantifiable reservoir parameters on a regional basis in any sedimentary basin. The 
present study is intended to address this need, and to illustrate ways in which benchmark 
parameters for crude oil preservation can be estimated.
Geologic Setting
The Smackover Formation is a major hydrocarbon producing unit across the 
northern Gulf Coast from East Texas to the Florida Panhandle (fig. 3.4.1). Smackover 
lithofacies represent the earliest widespread carbonate deposition in the northern Gulf 
following initial Triassic-early Jurassic opening of the Gulf o f Mexico (fig. 3.4.2). Basal 
Smackover carbonates were deposited on a ramplike surface of Norphlet continental 
siliciclastics (Ahr, 1974). This surface was relatively gentle in the central Gulf, but highly 
dissected, with greater local relief in the Alabama-Florida area. Transgressive lower 
Smackover carbonate lithofacies are predominantly mud-supported and include 
depositionally and algally laminated mudstones, and pellet wackestones to packstones. 
Laminated mudstones have high total organic carbon contents (up to 7% by weight), and 
serve as a hydrocarbon source facies across the northern Gulf (Moore, 1984; Sassen and 
Moore, 1989). Upper Smackover lithofacies are generally ooid, oncoid, or peloid 
packstones to grainstones; they commonly serve as hydrocarbon reservoir facies. 
Aggradation and progradation of upper Smackover lithofacies created broad carbonate 
shelves, rimmed by high-energy ooid grainstones (Moore, 1984).
Previous studies have established that there are two distinct subfamilies of 
Smackover crude oils, reflecting differing conditions during lower Smackover source 
rock deposition (Sassen, 1987; Sofer, 1987; Wade et al., 1987; Claypool and Mancini, 
1989; Wenger et al., 1991). Smackover cmde oils of Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, 
and Texas are characterized by lower pristane/phytane ratios, higher sulfur contents, and
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Figure 3.4.1. Study areas, U.S. Gulf Coast. Location numbers for Smackover samples correspond to oil and condensate analyses 






















































heavier carbon isotope compositions of saturates and aromatics relative to Smackover 
crude oils o f Florida and Alabama. On the basis o f these differences and related 
molecular biomarker characteristics, kerogen of the Alabama and Florida Smackover 
Formation is interpreted to have been deposited under less anoxic conditions, with a 
greater contribution of terrestrial organic matter (Wade et al., 1987; Sofer, 1988; Wenger 
et al., 1991). Both subfamilies are type I to type II amorphous algal kerogens, 
productive of high-sulfur crude oils (Sassen et al., 1987; Sassen, 1988, 1990).
TSR-Related Hydrocarbon Alteration
The general framework of crude oil generation, maturation, and destruction in the 
Smackover Formation is shown in figure 3.4.3. In the absence of such phenomena as 
water-washing, evaporative fractionation, and biodégradation—all relatively unimportant 
in Smackover reservoirs—maturation of crude oils is normally dominated by thermal 
cracking. Effects include: 1) reduction of average hydrocarbon molecular weight thereby 
increasing gas-oil ratio and decreasing the specific gravity, 2) precipitation of solid 
bitumen, and 3) desulfurization, decarboxylation, and dehydration of NSO compounds, 
producing minor volumes o f H2S, CO2, and H2O (Tissot and Welte, 1978; Milner et al., 
1977). Saturates are less susceptible to these effects than are aromatics (Barton, 1934; 
Tissot and Welte, 1978).
Experimental and geologic evidence generally indicates that the generation of large 
volumes o f H2S in deep, hot carbonate reservoirs involves a two-stage cycle of 
reactions. Reactants in the first—thermochemical sulfate reduction—stage are: 1) small 
volumes of dissolved H2S derived from thermal cracking o f organosulfur compounds, 
and 2) dissolved sulfate, derived from dissolution of anhydrite. These compounds react 
to produce intermediate valence sulfur species (S° and/or H2Sn). In the second— 
hydrocarbon alteration—stage, these sulfur species react with hydrocarbons in the
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RESERVOIR PRODUCTS KEY M ATURITIES
Figure 3.4.3. Generalized relationship of thermal maturity to phases of hydrocarbon 
generation, maturation, and destruction in the Smackover Formation (after 
Sassen, 1988). TSR and concomitant hydrocarbon alteration contribute to 
hydrocarbon destruction at lower levels of maturity than would occur in sweet 
reservoirs.
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reservoir, altering them and producing additional H2S to continue and/or accelerate the 
cycle. Overall reaction requirements include: 1) temperature above the minimum needed 
to initiate TSR, 2) presence of evaporites or some other sulfate source, 3) presence of 
hydrocarbons, 4) absence of dissolved Fe, and 5) a hydrologie system that retains H2S 
and intermediate valence sulfur species in proximity to the hydrocarbon reservoir.
When these requirements are met, the reaction cycle is self-sustaining and tends to 
alter or destroy hydrocarbons at lower levels of thermal maturity than normal (Sassen, 
1988; Sassen and Moore, 1988). Experimental study of hydrocarbon alteration has 
shown that crude oil fractions preferentially react with elemental sulfur (or related 
species) in the order: higher-weight saturates > NSOs and asphaltenes > lower-weight 
saturates > aromatics > methane (Toland, 1958,1960; Douglas and Mair, 1965; Valitov, 
1974; Voronkov et al., 1987). General trends of progressive alteration observed in sour 
Smackover reservoirs are in excellent agreement with these experimentally determined 
reactivities (Wade and Sassen, in prep.). Respective trends of hydrocarbon evolution 
during normal themal cracking and during TSR-related alteration can be differentiated by 
saturate/aromatic ratio and percent C15+ fraction (fig. 3.4.4). The common relative 
stability o f saturate hydrocarbons during burial, noted by Milner et al. (1977) and Tissot 
and Welte (1984), is illustrated for Alabama Smackover reservoirs in figure 3.4.5. 
Hydrocarbons altered during TSR tend to show roughly equal amounts of saturates and 
aromatics, while normal hydrocarbons become progressively enriched in the saturate 
fraction with progressive maturation (fig. 3.4.5).
Controls on H2S Concentration 
Alabama Smackover reservoirs
In Alabama Smackover reservoirs, high concentrations of H2S (>3 mole percent 
of the gas fraction) occur only at depths greater than 4 km (13,000 ft), corresponding to
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Figure 3.4.4. Two distinct pathways of hydrocarbon evolution, illustrated by plotting percent C j5+ hydrocarbon fraction 
versus saturate-aromatic ratios for Alabama and Arkansas Smackover crude oil and condensate samples. "Normal" 
thermal maturation is dominated by thermal cracking (TC), and favors preservation of saturates. Alteration associated 









Figure 3.4.5. Ternary plot of C15+ compositions of crude oils and gas-condensates in 
Alabama Smackover reservoirs. Sour fields, with TSR-related hydrocarbon 
alteration, retain subequal amounts of saturates and aromatics (arrow 1), while 
normal thermal maturation in sweet fields drives hydrocarbons toward saturate- 
dominated compositions (arrow 2).
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in-situ reservoir temperatures greater than 115 °C (fig. 3.4.6; Wade and Moore, 1990). 
However, there is no simple relation between depth and H2S concentration below this 
threshold depth (fig. 3.4.7). Sour (high-H2S) fields in Alabama are concentrated in two 
areas: 1) the eastern Mississippi salt basin along the Mississippi state line, and 2) around 
the Jay-Big Escambia field complex along the Florida state line (fig. 3.4.1). Both areas 
show normal geothermal gradients for southwest Alabama.
To explain the distribution of these sour fields, Wade et al. (1989) proposed that 
H2S concentrations in Alabama Smackover reservoirs represent equilibrium values at 
which generation of H2S via TSR-related hydrocarbon alteration is complemented by 
flux of H2S out of the system. They further assumed that the main sink for H2S was by 
reaction with abundant Fe in underlying Norphlet siliciclastics (precipitating pyrite or 
other metal sulfides). They hypothesized that under such conditions, a steady-state 
gradient of H2S concentration could be maintained across the Smackover Formation, 
from maximum concentration in or near the petroleum reservoir, to minimum 
concentration at the Smackover-Norphlet contact. The end member concentrations being 
known, Wade et al. (1989) modeled hypothetical steady-state gradients as i f  they were 
maintained solely by molecular diffusion of H2S. In the resulting models, significant 
variables were found to be: temperature, nature of formation fluid, and, most 
importantly, effective porosity and permeability of Smackover carbonates traversed by 
the profile (Wade et al., 1989). Because effective porosity/permeability was the most 
critical variable by several orders of magnitude, it was not surprising that a strong 
correlation exists between thickness of relatively impermeable strata adjacent to the 
reservoir and H2S concentration, irrespective of other factors (fig. 3.4.8). Wade et al. 
(1989) concluded that this positive correlation was strong evidence that downward flux 
of H2S from Smackover reservoirs to the Norphlet Formation was a viable model, while 
simultaneously showing that molecular diffusion alone was insufficient to maintain such 
steady-state gradients.
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Figure 3.4.6. Geothermal gradients for southwest Alabama and southern Arkansas, calculated from borehole bottom 
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Figure 3.4.7. H2S concentration does not vary systematically with depth in Alabama 
Smackover reservoirs.
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Figure 3.4.8. Reservoir H2S concentration versus thickness of underlying impermeable 
carbonate, Alabama Smackover reservoirs (modified from Wade et al., 1989).
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However, the abundant metallic sulfides in the uppermost Norphlet and lower 
Smackover formations, hypothesized by Wade et al. (1989) to represent late, TSR-related 
diagenetic precipitates, have been shown by subsequent sulfur stable isotope analyses to 
have very light signatures = -30 to -32 %o CDT; W.L. Orr, personal 
communication). They are thus more compatible with an early diagenetic biological 
origin. It is therefore suggested that the model suggested by Wade et al. (1989) for 
downward flux o f H2S from Smackover reservoirs to the Norphlet Formation is not 
generally valid. Within the constraints of these new data, a more apt interpretation of the 
strong correlation between thickness of underlying impermeable carbonates and H2S 
content (fig. 3.4.8) is that the former represents an accurate proxy measurement of the 
degree to which a given reservoir behaves as a closed system. Thermodynamically, a 
closed system can exchange energy but not mass, while an open system may exchange 
either. Because truly closed systems are rare in nature, the following functional 
distinction may be substituted; flow rates in open systems are sufficiently high that 
diagenetic reactions do not significantly alter fluid composition, while fluid compositions 
in closed systems can be so altered (Machel and Burton, 1991). Hence, in closed 
systems, H2S dissolved in formation waters increases in proportion to H2S 
concentration in adjacent reservoirs, while in open systems, H2S contents in formation 
waters remain low due to flux of H2S away from reservoirs (and reservoir H2S w ill tend 
to become depleted).
Redox reaction between dissolved H2S and sulfate must take place in formation 
waters, while reaction between intermediate valence sulfur species and hydrocarbons 
must take place within the reservoir. Hence, continuation of the overall TSR- 
hydrocarbon alteration cycle requires a relatively closed system in which H2S and other 
reactants are transfered repeatedly between the reservoir and subjacent formation waters, 
without escaping. In the Smackover Formation o f southwest Alabama, underlying 
impermeable carbonates thicken at the expense of porous and permeable upper
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Smackover ooid grainstones, which would otherwise tend to form a laterally continuous 
aquifer, encouraging loss of H2S or other reactants from reservoirs.
There is fairly abundant pétrographie evidence o f sulfate reduction even in 
proximity to sweet reservoirs that show little or no alteration of liquid hydrocarbons (fig. 
3.4.9). Presumably, most of the H2S released from these reservoirs and/or the 
intermediate valence sulfur compounds produced by sulfate reduction have subsequently 
escaped from the reservoir system dissolved in formation waters. Common precipitation 
of solid bitumen adjacent to partially dissolved sulfate below reservoir oil-water contacts 
(fig. 3.4.9a and b) suggests that in such cases hydrocarbon alteration may have been 
limited to the small volumes of pore-lining or dissolved hydrocarbons, rather than 
affecting the abundant hydrocarbons in overlying reservoirs.
Arkansas Smackover reservoirs
Moldovanyi and Walter (1988,1992) and Moldovanyi et al. (1990) documented 
the nature and extent o f an east-west trending "sour belt" across southern Arkansas, in 
which Smackover Formation waters contain up to 626 mg/L dissolved H2S (fig. 3.4.1) 
Formation waters adjacent to shallower Smackover reservoirs north of this belt are H2S- 
free, as are brines associated with deeper Smackover reservoirs south of the belt in 
southernmost Arkansas and northern Louisiana. Based on absence of H2S in deeper 
areas, lack of sulfur isotope enrichment of H2S, and positive correlation between 
concentrations of H2S and selected trace elements, Moldovanyi and Walter (1988,1992) 
and Moldovanyi et al. (1990) discounted the possibility that H2S in the sour belt was 
generated by TSR in Smackover reservoirs. They postulated instead that H2S and trace 
elements were derived jointly from some deeper-seated source, and upon entering the 
Smackover aquifer, were carried hydrologically downstream from west to east 
(Moldovanyi and Walter, 1992; Moldovanyi et al., 1992). Wade et al. (1992) argued that 
H2S in sour belt formation waters was in fact produced by TSR in and around






Figure 3.4.9. (a &  b) Photomicrographs of partial dissolution of pore-fill anhydrite (A) 
associated with precipitation of solid bitumen (B) in pores (P). Depths: (a) 15,589 ft 
(4842 m). Shell 2-Wefel well, Blacksher field, and (bO 18,586 ft (5665 m). Union 
California 1-Maples well, Chunchula field, (c) Photomicrograph of calcitization of 
anhydrite nodule. Calcite (C) stained by alizarin red-S (gray in photomicrograph) 
replaces lath-shaped crystals of anhydrite (A). Depth: 15,686 ft (4781 m). Shell 1- 
IPCO 20-9 well, Blacksher field. See figure 3.4.1 for field locations. Reproduced 
with permission of A.APG.
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reservoirs, because H2S concentrations in sour belt brines mirror H2S contents in 
adjacent reservoirs (which contain 2-7 moI% H2S in their gas fraction; table 3.4.1), sour 
belt reservoir temperatures are sufficient for initiation of TSR based on comparison with 
Alabama Smackover reservoirs, and because the Arkansas sour belt is contiguous with a 
large sour gas trend in east Texas, where very high reservoir H2S concentrations 
(commonly 10-40 mol% of the gas fraction) are clearly related to TSR. Wade et al. 
(1992) suggested that the northern lim it o f the sour belt corresponds to an isotherm 
sufficient for initiation o f TSR, and that the southern lim it may be related to lack of 
sources of dissolved sulfate, as it mimics the southernmost extent of overlying Buckner 
evaporites. However, subsequent data o f Moldovanyi and Walter (1992) indicate that 
dissolved sulfate is not a limiting factor. Although its abundance decreases with depth, 
there is still sufficient dissolved sulfate to drive the TSR-hydrocarbon alteration cycle, 
even around deep fields south of the sour belt (fig. 3.4.10a).
Moreover, analyses of crude oils and gas-condensates from Arkansas Smackover 
fields (table 3.4.1) reveal that, with three exceptions, crude oils in sour reservoirs have 
evolved along the normal maturation pathway (fig. 3.4.4). On this basis, TSR-related 
hydrocarbon alteration is not generally taking place in Arkansas reservoirs, and it is 
therefore unlikely that on-going TSR reactions in reservoirs are responsible for the 
elevated H2S concentrations in reservoirs and formation waters.
I f  the northern lim it of the sour belt does not correspond to a TSR-reaction 
initiation temperature, how can one account for the distribution of sour brines and crude 
oils in Arkansas? Analyses of formation water compositions (Moldovanyi and Walter, 
1992) and occurrence of hydrocarbon alteration in three adjacent Smackover reservoirs in 
M iller County (table 3.4.1) suggest an alternative explanation. In Arkansas formation 
waters, dissolved iron concentrations and H2S concentrations are inversely proportional 
(fig. 3.4.10b). A zone of minimum dissolved iron precisely overlaps the sour belt of 
Moldovanyi and Walter (1992) (fig. 3.4.11). Moreover, based on the distribution of






























Depth County State Field Mole % H2S €15+ Composition
(m) % C I5+ %Sat % Aro %NSO % Asph Sat/Aro
1 3895 Monroe AL #1 Ideal Basic DST
Sweet reservoirs (<  3 mol % H2S) 
0.00 70.0 38.8 45.3 13.6 2.4 0.86
2 3917 Escambia AL Appleton 1.75 44.9 60.8 26.3 12.3 0.6 2.31
3 4115 Conecuh AL Bamett 0.00 55.2 65.2 24.9 7.4 2.5 2.62
4 3673 Choctaw AL W  Banytown 0.45 38.8 51.9 34.8 12.5 0.8 1.49
5 4774 Baldwin AL Blacksher 0.77 44.8 58.9 32.9 7.3 0.9 1.79
6 3679 Choctaw AL Bucatunna Creek 0.84 56.9 39.5 42.9 12.7 4.9 0.92
7 5639 Mobile AL Chunchula 0.00 38.7 77.2 6.9 14.4 1.5 11.19
8 5600 Mobile AL Hatters Pond 0.62 39.5 77.9 9.0 13.1 0.0 8.66
9 3963 Monroe AL Lovetts Creek 0.00 68.2 51.6 40.4 3.4 4.6 1.28
10 3795 Clarke AL Stave Creek 0.00 47.9 50.1 39.2 9.2 1.5 1.28
11 4267 Monroe AL Vocation 0.00 42.2 55.9 27.7 16.0 0.4 2.02
12 4423 Monroe AL Wallers Creek 0.00 42.3 58.1 29.1 11.5 1.3 2.00
13 2039 Union AR Agnes Road 0.00 59.7 54.1 36.5 5.9 3.5 1.48
14 2502 Columbia AR Atlanta 1.75 60.5 65.9 24.5 10.3 3.0 2.69
15 2380 Columbia AR Barlow Bend — 61.3 42.2 44.6 10.3 3.0 0.95
16 1925 Union AR Bear Creek — 66.9 27.1 52.6 11.1 9.1 0.52
17 2408 Columbia AR Big Creek 0.60 59.0 54.0 34.6 10.6 0.9 1.56
18 2182 Lafayette AR Buckner 0.40 62.8 36.9 46.8 8.0 8.3 0.79
19 2271 Union AR Bums Pond — 61.7 48.6 40.6 9.1 1.7 1.20
20 2359 Union AR Cairo — 63.4 48.5 41.4 8.4 1.7 1.17
21 2508 Miller AR Fourmile Ck S — 64.8 30.7 52.3 11.8 5.2 0.59
22 3377 Columbia AR Keoun Creek 0.00 55.8 82.5 13.1 3.7 0.7 6.30
23 2570 Lafayette AR Kress City SE — 63.3 42.4 44.4 8.3 4.8 0.95
24 2060 Lafayette AR Lewisville — 63.2 33.6 48.6 12.9 4.9 0.69
25 1951 Lafayette AR Midway 0.00 60.2 42.9 43.2 11.5 2.4 0.99
26 2176 Union AR N Mount Holly 0.00 61.6 54.2 32.8 10.4 2.6 1.65
27 2400 Columbia AR Mount Vernon — 56.8 45.6 41.5 10.2 2.6 1.10
28 1844 Union AR N  New London 0.20 87.7 8.7 53.7 16.5 21.1 0.16
29 1874 Miller AR Paup Spur 0.00 46.5 53.0 35.4 10.7 0.9 1.50































Depth County State Field Mole % H2S C I5 +  Composition
(m) % C7J+ %Sat % Aro %NSO %Asph Sat/Aro
31 2295 Union AR
Sweet reservoirs, continued (< 3 mol % H2S) 
E Schuler —  45.5 77.0 15.6 7.1 0.3 4.94
32 2828 Union AR Tubal 0.00 48.2 71.1 23.2 5.2 0.5 3.06
33 2231 Columbia AR Village 0.00 59.2 51.8 39.1 7.7 1.4 1.32
34 3325 Columbia AR Walker Creek — 53.7 84.5 11.0 1.8 2.7 7.68
35 4816 Santa Rosa FL
Intermediate reservoirs (3—10 mol % H2S) 
Blackjack Creek 9.00 45 79.4 15.3 3.9 1.40 5.19
36 4724 Santa Rosa FL Jay 9.00 53.4 78.3 19.1 2.4 0.2 4.10
37 4711 Escambia AL Fanny Church 4.70 48.7 54.2 12.8 14.3 18.2 4.23
38 4795 Escambia AL Little Escambia Ck 8.78 48.2 50.5 12.8 15.5 21.2 3.95
39 2548 Miller AR Cypress West ____ 3.4 72.7 23.6 3.6 0.0 3.08
40 2704 Columbia AR Dorcheat 3.02 51.1 76.2 15.4 7.7 0.7 4.95
41 2736 Miller AR Fouke 3.56 2.2 47.8 17.4 34.8 0.0 2.75
42 2588 Miller AR N  Fouke — 9.9 62.5 24.3 12.5 0.7 2.57
43 2286 Columbia AR Magnolia 3.50 55.2 51.9 40.3 7.3 0.5 1.29
Sour reservoirs (>10 mol % H2S)
44 4688 Escambia AL Big Escambia Ck 25.69 18.60 27.0 37.6 21.3 14.1 0.72
45 4930 Washington AL Chatom 16.70 22.8 48.7 25.5 9.0 16.8 1.91
46 5064 Washington AL Copeland 22.94 12.9 7.8 50.0 25.3 16.9 0.16
47 4124 Choctaw AL Puss Cuss 19.65 62 50.1 22.6 8.1 19.2 2.22
48 4134 Choctaw AL Silas 11.78 44.3 53.9 36.1 9.6 0.4 1.49
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Figure 3.4.10. a) Dissolved sulfate in formation water versus depth, southern Arkansas. 
Although sulfate progressively declines with depth, it is not low enough to constitute 
a limiting factor for TSR, even in the deepest reservoirs, b) Dissolved Fe in 
formation water versus dissolved H2S content, showing inversely proportional 
relationship. Data from Moldovanyi and Walter (1992).





























Figure 3.4.11. D istribution o f dissolved iron concentration (mg/L) in formation waters, southern Arkansas. Note 
close correspondence between zone o f minimum dissolved iron and sour belt (fig . 3.4.1). Data from  Moldovanyi 
and W alter (1992).
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H2S concentrations, Moldovanyi and Walter (1992) concluded that dissolved H2S in the 
sour belt had been transported from west to east. They postulated that the source may 
have been located in central Lafayette County, Arkansas. We suggest, however, that 
their data are equally compatible with rapid desulfurization of crude oils above 115°C, 
combined with derivation of H2S from central M iller County, where the three anomalous 
fields are located (fig. 3.4.1).
Miller County Helds
We propose that the three modestly sour fields in central M iller County (Fouke, 
North Fouke, and West Cypress: table 3.4.1) that show substantial hydrocarbon 
alteration are, if  not themselves the source of much of the H2S in the sour belt, then at 
least symptomatic of a shared origin. The highly altered C15+ compositions of 
hydrocarbons in the three fields indicate that the fields have experienced intense TSR- 
related alteration at some point in their history. Corrected bottom hole temperatures 
calculated from boreholes in the three fields closely parallel the regional geothermal 
gradient (fig. 3.4.6), indicating that there is no present-day thermal anomaly.
Comparably altered hydrocarbons in Alabama occur only at much higher temperatures, 
indicating that the the degree of alteration observed in the Miller County crude oils is 
incompatible with present reservoir conditions. Moreover, again by analogy with sour 
Alabama Smackover fields, the modest volumes of H2S currently contained in these 
reservoirs is incompatible with the high degree of hydrocarbon alteration exhibited.
We suggest that the altered C15+ compositions of hydrocarbons in the three fields 
are evidence of occurrence of TSR-related hydrocarbon alteration caused by an earlier 
episode of localized heating, such as an igneous intrusion. Such an intrusion could have 
occurred at either of two stages: 1) an early intrusion into the lower Smackover source 
facies would have contributed to local hydrocarbon generation and simultaneous TSR- 
related alteration, or 2) at a later time, an intrusion may have applied sufficient heat to the
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already-reservoired crude oils to cause their alteration. Although no intrusives have been 
reported from boreholes in the immediate vicinity of the three fields, igneous intrusives 
have previously been encountered in the Smackover Formation in Texas, Arkansas, 
Louisiana, and Mississippi (Kidwell, 1951; Zimmerman, 1992; L. Baria, personal 
communication, D. Harrelson, personal communication). These are generally considered 
to be Cretaceous in age (Byerly, 1991). Texas and Mississippi Smackover reservoirs in 
close proximity to known late Mesozoic intrusions contain anomalously high 
concentrations of H2S. Examples include Horseshoe and Tchula Lake fields in Holmes 
County, Mississippi (L. Baria, personal communication), and Fruitvale field in Van 
Zandt County, Texas (M. Bob, personal communication).
The modest volume o f hydrocarbons in these three small fields precludes their 
having directly sourced more than a small portion of the H2S present in formation waters 
and reservoirs o f the sour belt. However, i f  the three fields are merely co-products of an 
igneous intrusion(s) that affected a substantial portion of their hydrocarbon drainage area, 
then a considerably larger volume of H2S may have been generated. Hydrogen sulfide 
generated during such an igneous intmsion may have been sufficient—when 
supplemented by additional H2S derived during subsequent desulfurization of 
reservoired crude oils, and TSR-related H2S from sour Texas reservoirs to the west—to 
maintain the H2S concentrations presently observed.
Saturate-aromatic ratios of C15+ hydrocarbons from the three M iller County 
fields are slightly higher than those of sour Alabama reservoirs at comparable maturities 
(fig. 3.4.4). We suggest that this is the result of renewed thermal maturation of the 
altered hydrocarbons in the reservoirs following the thermal pulse. Thermal equilibration 
of the reservoired hydrocarbons is to be expected during the long process of progressive 
burial after the effects of the anomalously high temperatures had subsided. Renewed 
thermal maturation would tend to increase the saturate/aromatic ratio, as discussed 
previously (figure 3.4.12).





0  Fouke, North Fouke, 




Figure 3.4.12. C l5+ compositions of Smackover hydrocarbons, including three altered 
samples from Miller County, Arkansas. Arrows indicate suggested evolution of 
these oils in two stages: T i = TSR-related alteration associated with early igneous 
intmsion; T2 = subsequent thermal maturation of altered oils, toward saturate- 
dominated compositions (cf. fig. 3.3.5).
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Other possible explanations for this deviation from the strict TSR-related 
alteration pathway include: (1) less efficient reaction of saturates relative to aromatics, 
related to an exceptionally rapid rate of alteration; or (2) mixing of altered hydrocarbons 
with highly mature, unaltered gas-condensates. The first suggestion is an untestable 
hypothesis, given our imprecise knowledge of the potentially complex, detailed reaction 
steps by which TSR and concomitant hydrocarbon alteration may occur. The second 
suggestion would require highly mature unaltered gas-condensates to migrate tens of 
kilometers from deeper in the basin, bypassing numerous intervening fields along the 
way. This seems unlikely; moreover, previous evidence does not support long-range 
lateral migration of Smackover crude oils (Sassen, 1989). The interpretation that altered 
hydrocarbons have continued to mature/equilibrate in place has the virtue of simplicity.
In any case, all of these interpretations concur on one point: no significant TSR- 
related hydrocarbon alteration is presently occurring in Arkansas Smackover reservoirs. 
Occurrence of TSR in sour Alabama Smackover reservoirs but not in shallower Arkansas 
reservoirs at equal temperatures suggests that the high H2S partial pressures that obtain in 
the former are crucial for initiating and sustaining the reaction cycle. Achieving such high 
H2S partial pressures requires closed system behavoir with respect to H2S and dissolved 
Fe. Arkansas Smackover reservoirs are developed in broad, thick blankets of ooid 
grainstone (Moore, 1984). Geochemical analyses have shown that this reservoir facies 
acted as a continuous aquifer, at least until the time of hydrocarbon emplacement (Moore 
and Druckman, 1981). It is therefore to be expected that these reservoirs would generally 
fail to show the closed system behavoir required for initiation of the TSR cycle.
Alternatively, it is possible that higher hydrostatic pressures in the deeper 
Alabama reservoirs play a role in initiating and sustaining the reaction. Paradoxically, if 
this is the case, then a mild geothermal gradient (as in Alabama) may contribute to 
occurrence of the TSR-hydrocarbon alteration cycle. In areas of steep geothermal 
gradient—such as Arkansas—the small volumes of H2S generated by desulfurization of
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crude oils at relatively shallow depths would tend to be scavenged by dissolved iron in 
formation waters, precipitating metal sulfides, long before burial to depths sufficient to 
initiate TSR. Loss of thermally cracked H2S has occurred in the deep Smackover 
reservoirs of southernmost Arkansas and northern Louisiana, which contain light, 
desulfurized crude oils or gas-condensates and no H2S. However, it is unclear whether 
these reservoirs lacked sufficient hydrostatic pressure, or never attained sufficient H2S 
partial pressure, for the TSR cycle to have commenced.
Implications of H2S in Formation Waters
During burial diagenesis of organic-rich strata with limited dissolved iron, some 
H2S will inevitably accumulate in formation waters. Relatively small volumes of H2S 
will be produced during thermal cracking of organosulfur compounds in crude oils, 
kerogens, or other organic matter. However, H2S in concentrations exceeding a few 
tens of mg/L very likely represents TSR-reactant H2S that has escaped from, or is in 
equilibrium with, a sour reservoir. Moderate to high concentrations of H2S may 
therefore be direct indicators of the presence of reservoired hydrocarbons hydrologically 
upstream. It is recommended that petroleum explorationists pursue this hypothesis.
Conclusions
Hydrogen sulfide in Smackover reservoirs and formation waters is generated both 
by thermal cracking of organosulfur compounds and, in some cases, by thermochemical 
reduction of dissolved sulfate. Thermochemical sulfate reduction and concomitant 
hydrocarbon alteration are presently taking place in some (but not all) deep, hot 
Smackover reservoirs in southwest Alabama. A minimum in situ temperature of 
approximately 115°C appears to be required for initiation of the TSR-hydrocarbon
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reduction cycle in these sediments. Crude oils altered by TSR-related reactions evolve 
along a distinctly different pathway from those maturing solely by normal thermal 
processes. In Alabama, the primary factor controlling occurrence of TSR and 
hydrocarbon alteration is the degree to which a given reservoir approaches a closed 
system. In hydrologically open reservoirs, H2S produced by thermal cracking and/or 
limited reduction of sulfate is lost from the system, so that the cycle of TSR and 
hydrocarbon alteration is not self-sustaining. Because the thickness of underlying 
impermeable carbonate may relate directly to the degree to which a given reservoir 
approaches a closed system, it can correlate strongly with reservoir H2S content, as in 
Alabama Smackover reservoirs.
In Smackover reservoirs of southern Arkansas, with the exception of three fields 
in Miller County, there is no indication that crude oils have ever been altered by TSR. 
Hydrogen sulfide concentrations in Arkansas reservoirs, even in the sour belt of 
Moldovanyi et al. (1990,1992a), are lower than in Alabama fields that show crude oil 
alteration. Hydrogen sulfide in these moderately sour fields is interpreted to be derived 
from a combination of normal thermal cracking of organosulfur compounds and 
preservation of H2S generated during a local thermal episode (probably an igneous 
intrusion). This event caused local occurrence of TSR and hydrocarbon alteration in 
central Miller County; in addition, H2S dissolved in formation waters contributed to the 
creation of the present sour belt. Its long-term preservation implies that the initial burst of 
H2S overwhelmed the reservoir of available dissolved Fe in formation waters, and 
abetted by desulfurization of crude oils in adjacent fields, has maintained this Fe- 
minimum zone since that time. Analyses of cnide oils from the three Miller County fields 
suggest that they continued to evolve following the thermal episode, re-equilibrating 
slightly to diagenetic conditions associated with a normal geothermal gradient.
Occurrence of thermochemical sulfate reduction in Alabama Smackover reservoirs 
but not in shallower Arkansas reservoirs at equal temperatures indicates that relatively
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high partial pressures of H2S are required to initiate and sustain the TSR-hydrocarbon 
alteration cycle. This in turn requires a relatively closed system, lest H2S escape or 
dissolved Fe enter the system. It is possible that higher hydrostatic pressures attained in 
the deeper Alabama Smackover reservoirs may contribute to initiating and sustaining the 
TSR-hydrocarbon alteration cycle. Lastly, petroleum explorationists should be aware 
that moderate to high concentrations of H2S encountered in formation waters may be a 
direct indicator of the proximity of reservoired hydrocarbons.
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CHAPTER 4. SUMMARY
Conclusions based on Chapter 2: Jurassic Sequence Stratigraphy of
Southwest Alabama
Middle and Upper Jurassic systems tracts of southwest Alabama differ 
significantly from those observed elsewhere across the northern Gulf rim. Alabama 
sequences are profoundly influenced by interplay between relative sea-level change and 
rugged antecedent topography. Adjacent Appalachian uplands resulted in greater clastic 
influx and enlargement (areally and temporally) of continental portions of systems tracts 
at the expense of marine portions. Middle-Upper Jurassic subsidence in Alabama, 
largely an isostatic adjustment to sediment loading, was nearly equal to the thermally- 
induced subsidence experienced in the large marginal basins of the central and western 
Gulf.
Basinwide evaporites of the Werner Anhydrite and Louann Salt (Bathonian to 
Callovian?) represent the first Jurassic marine incursion onto the Gulf rim following Late 
Triassic-Early Jurassic rifting of the Gulf of Mexico. The nature of basinwide 
evaporites, in which evaporative drawdown may overprint any other relative sea-level 
signal, renders the differentiation of systems tracts within these formations virtually 
impossible. Local occurrences of anhydrite ("Pine Hill member") and black shale 
("Norphlet Shale") capping this sequence are thought to have accumulated as relatively 
insoluble residues during dissolution of Louann halite.
Oxfordian Norphlet siliciclastics were deposited as a continental lowstand 
systems tract, as illustrated by the accumulation of thick coalesced alluvial fan and eolian 
sandstones and interdune and wadi redbeds, without prograding marine or marginal 
marine lithofacies. Marine-reworked uppermost Norphlet sandstones form the base of a 
subsequent TST. These are overstepped by lower Smackover carbonate lithofacies, 
including shallow subtidal to intertidal algal-laminated mudstone, subtidal bioturbated
191
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peloid/pellet wackestone, and basinal laminated mudstones. The latter was deposited in 
anoxic and hypersaline conditions, facilitating preservation of abundant algal-derived 
kerogen and subsequently served as a major hydrocarbon source facies.
The subsequent upper Smackover HST is characterized by formation of rimmed 
shelves upon which aggrading ooid grainstone parasequences accumulated. Algal 
mounds locally formed elevated substrates upon which ooid shoals developed. Behind 
shoals, shallow lagoonal carbonate (peloid packstones-wackestones) and CaS04 saltern 
deposition occurred; rare pisolite facies and sabkha evaporites are present in supratidal 
areas. In extreme updip areas, fine arkosic sandstones were deposited. Smackover seas 
in Alabama were comparatively restricted, resulting in a limited marine fauna.
In southwest Alabama, equivalents of "Buckner A", "Buckner B", Bossier, and 
Gilmer sequences are obscured by influx of continental Haynesville and Cotton Valley 
elastics. Lack of biostratigraphic data for the Alabama Smackover Formation, a 
consequence of the restricted fauna, precludes assignment of well-constrained ages to the 
above sequences. Middle and Upper Jurassic systems tracts of southwest Alabama are 
regionally atypical and should not be considered a model for typical Gulf-wide sequence 
stratigraphie patterns.
Conclusions based on Chapter 3: Organic-Inorganic Relations in 
Smackover Formation Diagenesis
Part I. Stratigraphy and source potential of the Smackover Formation in 
the northern Manila embayment, southwest Alabama.
The evolution of carbonate shelves surrounding a sediment-starved intrashelf 
basin in the central Manila embayment is illustrated, and their genetic relationship to the 
distribution of potential hydrocarbon reservoir facies is examined. However, source rock 
geochemistry is less encouraging: although TOC contents in both upper and lower
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Smackover members are relatively high over the study area, potential for generation of 
crude oil is limited by abundant terrestrially derived kerogen. Moreover, much of the 
northern embayment is thermally immature for hydrocarbon generation.
Part II. Controls on H2S concentration and hydrocarbon destruction in 
the eastern Smackover trend.
Modeling H2S flux out of deep, hot carbonate reservoirs is shown to be both 
feasible and crucial to the evaluation of controls on H2S concentration. Accurate 
prediction of H2S content in potential reservoirs has direct economic utility and, because 
H2S acts as a catalyst during thermochemical sulfate reduction, such modeling can be 
integral to the prediction of concomitant hydrocarbon alteration and destruction.
Calculated H2S concentration gradients near Smackover reservoirs in Alabama 
and Florida show good correlation with carbonate porosity, tortuosity, depth, and 
temperature. Such proposed concentration gradients are compatible with steady-state 
equilibrium conditions relating reservoir H2S concentrations to efficient removal of H2S 
to subjacent siliciclastic strata.
Molecular diffusion is shown to be insufficient as a mechanism of maintaining 
such steady-state conditions; nevertheless, models of concentration gradients based on 
molecular diffusion equations may be descriptively correct. This supports the inference 
that the primary factor governing reservoir H2S concentration is total thickness of low 
porosity, high tortuosity Smackover carbonate. H2S concentrations in all eastern 
Smackover reservoirs with temperatures in excess of 112°C show excellent correlation 
with this parameter. On this basis, accurate knowledge of porosity, permeability, and 
thickness trends may permit prediction of H2S concentrations in upper Smackover 
reservoirs. Moreover, improved models of formation fluid flow rates and paths may 
allow general estimates to be made of economic basement for different Smackover 
reservoir types.
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Part III. Alteration of hydrocarbons associated with thermochemical 
sulfate reduction
Analysis of crude oils and condensates from reservoirs of the eastern Smackover 
trend reveals that liquid hydrocarbons evolve along two distinct pathways during 
maturation. Hydrocarbon maturation in low H2S reservoirs is dominated by thermal 
cracking, while hydrocarbons in high H2S reservoirs are subject to reactions induced by 
abundant thermochemically-reduced sulfur. The latter reactions result in preferential 
cracking of high molecular weight crude oil fractions—particularly saturates, while 
aromates are relatively stable. The criteria of: (1) low C l5+ saturate content, and (2) low 
saturate/aromatic ratio serve to differentiate altered hydrocarbons, in which effects of 
thermochemical sulfate reduction predominate, from "normal" crude oils and condensates. 
Reaction of hydrocarbons with intermediate valence sulfur compounds (S°, HS', H2Sn) 
or H2S in sour reservoirs results in destruction of hydrocarbons at relatively shallow 
depths.
Part IV. Controls on crude oil alteration and H2S concentration in 
Smackover hydrocarbons and brines from Alabama and Arkansas,
U.S. Gulf Coast
H2S concentrations in Smackover reservoirs of Aabama correlate with 
occurrence of thermochemical sulfate reduction, which is dependent upon: (1) 
temperature in excess of about 115°C, and (2) proximity and accessibility of siliciclastic 
strata, which serve to remove dissolved H2S as metal sulfides. It is suggested that the 
close correlation between reservoir H2S content and thickness of underlying low 
porosity, high tortuosity Smackover carbonate occurs because the latter is a measure of 
the degree to which each reservoir behaves as a closed system. Because all necessary 
reactants for thermochemical sulfate reduction are present within most reservoirs, a 
closed system, which allows no influx of dissolved Fe or outward flux of H2S, favors 
intense thermochemical sulfate reduction, rapid buildup of large volumes of H2S, and 
hydrocarbon alteration or destruction.
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H2S concentrations in subsurface brines and Smackover reservoirs of Arkansas 
are generally low, and correlate with: (1) temperature in excess of about 115°C, and (2) 
local concentration of dissolved Fe in formation waters. Low H2S concentrations and 
the general absence of TSR-related alteration of hydrocarbons indicate that 
thermochemical sulfate reduction is not presently occurring in Arkansas reservoirs. 
However, alteration of crude oils in three adjacent reservoirs in central Miller County, 
Arkansas, is compatible with an earlier, localized thermal episode (e.g., an igneous 
intrusion).
Occurrence of thermochemical sulfate reduction in Alabama Smackover reservoirs 
but not in shallower Arkansas reservoirs at identical temperatures suggests that the higher 
hydrostatic pressures attained in deeper Alabama reservoirs may be required to initiate 
and sustain the TSR cycle. It is suggested that moderate-high concentrations of H2S in 
formation waters may be a direct indication of the proximity of hydrocarbon reservoirs.
Suggestions for Future Research
There could be no greater boost to the understanding of upper Jurassic 
stratigraphy in Alabama than a successful resurgence of biostratigraphic research. This 
would not only permit correlation with the better constrained sections of the northcentral 
Gulf Coast (Louisiana and Arkansas) and even potentially to Jurassic outcrops in 
Mexico, but also strengthen our understanding of relative subsidence and tectonic 
differences throughout the region. To date, no ammonites have been reported from the 
eastern Gulf Coast. The availability, suitability, and temporal resolution of other 
potential biochronostratigraphic markers (e.g., nannofossils) have not been sufficiently 
examined. Sequence stratigraphie correlation between the interior salt basins has been 
employed in an attempt to fill this void; however, virtually all studies to date have been 
based on the unstated premise that similar lithofacies in each basin are time equivalent.
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The manifest evidence that: 1) different lithofacies occur coevally within individual basins 
(e.g., platform-rimming ooid grainstones and platform-interior evaporites of "Buckner 
A" and "B" age in the northcentral Gulf, embayment margin-rimming ooid grainstones 
and saltern evaporites of Smackover age in the northeastern Gulf), and 2) the absence in 
the northeastern Gulf of hthofacies critical to sequence stratigraphie interpretations in the 
northcentral Gulf (e.g., the Bossier Shale), call into question this basic assumption.
Given the limited biostratigraphic control presently available, sequence 
stratigraphie techniques must be used as the primary correlation tool for the Jurassic of 
the Gulf Coast. Accurate analyses must be made of the genetic sequences in each of the 
major interior salt basins across the Gulf. Only then can equivalence of 
chronostratigraphically equivalent sequences be established. In order to accomplish this 
goal, more realistic models of regional tectonic subsidence histories and the resulting 
changes in sedimentation will also be required. Modem sequence stratigraphy grew out 
of the interpretation of seismic lines; more seismic lines have been compiled from the 
U.S. Gulf Coast than anywhere else around the globe. Therefore incorporation of high 
quality seismic lines is desirable, but the limitations of such seismic data must recognized 
and weighed appropriately. Future work must employ sequence stratigraphy as a tool, 
not as a template.
With regard to the integration of organic and inorganic diagenetic processes in the 
Smackover Formation and carbonate reservoirs in general, several basic tasks remain to 
be performed. These are both field-oriented and experimental in nature. From the 
standpoint of experimental organic geochemistry, although a considerable number of 
laboratory experiments have been performed, at moderate to high temperatures and 
pressures, attempting to reproduce the processes of thermochemical sulfate reduction 
(Toland, 1960; Orr, 1977,1982; Trudinger et al., 1985), the basic mechanism of TSR is 
still poorly understood. Although it is well established that H2S acts as a catalyst in TSR 
(Toland, 1960), it is still a debated question whether sulfate can be reduced directly by
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hydrocarbons or whether this can only be accomplished by redox reaction with H2S (the 
resulting intermediate valence sulfur compounds, then reacting with hydrocarbons in a 
separate reaction, producing as a consequence additional H2S). Alternatively, perhaps 
some complex combination of these two mechancisms occurs in nature (with liquid 
hydrocarbons, for example, being altered by a dual stage TSR cycle—as assumed in the 
preceding chapter of this dissertation, while light hydrocarbon gases react directly with 
sulfate, in a single TSR stage). In sum, we know neither the complete set(s) of reactants 
nor the number of phases involved in a thermochemical sulfate reduction-hydrocarbon 
alteration cycle. No study has attempted a sytematic approach to evaluating the most 
thermodynamically and geologically favorable reactions. In studies performed to date, 
alteration of hydrocarbons has been considered only qualitatively, or has involved 
oxidation of a single simple organic compound. Reaction products have often not been 
closely analyzed, nor have several perfectly sensible reactant variables been tested. A 
series of experiments should be performed on the alteration of crude oils and natural 
gases, systematically incorporating multiple potential reactants (e.g., S°, H2S, H2O, 
artificial brines, bitumens, Fe oxides and hydroxides, various minerals including 
anhydrite, calcite, dolomite and pyrite). Reaction kinetics could then be evaluated for 
combinations of reactants, with all reaction products, organic and inorganic, being 
carefully analyzed (including resulting hydrocarbon compositions, volumes of inorganic 
gases evolved, and S and C isotope compositions of all phases).
With respect to field-oriented work, there have been few other studies which 
attempt to integrate 1) the paragenetic sequences of carbonate reservoirs (including all 
relevant inorganic phases), 2) the processes of thermal maturation and alteration of the 
contained hydrocarbons, and 3) the simultaneous evolution of subjacent formation 
waters. Based on this research, it must be concluded that local and regional variations in 
lithologies and in porosity systems plays a critically important role in determining the 
susceptibility of hydrocarbons to early alteration and destruction. Although controlling
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factors may be quite similar, it would be surprising if benchmark parameters determined 
for the present study area were closely duplicated elsewhere. Therefore, additional 
studies, examining other mature hydrocarbon-productive basins (e.g., the Permian basin 
of west Texas, the Devonian basin of western Canada, the Michigan basin) are required 
to synthesize a more general model of organic/inorganic diagenetic relationships in deep 
carbonate strata. Generalization of the work performed here will help serve to develop 
predictive models of diagenetic processes in less well known areas, in advance of our 
current, largely descriptive, capabilities. This task will become ever more critical as 
exploration drilling proceeds into progressively deeper strata, where preservation of 
hydrocarbon liquids and gases is increasingly called into question.
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF CORES DESCRIBED
County Well S-T-R Cored interval Formation(s)
Baldwin Champlin l-WcfcI25-3 
Chevron 1-Bryars 
Gulf 1-Robinson 11-8 
Gulf 1-St. Regis 12-12 
Shell 1-I.P.Co. 20-9 
































Exchange 1-White-Smith Land 13,547-14,178
Placid 1-BoIinger 13-3 13-12N-3W 9,555-9,634
Placid 1-Jackson 31-12N-3W 10,297-10,578
Placid 1-Long-Bell 33-4 33-1 ON-4 W 13,489-14,028
Pruet 1-Sparrow 6-10N-3W 12,336-12,360
Sun 1-Clanahan 23-10 23-11N-2W 10,792—10,850
Tesoro 1-Trice 35-14 35-11N4W 12,225-12,268
Clarke Amerada Hess 1-Scotch 19-9N-5E 10,646-10,697.5
Bassett 1-Pelham 16-2 16-lON-lW 11,204—11,325
Champlin l-Hairigan 19-13 19-10N-4E 9,864-9892
Champlin l-0'Melia4-2 4-10N-2E 10,147-10,161.5
Hughes 1-Autry 19-11 19-7N-2E 12,890-12,904.5
Hughes 1-Cossavella-Singleton 24-1 24-7N-1E 12,755-12,792
Humble 1-Harrigan 10,950—10,998
Justiss 1-Coates 27-15 27-llN-lE 10,241—10,300
Mobile Gulf 1-Tumer Land 26-12 26-10N-2W 12,558-12,618
Phillips 1-Oswell 1-14 1-6N-4E 12,805-12,849
Primary Fuels 1-P.FJ. 26-6 26-10N-2W 12,635-12,695.5
Pruet 1-Cogle 29-10 29-6N-5E 13,122-13,179.5
Pruet 1-Walker 23-8 23-7N-2E 12,933-12,962.5
Shell 1-Neal 30-1 30-7N-4E 12,937-13,596.5
T.X.P. 1-Elmore 3-8N-3E 12,442-12,530
Escambia Chevron 1-Scott Paper 15,536-16,020
Exxon 1-Scott Paper GU #25 25-lN- 15,487-15,595
Jones l-McMilUan 12-1 12-3N-9E 13,000-13,141.5
Placid 1-Digman 15,735-16,085
Pruet 1-A.TJ.C. 10-8 10-3N-8E 14,434-13,475
Smackco 1-Carraway 26-12 26-3N-6E 14,643-14,715
Smackco 1-Murphy 26-11 26-3N-6E 14,544—14,565.5
Smackco 1-Wefel 10-3 10-3N-9E 12,905-13,010
































Mobile Amerada Hess 1-Northwoods 27-16 27-2S-3W 18,675-18,735
Forest 1-Anderson 24-3N-4W 18,800-20,014
Richland 1-Newman 28-3 28-lS-lW 18,354-18,473
Union 1-I.P.Co. 13-10 13-1S-2W 18,437-18,571
Union 1-Kelly 11-10 11-1S-2W 18,368-18,498
Union 1-Maples 18-11 18-lS-lW 18,428-18,584
Union 1-Mobile B.O.S.C. 16-10 16-1S-2W 18,403-18,508
Union 1-Ncwman 5-7 5-lS-lW 18,495-18,558
Union 1-Newman 9-11 9-lS-lW 18,318-18,488.5
Union 1-Odom 28-11 28-1S-2W 18,445-18,583
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Monroe Champlin 1-Broughton 3-8 3-5N-5E 13,030-13,075
Champlin 1-McWilliams 34-10 34-6N-5E 13,038-13,065.5
Coastal 1-Thames-Dean 2-4 2-5N-5E 13,016-13,076
Davis 1-Mims 12-2 12-4N-5E 14,184-14,244
Strago 1-Langford 9-15 9-4N-5E 14,492-14,546.5
Strago 1-Mims 21-10 21-4N-5E 14,493-14,550
Williams 1-Enzor 25-5 25-6N-6E 12,435-12,462
Washington Exxon 1-GulfPine 28-10 28-5N-1W 18,400-18,741
" Exxon 1-Hergersheimer 7-2N-1E 19,480-19,509
" Inexco 1-Britton 21-8N-4W
" Murphy 1-Laubenthal 33-5N-1E 16,406-16,495










16,018-16,140 U. Smackover-L. Smackover
U. Smackover 
U. Smackover
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APPENDIX B. LIST OF ELECTRIC LOGS
Baldwin County. 1 o f 1
T-R Sec Company Well Field Date Logs
ISAE 32 Amoco 2-Amos 32-12 02-79 DIL
7S-5E 16 Getty 1-Woemer 16-7 01-81 DIL
6S-3E 10 Union Texas 1-Chandler 10-5 05-78 DIL
10 AlHed 1-Chandler 10-5 07-78 DIL
6S-6E 32 PhiUips lA-IPCO 10-77 DIL, D/N
4S-2E 1 Highland 1-US Steel 1-11 04-79 DIL
4S-3E 25 Watson 1-Brown 02-73 DIL
4S4E 7 Exxon 1-US Steel 7-6 03-73 DIL, D
15 Brown 1-US Steel 15-10 05-82 DIL
4S-5E 20 Mobil 1-IPCO 20-11 05-87 DIL, D/N
27 Watson 3-IPCO 03-74 DIL
4S-6E 17 Watson 1-IPCO 08-72 DIL
17 Watson 2-IPCO 02-83 DIL
3S-1E 24 Chevron 1-Baer 05-76 DIL, D/N
38 Humble 1-Baer 02-63 DIL
3S-3E 28 Texaco 1-Brown 08-75 DIL, D/N
2S-1E 13 Amoco 1-Middle River 02-77 DIL, D/N
1N-2E 47 Chevron/Shell 1-Bryars 12-71 DIL, Dip
49 Chevron 1-Bryars 12-71 DIL
1N-3E 1 Arco 1-May 07-85 DIL, D/N
16 Harkins 1-May 04-84 DIL
1N-4E 28 Mellon Creek 1-Thomas 06-72 DIL, D/N
2N-2E 49 Amoco 1-Scott Paper 01-72 DIL
2N-4E 3 Shell 1-Wefel 09-72 DIL, D/N
28 Woods 1-Container Corp DIL
3N-2E 23 Tomlinson l-OsweU23-3 12-83 DIL
3N-3E 25 Champlin 1-Wefel 25-3 07-85 DIL, D/N
3N-4E 9 Hughes 1-Daniels 9-1 06-85 DIL
11 Gulf 1-Robinson 11-8 Little River (disc) 10-81 DIL, D/N, Dip
11 Gulf 2-Robinson 11-8 12-84 DIL, D/N
12 Gulf 1-St Regis 12-12 03-82 DIL,
12 Gulf 1-Weaver 05-82 D/N, Dip
13 Cox 1-Meddot 13-1 05-92 DIL
15 Tomlinson 1-IPCO 15-10 02-82 DIL, D/N, Son
16 Tomlinson 1-IPCO 16-13 09-81 DIL
18 Tomlinson 1-Earle 18-8 06-81 DIL, D/N
19 Hughes 1-Earle 19-1 10-87 DIL, D/N
20 Hughes 1-IPCO 20-5 07-87 DIL, D/N
20 SheU 1-IPCO 20-9 Blacksher (disc) 12-80 DIL
20 SheU 2-IPCO 20-14 Blacksher 09-81 DIL, D/N
22 Hunt 1-St Regis 02-75 DIL, D/N
29 SheU 3-Wefel29-l Blacksher 08-82 DIL, D/N
29 Hughes & Hughes 1-Wefel 29-2 Blacksher 04-84 DIL, D/N
29 Hughes 1-Wefel 29-5 Blacksher 11-84 DIL, Dip
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T-R Sec Company Well Field Date Logs
9N-4W 1 Midroc 1-Gatlin 1-4 03-78 DIL, D/N
3 Pruet & Hughes 1-Choctaw 3-5 07-75 DIL, D/N
3 Pruet & Hughes 1-Downing 3-9 02-76 DIL, D/N
4 Pruet & Hughes 1-Chestnut 4-15 Silas (disc) 05-75 DIL, D/N
5 Pruet & Hughes 1-Smith Lbr Puss Cuss (disc) 10-78 DIL
8 Pruet 1-Pinkerton 8-9 Souwilpa Creek (disc) 08-79 DIL, D/N
9 Exchange 1-Long Bell 02-71 DIL
9 Pruet & Hughes 1-Chestnut 9-2 09-75 DIL, D/N
9 Pruet & Hughes 1-Chestnut 9-1 04-76 DIL, D/N
9 Pruet & Hughes 1-Pinkerton 9-12 09-80 DIL, D/N
10 Exchange 1-Smith Ld 11-71 DIL
15 Pruet 1-Smith Lbr 02-80 DIL
17 Pruet & Hughes 1-Fed LdBk 17-11 10-77 DIL, D/N
17 Pruet & Hughes 1-Smith 17-15 Zion Chapel (disc) 08-76 DIL, D/N
20 Inexco 1-Toomey 20-5 12-72 DIL
21 Pruet & Hughes 1-Chestnut 21-4 10-76 DIL, D/N
21 Mosbacher 1-Smith 21-12 01-76 DIL, D/N
22 Mosbacher 1-May 22-5 12-75 DIL, D
22 Pruet 1-Norton 12-84 DIL
28 Pruet & Hughes 1-Smith 28-1 05-76 DIL, D/N
31 Pruet 1-Barber 31-1 08-69 DIL, D/N
9N-3W 12 Dee Jay 1-Choctaw Lbr 02-69 DIL, D/N
13 Transco 1-Evans 02-81 DIL, D/N
13 Kadane 1-Choctaw Lbr 06-68 DIL
16 Great Southern 1-A School Ld 16-1 10-77 DIL, D/N
9N-2W 1 LL&E 1-White 1-4 05-73 DIL
5 Cal-Time 1-Altmeyer 12-70 DIL
7 Hunt 1-Walter 7-7 04-73 DIL
17 Forest lA-IPCO 02-77 DIL
18 Midroc 1-Bollinger 18-12 01-82 DIL, D/N
29 Occidental 1-Holcombe 06-71 DIL
10N-5W 12 LL&E 1-Green 08-69 DIL
36 Shell 1-Smith Lbr 36-16 Zion Chapel 12-85 DIL
10N-4W 1 Stone Oil Company 1-Taylor 1-16 Mill Creek 04-80 DIL
7 Williams 1-Green 7-16 08-72 DIL, D/N
13 Bumett 1-Linder 13-10 07-81 DIL, D/N
15 Exxon 1-Smith Lbr 15-11 03-83 DIL, D/N
31 Shell 1-Stanton 31-2 08-86 D/N, DIL
31 Shell 1-Choctaw 31-5 08-85 DIL, D/N
32 Aquitaine 1-Bollinger 32-5 05-82 DIL, D/N
33 Placid 1-Bell 33-4 06-69 DIL
33 Pruet 1-Choctaw Lbr 33-12 11-80 DIL
34 Pruet 1-Long-Bell 34-15 07-81 DIL
36 Pruet 1-Norton 36-8 10-70 DIL, D/N
10N-3W 1 Anderson 1-Clark 1-10 06-74 DIL, D/N
3 Exxon 1-Stewart 3-15 05-81 DIL, D/N
4 Pruet 1-Lewis 4-16 10-70 DIL, D/N
5 Transcontinental 1-Clarke5-13 01-80 DIL
6 Pruet & Hughes 1-Sparrow Mill Creek (disc) 07-75 DIL, D/N
6 Pruet 1-Trice 6-6 Mill Creek 10-75 DIL, D/N
6 Pruet & Hughes 1-Doggett6-I0 Mill Creek 09-75 DIL, D/N
7 Southwest Gas 1-Phail 09-69 DIL, D/N
7 Pruet & Hughes 1-Choctaw Lumber Co.7-5 04-72 DIL, D/N
7 Pruet & Hughes 1-Alman 7-3 Mill Creek 01-76 DIL, D/N
8 Midroc 1-Tims 8-2 Little Mill (disc) 04-78 DIL, D/N
8 Midroc&Watkins 2-Tims 8-1 Mill Creek 01-79 DIL
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8 Southwest Gas 1-Hunter 8-11 03-69 DIL
8 Midroc & Watkins 1-Anderson 8-8 08-78 DIL, D/N
8 Exxon 2-Anderson 8-8 Mill Creek 08-83 DIL, D/N
8 Mosbacher 1-Choctaw 8-15 12-74 DIL, D/N
9 Harkins 1-Abston 9-8 06-76 DIL
10 Harkins 1-Abston 10-6 W Barrytown (disc) 12-75 DIL
10 Harkins 1-Abston 10-4 W Barrytown 06-77 DIL
10 Harkins 1-Abston 10-5 W Barrytown 04-76 DIL
10 Larco 1-Gibson 01-67 DIL,S
11 Pruet 1-Gibson 08-67 DIL, D/N
11 Pruet & Hughes 1-McIlwain 11-9 Barrytown 02-73 DIL, D/N
11 1-McIlwain 11-10 Barrytown 02-73 DIL
12 Pruet & Hughes 1-Phillips Barrytown (disc) 03-72 DIL, D/N
12 Pruet & Hughes 1-Chestnut 06-72 DIL, D/N
12 Midroc 1-Scruggs 12-16 07-74 DIL
12 Pruet & Hughes 1-Lewis 12-11 Barrytown 03-73 DIL, D/N
16 Midroc 1-Choctaw Ld (disc) 08-86 DIL
16 Larco 1-Choctaw 16-4 01-74 DIL, D/N
16 Pruet & Hughes 1-Hunter 16-11 08-70 DIL, D/N
16 Milestone 1-Choctaw Ld 08-84 DIL
17 Larco 1-Choctaw Lbr 07-73 DIL
17 Orleans 1-Choctaw 01-77 DIL
17 Pruet & Hughes 1-Benn-Hunter 12-71 DIL
17 Larco 1-Benn-Hunter 17-6 07-71 DIL, D/N
17 Larco 2-Hunter Benn 03-67 DIL, D/N
17 Larco 3-Benn-Hunter 04-68 DIL, D/N
17 Pan Am Benn-Hunter 09-64 DIL
17 Larco 1-Choctaw 06-73 DIL
18 Larco 1-Hunter 02-67 DIL, D/N
19 Carolina 1-Fagen 08-78 DIL
21 Pruet 1-Norton 21-3 04-71 DIL, D/N
22 Hughes 1-Gibson 22-14 10-79 DIL, D/N
27 Pruet 1-Gibson 27-3 04-77 DIL, D/N
29 ANR 1-Mcllwain 29-2 10-79 DIL
29 Wil-Ken 1-Mcllwain 29-7 04-77 DIL, D/N
34 Mellon Creek 1-Choctaw Lbr 05-72 DIL, D/N
35 Pruet & Hughes 1-Powe 35-15 01-79 DIL
3 Pelto 1-Lenoir 01-72 DIL, D/N
6 Phillips 1-Stewart 6-5 07-73 DIL, D/N
6 Midroc 1-Clark-Dansby 6-14 07-81 DIL, N
7 Energy 1-Lively 7-12 09-76 DIL, D/N
7 Santa Fe Energy 1-Linder 03-79 DIL
8 Pruet & Hughes 1-McPhearson 8-15 03-72 DIL, D/N
9 Midroc 1-Elliot 9-2 11-79 DIL, D/N
9 N American Royalty 1-Locke 02-76 DIL, D/N
9 Pruet & Hughes 1-Martin-Norton 9-12 06-71 DIL, D/N
9 Pruet & Hughes 1 -Scruggs,Prkr&Nrtn9-14 Womack Hills 03-71 DIL
9 Pruet & Hughes 1-Fluker-Bend 9-15 Womack Hills 08-71 DIL, D/N
9 Placid W.H.F.U. 9-10 Womack Hills 12-75 DIL
9 Placid W.H.F.U. 9-16 Womack Hills 08-75 DIL
9 Pruet & Hughes Pelto-Parker&Locke 9-16 Womack Hills 10-71 DIL, D/N
10 Pruet & Hughes 1-Locke 10-13 Womack Hills 11-71 DIL, D/N, S
10 Pruet & Hughes 1-Louise-Locke 10-14 Womack Hills 02-71 DIL, D/N
15 Pruet & Hughes 1-Locke-Stala 15-1 Womack Hills 08-76 DIL, D/N
15 Placid 1-Womack 15-2 Womack Hills 08-79 DIL
15 Placid Womack 15-4 Womack Hills 10-76 DIL
10N-3W
10N-2W






Sec Company Well Field Date Logs
15 Pruet & Hughes 1-Louise Locke 15-2 Womack Hills 05-72 DIL, D/N
16 Pruet & Hughes 1-Carlisle 16-4 Womack Hills (disc) 12-70 DIL, D/N
21 Union Resources 1-Powe Turkey Creek 10-72 DIL
28 Pruet & Hughes 1-Alco 28-11 Turkey Creek 11-69 DIL, D/N
28 Pruet & Hughes l-Alco28-3 Turkey Creek 01-70 DIL, D/N
28 Pruet & Hughes 1-Alco 28-5 Turkey Creek (disc) 09-69 DIL, D/N
28 Pruet & Hughes 1-Alco 28-7 Turkey Creek 10-69 DIL, D/N
29 Pruet 1-Alco 29-6 05-70 DIL, D/N
29 Pruet 1-Alco 02-67 DIL, D/N
30 Enserch 1-Powe 30-10 05-81 DIL, D/N
2 Oglesby 1-Haney 2-3 06-79 DIL, D/N
2 Tesoro 1-Land 2-4 Melvin (disc) 03-77 DIL, D/N
2 Oglesby 1-Mahaffy 02-79 DIL
14 Placid (Midroc) 1-Johnson 14-14 08-79 DIL
14 Sandefer 1-Land Bucatunna 06-78 DIL, D/N
15 Sandefer 1-Harrell Bucatunna 03-78 DIL, D/N
15 Pruet 1-Harrell 01-68 DIL, D/N
22 Harkins 1-Pippen 04-81 DIL, D/N
23 Larco 1-Land 12-69 DIL
25 Midroc & Watkins 1-Boney 25-11 11-79 DIL, D/N
26 Oil Development 1-Land 26-5 04-72 DIL
26 Midroc 1-Land 26-4 02-84 DIL
26 Midroc 1-Land 26-16 10-81 DIL
26 Midroc 2-Land 26-16 10-81 DIL
26 Santa Fe Energy 1-Land 02-79 DIL, D/N
27 Harkins 1-Land-Pippen 06-81 DIL
27 Florida Exploration 1-Bonner 04-80 DIL
36 Placid 1-Land 36-5 04-69 DIL, D/N
36 Huber 1-Land 10-78 DIL
36 Midroc 1-Land 36-10 12-83 DIL, D/N
1 Cox 1-Land 09-71 DIL, D/N
1 Louisiana 1-Jackson 03-70 DIL
3 Placid 1-Land 03-66 DIL
3 Davis 1-Broadhead 3-4 02-84 DIL, D/N
5 Texas 1-Bell 05-79 DIL, D/N
6 Stack 1-Land 6-8 06-78 DIL, D/N
6 Mosbacher 1-Land 6-2 01-84 DIL
6 Justiss-Mears 1-Land 6-5 09-70 DIL
6 Futrex 1-Land 6-6 09-84 DIL, D/N
6 Justiss- Mears 1-Land 6-3 04-70 DIL, D/N
7 Cities Service lA-Haney 7-6 08-81 DIL, D/N
10 Rebel 1-Bollinger 12-78 DIL, D/N
11 Midroc Jackson 11-12 08-78 DIL, D/N
17 Cities 1-A Pippen 12-79 DIL, D/N
17 Gammill 1-Boney-Banks 06-72 DIL
18 Reynolds 1-Mckenzie 18-10 10-84 DIL
18 Williams 1-Mckenzie 18-15 12-73 DIL, D
20 1-Boney 20-3 04-74 DIL
22 Midroc 1-Land 22-4 08-79 DIL, D/N
23 Williams 1-Utsey 23-4 05-73 DIL, D/N
23 Midroc 1-Utsey 23-1 07-78 DIL, D/N
23 Watco 1-Utsey 23-7 08-85 DIL, D/N
23 Williams 1-Utsey 23-8 10-73 DIL, D
24 Midroc 1-Graham 24-1 11-74 DIL, D/N
25 Kelton 1-Casey 25-6 05-72 DIL, D/N
25 Kelton 1-Doggette 25-10 07-72 DIL, D/N
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25 Kelton Trice 25-9 N Choctaw Ridge (disc) 04-72 DIL, D/N
26 Pruet & Hughes 1-Trice 26-7 07-69 DIL
26 Continental 1-Trice 05-63 DIL
26 Pruet & Hughes 1-Trice Choctaw Ridge (disc) 07-67 DIL, D/N
26 Woods 2-Trice 10-67 DIL, D/N
27 Furrh 1-Boney 27-6 12-73 DIL
27 Midroc 1-Boney 27-4 01-78 DIL, D/N
28 Reynolds 1-Boney 28-6 07-85 DIL, D/N
28 Crystal 1-Pmt-Boney 28-5 08-82 DIL
29 Justiss-Mears 1-Boney 29-11 08-70 DIL
29 Justiss-Mears 1-Boney 29-15 04-71 DIL, D/N
30 Wil-Ken 1-Thompson 30-2 11-74 DIL, D
34 Midroc Trice 34-3 08-78 DIL, D/N
34 Wil-Ken 1-Trice 34-6 03-76 DEL, D
34 Pruet 1-Trice 34-1 Choctaw Ridge 01-71 DIL, D/N
34 Northshore 1-Trice 02-80 DIL, D/N
35 Pruet 1-Trice 35-2 Choctaw Ridge 05-68 DIL, D/N
35 Pruet 1-Trice 35-4 Choctaw Ridge 12-67 DIL, D/N
35 Woods 1-Trice 08-66 DIL
35 Pruet 1-Trice 35-7 Choctaw Ridge 02-68 DIL, D/N
35 Pruet 1-Trice 35-1 Choctaw Ridge 11-67 DIL, D/N
35 Tesoro 1-Trice 35-14 02-75 DIL, D/N
36 Currie 1-Doggett 11-71 DIL, D/N
36 Pruet 1-Rentz 36-4 Choctaw Ridge 06-68 DIL
3 Erickson 1-Boney 3-7 Toxey 12-68 DIL, D
3 Placid l-Bolinger3-4 Toxey 05-67 DIL
3 Erickson 1-Moskey 3-5 Toxey 08-67 DIL
3 Erickson 1-Scott-Bollinger Toxey 12-67 DIL, D/N
3 Erickson l-Scott-Bollingr3-12 05-68 DIL, D
4 Erickson 1-Jimmerson 4-7 Toxey 02-68 DIL
4 Erickson 1-TayIer-Mosley 4-1 03-68 DIL
4 Erickson 1 -Scott-Bollinger 4-8 Toxey (disc) 03-67 DIL, D/N
4 Erickson Bollinger-Scott 4-3 01-69 DIL
4 Erickson Scott-Bollinger 4-5 08-69 DIL, D/N
4 Erickson 1-Jimmerson 4-6 09-68 DIL
15 Galaxy 1-Allen 15-7 03-81 DIL
17 Midroc 1-Gilbert 17-10 11-79 DIL, D/N
17 Midroc 1-Gibert 17-15 02-84 DIL, D/N
17 Midroc 1-Goree 17-11 01-77 DIL, D/N
19 Midroc 1-Skinner 19-11 05-74 DIL
19 Kelton 1-Skinner 19-13 01-69 DIL
23 Midroc 1-Bryan 23-7 12-76 DIL,
23 Midroc 1-Gibson 23-9 12-79 DIL, D/N
24 Tideway 1-Chappell 02-72 DIL
25 Midroc 1-Bollinger 25-9 Wimberly (disc) 08-76 DIL, D/N
25 Richland 1-Robinson 25-7 02-83 DIL, D/N
25 Placid 1-Robinson 25-6 04-75 DIL
25 Midroc 1-Rudder 25-10 02-76 DIL, D/N
26 Midroc 1-Bollinger 26-7 Chappell 04-79 DIL, D/N
26 Midroc 1 -Bollinger-Robinson26-9 Chappell 09-78 DIL
26 Midroc 1-Jenkins 26-5 Chappell (disc) 09-77 DIL, SON
26 Midroc 1-Roberts 26-6 01-78 DIL, D/N
27 Pruet & Hughes 1-Stewart 27-12 03-73 DIL, D/N
27 Pruet & Hughes 1-Lovett 27-6 Sugar Ridge 10-73 DIL, D/N
28 Pruet & Hughes 1-Morris 28-8 Sugar Ridge (disc) 07-73 DIL, D/N
28 Pruet & Hughes 1-Alman 28-7 Sugar Ridge 09-73 DIL, D/N
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11N-3W 28 Pruet & Hughes 1-Abston 28-6 12-73 DIL, D/N
29 Holly Energy 1-Oates 29-1 11-87 DIL, D/N
29 Kelton 1-Ezell 29-5 N Choctaw Ridge 06-73 DIL, D/N
29 Pruet & Hughes 1-Oates 29-6 N Choctaw Ridge 09-73 DIL, D/N
29 Pruet & Hughes 1-Boney 29-7 03-74 DIL, D/N
30 Pruet & Hughes 1-Trice 30-12 N Choctaw Ridge 05-76 DIL
30 Kelton Skinner 30-10 N Choctaw Ridge 03-73 DIL, D/N
30 Kelton Trice 30-11 N Choctaw Ridge 12-72 DIL
31 Pruet & Hughes 1-Gilbert 31-7 05-77 DIL, D/N
31 Liberty 1-Utsey 31-10 04-83 DIL, D/N
32 Champlin 1-Alman 32-10 02-73 DIL
33 Richland 1-Pouncey 01-84 DIL, D/N
33 Rosewood l-Maten33-7 09-78 DIL
33 Carter 1-James 10-52 DIL
34 Midroc 1-Jenkins 34-12 02-79 DIL, D/N
35 Hughes 1-Abston-Boney 35-9 06-80 DIL, D/N
11N-2W 17 Universal 1-Newton 17-5 06-73 DIL, D/N
22 Williams 1-F.N.B. 01-80 DIL
23 Pelto 1-Dansby 08-72 DIL
23 Sun 1-Clanahan 01-86 DIL, D/N
29 Placid 1-McPhearson 29-11 06-73 DIL
29 Midroc 1-McPhearson 29-14 03-80 DIL, D/N
30 Midroc 1-Chappell 30-5 Chappell 11-76 DIL, D/N
30 Pruet & Hughes 1-Bolinger 30-15 10-72 DIL, D/N
30 Samedan 1-Evans 30-13 10-85 DIL
30 Lawton 1-Bolinger 30-10 12-91 DIL
31 American Quasar 1-Dansby 31-1 09-78 DIL
32 Placid 1-McPhearson 32-7 08-73 DIL
33 Wil-Ken 1-McPhearson 33-7 03-76 DIL
34 Texas Crude 1-Elliot 34-16 12-76 DIL, D/N
12N-4W 18 Placid 1-A Land 08-60 DIL
18 Justiss-Mears 1-Land 18-14 05-71 DIL
29 Placid 1-Land 29-1 09-68 DIL, D/N
31 Clement 1-Bollinger 01-72 DIL, D/N
33 Justiss-Mears 1-Jackson-Harrel 01-69 DIL, D
34 Midroc 1-Jackson 34-11 08-78 DIL, D/N
36 Pelto 1-Rudder 36-5 02-76 DIL, D/N
36 Placid 1 -Bollinger 08-65 DIL
12N-3W 13 Placid 1-Bollinger 13-3 06-68 DIL
13 Tideway 1-Bollinger 13-8 05-74 DIL, D/N
16 Justiss 1-Bryan 16-4 04-71 DIL,D
19 Spooner 1-Wright 19-4 09-80 DIL
31 Placid 1-Jackson 12-64 DIL
34 Cummings 1-Bollinger 34-5 01-82 DIL
12N-2W 9 Placid 1-Tyson 9-14 12-69 DIL
13N-4W 6 Central 1-Land 6-14 07-69 DIL, D
22 Getty 1-Gothard 22-9 02-82 DIL, D/N
13N-3W Sohio 1-Chapman 08-69 DIL
14N-3W 28 Freedom 1-Hutchinson 04-72 DIL
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3N-2E 2 Gei'ty 1-Barbour 10-76 DIL
9 Tomlinson 1-Scott Paper 9-13 08-81 DIL
10 Humble 1-Williams 09-52 DIL
10 Phillips lA-Scottie 09-72 DEL, D/N, Son
23 Tomlinson 1-Os well 25-3 12-83 DIL
5N-2E 3 Shell 1-Smith 08-77 DIL
4 Humble 1 -Champion-Klepac 07-57 DIL
5 American Quasar 1-Smith 10-81 DIL
5N-3E 10 Mallard 1-IPCO 10-5 02-75 DEL
6N-2E 8 Midroc 1-City of Jackson 07-82 DIL
9 Spooner 1-Warren 9-12 02-84 DIL
26 Pruet 1-Alco 26-6 04-79 DIL
28 Young 1-Gilmore 11-58 DIL
6N-3E 1 Hughes-Spooner 1-Lawco-Jones 1-9 01-91 DEL
9 Pruet 1-Johnson 9-14 03-85 DIL
6N-4E 1 Phillips 1-Oswell 1-14 04-87 DIL
2 An-Son 1-Oswell 05-72 DEL
7 Terra Resources 1-Johnson 7-3 04-89 DEL, D/N
13 FirstEnergy 1-Johnson 13-4 01-85 DEL
32 McCormick 1-Norris 32-10 09-81 DIL
6N-5E 7 Kerr-McGee 1-Gibby7-15 Barlow Bend 06-86 D/N, DEL
18 Florida Expl. 1-Mattmuller 05-79 DEL, D/N
29 Pruet-Strago 1-Cogle 29-10 01-85 DIL
7N-1E 12 Tideway 1-Bumpers 12-15 02-82 DEL, D/N
13 Thor 3-McCorquodale 13-12 07-85 DIL, D/N
17 Transco 1-Sheffield 08-85 DIL, D/N
24 Pruet 1-DuBose 24-16 Stave Creek 03-80 DIL
24 Pruet 2-DuBose 24-16 Stave Creek 02-81 DIL
24 Thor 1-McCorquodale 11-84 DEL, D/N
24 Thor 2-McMorquodale 03-85 DIL, D/N
25 Pruet 1-McCorquodale 25-1 Stave Creek (D) 09-79 DIL
25 Pruet-Spooner 1-DuBose 25-2 01-80 DEL
25 Pruet 1 -Stave Creek Un 09-85 DEL, D/N
7N-2E 15 Hilliard 1-Hughston 15-8 10-80 DIL
19 Union Gal 1-Anderson 19-6 04-78 DEL, D/N
19 Pruet 1-Hoven 19-13 02-79 DIL, D/N
23 Pruet 1-Walker 23-8 12-83 DIL, D/N
25 Placid 1-Stallworth 25-14 09-74 DIL
25 Spooner 1-Cloninger 06-78 DEL, D/N
30 Pruet 1-Singleton 30-3 02-81 DIL
30 Pruet 1-Bumpers 30-6 10-80 DIL
30 Pruet 1-Whitehead 30-5 Stave Creek 10-83 DEL, D/N
30 Pruet 1-DuBose 30-14 07-84 DEL, D/N
31 Spooner 1-Schultz 31-4 08-82 DIL, D/N
7N-3E 22 Getty 1-Smith 22-7 07-70 DEL
7N-4E 9 PetroHunt 1 -McMillaii-Bloedel 09-85 DEL
30 Shell 1-Neal 30-1 03-83 DEL, D/N
31 Shell 1-McCorquodale 31-1 02-84 DIL, D/N
8N-1W 27 Union 1-Waite DIL
8N-1E 3 Coral 1-Finch 11-67 DIL, D/N
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8N-1E 11 Midroc 1-Finch 03-83 DIL, D/N
14 Watco 1-Bumpers 14-9 05-86 DIL, D/N
24 Murphy 1-S Crossroads 24-5 09-83 DIL, D/N
8N-2E 3 Hunt 1-Gillmore 3-13 08-74 DIL
3 Midroc 1-Pugh 3-9 03-79 DIL, D/N, Dip
3 Strago 1-American Can 3-8 06-85 DIL, D/N
10 Midroc 1-Anderson 10-15 10-79 DIL, D/N
10 Pruet & Hughes 1-Coates 10-10 06-76 DIL, D/N
10 Pruet & Hughes 1-Gray 10-14 02-76 DIL, D/N
14 Midroc 1-Gillmore 14-10 12-77 DIL, D/N
14 Midroc 1-Gray 14-11 02-77 DIL, D/N, Dip
8N-3E 3 TXP 1-Elmore 04-85 DIL
9N-2W 1 LL&E 1-White 1-4 05-73 DIL
9N-1W 6 Pruet & Hughes l-McNider6-14 06-74 DIL, D/N
35 Midroc 1-Deas 12-80 DIL, D/N
9N-1E 5 Placid 1-Pugh 5-4 07-76 DIL
7 Skelly 1-Deas 02-69 DIL
10 Placid 1-Norris 10-5 08-76 DIL
110 Moncrief 1-Smith 11-5 07-73 DIL
12 Consol Gas 1-Brunson 12-4 09-72 DIL
29 Midroc 1-Gilmore 29-13 05-83 DIL, D/N
30 Dallas 1-Gilmore 30-5 07-73 DIL, D/N
32 Sinclair 1-Gilmore 08-65 DIL
35 Southeastern 1-Finch 06-72 DIL, D/N
9N-2E 18 Humble 1-Wilson 11-67 DIL
20 Belco 1-Gilmore 01-75 DIL, D
20 Pruet & Hughes 1-Gilmore 12-75 DIL
32 Placid 1-Gilmore 32-2 10-80 DIL
9N-3E 24 Chevron 1-Carleton-Bailey 01-87 DIL
9N-5E 1 Amerada Hess 1-Kennedy 03-74 DIL
19 Amerada Hess 1-Scotch 04-74 DIL, D/N
10N-2W 13 Phillips lA-Knight 13-15 02-73 DIL, D/N
13 Pruet & Hughes 1-Turner 13-5 Womack Hill 09-72 DIL, D/N
13 Pruet & Hughes Turner 13-6 Womack Hill 11-72 DIL, D/N
13 Pruet & Hughes Turner 13-7 Womack Hill 05-73 DIL, D/N
13 Pruet & Hughes Turner 13-9 Womack Hill 08-73 DIL, D/N
13 Placid Turner 13-25 Womack Hill 01-77 DIL
13 Placid Turner 13-21 Womack Hill 10-76 DEL
13 Petro-Lewis 1-Turner 13-21A Womack Hill 10-83 DEL. D/N
13 Pruet & Hughes Turner 13-1 05-72 DIL, D/N
14 Exxon Turner 14-8 Womack Hill 03-73 DIL, D/N
14 Pruet & Hughes 1-Locke-St. Ala. 14-1 Womack Hill DIL
14 Exxon Turner 14-8A Womack Hill 05-77 DIL, N
14 Placid Womack Hill 14-4A Womack Hill 11-75 DIL
14 Petro-Lewis 1-Womack Hill 14-8 Womack Hill 08-85 DIL
14 Exxon 1-Gross-Tumer 14-7 Womack Hill 05-73 DIL, D/N
14 Pruet & Hughes 1-Turner 14-6 Womack Hill 02-73 DEL, D/N
14 Petro-Lewis 1-Womack 14-5 Womack Hill 01-85 DIL, D/N
14 Petro-Lewis 2-Womack 14-6 Womack Hill 02-86 DIL, D/N
14 Exxon 1-Gross-Tmr 14-7 A Womack Hill 03-82 DIL, D/N
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10N-2W 15 Placid 1 1-Womack 15-8 Womack Hill 11-76 DIL
25 Cities lA-Tumer 10-79 DIL
26 PH 1-PH 26-6 06-83 DIL
26 Mobile 1-Turner West Bend 01-85 DIL, D/N
27 Pruet 1-Turner 27-4 Turkey Creek 01-71 DIL, D/N
27 LL&E 1-Turner 27-3 Turkey Creek 02-73 DIL
27 Pruet & Hughes 1-Turner 27-8 Turkey Creek 09-75 DIL, D/N
27 Midroc 1-May 27-10 West Bend (disc 07-79 DIL, D/N
32 Cities Service 1-Turner A 10-79 DIL, D/N
lON-lW 8 LL&E 1-Thornton 04-75 DIL
9 Adobe 1-Ethridge 9-14 11-83 DIL
15 Pruet & Hughes 1-A Parden 15-12 09-72 DIL, D/N
15 Brooks Hall 1-Scotch 03-70 DIL
15 Oglesby 1-Gray 15-4 DIL
16 Basset 1-Pelham 16-2 Pace Creek (disc 10-86 DIL
16 Pruet & Hughes 1-Dungan 16-5 11-72 DIL, D/N
16 Furrh 1-Dungan 01-79 DIL
17 Pruet & Hughes 1-Dungan 17-5 12-70 DIL, D/N
18 Brooks Hall 1-Starks 01-69 DIL, N
18 Pruet & Hughes 1-Counselman 18-12 09-73 DIL, D/N
19 Midroc 1-White 19-15 05-80 DIL, D/N
24 Century 1-Scotch Lbr 03-73 DIL
27 Pruet & Hughes 1-Scotch Lbr 27-11 06-73 DIL, D/N
29 Pruet & Hughes 1-Pace 29-16 02-79 DIL
29 Placid 1-Lawrence 29-10 05-78 DIL
34 Victor Smith 1-Stotts 34-7 11-72 DIL, D
34TXO 1-Deas 34-7 07-84 DIL
lON-lE 7 Pruet & Hughes 1-Johnson 7-4 07-75 DIL, D/N
16 Humble 1-Harrigan 02-68 DIL
26 Amoco 1-Pugh 04-72 DIL
29 Midroc 1-Gilmore 39-13 DIL
31 Pruet & Hughes 1-Scotch Lbr 01-72 DIL, D/N
32 Consolidated Gas 1-Hare 32-8 10-72 DIL
10N-2E 4 Champlin 1-O'Neal 4-2 08-84 DIL, D/N
10N-3E 10 Am. Petrofina 1-Harrigan 09-63 DIL
13 Amax 1-Davis 09-72 DIL
21 Amerada Hess 1-Kelly 11-73 DIL, D/N
10N-4E 19 Champlin 1-Harrigan 07-84 DIL, D/N
IIN -IW 4 Hall 1-Dozier 01-70 DIL
34 Champlin 1-Cowan-Scotch 04-83 DEL, D/N
IIN -IE 5 Amax 1-Pickens 02-73 DIL, D/N
27 Justiss Oil Co. 1-Coates 27-15 06-88 DIL, D/N
11N-3E 5 Murphy 1-Johnson 10-69 DIL
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3N-13E 23 LL&E 1-Miller Mill 01-70 DEL
4N-7E 2 Pina 1-ATIC2-11 E Corley Ck (disc) 11-90 DEL
2 Pina 1-ATIC 2-10 E Corley Ck 09-91 DE.
12 Cox 1-Pmt-ATIC 12-6 04-90 DIL
12 Cox 1-Pmt-ATIC 12-7 West Range 06-89 DIL
23 Coastal 1-Escambia River 12-91 DEL
25 Am Hess 1-Scott Paper 25-13 NEBamett DIL
25 Am Hess 1-Scott Paper 25-14 NE Barnett (disc) 05-89 DIL
26 Coastal 1-Escambia River 26-7 NE Barnett 01-91 DIL
26 Am Hess 1-Scott Paper 26-11 10-91 DIL
29 Stack 1-Sullivan 29-3 04-76 DEL
31 Tenneco lA-Alger-Sullivan 08-72 DEL, D/N
32 Texaco 1-ATIC 32-4 09-82 DEL
32 Pruet 1-ATIC 32-5 02-90 DIL
34 Tenneco 3C-Sullivan 12-75 DEL, D/N
35 Stack 1-Sullivan 35-7 06-76 DEL, D/N
35 Am Hess 1-Scott Paper 35-8 Bamett 06-90 DIL
35 Wheless 1-Sullivan 35-10 Bamett (disc) 03-73 DIL
35 Wheless 1-Coley 02-76 DEL, D/N
35 Tenneco 1-Alger-Sullivan 35-10 03-73 DIL, D
36 Coastal 1-Grisset 36-16 E Bamett (disc) 04-88 DIL, D/N
4N-8E 7 Cox 1-Pmt-ATIC 7-13 West Range (disc) 11-88 DEL
11 Stack 1-Dyess 11-16 01-76 DIL, D/N
13 Amerada 1-Woodrow Jackson 05-73 DIL, D/N
24 Amerada 1-McMillan 10-73 DEL, D/N
24 Stack 1-Gilmore 24-2 01-75 DIL, D/N
29 Great Western 1-GW-Edge-Gilmore 02-92 DIL
30 Zilkha 1-ATIC 30-7 06-89 DIL
4N-9E 17 Stack 1-Gandy 17-8 01-80 DIL
20 Stack 1-McMillan 20-6 05-83 DIL
24 Superior 1-McMillan 04-72 DIL, D/N
4N-10E 27 Eason 1-McMillan 08-70 DIL
35 LL&E 1-Ellis 11-71 DEL, D/N
5N-8E 31 Erickson 1-Alger-Sullivan 11-69 DEL
5N-9E 2 Huber 1-Grief 2-6 02-73 DIL
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1N-14E 11 Pacific 1-Pmt-USA 11-5 11-89 DIL
16 Cox 1-Pmt-Federal 16-14 West Falco 10-90 DIL
17 Cox 1-Pmt-Jeffers 17-9 West Falco (disc) 03-89 DEL
19BHP 1 -BHP-Edge-Henley 08-89 DIL
21 Cox 1-Pmt-Federal 21-1 08-92 DIL
1N-16E 14 Texas 1-Scott Paperl4-8 07-72 DIL, D/N
2N-14E 4 Torch 1-Pmt-Hart 4-7 North Rome 04-92 DEL
5 Amoco 1-Campbell 07-72 DIL, D/N
5 Torch 1-Pmt-Findley 5-2 North Rome (disc) 11-90 DEL
23 Delaware Davis 1-Kelley 23-3 11-87 DIL
2N-15E 5 Amoco 1-USA-Sewall 09-72 DEL
32 Pacific 1-Pmt-Brown 32-5 09-89 DIL
3N-15E 32 Maguire 1-Dixon 02-74 DIL
5N-15E 27 Research 1-Foshee 03-74 DIL, D/N
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1N-5E 16 Chevron 1-Ewing 02-72 DIL
23 Huffco 1-1PC23-2 05-84 DIL, D/N
30 Gammill 1-Johnson 30-16 01-86 DIL.D
31 Huffco 1-James31-10 09-83 DIL, D/N
32 Beau Coup 1-Dees 32-10 Perdido (disc) 12-82 DIL, D/N
1N-6E 1 Exxon 1-Helton Big Escambia Crk 04-75 DIL, D/N, Son
2 Exxon 1-Scott Paper Big Escambia Crk 04-75 DIL, D/N
3 Tomlinson 1-Merriweather 11-75 DIL
5 Belco 1-Scott Paper 08-80 DIL, D/N
5 Belco 1-Scott Paper 5-1 09-83 DIL, D/N
12 Exxon 1-Dinks Farm Big Escambia Crk 05-73 DIL, D/N
14 Amoco 1-Stanton 02-73 DIL, DLL
26 Hunt 1-Dinks Farm 26-10 09-73 DIL
1N-7E 1 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 06-80 DIL
1 Mallard 1-Cont Corp 1-5 08-76 DIL, D/N
1 Mallard 1-Com Corp 1-11 Big Escambia Crk 01-73 DIL, Son
2 Mallard 2-IPC Big Escambia Crk (disc) 02-72 DIL
2 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 2-7 12-81 DIL
2 Exxon 2-IPC 2-6 Big Escambia Creek 05-85 DIL, D/N
3 Mallard 1-Scott Paper 3-10 09-72 DIL, Son
3 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 3-1 01-84 DIL,N
4 Mallard 1-Miles 4-10 04-73 DIL
5 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 5-10 04-74 DIL, D/N, Son
5 Exxon 2-Scott Paper 5-10 05-82 DIL, D/N
6 Exxon 1-Turner 6 03-75 DIL, D/N, Son
7 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 7 01-74 DIL, D/N
8 LL&E 1-Philyaw 8-1 06-74 DIL
9 Mallard 1-St Regis 9-7 02-74 DIL
9 Exxon 1-St Regis 9-4 06-82 DIL, D/N
10 Mallard 1-Forte 10-7 01-73 DIL, D/N, Son
11 Mallard 1-Scott Paper 11-7 07-72 DIL
11 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 11-10 03-83 DIL, D/N
12 Exxon 1-McCurdy 12 01-73 DIL, D/N, Son
13 Mallard 1-Scott Paper 13-6 06-73 DIL
14 Pennzoil 1-Godwin 14-6 11-74 DIL, Son
15 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 15 09-74 DIL, D/N
15 Exxon 3-Scott Paper 15-1 10-82 DIL, D/N
16 Amoco 1-Gordon 16-9 05-73 DIL
16 Mallard 1-Gordon 16-2 10-73 DIL
16 Grace 1-Gordon 16-1 07-80 DIL
16 Exxon 3-Gordon 16-1 Big Escambia Creek 06-85 DIL, D
17 Exxon I-Scott Paper 17 04-75 DIL, D/N
22 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 22 08-75 DIL
23 General Crude 1-ATIC 23-1 Big Escambia Creek 06-70 DIL, D/N
23 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 08-75 DIL
24 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 24 06-75 DIL. D/N
25 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 25 05-76 DIL, D/N
30 LL&E 1-Hall 30-4 12-72 DIL
30 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 30-4 Big Escambia Creek 03-83 DIL, D/N
36 Amoco 1-Cooper 36-1 06-75 DIL, D/N
1N-8E 1 Inexco 1-Cogle 1-8 Chavers Creek (disc) 01-84 DIL, D/N
1 Inexco 1-Tocumen 1-3 Chavers Creek 06-84 DIL
2 Tomlinson 1-St Regis 2-13 01-81 DIL, D/N
2 Inexco 2-B antes 2-1 11-84 DIL
2 Inexco 1-Barnes 2-1 09-84 DIL
3 Chevron 2-Alger Tenants Flomaton 05-70 DIL
4 General Crude 2-ATIC Flomaton 10-76 DIL, D/N
5 General Crude 1-ATIC Flomaton 08-76 DIL, D/N
6 Exxon 1-Graham 6 Flomaton 04-70 DIL
6 Exxon 2-Lambert 6-13 12-81 DIL
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1N-8E 6 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 6-4 Big Escambia Crk 06-84 DIL, D/N
7 Mallard 1-Lambeth 7-14 Big Escambia Crk 09-73 DIL, D
7 Exxon 1-Lambeth 7-14 Big Escambia Crk 08-85 DIL, D
8 Mallard 1-Knowles 8-11 07-74 DIL, D/N
8 Mosbacher 1-Myrick 8-2 02-82 DIL, D/N
9 General Crude 3-ATIC 11-76 DIL, D/N
9 Bishop 1-Scott Paper 9-1 Flomaton 02-83 DIL
10 Humble 1 -Humble/Chev/Alger Tenants Flomaton 10-69 DIL, D/N
10 Exxon 1-Johnson 10-10 Flomaton 05-82 DIL, D/N
11 Humble 1-Stewart 11 Flomaton 03-70 DIL, D/N
12 Exxon 1-Loper12 Flomaton 07-70 DIL, N
13 Humble 1-Loper13 Flomaton 01-70 DIL
14 Exxon 2-Wessner Flomaton 09-74 DIL
14 Humble 1-Wessner Flomaton (disc) 10-68 DIL, N, Son
15 Chevron 1-Alger Tenants 15-2 01-70 DIL
17 Quintana 1 -Alger Tenants 05-71 DIL
18 Mallard 1-Koppers 18-6 Big Escambia Crk 04-74 DIL
18 Exxon 2-Koppers 18-6 Big Escambia Crk 08-83 DIL, D/N
19 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 19 Big Escambia Crk 11-74 DIL, D/N
19 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 19-4 Big Escambia Crk 07-84 DIL
20 Mallard 1-St Regis 20-12 06-79 DIL, D/N, Son
21 Mallard 1-St Regis 21-2 04-80 DIL
24 Humble 1-Loper Flomaton 02-69 DIL
25 Exxon 1-Bush 25-3 Fanny Church (disc) 05-73 DIL
25 Midroc 1-Jemigan 25-13 03-83 DIL, D/N
25 American Quasar 1-Jemigan 25-16 08-82 DIL
26 Exxon 1-Hart 26-3 09-73 DIL
26 Exxon 2-Pugh 26-15 Fanny Church 07-82 DIL, D/N
27 Tesoro 1-Arrington 27-10 02-75 DIL, D/N
27 Tesoro 1-Scott Paper 27-11 09-74 DIL, D/N
27 Tesoro 1-St Regis 27-5 05-75 DIL, D/N
29 LL&E 1-St Regis 29-3 08-72 DIL
29 LL&E 1-White 29-1 12-72 DIL
30 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 30 01-76 DIL, D/N, Son
30 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 30-1A 08-79 DIL, D/N, Son
30 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 30-4 03-83 DIL
31 Murphy 1-Jones 31-2 03-74 DIL, D/N
35 Exxon 1-Bell 35-4 11-73 DIL, D/N
35 Bishop 1-St Regis 35-1 Fanny Church 07-81 DIL, D/N
35 Bishop 1 -St. Regis 35-2 08-81 DIL, D/N
35 Bishop 1-St Regis 35-3 08-81 DIL
36 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 36-1 Fanny Church 10-74 DIL, D
36 Exxon 1-Steely 36-2 Fanny Church 09-73 DIL, D/N
36 Murphy 1-Johnson 36-3 03-75 DIL
36 Bishop 1-Simmons 36-9 05-84 DIL, D/N
36 Exxon 1-Steely 36-6 08-85 DIL, D/N
1N-9E 3 Pennzoil 1-Wright 08-69 DIL
4 Hughes 2-Parsons 4-16 DIL
4 Hughes 1-Parsons 4-16 08-85 DIL, D/N
6 Pruet&Hughes 1-St. Regis 6-3 12-73 DIL, D/N
6 Inexco 2-Steward Estate 6-5 Chavers Creek 09-85 DIL
6 Inexco 1-Findley 6-12 Chavers Creek 08-84 DIL, D/N, Son
10 Hughes 1-Strickland 10-4 DIL
10 Hughes 2-Strickland 10-4 unnamed (disc) 01-85 DIL, D/N
16 Exxon 1-Johnson 16-13 02-75 DIL
18 Humble 1-Godwin 05-69 DIL
19 Mosbacher 1-Powell 19-4 01-80 DIL, D/N
19 Humble 1-Powell 06-70 DIL, D/N
20 Humble 1-Jemigan 09-69 DIL
21 Inexco l-Tmst21-3 05-85 DIL
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1N-9E 27 LL&E 1-Miller Mill 27-1 01-73 DIL
28 Serio 1-McDavid 28-4 01-73 DIL, D/N, Son
29 Exxon 1-Miller Mill 29-10 08-83 DIL, D/N
29 Exxon 1-Miller Mill 29-3 12-73 DIL, D/N
30 Apache 1-Stephenson 09-80 DIL, D/N
30 Exxon 1-Miller Mill 30-5 07-83 DIL, D/N
30 Exxon 1- L&N 30-3 11-72 DIL
30 Exxon l-L&N 30-4B 06-81 DIL, D/N
31 Humble 1-Miller 31-3 01-73 DIL
31 Exxon 1-Jamigan 31-5 05-79 DIL, D/N, Son
31 Murphy 1-Simmons 01-75 DIL
31 LL&E 1-Miller Mill 31-4 07-72 DIL
31 LL&E 1-Miller Mill 31-3 01-73 DIL
31 Exxon 1-Jemigan 31-6 06-84 DIL, D/N
31 Humble 1-Miller Mill 31-1 08-72 DIL, D/N
32 Humble 1-Miller Mill L Escambia Crk (disc) 09-70 DIL
32 Humble 1-Miller Mill 32-1 06-72 DIL
32 LL&E 1-Miller 32-3 05-72 DIL
32 Humble 4-Miller Mill 12-70 DIL,N
32 Exxon 1-Miller Mill 32-5 07-82 DIL
33 LL&E 1-Miller Mill 10-71 DIL
33 Exxon 30-2B -McDavid 01-79 DIL, D/N
33 Exxon 1-Miller Mill 33-4B 10-81 DIL
33 Exxon 1-Miller Mill 33-5 12-83 DIL, Son
34 Richland 1-Miller Mill 34 02-85 DIL
35 Liberty 1-Miller Mill 35-14 03-83 DIL, D/N
Davis 1-Kent 36-9 01-84 DIL, D/N
IN-lOE 22 Superior 1-Miller Mill 10-71 DIL
IN-13E 1 Houston 1-Mill 1-4 03-81 DIL, D/N
2 Houston 1-USA 2-1 01-79 DIL, D/N
2 Spooner 1-USA 2-2 12-89 DIL
2 Houston 1-USA 2-7 08-79 DIL, D/N
4 Hadson 1-Edge-Federal 4-2 09-90 DIL
12 Houston 1-Giles 12-1 05-80 DIL, D/N
15 Houston 1-USA 15-9 02-79 DIL, D/N
20 Houston 1-USA 20-13 11-78 DIL, D/N
27 Amoco 1-Moulton 27-9 03-80 DIL
2N-5E I Helmerich & Payne 1-Price 1-10 12-85 DIL, D/N
3 Texaco 1-McMillan 3-1 01-82 DIL, D/N
7 Stack 1-Alger-Sullivan 07-75 DIL, D
8 Tenneco lA-Alger-Sullivan 04-74 DIL, D
9 Hughes 1-Beck 9-2 01-86 DIL, D/N
10 Kaiser 1-Scott Paper 08-80 DIL
25 Hughes 1-Smith 25-7 10-85 DIL, D
26 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 07-74 DIL, D/N, Son
2N-6E 1 Pruet & Hughes 1-Price 1-10 12-85 DIL
12 Exxon 1-Ashcroft 12-6 07-73 DIL, D/N
28 Exxon 1-Alabama St. 28-15 02-74 DIL, D/N
29 Chevron 1-Scott 01-77 DIL
31 Placid 1-Digman 31-6 02-72 DIL
32 Cities 1-Brown 32-8 10-84 DIL, D/N
33 Exxon 1-Owens Gu33 07-74 DIL, D/N
33 Cities lA-Fischer 33-11 03-83 DIL
34 Mobile 1-IPCO 34-7 10-81 DIL, D/N
34 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 34-15 06-85 DIL, D/N
35 Tomlinson lA-Merriwether 10-75 DIL, D/N
36 Exxon lA-Scott Paper 01-75 DIL
2N-7E 26 Hughes 1-Bootli-Maye 26-14 09-85 DIL, D/N
31 Hughes 1-ATIC 31-3 09-84 DIL
32 Hughes 1-ATIC 32-1 10-85 DIL, D/N
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2N-7E 33 Hughes & Hughes 1-ATIC 33-1 Sizemore Creek (disc) 03-84 DIL, D/N
33 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 04-73 DIL, D/N
33 Hughes 1-ATlC 33-2 Sizemore Creek 11-84 DIL, D/N
34 Hughes 1-Cunningham 34-4 Sizemore Creek 09-84 DIL
34 Mallard 1- Moye Gas Unit 34-16 Big Escambia Creek 05-74 DIL
36 Tomlinson 1-ATIC 36-10 12-80 DIL
2N-8E 13 Hadson 1-Edge-lP 13-4 07-90 DIL
28 Hughes & Hughes 1-ATIC 28-14 01-84 DIL, D/N
31 Tomlinson 1-ATIC 31-13 03-81 DIL
31 California Co 1-Alger Tennants 11-63 DIL
31 Hughes 1 - ATIC-Northrup 31-1 Hall Creek DIL
32 Hughes 1-ATlC-Northrup 32-3 Hall Creek (disc) 06-85 DIL
2N-9E 3 Humble 2-Huxford 04-69 DIL
5 Southern Union 1-IPC 5-6 06-88 DIL, D/N
5 Southern Union I-IPC5-10 01-88 D/N
15 Humble 1-Huxford 03-69 DIL, D
15 Monta Currie 1-Huxford 15-1 09-81 DIL, D/N
16 Murphy 1-Huxford 02-70 DIL
22 Petco Delaware 1-Huxford 22-5 10-83 DIL, D/N
27 Tesoro 1-Huxford 02-75 DIL, D/N
2N-1 IE 16 Superior lA-Miller Mill 12-71 DIL
17 Union Cal 1-Miller Mill 09-78 DIL
2N-12E 17 Royal 1-Miller Mill 17-4 DIL
25 Amoco 1-Nalty 25-14 01-81 DIL
33 Sonat-Hughes 1-Nalty 33-15 01-87 DIL
35 Sonat 1-Nalty 35-12 12-84 DIL, D/N, Son
2N-13E 13 Spooner 1-USA 13-9 09-92 DIL
17 Houston O&M 1-Nalty 17-12 DIL
18 Houston O&M 1-Miller Mill 18-2 10-79 DIL, D/N
18 Houston O&M 1-Miller Mill 18-8 09-79 DIL, D/N
35 Spooner 1-USA 35-16 Hickory Branch (disc) 08-91 DIL
36 Houston O&M 1-Henley 36-13 09-78 DIL, D/N
36 Houston O&M 1-FLB New Orleans 06-79 DIL
3N-5E 12 Phillips 1-ATIC 12-14 unnamed (disc) 07-91 DIL
19 Strago 1-Caper 19-7 04-85 DIL, D/N
20 Skelly 1-IPCO 20-10 03-74 DIL
24 Shell 1-Alger Tenants 11-70 DIL
33 Hughes East. 1-Manning 08-84 DIL
35 Chevron 1-Neal 12-72 DIL, D/N
3N-6E 4 Phillips 1-ATIC 4-6 02-92 DIL
7 Texaco 6-ATIC7-1 11-83 DIL, D/N, Son
9 Getty 1-Scott Paper 9-13 11-72 DIL
19 Texaco 3-ATIC 19-14 12-82 DIL, D/N
26 Texaco 1-Cruit 26-14 03-83 DIL, D/N
26 Smacko 2-Cruit 26-14 10-84 DIL, D/N
26 Smacko 1-Murphy 26-11 Huxford DIL
26 Smacko 1-Carraway 26-12 Huxford 05-86 DIL, D/N
26 Smacko 1-Murphy 26-10 03-85 DIL, D/N
34 Texaco 1-Moore 34-1 12-83 DIL, D/N
35 Texaco 4-ATIC 35-2 06-83 DIL, D/N
35 Texaco 7-ATlC 35-3 05-84 DIL, D/N
35 Smacko 2-ATIC 35-2 10-84 DIL, D/N
35 Texaco 2-ATIC 35-6 Huxford (disc) 12-82 DIL
3N-7E 2 Wheless 1-Fillmore 09-75 DIL, D
3 Tenneco 2C-Alger-Sullivan 09-73 DIL
6 Pruet 1-ATIC 6-3 09-90 DIL
17 Pruet 1-ATIC 17-5 07-90 DIL
17 Cobra 2-ATIC 17-5 Robinson Ck (disc) 09-90 DIL
18 Pruet 1-ATIC 18-13 11-89 DIL
19 Pina 1-ATIC 19-4 01-91 DIL
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6S-4W 11 Saga 1-Dees 11-6 07-75 DIL,D/N
26 Conoco 2-Higgins 26-4 10-83 DIL, D/N
3S-4W 24 Forest 1-Anderson 06-74 DIL
3S-2W 16 Exchange 1-BOSC 16-7 03-77 DIL
2S-4W 3 Am Quasar 1-Illinois Central 07-80 DIL
2S-3W 27 Amerada Hess 1-N Woods 27-16 01-78 DEL, D/N
2S-2W 1 Helmerick&Payne 1-Reed 1-7 01-82 DIL, D/N, Son
2 Exchange 1-IPC 2-6 07-77 DIL
3 Exchange 1-Rascoe 3-10 10-76 DIL
4 Exchange 1-IP 4-7 01-77 DIL
10 Exchange IIP  10-7 04-77 DIL
11 Exchange 1-Gatwood 11-7 09-77 DIL
20 Getty 1-Travis 20-11 09-75 DIL
23 LL&E 1-BOSC 23-11 09-80 DIL
24 Exchange 1-Pake 24-11 01-79 DIL
2S-1W 3 Getty 1-Klein 3-14 Hatters Pond (disc) 01-75 DIL
3 Getty 1-Hatter 3-1 08-86 DIL, D/N
3 Texaco 1-Hatter 3-9 08-86 DIL, D/N, Dip
4 Getty 1-Hatter 4-10 06-75 DIL
4 Getty 2-Hatter 4-10 05-79 DIL
5 Getty 1-Creola 5-1 01-77 DIL
9 Getty l-Radcliff9-6 11-75 DIL
9 Getty 1-Adams 9-10 07-76 DIL
9 Getty 1-Adams 9-16 07-84 DIL, D/N
10 Getty 1-Creola 10-11 07-75 DIL
10 Getty 3-Creola 10-11 12-81 DIL, D/N
11 Getty 1-Loflin 11-6 05-76 DIL
15 Getty 1-Baldwin 15-7 06-76 DEL
15 Getty 1-Baldwin 15-6 08-77 DIL
16 Getty 1-BOSC 16-7 01-79 DEL
16 Getty 1-BOSC 16-11 01-76 DIL
17 Getty 1-Radcliff 17-7 01-81 DEL
17 Getty 1-Radcliff 17-10 09-76 DEL
20 SOR 1-Baldwin 20-1 01-81 DIL, Son
20 Exxon 1-Brown 20-10 03-78 DIL
21 Getty 1-Baldwin 21-7 02-77 DIL
21 Getty 1-Baldwin 21-15 10-83 DIL, D/N
22 Getty 1-Boyd 22-4 07-80 DIL, D/N
22 Getty i-Baldwin 22-12 08-81 DIL, D/N
28 Exxon 1-Wilkie 07-80 DIL, D/N
29 Hilliard 1-Brown 29-7 11-83 DIL, D/N
33 Exxon 1-Mason 03-81 DIL, D/N
1S-3W 10 Continental 1-Kelly 10-6 10-76 DIL, D/N
14 Union Cal 1-Kelly 14-6 07-75 DIL
1S-2W 1 Union Cal 1-Turner 1-7 Chunchula 09-76 DIL
1 Union Cal 1-Davis 1-11 Chunchula 01-79 DIL, D/N
2 Union Cal 1-IPCO 2-10 Chunchula 09-78 DIL, D/N
3 Exchange 1-Wright-Tumer 3-lOChunchula 04-79 DIL
4 Exchange 1-Hill 4-10 Chunchula 06-78 DIL
8 Exchange 1-Hill 8-10 Chunchula 02-78 DIL
9 Getty 1-Me Alpine 9-10 Chunchula 07-75 DEL
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1S-2W 9 Williams 1-Smith 9-13 Chunchula 05-79 DIL, D/N
10 Union Cal 1-Kelly 10-3 Chunchula 05-83 DIL
10 Getty 1-Hill 10-10 Chunchula 06-76 DIL
11 Union Cal 1-Kelly 11-1 11-84 DLL, D/N
11 Union Cal 1-Kelly 11-10 Chunchula 03-76 DIL
11 Union Cal 1-Kelly 11-16 01-82 DIL, D/N
12 Union Cal 1-IPC 12-6 Chunchula 07-76 DIL
12 Union Cal 1-Smith 12-11 Chunchula 06-80 DIL, D/N
13 Union Cal 1-IPC 13-10 Chunchula 03-76 DIL
13 Union Cal 2-IPC 13-10 Chunchula 08-78 DIL
14 Union Cal 1-IPC 14-6 Chunchula 08-75 DEL
15 Union Cal 1-Smith 15-6 Chunchula 04-75 DIL
15 Union Cal 1-Waltman 15-10 Chunchula 12-79 DEL, D/N
15 Union Cal 1-Smith 15-13 Chunchula 03-82 DIL, D/N
16 Union Cal 1-BOSC 16-10 Chunchula 09-77 DIL
17 Union Cal 1-IPC 17-11 Chunchula 04-75 DIL
18 Union Cal 1-Kelly 18-7 11-78 DIL, D/N
19 Union Cal 1-Coggin 19-7 02-77 DIL
20 Union Cal 1-IPC 20-7 Chunchula 01-75 DIL
21 Union Cal 1-IPC 21-11 Chunchula 08-74 DIL
22 Union Cal 1-IPC 22-7 Chunchula 07-79 DIL, D/N
22 Union Cal 1-IPCO 22-13 Chunchula (disc) 09-74 DIL, D/N
22 Union Cal 2-IPCO 22-13 04-82 DIL, D/N
23 Union Cal I-Stallworth 23-4 09-82 DIL, D/N
23 Union Cal l-Stallworth23-l 1 Chunchula 12-75 DIL
23 Union Cal 1-Stallworth 23-13 Chunchula 07-81 DIL, D/N
24 Union Cal 1-IPCO 24-4 12-81 DIL, D/N
24 Union Cal 1-IPC 24-11 Chunchula 12-75 DEL
24 Union Cal 1-Maples 24-16 09-81 DIL
25 Union Cal 1-lPC 25-4 06-82 DIL, D/N
25 Union Cal 1-IPC 25-6 Chunchula 10-76 DIL
26 Union Cal 1-Maddox 26-7 Chunchula 04-77 DIL
27 Union Cal 1-Stapleton 27-7 Chunchula 02-77 DIL
28 Union Cal 1-Wright 28-7 Chunchula 04-77 DIL
28 Union Cal 1-Odom 28-11 05-74 DEL, D/N
29 Union Cal 1-Smith 29-7 07-77 DEL
34 Union Cal 1-Creola 34-7 10-77 DIL
34 Union Cal 1-Outlaw 34-15 11-85 DIL, D/N
35 Union Cal 1-IPC 35-7 07-77 DIL
35 Union Cal 1-IPCO 35-4 10-81 DIL
36 Union Cal 2-IPCO 36-6 11-78 DEL, D/N
36 Union Cal 1-IPCO 36-6 01-78 DIL, D/N
IS-IW 4 Union Cal 1-Newman 4-11 09-78 DIL, D/N
5 Union Cal 1-Newman 5-7 08-80 DEL, D/N
6 Union Cal 1-Smith 6-10 Chunchula 12-77 DIL
7 Union Cal 1-Newman 7-7 Chunchula 04-77 DEL
8 Union Cal 1-Newman 8-7 12-79 DEL, D/N
8 Union Cal 1-Newman 8-16 Cold Creek 12-80 DEL, D/N
9 Union Cal 1-Newman 9-11 Cold Creek 04-78 DEL, D/N
9 Union Cal 1-Newman 9-10 02-79 DEL, D/N
16 Mosbacher 1-Mobile BOS 16-4 Cold Creek (disc) 01-80 DEL, D/N
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T-R Sec Company Well Field Date Logs
IS-IW 16 Mosbacher 1-BOSC 16-12 S Cold Creek (disc) 07-75 DIL, D/N
17 Union Cal 1-Newman 17-11 Chunchula 09-79 DIL, D/N
18 Union Cal 1-Maples 18-11 07-76 DIL
19 Union Cal 2-Radcliff 19-11 Chunchula 02-77 DEL
20 Union Cal 1-Newman 20-11 Chunchula 05-79 DIL, D/N
21 PEI 1-Newman 21-11 Cold Creek 04-85 DIL, D/N, Son
26 Amax 1-McLeod 26-11 01-78 DIL
27 Union Texas 1-Newman 27-14 07-80 DIL, D/N
28 Richland 1-Newmaf: 28-3 06-86 DIL, D/N
28 Getty 1-Newman 28-10 04-77 DIL
29 Williams 1-May 29-4 04-80 DIL
29 Union Cal 1-Newman 29-7 07-77 DIL, D/N
30 Union Cal 1-Radcliff 30-6 Chunchula 05-77 DIL
33 Getty 1-Creola 33-10 Hatters Pond 07-76 DIL
33 Getty 1-Creola 33-16 Hatters Pond 11-82 DEL, D/N
33 Getty 2-Creola 33-10 Hatters Pond 01-81 DIL
34 Getty 1-Creola 34-10 Hatters Pond 10-79 DIL
34 Getty 1-Creola 34-11 Hatters Pond 12-75 DIL
35 Getty 2-Creola 35-11 Hatters Pond 12-76 DIL
35 Getty 3-Creola 35-11 Hatters Pond 01-82 DEL, D/N
IS-IE 4 Amoco 3-Oswell 12-79 DIL
8 Florida Gas 1-Ideal Basic 03-76 DIL
40 Celeron 1-Oswell 08-83 DIL, D/N
1N-3W 27 C&KPet 1-Sealy 27-7 12-78 DIL
1N-2W 3 Roach 1-Moorer 3-6 09-78 DEL
32 Pennzoil 1-May 32-6 02-77 DIL
36 Marion 1-IPCO 36-14 07-80 DEL, D/N
IN-IW 31 Union Cal 1-Radcliff 31-11 08-75 DIL, D/N
31 Sandefer 1-Turner 31-4 07-82 DEL
IN-IE 8 Mosbacher 1-Tensaw 09-77 DIL, D/N
9 Getty 1-Sullivan 9-4 02-76 DEL
9 Superior 1-Hill 9-1 09-83 DIL, D/N
16 Superior 1-BOSC 03-83 DIL
39 Superior 3-Hill 39-16 06-82 DEL, D/N
39 Superior 1-Hill 08-81 DIL, D/N
2N-2W 31 Jett IB-Citronelle 31-7 10-61 DEL
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3N-4E 2 Spooner 1-St Regis 02-83 DIL
4N-4E 2 Brock 1-Koenig 2-14 03-84 DIL
17 Kaiser 1-Harris 17-14 11-81 DIL
18 Tomlinson 1-Witherington 10-82 DLL
27 Belco 1-Blacksher 27-12 11-74 DIL, D/N
4N-5E 5 Felmont 1-Blacksher 08-73 DIL, D
8 Cherryville 1-Williams 09-69 DIL, D/N
9 Strago 1-Langford 9-15 Wallers Creek (disc) 07-85 DIL, D/N
9 Strago 2-Langford 9-5 10-85 DIL, D/N
12 Getty 1-Garrett 12-7 Uriah (disc) 11-70 DIL
12 Spooner 1-Laurie 12-10 06-82 DIL,
12 Davis 1-Mims 12-2 02-86 DIL, D/N
16 Hunt 1-Blacksher 05-77 DIL
18 Pruet 1-Langford 18-14 08-90 DIL
21 Strago 1-Mims 21-10 08-85 DIL, D/N
25 Alatex 1-Blacksher 01-84 DIL, D/N
29 Pelto 1-Coffin 29-3 01-76 DIL, D/N
4N-6E 7 Getty 1-Blacksher 04-71 DIL
8 Unocal 1-House 8-10 11-90 DIL
13 Murphy 1-Bell 11-73 DIL
14 Florida Expl 1-Johnson 06-82 DIL, D/N
14 Alatex 1-Blacksher14-15 06-84 DIL, D/N
16 Amoco 1-Blacksher 06-72 DIL
20 Fina 1-Blacksher 20-2 S Uriah (disc) 11-90 DIL
20 Fina 1-Blacksher 20-3 09-91 DIL
26 Texaco 1-Coley 26-1 06-81 DIL, D/N
26 Husky 1-Coley 26-2 02-84 DIL, D/N
26 Texaco 1-Byrd 26-13 03-80 DIL, D/N
27 Getty 1-Quimby 27-16 11-80 DIL
27 Getty 1-Quimby 27-15 05-71 DIL
27 Williams 2-Quimby 27-15 04-82 DIL, D/N
27 Getty 1-Blacksher 27-14 05-73 DIL, D/N
28 Getty 1-Blacksher28-9 04-74 DIL, D/N
33 Wilken 1-Neusch wander 02-82 DIL, D/N
34 Getty 1-Cont Corp 34-5 06-72 DIL
34 Getty 1-Cont Corp 34-7 08-71 DIL
34 Alatex 1-Quimby 34-1 09-83 DIL, D/N
34 Alatex lA-ContCorp 34-16 09-84 DIL, D/N
34 Strago 2-Cont Corp 34-15 01-86 DIL, D/N
35 Texaco 1-Coley 35-4 06-80 DIL, D/N
35 Texaco 1-Quimby 35-11 09-80 DIL, D/N
36 Alatex 1-Coley 36-11 12-83 DIL, D/N
5N-4E 31 Southeastern 1-Land 31-11 02-73 DIL, D/N
5N-5E 1 Eason 1-Hale 09-73 DIL, D/N
2 Coastal 1-Thames-Dean 2-4 11-86 DIL, D/N
3 Champlin 1-Broughton 3-8 08-84 DIL, D/N
11 Natomas 1-Broughton Lovetts Creek (disc) 04-82 DIL, D
11 Natomas 1-Threat 11-82 DIL, D/N
11 Champlin 1-Belcher 11-1 10-84 DIL, D/N
17 Midwest 1-Chunn 10-73 DIL, D
17 Getty 3-Broughton 17-7 04-72 DIL, D/N
29 Amoco 1-Brown 03-75 DIL, D/N
34 Kaiser 1-Blacksher 06-81 DIL
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5N-6E I Zinn 1 -McCollough 1-13 Frisco City (disc) 12-86 DIL
1 Zinn 1-Dees 1-15 07-88 DIL
2 Zinn 1-Murphy 2-164 06-90 DIL
2 Zinn 1-Haas 2-16 Frisco City 09-88 DIL
7 Southwest 1-Hale 7-1 05-71 DIL
12 Zinn 1-Wiggins 12-3 10-87 DIL
19 Skelly 1-Belcher 04-71 DIL, D/N
26 Conoco 1-ATlC 26-1 01-88 DIL
5N-7E 8 Wesseiy 1-Nicholas 8-5 01-88 DIL
8 Pacific 1-AT1C8-12 04-91 DIL
32 Am Hunter 1-Sessions 32-11 03-90 DIL
6N-5E 3 Brock 1-Broughton 3-16 03-85 DIL, D/N
23 Champlin 1-Ideal Basic 23-11 01-86 DIL, D/N
27 Cox 1-McWilliams 27-5 07-90 D/N
34 Champlin 1-McWilliams 34-10 03-84 DIL, D/N, Son
34 Champlin 2-McWilliams 34-8 10-84 D/N
34 Champlin 3-McWilliams 34-8 04-85 D/N
6N-6E 11 Pogo 1-Dailey 11-14 07-86 DIL, D/N
20 Moore-McCormack 1-Moore 20-15 12-85 DIL, D/N
23 Mitchell 1-Pmt-Purvis 23-6 03-90 DIL
23 Texaco 1-Busey 23-7 07-82 DIL, D/N
25 Williams l-Enzor25-5 10-84 DIL, D/N
25 Torch 1 -Sigler 25-6 N Frisco City (disc) 03-91 DIL
25 Torch 1-Pmt-McCall 25-7 N Frisco City 03-92 DIL
6N-7E 18 Kenmore 1-Barton 01-73 DIL, D/N
18 IP 1-Lancaster 18-14 04-92 DIL
22 Moon-Hines 1-Pmt-Russell 22-4 12-90 DIL
33 BMP 1-Edge-Ridgeway 33-4 01-89 DIL
33 BMP 1-Edge-Ridgeway 33-5 02-90 DIL
36 Pruet 1-Jordan 36-12 11-89 DIL
7N-5E 28 Skelly 1-Hall 09-70 DIL
7N-6E 6 LL&E 1-Rogers 10-78 DIL, D/N
7N-7E 20 Moore-McCormack 1 -Scott Paper 20-9 04-86 DIL
32 IP 1 -Edge-Scott 32-5 05-90 DIL
7N-9E 32 ARCO 1 -Crook 02-75 DIL
8N-5E 34 EP Operating 1-MWS 34-5 07-85 DIL, D/N
8N-6E 28 Enserch 1-Steiner 03-83 DIL, D/N
8N-7E 15 Phillips IB-IPC 05-71 DIL, D
9N-8E 30 Placid 2-IPC 06-65 DIL
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Washington County. 1 of 2
T-R Sec Well Field Date Logs
2N-3W 10 Turner 1-Foster 10-6 02-79 OIL, D/N
3N-4W 13 Hunt (Damson) 1-Tyler-Odom 07-71 DIL
3N-2W 36 Placid 1-Tensaw 36-10 07-81 DIL
3N-1W 11 Placid 1-Tensaw 11-10 05-79 DIL
12 Pruet 1-Tensas 12-5 06-80 DIL
19 Placid l-Ijamsl9-2 09-80 DIL
26 Placid 1-Tensaw 26-12 06-77 Son
4N-3W 33 Central Oil Stallworth 01-57 DIL
4N-1W 14 General Crude 1-Tensaw 10-70 DIL
14 Pan Am 1-Tensaw 10-69 DIL
15 General Crude 1-Woodyard 11-71 DIL
26 Midroc 1-Tensaw 26-4 04-82 DIL
26 Spooner 1-Tensaw 26-16 05-86 DIL
34 Pan Am 1-Boykin 05-69 DEL
5N-3W 11 Placid Tensaw 11-3 06-72 DIL
14 Shell 1-Pelham 04-82 DIL
15 Shell 1-Pelham 04-82 DIL
5N-2W 5 Placid l-McClure5-12 11-71 DIL
18 Pan Am 1-White-Smith Ld 09-66 DEL
22 McMillan 1-Turner Pine 09-57 DIL
5N-1W 26 Hamill 1-Mosley 07-72 DIL
28 Exxon 1-Gulf Pine 28-10 08-78 DIL
6N-4W 6 Amoco 1-Laurie 02-72 DIL
7 Amoco 1-Glenpool 7-9 09-72 DIL
13 Zach Brooks 1-Lathan 05-57 DIL
17 Phillips 1-Williams EE 05-73 DIL, D
19 Coral 1-Crager 07-68 DIL, D, Son
20 Phillips Chatom Un 1-2 Chatom 06-76 DIL
20 PhilUps 1-Chatom Un Chatom 09-77 DIL
20 Phillips 1-Williams AA 03-71 DIL, D/N
21 Phillips 1-Williams DD 02-72 DIL, D
21 Humble 2-Williams 07-48 DEL
21 Phillips 1-Chatom 3-2 04-84 DIL
22 Phillips lA-Scarbrough 09-73 DIL, D/N, Son
28 Phillips IC-Scott 10-71 DIL,D
28 Brooks 1-Howard-Scott 02-65 DIL
29 Phillips ID-Scott 08-72 DIL, D
33 Phillips 1 A-Scott 33-1 03-87 DEL, D/N
34 Amarillo 1-Miller 01-78 DIL, D/N
6N-1W 2 Natol 1-Hunter 05-63 DIL
7N-4W 5 Union 1-Hopkins 09-59 DIL
7 Phillips (Williams) 1-Heinmiller7-1 05-75 DEL, D
7 Coral 1-Heinmiller 11-68 DEL, N, Son
7 French (Champlin) 1-Heinmiller Red Creek (disc) 08-79 DEL, D/N
9 Tenneco lA-Hopkins 01-74 DIL
18 Champlin 1-Dearmon 12-81 DIL, D/N
31 Amoco 1 -Curlee 31-13 Copeland (disc) 04-74 DIL
7N-1W 28 Jett 1-Wilson 02-64 DEL
30 Hughes & Hughes 1-Wilson 30-12 08-79 DEL, D/N
8N-4W 19 Continental 1-Guy 01-72 DIL
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T-R Sec Company_______ Well Field Date Logs
8N-4W 21 Inexco 1-Britton 09-78 DIL
28 Inexco 1-Kimbrough 12-78 DEL, D/N
29 Inexco 1-Hendry 10-80 DIL
29 Humble 1-Miller 10-62 DIL
34 Hughes 1-Middleton 08-86 DIL, D/N
8N-2W 4 Amax 1-Johnston 12-72 DIL, D/N
2N-1E 7 Exxon 1-Hergersheimer 11-77 DIL, D/N
5N-1E 33 Murphy 1-Laubenthal 01-77 DIL, D/N
34 Midroc 1-Laubenthal 02-80 DIL, D/N, Dip
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Wilcox County. 1 of 1
T-R Sec Company Well Field Date Logs
10N-6E 10 Pruet & Hughes 1-Newell 10-8 12-67 DIL, Son
11N-6E 17 Shamred 1-Lowry 17-16 05-83 DIL, D
29 Brandon 1-Miller 11-67 DIL
12N-5E 32 Sonat 1-Morgan 10-45 DLL
33 Texas International 1-Weatherly 01-69 DIL
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Offshore Mobile Bay. 1 of 1
Blk Company Well Field Date Logs
62 AL Exxon 1-St Lease 534 06-83 DIL, D
64 AL Exxon 1-St Lease 613 11-85 DIL
72 AL Mobil 1-St Lease 528 Mary Ann 12-88 DIL, D/N
75 AL Mobil 1-St Lease 701 12-91 DIL
76 AL Mobil 1-St Lease 347 (sdtk 2) Lower Mobile Bay (disc) 10-79 DIL
78 AL Exxon 1-St Lease 615 12-89 DIL
94 AL Mobil 2-St Lease 349 03-82 DIL, D/N
95 AL Mobil 1-St Lease 350 Lower Mobile Bay 08-81 DIL, D/N, Son, Dip
95 AL Mobil 1-St Lease 350 (sdtk) Lower Mobile Bay 04-82 DLL, D/N, Son
112 AL Exxon 1-St Lease 537 11-84 DIL
114 AL Exxon 2-St Lease 624 11-91 DIL
AL Exxon 2-St Lease 536 11-91 DIL
823 OCS Mobile l-OCS-G-5057 09-83 D/N
867 OCS Exxon l-OCS-G-5066 Fairway 07-84 DIL
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Choctaw County, 1 of 6 1
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lw r Tusc Lw r Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
9N-4W 3 Praet &  Hughes 1-Choctaw 3-5 284 N L — 4978 -4694 5322 -5038 12056 -11772 13470 -13186 13940 -13656 L 14474 — —
3 Pniet &  Hughes 1-Downing 3-9 231 NL — 4890 -4659 5262 -5031 11990 -11759 13450 -13219 13896 -13665 Sh 14144 — —
4 Pniet &  Hughes 1-Chestnut 4-15 313 N L — 5038 -4725 5387 -5074 12145 -11832 13563 -13250 14026 -13713 — — —
5 Piuet &  Hughes 1-Smith Lbr 317 N L — 5125 -4808 5460 -5143 12156 -11839 13527 -13210 — — — — —
8 Pniet 1-Pinkerton 8-9 373 N L — 5186 -4813 5548 -5175 12230 -11857 13712 -13339 --- --- — — —
9 Exchange 1-Long-Beli 363 N L — 5139 -4776 5506 -5143 12232 -11869 13690 -13327 14164 -13801 — — —
9 Pniet &  Hughes 1-Chestnut 9-1 303 NL — 5000 -4697 5350 -5047 12125 -11822 13605 -13302 14110 -13807 Sh 14504 L 14533 —
9 Pniet &  Hughes 1-Chestnut 9-2 300 NL — 5026 -4726 5370 -5070 12057 -11757 13543 -13243 14018 -13718 --- — —
9 Pniet &  Hughes 1-Pinkerton 9-12 436 N L — 5216 -4780 5590 -5154 12264 -11828 13730 -13294 — --- --- — —
10 Exchange 1-White-Smith 299 NL — 4984 -4685 5330 -5031 12094 -11795 13665 -13366 14125 -13826 Sh 14290 — —
15 Pniet 1-Smith Lbr 15-4 NA N L — 5091 — 5466 — 12250 — 13738 --- — — — — —
17 Pniet &  Hughes 1-FLB 17-11 421 N L — 5352 -4931 5709 -5288 12500 -12079 14004 -13583 --- — — — —
17 Pniet &  Hughes 1-Smith 17-15 481 NL — 5420 -4939 5945 -5464 12567 -12086 14057 -13576 14586 -14105 — — —
20 Inexco 1-Toomey 20-5 458 N L — 5495 -5037 5850 -5392 12717 -12259 14245 -13787 14775 -14317 — — —
21 Pniet &  Hughes 1-Chestnut 21-4 400 N L — 5310 -4910 5663 -5263 12511 -12111 14035 -13635 ' — — — —
21 Mosbacher 1-Smith 21-12 396 NL — 5327 -4931 5710 -5314 12606 -12210 14145 -13749 14653 -14257 — — —
22 Mosbacher 1-May 22-5 396 N L — 5215 -4819 5567 -5171 12563 -12167 14258 -13862 14783 -14387 — — —
22 Pruet 1-Norton 297 NL — 5056 -4759 5440 -5143 12360 -12063 13915 -13618 --- — — — —
28 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Smith 28-1 442 NL — 5380 -4938 5760 -5318 12760 -12318 14268 -13826 14720 -14278 — — —
31 Pruet 1-Barber 31-1 406 NL — 5735 -5329 6087 -5681 13145 -12739 14642 -14236 15146 -14740 — — —
9N-3W 12 Dee Jay 1-Choctaw Lb r 141 N L — 4531 -4390 4860 -4719 11560 -11419 12970 -12829 13354 -13213 L 13408 — —
16 GS lA-School Ld 16-1 199 NL — 4696 -4497 5050 -4851 11800 -11601 13261 -13062 --- — — — —
5 Cal-Time 1-Altmeyer 166 NL — 4667 -4501 5050 -4884 11460 -11294 12809 -12643 13123 -12957 — — —
7 Hunt 1-Watters 7-7 261 NL — 4665 -4404 5014 -4753 11607 -11346 12977 -12716 13260 -12999 — — —
17 Forest lA -lPC O 262 N L — 4600 -4338 4953 -4691 11690 -11428 13087 -12825 13365 -13103 — — —
18 Midroc 1-Bollinger 18-12 132 1916 -1784 4402 -4270 4738 -4606 11570 -11438 12956 -12824 13260 -13128 — — —
29 Occidental 1-Holcombe 133 N L — 4285 -4152 4608 -4475 11619 -11486 13061 -12928 13312 -13179 — — —
10N-5W 12 LL & E 1-Green 219 2618 -2399 5145 -4926 5540 -5321 12027 -11808 13100 -12881 13650 -13431 — — —
10N-4W 1 Stone 1-Taylor 1-16 156 N L — 4810 -4654 5183 -5027 11285 -11129 12390 -12234 12815 -12659 — — —
7 Walter et al 1-Green 7-16 149 N L — 5025 -4876 5307 -5158 11834 -11685 12888 -12739 13417 -13268 — — —
13 Bumett 1-Linder 13-10 149 N L — 4971 -4822 5312 -5163 11510 -11361 12621 -12472 13043 -12894 — —— —
15 Exxon 1-Smith Lbr 15-11 267 N L — 5060 -4793 5440 -5173 11922 -11655 13090 -12823 13561 -13294 Sh 13760 L 13825 PZ 15194
31 Shell 1-Stanton 31-2 304 NL — 5178 -4874 5589 -5285 12390 -12086 13570 -13266 — — — — —
31 Shell 1-Choctaw 31-5 291 N L — 5190 -4899 5560 -5269 12407 -12116 13570 -13279 — --- — — —
32 (TX  Gulf) Aquitaine 1-Bolinger 32-5 283 NL — 5072 -4789 5454 -5171 12288 -12005 13427 -13144 13972 -13689 — — —
33 Placid 1-Long Bell 33-4 309 N L — 5095 -4786 5439 -5130 12260 -11951 13480 -13171 13993 -13684 — — —
33 Pruet 1-Choctaw Lb r 33-12 328 NL 5080 -4752 5429 -5101 12285 -11957 13455 -13127 — —
34 Pruet 1-Long Bell 34-15 336 NL 4992 -4656 5381 -5045 12211 -11875 13461 -13125 13915 -13579 — —
36 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Norton 36-8 180 NL 4860 -4680 5225 -5045 11650 -11470 12999 -12819 13380 -13200 —
10N-3W 1 Anderson 1-Clark 1-10 71 2150 -2079 4616 -4545 5015 -4944 11081 -11010 12130 -12059 12540 -12469 —
3 Exxon 1-Stewart 3-15 73 2330 -2257 5036 -4963 5425 -5352 10930 -10857 12100 -12027 12420 -12347 —
4 Pruet 1-Lewis 4-16 89 NL 4720 -4631 5082 -4993 11100 -non 12190 -12101 12560 -12471 — —
5 Transco 1-Clarke 5-13 185 NL 4785 -4600 5130 -4945 11325 -11140 12540 -12355 —
Pruet & Hughes 1-Sparrow 155 NL 4800 -4645 5185 -5030 11242 -11087 12328 -12173 12756 -12601 —






























Choctaw County, 2 of 6
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
10N-3W 6 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Doggett 6-10 198 NL — 4797 -4599 5195 -4997 11289 -11091 12393 -12195 12818 -12620 — — —
7 Southwest Cas 1-McPhail 217 NL — 4932 -4715 5307 -5090 11390 -11173 12559 -12342 12980 -12763 — — —
7 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Alman 7-3 186 NL — 4857 -4671 5170 -4984 11300 -11114 12388 -12202 12814 -12628 — — —
7 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Alman 7-5 240 2415 -2175 4927 -4687 5283 -5043 11361 -11121 12459 -12219 12880 -12640 — — —
8 Midroc 2-Tims 8-1 117 N L — 4777 -4660 5166 -5049 11230 -11113 12367 -12250 — — — — —
8 Midroc 1-Tims 8-2 125 N L — 4785 -4660 5173 -5048 11220 -11095 12353 -12228 --- --- — — —
8 Midroc 1-Anderson 8-8 108 N L — 4819 -4711 5164 -5056 11214 -11106 12360 -12252 12746 -12638 — — —
8 Exxon 2-Anderson 8-8 118 N L — 4804 -4686 5190 -5072 11208 -11090 12332 -12214 --- --- — — —
8 Southwest Cas 1-Hunter-Benn 190 N L — 4906 -4716 5315 -5125 11335 -11145 12490 -12300 12900 -12710 Sh 13140 — —
8 Mosbacher 1-Land 8-15 187 2380 -2193 4935 -4748 5330 -5143 11355 -11168 12495 -12308 — — — — —
9 Harkins 1-Abston 9-8 116 N L — 4957 -4841 5270 -5154 11095 -10979 12172 -12056 — — — —— —
10 Harkins 1-Abston 10-4 100 N L — 4954 -4854 5350 -5250 11025 -10925 12080 -11980 — — — — —
10 Harkins 1-Abston 10-5 128 NL — 4996 -4868 5313 -5185 11060 -10932 12090 -11962 — — — — —
10 Harkins 1-Abston 10-6 100 NL — 5000 -4900 5407 -5307 10971 -10871 12050 -11950 12402 -12302 — — —
10 Larco 1-Cooper-Gibson 60 2370 -2310 5075 -5015 5445 -5385 11350 -11290 11943 -11883 12340 -12280 Sh 12660 — —
11 Pruet 1-Gibson 63 NL — 5252 -5189 5638 -5575 10705 -10642 11922 -11859 12312 -12249 — — —
11 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Mcllwain 11-9 65 N L — 5375 -5310 5780 -5715 10675 -10610 11820 -11755 12156 -12091 — — —
11 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Mcllwain 11-10 72 2495 -2423 5308 -5236 5708 -5636 10685 -10613 11834 -11762 — — — — —
12 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Chestnut 12-10 59 N L — 5577 -5518 5976 -5917 10750 -10691 11870 -11811 — — — — —
12 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Lewis 12-11 63 NL — 5506 -5443 5905 -5842 10670 -10607 11870 -11807 — — — — —
12 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Phillips 12-12 62 2550 -2488 5430 -5368 5835 -5773 10640 -10578 11630 -11568 12210 -12148 — — —
12 Midroc 1-Scruggs 12-16 63 NL — 5565 -5502 5985 -5922 10764 -10701 11900 -11837 — — — — —
16 Larco 1-Choctaw Ld 16-4 177 2375 -2198 5957 -5780 5400 -5223 11349 -11172 12473 -12296 — — — — —
16 Midroc 1- Choctaw Ld 16-7 157 N L — 4959 -4802 5345 -5188 11350 -11193 12411 -12254 12776 -12619 — — —
16 Milestone 1-Choctaw Ld 16-10 123 N L — 4910 -4787 5260 -5137 11316 -11193 12374 -12251 — ' — — —
16 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Hunter-Benn 16-11 124 N L — 4901 -4777 5260 -5136 11305 -11181 12375 -12251 12765 -12641 — — —
17 Hunt 1-Choctaw Ld 206 2380 -2174 4943 -4737 5318 -5112 11380 -11174 12480 -12274 — — — — —
17 Orleans 1-Choctaw Ld 196 N L — 4947 -4751 5333 -5137 11365 -11169 12475 -12279 — — — — —
17 Pan Am 1-Hunter-Benn 195 N L — 4950 -4755 5300 -5105 11400 -11205 12500 -12305 12884 -12689 — — —
17 Larco 1-Hunter-Benn 17-6 196 2352 -2156 4950 -4754 5343 -5147 11365 -11169 12470 -12274 12861 -12665 — — —
17 Larco 2-Hunter Benn 177 2386 -2209 4936 -4759 5310 -5133 11370 -11193 12480 -12303 — — — — —
17 Larco 3-Hunter-Benn 178 2374 -2196 4947 -4769 5392 -5214 11391 -11213 12540 -12362 — — — — —
18 Larco 1-Hunter-Benn 131 2337 -2206 4875 -4744 5240 -5109 11437 -11306 12664 -12533 — — — — —
19 Carolina 1-Fagan 147 N L — 4871 -4724 5207 -5060 11452 -11305 12562 -12415 12937 -12790 — —
21 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Norton 21-3 89 NL — 4869 -4780 5205 -5116 11654 -11565 12385 -12296 12750 -12661 — — —
22 Hughes &  Hughes 1-Gibson 22-14 165 N L — 4890 -4725 5328 -5163 11417 -11252 12740 -12575 — ' — — —
27 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Gibson 27-3 197 2315 -2118 4896 -4699 5220 -5023 11967 -11770 12800 -12603 13195 -12998 — — —
29 ANR 1-Mcllwain 29-2 167 N L — 4862 -4695 5233 -5066 11875 -11708 12630 -12463 13033 -12866 — — —
29 W ii-Ken 1-Mcllwain 29-7 167 N L — 4869 -4702 5245 -5078 11897 -11730 12654 -12487 13037 -12870 — — —
34 Mellon Creek 1-Choctaw Lbr 192 NL — 4799 -4607 5130 -4938 11538 -11346 12900 -12708 13310 -13118 — — —
10N-2W 3 Pelto 1-Lenoir 50 NL 4579 -4529 4837 -4787 10875 -10825 12005 -11955 12413 -12363 — —
6 Phillips 1-Stewart 6-5 88 NL — 4675 -4587 5052 -4964 11066 -10978 12206 -12118 12620 -12532 — — —
6 Midroc 1-Clark-Dansby 6-14 NA 2150 — 4646 — 5005 —— 10878 — 12086 — 12522 — — — —
7 Santa Fe 1-Linder 60 NL --- 5545 -5485 5940 -5880 11320 -11260 — -- — — — — —































Choctaw County, 3 of 6 1
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
10N-2W 8 Pruet &  Hughes 1-McPhearson 8-15 90 2854 -2764 5982 -5892 6400 -6310 10370 -10280 114515 -114425 11900 -11810 — — —
9 N American Royalty 1-Locke 121 2960 -2839 FO — FO — 10687 -10566 11860 -11739 — — — — —
9 Midroc 1-E llio t 9-2 94 NL — 4502 -4408 4870 -4776 10810 -10716 12010 -11916 12440 -12346 — — —
9 Placid 1-W omack9-I0 119 N L ~ 6344 -6225 6777 -6658 10500 -10381 11610 -11491 — — — — —
9 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Martin-Norton 9-12 106 2936 -2830 6207 -6101 6660 -6554 10490 -10384 11510 -11404 11935 -11829 —— — —
9 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Scruggs 9-14 119 2930 2811 6177 -6058 6628 -6509 10410 -10291 11383 -11264 11779 -11660 ------ — —
9 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Fluker9-15 119 2655 -2536 6230 -6111 6674 -6555 10444 -10325 11330 -11211 11712 -11593 ------ — —
9 Placid lA -W omack9-16 52 N L — 6136 -6084 6579 -6527 10720 -10668 1)212 -11160 — — ----- — —
9 Pruet &  Hughes 1 -Pelto-Parker 9-16 63 2915 2852 6264 -6201 6723 -6660 10374 -10311 11246 -11183 11670 -11607 ----- — —
10 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Locke 10-13 53 2895 -2842 6217 -6164 6666 -6613 10328 -10275 11285 -11232 — — ------ — —
10 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Locke 10-14 54 2935 -2881 6252 -6198 6693 -6639 10312 -10258 11300 -11246 11686 -11632 ------ — —
15 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Locke-AL 15-1 59 NL — 6281 -6222 6644 -6585 10230 -10171 11295 -11236 114690 -114631 ------ — —
15 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Locke 15-2 69 2929 -2860 6266 -6197 6675 -6606 10342 -10273 11320 -11251 11700 -11631 ----- — —
15 Placid lA-W omack 15-2 70 N L — 6206 -6136 6650 -6580 10380 -10310 11210 -11140 — — ------ — —
15 Placid 1-Womack 15-4 64 NL ----- 6208 -6144 6649 -6585 10950 -10886 — — — — ------ — —
16 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Carlisle 16-4 89 2925 -2836 5948 -5859 6352 -6263 11070 -10981 11425 -11336 11860 -11771 ------ — —
21 Universal 1-Powe 59 N L — 5065 -5006 5456 -5397 11177 -11118 12415 -12356 — — ------ —
28 Pruet &  Hughes 1-AÎC0 28-3 54 NL — 4754 -4700 5157 -5103 11090 -11036 12362 -12308 — — ------ — —
28 Pruet 1-Alco-Powe 28-5 47 2220 -2173 4756 -4709 5135 -5088 11120 -11073 12360 -12313 12767 -12720 ------ — —
28 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Alco 28-7 47 2297 -2250 4780 -4733 5170 -5123 11100 -11053 12385 -12338 12714 -12667 ------ — —
28 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Alco 28-11 47 2232 -2185 4683 -4636 5022 -4975 11105 -11058 12405 -12358 12731 -12684 ------ — —
29 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Alco 29-6 75 2265 -2190 4717 -4642 5088 -5013 11250 -11175 12510 -12435 12926 -12851 —— — —
29 Pruet 1-Alco 91 2171 -2080 4675 -4584 5100 -5009 11230 -11139 12460 -12369 — — ------ — —
30 Enserch 1-Powe 30-10 154 NL — 4786 -4632 5137 -4983 11388 -11234 12670 -12516 13098 -12944 ------ — —
11N-5W 2 Myers 1-Haney 2-3 359 N L — 4829 -4470 5177 -4818 10833 -10474 11167 -10808 — — ------ — —
2 Tesoro 1-Land 2-4 403 N L — 4892 -4489 5247 -4844 10864 -10461 11177 -10774 msg — Bsmt 11605 — —
2 Oglesby 1-Mahaffey 2-16 289 N L — 4870 -4581 5219 -4930 10980 -10691 11428 -11139 — — — — —
14 Sandifer 1-Land 304 N L — 5570 -5266 5910 -5606 11590 -11286 12130 -11826 — — — — —
14 Placid (Midroc) 1-Johnson 14-14 315 NL — 5466 -5151 5830 -5515 11661 -11346 12196 -11881 12725 -12410 — — —
15 Sandefer 1-Harrell 294 N L — 5620 -5326 5964 -5670 11415 -11121 12070 -11776 — — — — —
15 Pruet 1-Harrell 279 2880 -2601 5679 -5400 6064 -5785 11643 -11364 12175 -11896 — — — — —
22 Harkins 1-Pippen 252 NL — 5170 -4918 5507 -5255 12228 -11976 12689 -12437 12895 -12643 — — —
23 Larco 1-Land 216 2879 2663 5839 -5623 6107 -5891 11750 -11534 Î2350 -12134 — — — — —
25 Midroc 1-Boney-Land 25-11 184 NL — 5595 -5411 5949 -5765 12120 -11936 12750 -12566 — — — — —
26 Santa Fe Energy 1-Land 264 NL — 5650 -5386 6010 -5746 12359 -12095 12842 -12578 — — — — —
26 Hattox 1-Land 26-5 298 2799 -2501 5354 -5056 5852 -5554 12111 -11813 12691 -12393 13224 -12926 — — —
26 Midroc 1-Land 26-16 264 N L — 5440 -5176 5780 -5516 12069 -11805 12719 -12455 13260 -12996 — — —
27 Harkins 1-Land-Pipen 27-1 280 NL — 5298 -5018 5776 -5496 12097 -11817 12602 -12322 13150 -12870 — — —
27 Florida Exploration 1-Bonner 231 N L — 5320 -5089 5744 -5513 12075 -11844 12720 -12489 — — — — —
36 Placid 1-Land 35-5 278 N L — 5115 -4837 5480 -5202 12110 -11832 12774 -12496 13337 -13059 Bsmt 13449 — —
36 Huber 1-Land 259 NL — 5157 -4898 5510 -5251 12158 -11899 12794 -12535 13350 -13091 — — —
36 Midroc 1-Land 36-10 244 NL — 5120 -4876 5465 -5221 12110 -11866 12766 -12522 — — — — —
11N-4W 1 Cox 1-Land 276 2160 -1884 4444 -4168 4836 -4560 10415 -10139 10597 -10321 msg — Bsmt 11259 — —
1 L L & E 1 -Jackson NA NL — 4520 ------ 4865 — 10650 ----- 10842 — 11320 — — — —
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Choctaw County, 5 o f 6 1
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
11N-3W 3 Erickson 1-Mosley 3-5 276 2079 -1803 4465 -4189 4739 -4463 10297 -10021 10470 -10194 10910 -10634 — — —
3 Erickson 1-Scott-Bolinger 3-6 265 N L — 4458 -4193 4725 -4460 10253 -9988 10470 -10205 10890 -10625 — — —
3 Erickson 1-Boney 3-7 165 NL — 4347 -4182 4588 -4423 10186 -10021 10400 -10235 — — — — —
3 Erickson 1-Scott-Bolinger 3-12 268 N L — 4467 -4199 4745 -4477 10305 -10037 10539 -10271 ------ ----- — — —
4 Erickson 1-Taylor-Mosley 4-1 253 NL — 4433 -4180 4681 -4428 10318 -10065 10534 -10281 10993 -10740 — — —
4 Erickson Bollinger-Scott 4-3 NA 2095 — 4480 ------ 4720 ------ 10323 ------ 10503 — 10940 — — — —
4 Erickson Scott-Bollinger 4-5 247 N L — 4456 -4209 4696 -4449 10345 -10098 10530 -10283 10970 -10723 — — —
4 Erickson 3-Jimmerson 4-6 279 NL — 4480 -4201 4738 -4459 10310 -10031 10483 -10204 10945 -10666 — — —
4 Erickson 1-Jimmerson 4-7 258 N L ----- 4457 -4199 4722 -4464 10321 -10063 10500 -10242 10979 -10721 — — —
4 Erickson 1-Scott-Bollinger 4-8 242 2045 -1803 4431 -4189 4762 -4520 10255 -10013 10458 -10216 10891 -10649 — — —
17 Midroc 1-Gilbert 17-10 116 N L — 4688 -4572 4910 -4794 10525 -10409 11136 -11020 ------ ----- — — —
17 Midroc 1-Goree 17-11 123 2150 -2027 4683 -4560 4960 -4837 10150 -10027 11134 -11011 11568 -11445 — — —
17 Midroc 1-Gilbert 17-15 110 2158 -2048 4730 -4620 4980 -4870 10552 -10442 11180 -11070 — — — — —
19 Midroc 1-Skinner 19-11 151 2678 -2527 5104 -4953 5270 -5119 — — — — — — — — —
19 Kellon 1-Skinner 19-13 167 N L — 5352 -5185 5540 -5373 11780 -11613 12621 -12454 — — — — —
23 Midroc 1-Bryan 23-7 192 N L — 4592 -4400 4880 -4688 10250 -10058 11260 -11068 11670 -11478 — — —
23 Midroc 1-Gibson 23-9 189 N L — 4585 -4396 4864 -4675 10330 -10141 11363 -11174 11780 -11591 —— — —
24 Tideway l-Chappell 88 2040 -1952 4462 -4374 4824 -4736 10305 -10217 11316 -11228 11715 -11627 — — —
25 Placid 1-Robinson 25-6 177 N L — 5575 -5398 5962 -5785 10577 -10400 11514 -11337 11886 -11709 — — —
25 Richland 1 -Robinson 25-7 200 N L — 5591 -5391 5975 -5775 10776 -10576 11450 -11250 ------ — — — —
25 Midroc 1-BoIinger 25-9 97 NL — 5503 -5406 5909 -5812 10331 -10234 11251 -11154 11650 -11553 — — —
25 Midroc 1-Rudder 25-10 101 N L — 5521 -5420 5920 -5819 10600 -10499 11357 -11256 11772 -11671 — — —
26 Midroc 1-Jenkins 26-5 127 N L — 5341 -5214 5750 -5623 10730 -10603 11413 -11286 — — — — —
26 Midroc 1-Roberts 26-6 123 NL — 5410 -5287 5800 -5677 10430 -10307 11320 -11197 11739 -11616 — — —
26 Midroc l-Bolinger26-7 158 N L — 5548 -5390 5940 -5782 10486 -10328 11389 -11231 11770 -11612 — — —
26 Midroc 1-Bolinger 26-9 137 N L — 5562 -5425 5930 -5793 10817 -10680 11400 -11263 — — — — —
27 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Lovett 27-6 196 NL — 5430 -5234 5830 -5634 11010 -10814 11696 -11500 — ----- — — —
27 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Stewart 27-12 174 2735 -2561 5893 -5719 5980 -5806 11680 -11506 11969 -11795 12360 -12186 — — —
28 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Abston 28-6 150 N L — 5570 -5420 6000 -5850 11237 -11087 11830 -11680 — — — — —
28 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Alman 28-7 159 N L — 5510 -5351 5934 -5775 10982 -10823 11596 -11437 ------ — — — —
28 Pruet &  Hughes 1-M orris 28-8 170 N L — 5459 -5289 5880 -5710 10636 -10466 11559 -11389 11980 -11810 — — —
29 Holly Energy 1-Oates 29-1 93 NL — 5558 -5465 5979 -5886 11123 -11030 11891 -11798 — ------ — — —
29 Kellon 1-Ezell 29-5 91 N L — 5467 -5376 5855 -5764 10711 -10620 11672 -11581 12110 -12019 — — —
29 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Oates 29-6 113 N L — 5535 -5422 5933 -5820 11040 -10927 11747 -11634 — — — — —
29 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Boney 29-7 87 N L — 5530 -5443 5950 -5863 11088 -11001 11820 -11733 — — — —
30 Kelton Skinner 30-10 98 N L — 5448 -5350 5785 -5687 11511 -11413 11760 -11662 12193 -12095 — — —
30 Kellon Trice 30-11 81 2604 -2523 5439 -5358 5819 -5738 11457 -11376 11804 -11723 — — — — —
30 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Trice 30-12 104 N L — 5520 -5416 5843 -5739 11320 -11216 11855 -11751 — — — — —
31 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Gilbert 31-7 120 N L 5720 -5600 6135 -6015 11640 -11520 12160 -12040 12550 -12430 L 12567 — —
31 Liberty 1-Utsey 31-10 178 N L — 5644 -5466 5925 -5747 11290 -11112 12291 - I2 I I3 12714 -12536 — — —
32 Champlin 1-Alman 32-10 83 2650 -2567 5682 -5599 6086 -6003 11403 -11320 12223 -12140 12635 -12552 — — —
33 Richland 1-Pouncey 150 N L 5656 -5506 6050 -5900 msg msg msg L  11659 — —
33 Rosewood 1 -Maten 33-7 83 NL 5650 -5567 6075 -5992 11430 -11347 12190 -12107 ----- —
33 Carter 1-James 72 2618 -2546 5645 -5573 6014 -5942 11220 -11148 12375 -12303 12508 -12436 Sh 13540 L  12644 —

























Choctaw County, 6 o f 6
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
11N-3W 35 Hughes &  Hughes 1-Abston-Boney 35-9 185 N L — 5510 -5325 5962 -5777 11030 -10845 msg — msg — L 12026 — —
11N-2W 17 Universal 1-Newton 17-5 N A N L — 4555 — 4911 — 10796 — 11041 — 11466 — — — —
22 W illiams 1-FNB 269 NL — 4525 -4256 4902 -4633 10586 -10317 10852 -10583 — — — — —
23 Pelto 1-Dansby 276 NL — 4510 -4234 4840 -4564 10559 -10283 10804 -10528 11255 -10979 — — —
23 Sun 1-Clanahan 225 N L — 4470 -4245 4851 -4626 10162 -9937 10768 -10543 11200 -10975 — — —
29 Placid 1-McPhearson 29-11 187 N L — 4489 -4302 5070 -4883 10658 -10471 11359 -11172 11830 -11643 — — —
29 Midroc 1-McPhearson 29-14 190 NL — 5441 -5251 5840 -5650 10695 -10505 11400 -11210 — — — — —
30 Midroc 1-Chappel 30-5 104 N L — 5480 -5376 5785 -5681 10595 -10491 11290 -11186 11700 -11596 — — —
30 Samedan 1-Evans 30-13 111 N L — 5486 -5375 5905 -5794 10845 -10734 11370 -11259 — — — — —
30 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Bolinger 30-15 194 2535 -2341 5530 -5336 5907 -5713 10448 -10254 11436 -11242 11880 -11686 — — —
31 Am Quasar 1-Dansby 31-1 205 N L — 5479 -5274 5802 -5597 10887 -10682 11530 -11325 — — — — —
32 Placid 1-McPhearson 32-7 176 NL — 5313 -5137 5764 -5588 10178 -10002 11394 -11218 11803 -11627 — — —
33 W il-Ken 1-McPheaison 33-7 109 NL — 5010 -4901 5410 -5301 10200 -10091 11250 -11141 11675 -11566 — — —
34 Texas Crude 1-E lliot 34-16 80 NL — 4674 -4594 5135 -5055 10358 -10278 11333 -11253 11750 -11670 — — —
12N-4W 18 Placid lA-Land 252 2040 -1788 4300 -4048 4600 -4348 msg — msg — msg — P Z91Î0 — —
29 Placid 1-Land 29-1 305 NL — 4535 -4230 4808 -4503 10437 -10132 10600 -10295 11000 -10695 — — —
31 Clement 1-Bolinger 210 2230 -2020 4580 -4370 4934 -4724 10800 -10590 10845 -10635 — — — — —
33 Justiss-Mears 1-Jackson-Harrell 266 2193 -1927 4535 -4269 4840 -4574 10575 -10309 10745 -10479 11170 -10904 PZ 11300 — —
34 Midroc 1-Jackson 34-11 226 NL — 4479 -4253 4947 -4721 10274 -10048 10402 -10176 msg — Wsh 10702 Bsmt 10871 —
36 Pelto 1-Rudder 36-5 316 NL — 4450 -4134 4740 -4424 10135 -9819 10304 -9988 msg — PZ 10586 ___ ___
36 Placid 1-Bolinger 291 N L — 4438 -4147 4830 -4539 10180 -9889 10304 -10013 msg — PZ 10500 — —
12N-3W 13 Placid 1-Bolinger 13-3 422 N L — 4228 -3806 4700 -4278 9321 -8899 9538 -9116 9880 -9458 Sh 10350 L 10366 PZ 10060
13 Tideway 1-Bolinger 13-8 386 N L — 4174 -3788 4520 -4134 9310 -8924 9457 -9071 9837 -9451 — — —
16 Justiss 1-Bryan 16-4 390 1965 -1575 4205 -3815 4668 -4278 — — — — — — — ___ ___
19 Spooner 1-W right 19-4 183 NL — 4160 -3977 4624 -4441 9769 -9586 9930 -9747 10380 -10197 ___ ___ ___
31 Placid 1-Jackson 155 N L — 4311 -4156 4606 -4451 10130 -9975 10300 -10145 10753 -10598 PZ 10958 — —
34 Cummings 1-Bolinger 34-5 302 2007 -1705 4365 -4063 4699 -4397 10300 -9998 10396 -10094 10884 -10582 — — ___
12N-2W 9 Placid 1-Tyson 9-14 162 N L — 3888 -3726 4300 -4138 8677 -8515 9000 -8838 9263 -9101 L9835 — —
13N-4W 6 Central I-Land 6-14 407 1846 -1439 4098 -3691 4270 -3863 8370 -7963 8444 -8037 8705 -8298 — ___ ___
22 Getty 1-Gothard 22-8 516 NL — 4270 -3754 4445 -3929 8740 -8224 8860 -8344 msg — Wsh 9200 Bsmt 9221 ___































Clarke County, 1 o f 4 1
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
3N-2E 2 Getty 1-Barbour 52 N L — 52 52 52 — — — — — —
10 Humble 1-W illiam s 34 3170 -3136 5270 -5236 5662 -5628 13900 -13866 —
10 Phillips lA -Scottie 32 3123 -3091 5280 -5248 5670 -5638 13807 -13775 -- -- -- ■ -- —
5N-2E 3 Shell 1-Smith 194 1102 -908 2365 -217! 2550 -2356 10250 -10056 11930 -11736 12188 -11994 L 12204 —
4 Humble I-Champion 156 FO -- FO — FO — 9146 -8990 10920 -10764 msg — L 11173 —
5 A m  Quasar 1-Smith 5-1 137 4604 -4467 FO — FO — 8332 -8195 10260 -10123 msg — L 10525 —
5N-3E 10 Mallard 1-IPCO 10-5 157 N L — 5354 -5197 5782 -5625 13175 -13018 14844 -14687 15097 -14940 — —
6N-2E 8 Midroc 1-City o f  Jackson 245 4459 -4214 8109 -7864 8529 -8284 10805 -10560 — — — — — —
9 Spooner 1-Warren 9-12 74 4420 -4346 FO — FO — 10960 -10886 — — — — — —
26 Pruet 1-Alco 26-6 204 1852 -1648 3965 -3761 4465 -4261 11745 -11541 — — — — — —
28 Young 1-Gilmore 209 2120 -1911 3990 -3781 4405 -4196 10876 -10667 11384 -11175 msg — L 11632 —
6N-3E 9 Pruet 1-Johnson 9-14 266 N L — 5839 -5573 6300 -6034 12445 -12179 — — — — — —
6N-4E 1 Phillips 1-Oswell 1-14 139 N L — 4729 -4590 5274 -5135 11905 -11766 12820 -12681 13295 -13156 — —
2 An-Son 1 -Oswell 97 N L — 4818 -4721 5239 -5142 11955 -11858 12860 -12763 13340 -13243 — —
7 Terra 1-Johnson 7-3 348 N L —— 5250 -4902 5628 -5280 12468 -12120 13790 -13442 14097 -13749 — —
13 First Energy 1-Johnson-Cogle 13-4 132 N L -- 4890 -4758 5345 -5213 12119 -11987 12965 -12833 13480 -13348 — —
32 McCorm ick 1-Norris 286 N L -- 5215 -4929 5625 -5339 12822 -12536 14273 -13987 14550 -14264 — —
6N-5E 7 Kerr-McGee 1-Gibby 7-15 130 N L -- 4355 -4725 5287 -5157 11870 -11740 12737 -12607 msg — Bsmt 13200 —
18 Florida Expl 1-Mattmuller 168 N L -- 4902 -4734 5257 -5089 12159 -11991 12878 -12710 13340 -13172 Bsmt 13360 —
29 Pruet 1-Cogle 29-10 87 N L —— 4910 -4823 5350 -5263 12204 -12117 13130 -13043 13586 -13499 — —
7N-1W 1 Danciger 1-York 200 1468 -1268 3747 -3547 4150 -3950 11334 -11134 12906 -12706 13080 -12880 — —
7N-1E 12 Tideway 1-Bumpers 12-15 239 N L — 4820 -4581 5186 -4947 11720 -11481 13015 -12776 13420 -13181 — —
13 Thor 3-McCorquodale 13-12 254 N L — 4905 -4651 5310 -5056 11804 -11550 13100 -12846 13520 -13266 — —
17 Transco 1-Sheffield 50 1485 -1435 3659 -3609 4052 -4002 11090 -11040 12518 -12468 12831 -12781 — —
24 Thor 1-McCorquodaIe 281 N L — 5114 -4833 5490 -5209 11756 -11475 13141 -12860 13550 -13269 — —
24 Thor 2-McCorquodale 24-3 258 N L —— 5157 -4899 5580 -5322 11581 -11323 12923 -12665 — — — —
24 Pruet 1-DuBose 24-16 171 N L — 5279 -5108 5650 -5479 11270 -11099 12590 -12419 — — — —
24 Pruet 2-DuBose 24-16 206 N L — 5320 -5114 5697 -5491 11310 -11104 — — — — — —
25 Pruet 1-McCorquodale 25-1 107 N L — 5242 -5135 5612 -5505 11210 -11103 12452 -12345 — — — —
25 Pruet-Spooner 1-DuBose 25-2 82 N L — 5558 -5476 5983 -5901 10867 -10785 12694 -12612 — — — —
25 Pruet I -Stave Creek 194 N L — FO -- FO -- 11325 -11131 12532 -12338 — — — —
7N-2E 15 H illia rd 1-Hughston 15-8 210 N L — 6360 -6150 6860 -6650 12401 -12191 — — — — — —
19 Union Cal 1-Anderson 19-6 136 2230 -2094 4623 -4487 4970 -4834 11610 -11474 12857 -12721 13292 -13156 Sh 13385 —
19 Pruet 1-Hoven 19-13 132 N L — 4645 -4513 5020 -4888 11450 -11318 12547 -12415 12992 -12860 — —
23 Pruet 1-W alker 23-8 187 N L — 6585 -6398 7060 -6873 12100 -11913 12878 -12691 msg -- Sh 13196 L I  3222
25 Placid 1-Stallworth 25-14 217 N L — 6331 -6114 6745 -6528 12184 -11967 13150 -12933 13456 -13239 Sh 13590 L 13718
25 Spooner 1-Cloninger 208 N L — 6655 -6447 7140 -6932 12500 -12292 13210 -13002 13544 -13336 — —
30 Amerada Hess 1-Thomas 162 2798 -2636 4485 -4323 -- -- — — — — — — — —
30 Pruet 1-Singleton 30-3 130 N L — 4531 -4401 4995 -4865 11575 -11445 -- —— — — — —
30 Pruet 1 -Whitehead 30-5 241 N L — 5967 -5726 6390 -6149 11336 -11095 12578 -12337 — — — —
30 Pruet 1-Bumpers 30-5 206 N L — FO — FO -- 11460 -11254 12670 -12464 -- — — —
30 Pruet 1-DuBose 30-14 295 N L — 6148 -5853 6580 -6285 11620 -11325 12810 -12515 -- — — —
31 Spooner 1-Schultz 31-4 275 N L '—' 275 275 275 275 -- — — —































Clarke County, 2 o f 4
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norp Met Oth er
7N-4E 9 Petro Hunt 1 -M cM illan-BIoedel 267 N L — 4833 -4566 5216 -4949 11570 -11303 12510 -12243 13010 -12743
JU Shell 1-Neal 30-1 N L — 0 0 0 0 0 _
31 Shell 1 -McCorquodale 31-1 N L — 0 0 0 0 0 _
8N-1W 11 Union 1-Waite 39 1643 -1604 4025 -3986 4492 -4453 11745 -11706 — — _ _ _
8N-1E 3 Coral 1-Finch 185 N L — 4836 -4651 5377 -5192 11875 -11690 13050 -12865 13190 -13005 Bsmt 13920
i l M idroc 1-Finch 11-14 207 N L — 4872 -4665 5280 -5073 11890 -11683 13070 -12863 13221 -13014
14 Watco 1-Bumpers 14-9 131 N L — 4940 -4809 5320 -5189 11930 -11799 13116 -12985 13400 -13269
24 Murphy 1-S Crossroads 24-5 199 N L — 4892 -4693 5320 -5121 12060 -11861 13170 -12971 _ _
8N-2E 3 Strago 1-American Can 3-8 328 N L — 4805 -4477 5102 -4774 11640 -11312 12518 -12190 12840 -12512
3 Midroc 1-Pugh 3-9 352 N L — 4805 -4453 5205 -4853 11663 -11311 12482 -12130
10 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Coates 10-10 264 N L — 7325 7061 7375 -7111 11506 -11242 12070 -11806 12447 -12183
10 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Gray 10-14 208 N L — 7200 -6992 7741 -7533 12235 -12027 12500 -12292
10 Midroc 1-Anderson 10-15 205 N L — 7218 -7013 7747 -7542 11233 -11028 11900 -11695
14 Midroc 1-Gilmore 14-10 293 N L — 6990 6697 7460 -7167 11715 -11422 _
14 Midroc 1-Gray 14-11 222 N L — 7132 -6910 7616 -7394 11930 -11708 12288 -12066
8N-3E 3 TXP 1-Elmore 3-13 483 N L — 4952 -4469 5403 -4920 11637 -11154 12389 -11906 12860 -12377
9N-2W 1 L L & E 1-W hite 1-4 63 N L — 4976 -4913 5367 -5304 11780 -11717 13018 -12955 13253 -13190
9N-1W 6 Pruet &  Hughes 1-McNider 6-14 99 N L — 5250 -5151 5560 -5461 11753 -11654 12991 -12892 13218 -13119
35 Midroc 1-Deas 201 N L — 4870 -4669 5293 -5092 12096 -11895 13460 -13259 13610 -13409
9N-1E 5 Placid l-P ugh5-4 176 N L -- 7257 -7081 7676 -7500 11933 -11757 12537 -12361 12614 -12438
7 Skelly 1-Deas 76 3143 -3067 6076 -6000 6486 -6410 13510 -13434 _
10 Placid 1-Norris 10-5 188 N L -- 7145 -6957 7555 -7367 12010 -11822 12420 -12232 12534 -12346
10 M oncrief 1-Smith 11-5 103 3492 -3389 7271 -7168 7718 -7615 10855 -10752 11521 -11418 11600 -11497
12 Consolidated 1-Brunson 12-4 116 N L — 4460 -4344 4845 -4729 10860 -10744 11315 -11699 11925 -11809
29 Midroc 1-G ilmore 29-13 182 N L — 4976 -4794 5315 -5133 11715 -11533 13050 -12868 13185 -13003
30 Dallas 1-Gillmore 30-5 70 N L — 4864 -4794 5208 -5138 11675 -11605 12950 -12880 13117 -13047
32 Sinclair 1-Gillmore 207 N L — 4945 -4738 5224 -5017 11826 -11619 — — _
35 Southeastern 1-Finch 162 2485 -2323 5105 -4943 5449 -5287 — — — _ _
9N-2E 18 Humble 1-W ilson 149 3315 -3166 FO — FO — 11027 -10878 11900 -11751 11972 -11823
20 Belco 1 -G illm ore 218 2227 -2009 5607 -5389 5980 -5762 11264 -11046 11970 -11752 12090 -11872
20 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Gillmore 20-11 246 N L — FO — FO — 11200 -10954 11980 -11734 _
32 Placid 1-Gilmore 32-2 289 N L — 7375 -7086 7697 -7408 11625 -11336 12340 -12051 12583 -12294
9N-5E 1 Amerada 1-Kennedy 123 N L — 3750 -3627 4109 -3986 8976 -8853 9606 -9483 9846 -9723
19 Amerada 1-Scotch N L — 0 0 0 0 0
10N-2W 13 Pruet &  Hughes Turner 13-1 186 2840 -2654 4415 -4229 4738 -4552 10388 -10202 11524 -11338 11755 -11569
13 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Turner 13-5 132 N L — 6420 -6288 6863 -6731 10353 -10221 11306 -11174 11618 -11486
13 Pruet &  Hughes Turner 13-6 164 N L — 6372 -6208 6776 -6612 10340 -10176 11356 -11192 11654 -11490
13 Pruet &  Hughes Turner 13-7 187 N L — 6400 -6213 6730 -6543 10353 -10166 11380 -11193 11644 -11457
13 Pruet &  Hughes Turner 13-9 149 N L — 6292 -6143 6652 -6503 10384 -10235 11384 -11235 _
13 Phillips lA -K n ig h t 13-15 161 N L — 6276 -6115 6716 -6555 10214 -10053 11495 -11334 _
13 Placid 1-Turner 13-21 129 N L — 6401 -6272 6851 -6722 10273 -10144 11304 -11175 _ _
13 Petro-Lewis lA -T u m er 13-21 133 N L — 6372 -6239 6825 -6692 10275 -10142 11296 -11163 — _
13 Placid 1 -Turner 13-25 163 N L — 6006 -5843 6364 -6201 10385 -10222 11422 -11259 — _
































Clarke County, 3 o f 4 1 1T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
10N-2W 14 Petro-Lewis 1-Womack H ill 14-5 87 N L — 6109 -6022 6740 -6653 10540 -10453 11115 -11028 11279 -11192 — _
14 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Tumer 14-6 57 N L — 6309 -6252 6698 -6641 10142 -10085 11153 -11096 11530 -11473 _ —
14 Petro-Lewis 2-Womack H ill 14-6 60 N L — 6251 -6191 6700 -6640 9730 -9670 11210 -11150 — _ _
14 Exxon 1-Gross-Tumer 14-7 83 N L — 6386 -6303 6748 -6665 10204 -10121 11230 -11147 11490 -11407 _
14 Exxon lA-Gross-Tum er 14-7 81 N L — 6332 -6251 6710 -6629 10200 -10119 11243 -11162 _ _
14 Exxon Turner 14-8 96 N L — 6401 -6305 6812 -6716 10235 -10139 11224 -11128 11502 -11406 _
14 Exxon lA-Gross-Tum er 14-8 103 N L — 6369 -6266 6815 -6712 10219 -10116 11230 -11127 _ _ _ _
16 Placid 1-Womack 15-8 61 N L — 6118 -6057 6462 -6401 10474 -10413 11350 -11289 — — _ _
26 PFI 1-PFI26-6 81 N L — 5610 -5529 6010 -5929 11595 -11514 12645 -12564 12945 -12864 _ _
26 M obile G u lf 1-Turner 85 N L — 5272 -5187 5670 -5585 11490 -11405 12606 -12521 _21 L L & E 1 -Turner 27-3 67 N L — 4840 -4773 5192 -5125 11139 -11072 12444 -12377 12767 -127002/ Pruet &  Hughes 1-Turner 27-4 54 2485 -2431 5075 -5021 5480 -5426 11415 -11361 12479 -12425 _ _
21 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Turner 27-8 53 N L — 5200 -5147 5549 -5496 11513 -11466 12453 -12400 12722 -126692/ M idroc 1-M ay 27-10 66 N L — FO — FO — 11286 -11220 12410 -12344 — _
32 Cities Service lA -Tum er 103 N L — 5798 -5695 6150 -6047 11710 -11607 _ _ _ _
lO N -lW 8 L L & E 1-Thornton 193 N L — 4370 -4177 4724 -4531 10400 -10207 11413 -11220 11595 -11402
9 Adobe 1-Ethridge 9 - Î4 196 N L — FO — FO — 10318 -10122 11385 -11189
16 Pruet &  Hughes 1-A Parden 15-12 196 N L — 5396 -5201 5756 -5561 10402 -10207 11437 -11242 11570 -11375
16 Brooks H all 1-Scotch 183 2425 -2242 5325 -5142 5710 -5527 10370 -10187 11407 -11224 11575 -11392
16 Furrh 1-Dungan 184 N L — 5496 -5312 5830 -5646 10590 -10406 11516 -11332 _
16 Bassett 1-Pelham 16-2 166 N L — 5579 -5424 5859 -5704 10233 -10078 11104 -10949 11334 -11179
16 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Dungan 16-5 152 N L — 5516 -5364 5895 -5743 10260 -10108 11310 -11158 11509 -11357\l Pruet &  Hughes 1-Dungan 17-5 175 2606 -2431 5465 -5290 5837 -5662 10445 -10270 11423 -11248 11650 -11475
18 Brooks H all 1-Starks 194 2655 -2461 5470 -5276 5835 -5641 10491 -10297 11515 -11321 11744 -11550
18 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Counselman 18-12 147 N L — 5910 -5763 6250 -6103 10450 -10303 11456 -11309 _ _
19 M idroc 1-W hite 19-15 120 N L — 5252 -5132 5620 -5500 11390 -11270 12500 -12380 _ _
24 Century 1-Scotch Lb r 24-6 167 N L — 5227 -5060 5560 -5393 10495 -10328 11600 -11433 _2/ Pruet &  Hughes 1-Scotch Lb r 27-11 135 N L — 4600 -4465 4979 -4844 11146 -11011 12240 -12105 12450 -12315
29 Placid 1-Lawrence 29-10 126 N L — 6307 -6182 6759 -6634 11419 -11294 12300 -12175 12500 -12375 Sh 13103 L 13210
29 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Pace 29-16 104 N L — 6230 -6126 6620 -6516 11290 -11186 12447 -12343 12535 -12431
34 V ictor Smith 1-Stotts 34-7 206 3245 -3039 6584 -6378 7030 -6824 11000 -10794 12275 -12069 12456 -12250
36 TX O 1 -Deas 35-7 224 N L — 6825 -6601 7246 -7022 11247 -11023 12270 -12046 12471 -12247
lO N -lE 1 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Johnson 7-4 212 N L — 4380 -4168 4763 -4551 10030 -9818 10950 -10738 11066 -10854
16 Humble 1 -Hamgan 164 N L — 4373 -4219 4758 -4604 10020 -9866 10910 -10756 10980 -10826
26 Amoco 1-Pugh 194 N L — 4505 4311 4866 -4672 10415 -10221 11200 -11006 11270 -11076
31 Pruet &  Hughes 1-Scotch Lb r 31-4 206 3252 -3047 4865 -4660 5109 4904 11055 -10850 12063 -11858 12222 -12017
32 Consolidated Cas 1-Hare 32-8 140 N L — 4660 -4520 5000 -4860 10460 -10320 11852 -11712 11925 -11785
10N-2E 4 Champlin l-0 'M e lia 4 -2 399 N L — 4210 -3811 4595 -4196 9940 -9541 10109 -9710 10159 -9760 W er 11010 EM 11082
10N-3E lU Am  Pe6ofina 1-Hamgan 461 1645 -1194 4105 -3654 4460 -4009 9664 -9213 9767 -9316 10000 -9549 B s m t10480
13 Amax 1-Davis 306 N L — 4009 -3703 4369 -4063 msg — msg _ msg _ Wsh 9330 Bsmt 9408
21 Amerada Hess 1-Kelly 387 N L — 4190 -3803 4590 -4203 9990 -9603 10130 -9743 10354 -9967
10N-4E 19 Champlin 1-Hamgan 403 N L — 4188 -3785 4530 -4127 9700 -9297 9829 -9426 msg _ Bsmt 9972
I IN - IW 34 Champlin 1-Cowan-Scotch 34-14 326 2041 -1715 4530 -4204 5077 -4751 10460 -10134 11027 -10701 11225 -10899










































Conecuh County, 1 o f 1
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
3N-13E 23 L L & E 1-M ille r M il!  23-10 146 N L — 4490 -4344 4880 -4734 11760 -11614 11930 -11784 12110 -11964 W er 12458 EM  12516
4N-7E 2 Fina 1-ATIC 2-10 343 N L — 5190 -4847 5600 -5257 12471 -12128 13180 -12837 13460 -13117 — —
2 Fina 1-ATIC2-11 389 N L — 5240 -4851 5630 -5241 12530 -12141 13225 -12836 13530 -13141 Bsmt 13580 —
12 Cox 1-Pmt-ATIC 12-6 240 N L — 5114 -4874 5514 -5274 12429 -12189 13130 -12890 13428 -13188 — —
12 Cox 1-Pmt-ATIC 12-7 243 N L — 5100 -4857 5500 -5257 12349 -12106 13028 -12785 13331 -13088 — —
23 Coastal 1 -Escambia R iver 23-15 233 N L — 5240 -5007 5630 -5397 12788 -12555 13545 -13312 — — — —
25 Amerada Hess 1-Scott Paper 25-13 297 N L — 5340 -5043 5727 -5430 12700 -12403 13435 -13138 13625 -13328 Bsmt 13690 —
25 Amerada Hess I-Scott Paper 25-14 261 N L — 5310 -5049 5710 -5449 12682 -12421 13427 -13166 13696 -13435 Bsmt 13726 —
26 Coastal 1-Escambia R iver 26-7 226 N L — 5260 -5034, 5660 -5434 12710 -12484 13394 -13168 — — — —
26 Amerada Hess 1-Scott Paper 26-11 222 N L — 5280 -5058 5680 -5458 12580 -12358 13566 -13344 — — — —
29 Stack l-SulUvan 29-3 367 N L — 5530 -5163 5932 -5565 13085 -12718 13995 -13628 — — — —
31 Tenneco lA-A lger-Su llivan 368 N L — 5622 -5254 5996 -5628 13170 -12802 13967 -13599 14285 -13917 Bsmt 14377 —
32 Texaco 1-ATIC 32-4 342 N L — 5518 -5176 5950 -5608 13012 -12670 13760 -13418 14060 -13718 Bsmt 14130 —
32 Pruet 1-ATIC32-5 365 N L — 5566 -5201 5980 -5615 13815 -13450 13750 -13385 13918 -13553 Wsh 13955 Bsmt 13980
34 Tenneco IC-Sullivan 34-16 214 N L — 5340 -5126 5750 -5536 12910 -12696 13615 -13401 — — — —
35 Wheless 1-Coley 193 N L — 5310 -5117 5705 -5512 12820 -12627 13580 -13387 — — — —
35 Stack 1-Sullivan 35-7 201 N L — 5230 -5029 5677 -5476 12800 -12599 13496 -13295 13665 -13464 — —
35 Amerada Hess 1-Scott Paper 35-8 225 N L — 5285 -5060 5880 -5655 12700 -12475 13300 -13075 — — — —
35 Tenneco 1-Alger-Sullivan 35-10 256 N L — 5350 -5094 5717 -5461 12747 -12491 13426 -13170 — — — —
36 Coastal 1-Grisset 36-16 373 N L — 5460 -5087 5900 -5527 12890 -12517 13571 -13198 msg — Bsmt 13890 —
4N-8E 7 Cox 1-Pmt-ATIC 7-13 322 N L — 5200 -4878 5660 -5338 12408 -12086 13140 -12818 13465 -13143 — —
11 Stack 1-Dyess 11-16 301 N L — 5015 -4714 5440 -5139 12080 -11779 12754 -12453 — — — —
13 Amerada Hess 1-Jackson 277 N L — 5008 -4731 5450 -5173 11903 -11626 — — — — —
24 Amerada Hess 1-M cM illan 310 N L — 5085 -4775 5530 -5220 12170 -11860 12847 -12537 ------ — — —
24 Stack 1-Gilmore 24-2 309 N L — 5055 -4746 5460 -5151 12090 -11781 12765 -12456 ------ — — —
29 Great Western l-G W e ta l2 9 -9 399 N L — 5362 -4963 5830 -5431 12812 -12413 13456 -13057 msg — Bsmt 13800 —
30 Zilkha 1-ATIC 30-7 375 N L — 5366 -4991 5735 -5360 12887 -12512 13610 -13235 13960 -13585 — —
4N-9E 24 Superior 1-M cM illan 297 2625 -2328 4985 4688 5365 -5068 12115 -11818 msg — msg — Bsmt 12430 —
4N-10E 27 Eason 1-M cM illan 260 2490 -2230 4853 -4593 5230 -4970 11650 -11390 12180 -11920 — — — —
35 L L & E 1-Ellis 243 N L — 4861 -4618 5224 -4981 12165 -11922 12400 -12157 — — — ——


















Covington County, 1 o f 1
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
1N-14E 11 Pacific 1-Pmt-USA 11-5 243 N L — 4935 -4692 5240 -4997 12115 -11872 12823 -12580 12865 -12622 — —
16 Cox 1-Pmt-Federal 16-14 230 N L — 5100 -4870 5427 -5197 12225 -11995 13084 -12854 13210 -12980 ___ ___
17 Cox 1-Pmt-Jeffers 17-9 235 N L — 5095 -4860 5447 -5212 12245 -12010 13100 -12865 13202 -12967 ___ ___
19 BHP 1 -B H P e ta l 19-3 203 N L — 5103 -4900 5394 -5191 12255 -12052 13300 -13097 13410 -13207 — —
21 Cox 1-Pmt-Federal 21-1 227 N L — 5110 -4883 5430 -5203 12170 -11943 13070 -12843 13182 -12955 — —
1N-16E 14 Texas 1-Scott Paper 14-8 313 2276 1963 4575 -4262 4891 -4578 11970 -11657 11989 -11676 12060 -11747 E M  12135 —
2N-14E 4 Torch 1-Pmt-Hart 4-7 283 N L — 4630 -4347 4914 -4631 11800 -11517 12025 -11742 12095 -11812 — ___
5 Torch 1-Pmt-Findley 5-2 264 N L — 4636 -4372 4931 -4667 11848 -11584 12040 -11776 — — — ___
5 Amoco 1-Campbell 255 N L — 4616 -4361 4920 -4665 11820 -11565 12077 -11822 12160 -11905 W er 12270 E M  12365
2J Delaware Davis 1-Ke lly 23-3 334 N L — 4776 -4442 5050 -4716 12000 -11666 12216 -11882 12314 -iÎ9 8 Ô W er 12490 ___
2N-15E 5 Amoco 1-USA-Sewall 306 N L — 4500 -4194 4830 -4524 11581 -11275 msg — msg — Bsmt 11938 ___
32 Pacific 1-Pmt-Brown 32-5 280 N L — 4680 -4400 4970 -4690 msg — 12210 -11930 12246 -11966 E M  12408 ___
3N-15E 32 Maguire 1-Dixon 308 N L — 4486 -4178 4798 -4490 msg — 11660 -11352 11850 -11542 E M  11950 ___















































Escanibia County, 1 of 5 ■■ 1
.... ^ ..
1 1 1 1
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lw r Tusc Lw r Cret Buckner Smackover Norp Met Other
JN-5E Ib Chevron 1-Ewing 272 3892 -3620 6394 -6122 6745 -6473 15102 -14830 16270 -15998 16373 -16101
2J Huffco i-iPC 23-2 315 NL — 6410 -6095 6820 -6505 14883 -14568 16152 -15837 — __
iü Gammill I-Johnson 30-16 238 NL — NL — NL — 15312 -15074 16509 -16271 16566 -16328
i l Huffco 1-James 31-10 243 NL — 6525 -6282 6860 -6617 15204 -14961 16546 -16303 —
i2 Beau Coup 1-Dees 32-11 262 NL — 6540 -6278 6960 -6698 15210 -14948 16498 -16236 16554 -16292
1N-6E 1 Exxon 1-Helton 291 NL — 6525 -6234 6898 -6607 14490 -14199 15481 -15190 — __
2 Exxon 2-Scotl Paper 250 NL — 6358 -6108 6670 -6420 14513 -14263 15520 -15270 — __
i Tomlinson 1-Merriweather 235 NL — 6113 -5878 6477 -6242 14580 -14345 15620 -15385 — __
b Belco 1-Scott Paper 300 NL — 6240 -5940 6652 -6352 14672 -14372 15711 -15411 16000 -15700
6 Belco 2-Scott Paper 5-1 242 NL — 6164 -5922 6539 -6297 14559 -14317 15580 -15338 15900 -15658
12 Exxon 1-Dinks Farm 292 NL — 6129 -5837 6493 -6201 14572 -14280 15540 -15248 15874 -15582
14 Amoco 1-Stanton 312 NL — 6309 -5997 6642 -6330 14750 -14438 15760 -15448 16062 -15750
1N-7E I Exxon 1-Scott Paper 235 NL — 6435 -6200 6710 -6475 14081 -13846 15107 -14872 15435 -15200 __
1 Mallard 1-Cont Corp 1-5 248 NL — 6510 -6262 6889 -6641 14176 -13928 15199 -14951 15550 -15302
1 Mallard 1-Cont Corp 1-11 185 NL — 6544 -6359 6952 -6767 14174 -13989 15181 -14996 15518 -15333
2 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 2-7 184 NL — 6420 -6236 6790 -6606 14096 -13912 15080 -14896 15445 -15261
2 Exxon 2-IPCO 2-6 152 NL — 6363 -6211 6780 -6628 14050 -13898 15015 -14863
i Mallard 1-Scott Paper 3-10 122 NL — 6442 -6320 6825 -6703 14155 -14033 15109 -14987 15466 -15344
i Exxon 1-Scott Paper 3-1 12/ NL — 6324 -6197 6685 -6558 14089 -13962 14996 -14869
4 Mallard 1-Miles 4-10 268 NL — 6580 -6312 6984 -6716 14360 -14092 15300 -15032 15660 -15392
5 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 5-10 275 NL — 6550 -6275 6942 -6667 14270 -13995 15335 -15060 __
5 Exxon 2-Scoll Paper 5-10 289 NL — 6580 -6291 6946 -6657 14348 -14059 15340 -15051 __
6 Exxon 1-Tumer 6 297 NL — 6610 -6313 6985 -6688 14427 -14130 15420 -15123 15750 -15453 __
7 Exxon 1-Scott Paper? 297 NL — NL —- NL — NL __ 15330 -15033 __
8 LL&E 1-Philyaw 8-1 275 NL — 6675 -6400 7050 -6775 14448 -14173 15470 -15195
9 Mallard 1-St Regis 9-7 281 NL — 6625 -6344 6913 -6632 14475 -14194 15437 -15156
9 Exxon 1-St Regis 9-4 250 NL — 6805 -6555 7002 -6752 14396 -14146 15428 -15178 __
10 Mallard 1-Forte 10-7 171 NL — 5940 -5769 6330 -6159 14355 -14184 15298 -15127 15646 -15475 __
11 Mallanl 1-Scott Paper 11-7 119 NL — 5880 -5761 6270 -6151 14245 -14126 15274 -15155 15602 -15483 __
i l Exxon I-Scott Paper 11-10 117 NL — 5922 -5805 6282 -6165 14296 -14179 15264 -15147 ■ __
12 Exxon 1-McCurdy 12 137 NL — 5910 -5773 6317 -6180 14003 -13866 15250 -15113 15595 -15458 __
13 Mallard 1-Scolt Paper 13-6 110 NL — 5988 -5878 6313 -6203 14560 -14450 15350 -15240 __
14 Pennzoil 1-Godwin 14-6 173 NL — 6060 -5887 6480 -6307 14480 -14307 15212 -15039
Ib Exxon 1-Scott Paper 15 175 NL — 6065 -5890 6470 -6295 14477 -14302 15433 -15258
15 Exxon 2-Scott Paper 15-1 168 NL — 6060 -5892 6460 -6292 14453 -14285 15458 -15290
16 Amoco 1-Gordon 16-9 280 NL — 6215 -5935 6603 -6323 14685 -14405 15645 -15365 15994 -15714
16 Mallard I-Gordon 16-2 188 NL — 6090 -5902 6460 -6272 14530 -14342 15495 -15307 — __ __
16 Grace 2-Gordon 16-1 175 NL — 6066 -5891 6358 -6183 14492 -14317 15442 -15267 — __ __
16 Exxon 3-Gordon 16-1 180 NL — 6073 -5893 6440 -6260 14493 -14313 15445 -15265 __
17 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 17 273 NL — 6196 -5923 6572 -6299 14615 -14342 15590 -15317 __ __
23 General Crude 1-ATIC 23-1 158 NL — 6106 -5948 6513 -6355 14542 -14384 15462 -15304 __ __
2 i Exxon I -Scott Paper 240 NL — 6204 -5954 6610 -6370 14620 -14380 15592 -15352 __
24 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 24 133 NL — 6077 -5944 6488 -6355 14475 -14342 15380 -15247 __
25 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 25 228 NL — 6190 -5962 6585 -6357 14635 -14407 15540 -15312 __
30 LL&E 1-Hall 30-4 311 NL — 6400 -6089 6750 -6439 14835 -14524 15811 -15500 16116 -15805 __
30 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 30-4 215 NL — 6112 -5897 6590 -6375 14665 -14450 15576 -15361 __
36 Amoco I -Cooper 36-1 306 NL — 6344 -6038 6780 -6474 14880 -14574 15813 -15507 16150 -15844





























Escambia County, 2 of 5 1 1 ■ r 1 1
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
1N-8E 1 Inexco l-Tocumen 1-3 109 NL — 6135 -6026 6566 -6457 13355 -13246 14355 -14246 — — — — —
2 Tomlinson 1-St Regis 2-13 239 NL — 6400 -6161 6772 -6533 14480 -14241 15300 -15061 15576 -15337 — — —
2 Inexco 2-Bames 2-1 133 NL — 6230 -6097 6520 -6387 13735 -13602 14704 -14571 14957 -14824 — — —
2 Inexco 1-Bam es 2-1 145 NL — 6272 -6127 6699 -6554 14328 -14183 — — — — — — —
3 Chevron 2-Alger Tenants 2 261 NL — 6495 -6234 6895 -6634 14402 -14141 15500 -15239 —— — — — —
4 General Crude 2-ATlC 262 NL — 6196 -5934 6622 -6360 14140 -13878 15140 -14878 15445 -15183 — — —
5 General Crude I-ATIC 280 NL — 6360 -6080 6791 -6511 14122 -13842 15111 -14831 15411 -15131 — — —
6 Exxon 1-Graham 6 263 NL — 6460 -6197 6805 -6542 14128 -13865 15460 -15197 — • — — —
6 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 6-4 192 NL — 6445 -6253 6907 -6715 14030 -13838 15082 -14890 15412 -15220 — — —
7 Mallard 1-Lambeth 7-14 200 NL — 5965 -5765 6370 -6170 14083 -13883 15350 -15150 15680 -15480 — — —
7 Exxon 2-Lambeih 7-14 213 NL — NL — NL — 14404 -14191 15397 -15184 — — — — —
8 Mallard 1-Knowles 8-11 260 NL — 6010 -5750 6405 -6145 14300 -14040 15325 -15065 15625 -15365 — — —
8 Mosbacher 1-My rick 8-2 271 NL — 5950 -5679 6355 -6084 14250 -13979 15258 -14987 15567 -15296 — — —
9 General Crude 3-ATIC 272 NL — 5990 -5718 6400 -6128 14245 -13973 15264 -14992 15565 -15293 — — —
9 Bishop 1-Scott Paper 9-1 272 NL — 6075 -5803 6470 -6198 14268 -13996 15212 -14940 15510 -15238 Sh 15547 L 15567 —
10 Humble 1-Humble et al 10-2 221 NL — 6019 -5798 6363 -6142 14220 -13999 15200 -14979 — — ----- — —
10 Exxon 2-Johnson 10-10 241 NL — 6110 -5869 6530 -6289 14154 -13913 15042 -14801 15324 -15083 Sh 15376 — —
11 Humble 1-Stewart 11 220 NL — 6020 -5800 6384 -6164 14140 -13920 15040 -14820 15312 -15092 — — —
12 HUmble 1-Loper 12 107 NL —— 6010 -5903 6253 -6146 14304 -14197 15050 -14943 15316 -15209 — — —
13 Humble I-Loper 13 98 NL — 5896 -5798 6265 -6167 14240 -14142 14959 -14861 15260 -15162 — — —
14 Exxon 2-Wessner 183 NL — 6026 -5843 6420 -6237 14112 -13929 14980 -14797 15372 -15189 — — —
14 Humble 1-Wessner 173 NL — NL — NL ----- 14210 -14037 15000 -14827 15306 -15133 S h 15364 — —
15 Chevron 1-Alger Tenants 15-2 221 NL — 5988 -5767 6388 -6167 14268 -14047 15274 -15053 15554 -15333 — — —
17 Quintana 1-Alger Tenants 183 3550 -3367 6048 -5865 6441 -6258 14400 -14217 15380 -15197 15878 -15695 — — —
18 Mallard 1-Koppers 18-6 165 NL — 6017 -5852 6380 -6215 14420 -14255 15415 -15250 — — — — —
18 Exxon 2-Koppers 18-6 159 NL — 5995 -5836 6412 -6253 14255 -14096 15390 -15231 —— — — — —
19 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 19 106 NL — 6040 -5934 6348 -6242 14420 -14314 15364 -15258 ----- — — — —
19 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 19-4 113 NL — 6020 -5907 6405 -6292 14450 -14337 15409 -15296 ----- ----- — — —
20 Mallard 1-St Regis 20-12 114 NL — 6015 -5901 6365 -6251 14388 -14274 15390 -15276 15700 -15586 — — —
21 Mallard 1-St Regis 21-2 252 NL — 6111 -5859 6500 -6248 14430 -14178 15455 -15203 15755 -15503 — — —
24 Humble 1-Loper 122 NL — 5955 -5833 6352 -6230 14206 -14084 15132 -15010 15410 -15288 — — —
25 Exxon 1-Bush 25-3 134 NL — 6056 -5922 6419 -6285 14375 -14241 15285 -15151 15625 -15491 — — —
25 Midroc 1-Jemigan 25-13 178 NL — 6086 -5908 6495 -6317 14420 -14242 15358 -15180 15680 -15502 — — —
25 Am Quasar 1-Jemigan 25-16 124 NL — 6040 -5916 6450 -6326 14310 -14186 15220 -15096 15535 -15411 — — —
26 Exxon l-Hart26-3 180 NL — 6090 -5910 6484 -6304 14434 -14254 15385 -15205 15696 -15516 — — —
26 Exxon 2-Pugh 26-15 170 NL — 6090 -5920 6485 -6315 14520 -14350 15448 -15278 15638 -15468 — — —
27 Tesoro 1-Arrington 27-10 228 NL — NL — NL — 14690 -14462 15519 -15291 — — — — —
27 Tesoro 1-Scott Paper 27-11 214 NL — 6147 -5933 6550 -6336 14564 -14350 15547 -15333 15840 -15626 — — —
27 Tesoro 1-St Regis 27-5 199 NL — 6137 -5938 6520 -6321 14517 -14318 15488 -15289 15802 -15603 — — —
29 LL&E 1-Si Regis 29-3 157 NL — 6130 -5973 6479 -6322 14602 -14445 15509 -15352 15845 -15688 — — —
29 LL&E 1-While 29-1 131 NL — 6066 -5935 6431 -6300 14451 -14320 15412 -15281 15774 -15643 — — —
30 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 30 221 3697 -3476 6185 -5964 6565 -6344 14640 -14419 15517 -15296 — — — — —
30 Exxon 1 A-Scotl Paper 30-1 215 NL — 6190 -5975 6570 -6355 14738 -14523 15635 -15420 ----- — — — —
31 Murphy 1-Jones 31-2 216 NL — 6224 -6008 6540 -6324 14711 -14495 15590 -15374 15944 -15728 — — —
35 Exxon I-Bell 35-4 135 NL — 6090 -5955 6510 -6375 14480 -14345 15414 -15279 15749 -15614 — — —
35 Bishop 1-St Regis 35-1 133 NL — 6067 -5934 6482 -6349 14410 -14277 15360 -15227 — — — — —
35 Bishop 1-St. Regis 35-2 151 NL — 6096 -5945 6507 -6356 14480 -14329 15387 -15236 — — — — —































Escambia County, 3 of 5 1 ■■ 1 1 ' r ■■■ 1 ...... 1 t 1
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
1N-8E 36 Exxon I-Steely 36-2 132 NL — 6066 -5934 6404 -6272 14390 -14258 15352 -15220 15680 -15548 — — —
36 Murphy 1-Johnson 36-3 114 NL — 6072 -5958 6451 -6337 14438 -14324 15350 -15236 15689 -15575 — — —
36 Exxon 1-Steely 36-6 123 NL — 6062 -5939 6440 -6317 14400 -14277 15316 -15193 — — — — —
36 Bishop I-Simmons 36-9 132 NL — 6041 -5909 6422 -6290 14390 -14258 15277 -15145 — — — — —
1N-9E 3 Pennzoil 1-Wright 230 NL — 6174 -5944 6540 -6310 13865 -13635 14653 -14423 14914 -14684 — — —
4 Hughes 2-Parsons 4-16 220 NL — 6190 -5970 6540 -6320 13830 -13610 14570 -14350 14820 -14600 — — —
4 Hughes I-Parsons 4-16 220 NL — 6194 -5974 6553 -6333 13817 -13597 14566 -14346 14818 -14598 — — —
6 Pruet &  Hughes 1-St. Regis 6-3 149 NL — 6220 -6071 6645 -6496 13950 -13801 14846 -14697 15088 -14939 L 15125 — —
6 Inexco ! -Steward 6-5 121 NL — 6200 -6079 6550 -6429 13370 -13249 14335 -14214 14580 -14459 L 14636 — —
6 Inexco 2-Steward 6-5 120 NL — 6190 -6070 6582 -6462 13375 -13255 14342 -14222 14600 -14480 L 14650 — —
6 Inexco 1-Fmley 6-12 139 NL — 6255 -6116 6660 -6521 13204 -13065 FO — FO — L 14835 — —
10 Hughes 2-Strickland 10-4 196 NL — 6115 -5919 6490 -6294 13495 -13299 14590 -14394 14868 -14672 — — —
16 Exxon I-Johnson 16-13 146 3553 -3407 6143 -5997 6562 -6416 14115 -13969 14795 -14649 15027 -14881 — — —
18 Humble 1-Godwin 187 NL — 6006 -5819 6400 -6213 14437 -14250 15092 -14905 15435 -15248 — — —
19 Mosbacher l-Powell 19-4 190 NL — 6019 -5829 6420 -6230 14417 -14227 15130 -14940 15440 -15250 — — —
19 Humble I-Powell 19 157 NL — 6015 -5858 6386 -6229 14465 -14308 15193 -15036 15454 -15297 — — —
20 Humble 1-Jemigan 138 NL — 6084 -5946 6453 -6315 14659 -14521 15380 -15242 15642 -15504 — — —
21 Inexco I-Trust 21-3 100 NL — 6163 -6063 6557 -6457 13688 -13588 14731 -14631 14962 -14862 — — —
27 LL&E 1-MiIler M ill 27-1 36 NL — 6340 -6304 6675 -6639 14066 -14030 15123 -15087 15350 -15314 — — —
28 Serio 1-McDavid 28-4 79 NL — 6265 -6186 6575 -6496 14310 -14231 15360 -15281 15580 -15501 — — —
29 Exxon 1-Miller M ill 29-10 92 NL — 5930 -5838 6290 -6198 14400 -14308 15222 -15130 15468 -15376 — — —
29 Exxon 1-M iller M ill 29-3 80 NL — 5950 -5870 6318 -6238 14340 -14260 15205 -15125 15472 -15392 — — —
30 Apache 1-Stephenson 106 NL — 5990 -5884 6385 -6279 14311 -14205 15357 -15251 — — — — —
30 Humble l-L & N  30-3 86 NL — 6000 -5914 6394 -6308 14078 -13992 15280 -15194 15570 -15484 — — —
30 Exxon IB -L&N 30-4 92 NL — 6000 -5908 6394 -6302 13885 -13793 15244 -15152 — — — — —
30 Exxon 1-M iller M ill 30-5 89 NL — 5980 -5891 6372 -6283 14160 -14071 — — — — — — —
31 Humble 1-Miller M ill 31-1 87 NL — 6010 -5923 6394 -6307 14153 -14066 15237 -15150 — — — — —
31 Exxon 1-Jemigan 31-5 93 NL — 6005 -5912 6410 -6317 13987 -13S94 15288 -15195 — — — — —
31 Murphy I-Simmons 107 NL — 6040 -5933 6415 -6308 14335 -14228 15272 -15165 15620 -15513 — — —
31 LL&E l-M ille r M ill 31-4 86 NL — 6027 -5941 6374 -6288 14330 -14244 15231 -15145 15580 -15494 — — —
31 LL&E 1-M iller M ill 31-3 89 NL — 6030 -5941 6400 -6311 14384 -14295 15290 -15201 15643 -15554 — — —
31 Exxon 1-Jemigan 31-6 101 NL — 6021 -5920 6409 -6308 14100 -13999 15250 -15149 — — — — —
31 Humble 1-Miller M ill 32 90 NL — 6005 -5915 6380 -6290 13970 -13880 15249 -15159 15543 -15453 — — —
32 Humble 1-Miller M ill 32-1 75 NL — NL — NL — 13960 -13885 15268 -15193 — — — — —
32 LL&E 1-M iller M ill 32-3 80 NL — 6010 -5930 6379 -6299 14300 -14220 15160 -15080 15510 -15430 — — —
32 Humble 4-Miller M ill 32 79 NL — 5980 -5901 6359 -6280 14280 -14201 15146 -15067 15475 -15396 — — —
32 Exxon 1-Miller M ill 32-5 85 NL — 6005 -5920 6360 -6275 14302 -14217 15147 -15062 — — — — —
33 Exxon IB-McDavid 30-2 84 NL — 5984 -5900 6308 -6224 14005 -13921 15520 -15436 — — — — —
33 LL&E 1-Miller M ill 33-3 74 3550 -3476 5980 -5906 6296 -6222 14309 -14235 15280 -15206 15580 -15506 — — —
33 Exxon la -M ille r M ill 33-4 95 NL — 6424 -6329 6758 -6663 14625 -14530 — — — — — — —
33 Exxon 1-Miller 33-5 82 NL — 6100 -6018 6319 -6237 14511 -14429 15670 -15588 — — — — —
34 Richland 1-Miller M ill 34-1 80 NL — 6322 -6242 6730 -6650 14260 -14180 — — — — — — —
36 Liberty 1-Miller M ill 35-14 185 NL — 6526 -6341 6918 -6733 14220 -14035 15043 -14858 15258 -15073 — — —
Davis 1-Kent 36-9 222 NL — 5926 -5704 6327 -6105 14235 -14013 15035 -14813 15344 -15122 — — —
IN-lOE 22 Superior 1-M iller M ill 180 3271 -309! 5761 -5581 6120 -5940 13770 -13590 14550 -14370 14845 -14665 — — —
IN -I3E 1 Houston 1-Mill 1-4 251 NL — 5008 -4757 5360 -5109 12732 -12481 — — — — — — —
2 Houston I-USA 2-7 234 NL — NL — NL — 12905 -12671 13047 -12813 msg — Wsh 13245 — —

































Escanibia County, 4 of 5 ___  1 1 1 1 1 ■ ■ 1r-« Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
1N-13E 12 Houston 1-Giles 12-1 261 NL — 5053 -4792 5382 -5121 12928 -12667 13091 -12830 13260 -12999 __ __
Ib Houston 1-USA 15-9 286 NL — 5214 -4928 5575 -5289 13197 -12911 13360 -13074 13551 -13265 __ __
2U Houston I-USA 20-13 260 NL — 5315 -5055 5686 -5426 13455 -13195 13630 -13370 13820 -13560 Sh 14276 PH 14320 L  143
27 Amoco 1-Moulton 27-9 324 NL — 5220 -4896 5547 -5223 13240 -12916 13440 -13116 13600 -13276 Wer 14069
2N-5E 1 H&P 1-Price 1-10 331 NL --- 6265 -5934 6635 -6304 14250 -13919 14330 -13999 msg Wsh 15585
i Texaco 1-McMillan 3-1 324 3710 -3386 6285 -5961 6564 -6240 14285 -13961 15360 -15036 15690 -15366 Bsmt 15792
7 Stack 1-Alger-Sullivan 17-13 344 NL — 6275 -5931 6641 -6297 14605 -14261 15973 -15629 __
8 Tenneco lE-Alger-Sullivan 338 NL — 6186 -5848 6507 -6169 14390 -14052 16710 -16372 —
y Hughes 1-Beck 9-2 328 NL — 6220 -5892 6597 -6269 13960 -13632 15545 -15217 15837 -15509
lu Kaiser 1-Scott Paper 10-1 320 NL — 6195 -5875 6545 -6225 14500 -14180 15755 -15435 — __
25 Hughes 1-Smith 25-7 214 NL — 6300 -5986 6660 -6346 14590 -14276 15664 -15350 __ __
26 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 26-11 327 NL — 6295 -5968 6643 -6316 NL — 15777 -15450 —
2N-6E 12 Exxon 1-Ashcroft 12-6 345 NL — 6040 -5695 6428 -6083 14230 -13885 15251 -14906 15605 -15260
28 Exxon 1-Maitinville 28-15 307 NL — 6540 -6233 6870 -6563 14180 -13873 15393 -15086 15660 -15353
29 Chevron 1-Scott Paper 269 NL — 6415 -6146 6712 -6443 14385 -14116 15550 -15281 15830 -15561
i l Placid 1-Digman 31-6 322 NL — 6240 -5917 6730 -6407 14608 -14285 15700 -15377 16014 -15691
J2 Cities 1-Brown 32-8 284 NL — 6324 -6040 6655 -6371 14500 -14216 15581 -15297 15892 -15608
J i Exxon 1-Owens 33-1 304 NL — 5845 -5541 6090 -5786 14460 -14156 15564 -15260
i i Cities lA-Fisher 33-11 306 NL — 6090 -5784 6548 -6242 14556 -14250 15620 -15314
i4 Mobil 1-ÎPC034-7 260 3893 -3633 6690 -6430 7100 -6840 14380 -14120 15560 -15300 15328 -15568
24 Exxon 1-Scott Paper 34-15 284 NL — 6068 -5784 6500 -6216 14531 -14247 15570 -15286 __
J i Tomlinson lA-Merriwelher 250 NL — 6020 -5770 6432 -6182 14450 -14200 15518 -15268 15825 -15575
26 Exxon lA-Scott Paper 36 200 NL — 6175 -5975 6660 -6460 14408 -14208 15520 -15320 —
26 Tomlinson 1-ATIC 36-10 197 NL — 6520 -6323 6906 -6709 14875 -14678 15864 -15667 16149 -15952
2N-7E 26 Hughes 1-Booth-Moye 26-14 290 NL — 6420 -6130 6848 -6558 14174 -13884 15124 -14834 15484 -15194
21 Hughes 1-AT1C31-3 168 NL — 6440 -6272 6820 -6652 14160 -13992 15044 -14876 15402 -15234
32 Hughes 1-ATIC 32-1 141 NL — 6325 -6184 6720 -6579 14075 -13934 15072 -14931 15441 -15300
22 Hughes &  Hughes 1-ATIC 33-1 140 NL — 6295 -6155 6715 -6575 14000 -13860 14895 -14755 15375 -15235
33 Exxon 1 -Scott Paper 33 155 NL — 6280 -6125 6657 -6502 14205 -14050 15100 -14945 15466 -15311
22 Hughes l-Atic33-2 139 NL — 6290 -6151 6702 -6563 14008 -13869 14944 -14805 15322 -15183
34 Hughes 1-Cunningham 34-4 149 NL — 6310 -6161 6720 -6571 14055 -13906 14982 -14833 15395 -15246















-14728 15292 -150222N-8E 28 Hughes &  Hughes 1-ATlC 28-14 270 NL — Sh 15302 L 15353
21 Tomlinson 1-ATlC 31-13 221 NL — 6405 -6184 6830 -6609 15370 -15149 __ __
21 Caiifomia 1-Alger Tenants 273 3703 -3430 6480 -6207 6893 -6620 — — — __
22 Hughes i-ATIC-Northnjp 32-3 273 NL — 6490 -6217 6918 -6645 14124 -13851 14688 -14415 15017 -14744
2N-9E 2 Humble 2-Huxford 294 NL — 5620 -5326 5980 -5686 13450 -13156 14062 -13768 14440 -14146 Sh 14500 Wer 14540 EM 14620
5 Southern Union 1-1PC5-6 211 NL — 5550 -5239 5912 -5701 13356 -13145 13947 -13736 msg __ Wsh 14302
5 Southern Union 1-1PC5-10 203 NL — 5556 -5353 5922 -5719 13352 -13149 13945 -13742 msg — Wsh 14314
15 Humble 1-Huxford 20/ NL — 5754 -5447 6106 -5799 13768 -13461 14455 -14148 14820 -14513 Sh 14847 Wer 14859

















Sh 14750 Wer 1476816 Murphy 1-Huxford 189 NL — 5620 -5431 EM 148658
22 Pet Corp Delaware 1-Huxford 22-5 267 NL — 5743 -5476 6110 -5843 13710 -13443 14450 -14183 14790 -14523
2/ Tesoro 1-Huxford 27-11 230 NL — 5757 -5527 6120 -5890 13765 -13535 14550 -14320 14862 -14632
2N-1 !E 16 Superior lA -M ille rM ill 218 2894 -2676 5224 -5006 5620 -5402 13212 -12994 13430 -13212 13750 -13532
1/ Union Cal 1-M iller M ill 17-11 238 2880 -2642 5270 -5032 5655 -5417 13313 -13075 13529 -13291 13866 -13628
2N-12E 25 Amoco 1-Nalty 25-14 282 NL — 5165 -4883 5460 -5178 13010 -12728 13250 -12968 13420 -13138 Sh 13845 PH 13905 L  13966
25 Sonat 1-Nalty 35-12 241 NL — 5220 -4979 5573 -5332 13160 -12919 13328 -13087 13560 -13319 —
260
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Mobi eC ounty, 3 o f 3
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
IS -IW 4 Union Cal 1-Newman 4-11 304 NL — 7531 -7227 8060 -7756 16886 -16582 18441 -18137 18600 -18296 ___ ___ ___
6 Union Cal 1-Newman 5-7 256 N L — 7450 -7194 7959 -7703 16828 -16572 18406 -18150 ___ ___ ___ — ___
6 Union Cal 1-Smith 6-10 308 N L — 7433 -7125 7950 -7642 16860 -16552 18468 -18160 — ___ ___
1 Union Cal 1-Newman 7-7 268 4941 -4673 7338 -7070 7913 -7645 16812 -16544 18392 -18124 18530 -18262
8 Union Cal 1-Newman 8-7 202 N L — 7370 -7168 7887 -7685 16758 -16556 18297 -18095 18465 -18263
8 Union Cal 1-Newman 8-16 222 N L — 7400 -7178 7931 -7709 16809 -16587 18355 -18133 ___ ___ —
y Union Cal 1-Newman 0-10 158 N L — 7405 -7247 7980 -7822 16804 -16646 16380 -18222 — ___ ___
y Union Cal 1-Newman 0-11 200 N L — 7420 -7220 7950 -7750 16809 -16609 18331 -18131 — ___ ___
16 Mosbacher 1-Mobile BSC 16-4 247 5010 -4763 7460 -7213 7979 -7732 16850 -16603 18480 -18233 ___ ___ —
16 Mosbacher 1-Mobile BSC 16-12 284 NL — 7489 -7205 8012 -7728 16905 -16621 18440 -18156 18615 -18331 ___
ly Union Cal 1-Newman 17-11 259 N L — 7428 -7169 7969 -7710 16881 -16622 18400 -18141 _ ___ ___
18 Union Cal 1-Maples 18-11 323 N L — 7455 -7132 7987 -7664 16925 -16602 18455 -18132 18618 -18295 ___ly Union Cal 2-Radcliff 19-11 244 4979 -4735 7454 -7210 7979 -7735 16917 -16673 18396 -18152 ___ ___ ___
2U Union Cal 1-Newman 20-11 254 N L — 7450 -7196 7989 -7735 16922 -16668 18444 -18190 ___ — ___
21 Primary Fuels 1-Newman 21-11 191 NL — 7420 -7229 7809 -7618 16855 -16664 18360 -18169 ___ ___ —
26 Amax 1-McLeod 61 5320 -5259 8480 -8419 8835 -8774 17002 -16941 18466 -18405 18605 -18544 ___
2.1 Union Texas 1-Newman 27-14 123 N L — 7384 -7261 7700 -7577 16889 -16766 18430 -18307 18541 -18418 ___
28 Richland 1-Newman 28-3 171 N L — 7405 -7234 7930 -7759 16875 -16704 18370 -18199 ___ ___
28 Getty 1-Newman 28-10 224 N L — 7455 -7231 7869 -7545 16940 -16716 18448 -18224 18565 -18341
2y W illiams 1-May 29-4 181 N L — 7400 -7219 7740 -7559 16870 -16689 18415 -18234 ___ ___ ___
2y Union Cal 1-Newman 29-7 237 N L — 7462 -7225 7820 -7583 16971 -16734 18555 -18318 — ___ ___
M Union Cal 1-Radcliff 30-6 231 N L — 7459 -7228 7990 -7759 16916 -16685 18459 -18228 — ___ —
i i Getty 1-CreoIa M in  33-10 112 4859 -4747 7305 -7193 7786 -7674 16832 -16720 18340 -18228 18440 -18328
i i Getty 2-Creola M in 33-10 139 N L — 7310 -7171 7784 -7645 16833 -16694 18170 -18031 18294 -18155
i i Getty 1-CreolaMin 33-16 161 4880 -4719 7340 -7179 7799 -7638 16850 -16689 18349 -18188 18464 -18303
34 Getty 1-CreolaMin 34-10 76 N L — FO — FO — 16625 -16549 18240 -18164 18315 -18239
34 Getty 1-Creola M in 34-11 86 5340 -5254 7233 -7147 7686 -7600 16743 -16657 18230 -18144 18347 -18261
i i Getty 2-Creola M in 35-11 63 NL — 8597 -8534 9136 -9073 16610 -16547 18090 -18027 18212 -18149
i i Getty 3-Creola M in 35-11 64 5420 -5356 8614 -8550 9160 -9096 16610 -16546 18060 -17996 18190 -18126
IS -IE 4 y\moco 3-Oswell N A NL — 9080 — 9470 — 16210 — — ___ ___
8 Florida Gas 1-Ideal Basic-Creola 45 N L — 9421 -9376 9810 -9765 15851 -15806 17255 -17210 17418 -17373
4U Celeron 1-Oswell 48 5390 -5342 FO • FO — 15700 -15652 17194 -17146 17396 -17348
1N-3W 2/ C & K 1-Sealy 27-7 276 N L — 7145 -6869 7594 -7318 16680 -16404 18580 -18304 18662 -18386
1N-2W 3 Roach 1-Moorer 3-6 199 NL — 7133 -6934 7490 -7291 16613 -16414 18557 -18358 18680 -18481
32 Pennzoil 1-May 32-6 246 N L — 7135 -6889 7478 -7232 16784 -16538 18626 -18380 18705 -18459
36 Marion 1-lPCO 36-14 233 N L — 7285 -7052 7616 -7383 16849 -16616 18470 -18237 18546 -18313
IN -IW 31 Turner IB-Pratt-Tumer 31-5 247 4865 -4618 7359 -7112 7690 -7443 — — — — —
31 Union Cal 1-Radcliff 31-11 318 4985 -4667 7435 -7117 7784 -7466 16390 -16072 18538 -18220 18697 -18379
31 Sandefer 1-Tumer 31-4 222 N L — 7340 -7118 7675 -7453 16500 -16278 18527 -18305 — ___
IN -IE 8 Mosbacher 1-Tensaw 46 NL — FO ------ FO ----- 16163 -16117 17748 -17702 — ___
y Getty 1-Sullivan 57 6317 -6260 10452 -10395 10888 -10831 15546 -15489 17406 -17349 17440 -17383y Superior 1-Hill 9-1 50 N L — 10270 -10220 10696 -10646 NL — 16960 -16910 — .— ___
16 Superior 1-Mobile BSC NA NL — NL — N L — NL — 17614 — 18028 — ___
3y Superior 1-Hill 38 5935 -5897 9657 -9619 10080 -10042 13175 -13137 FO — FO ___ L  15438






























Monroe County, 1 o f 3
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
3N-3E 2 Spooner 1-St Regis 2-16 102 N L — 6040 -5938 6410 -6308 13832 -13730 14990 -14888 15350 -15248 — —
4N-4E 2 B rock 1-Koenig 2-14 182 N L — 5276 -5094 5695 -5513 13149 -12967 14723 -14541 15022 -14840 — —
17 Kaiser 1-Harris 17-14 140 N L -- 6080 -5940 6450 -6310 13350 -13210 14890 -14750 15134 -14994 — —
18 Tomlinson 1-W itherington 18-15 91 3000 -2909 5335 -5244 5765 -5674 13465 -13374 15105 -15014 15353 -15262 — —
27 Belco 1-Blacksher 27-12 203 N L — 5997 -5794 6443 -6240 13404 -13201 14989 -14786 15140 -14937 — —
4N-5E 5 Felmont l-B lacksher5-7 304 N L — 5428 -5124 5831 -5527 13347 -13043 14520 -14216 14940 -14636 Sh 15045 L 15140
8 C herryv illle 1-W illiam s 261 3060 -2799 5450 -5189 5814 -5553 13339 -13078 14742 -14481 15050 -14789 — —
9 Strago 1-Langford 9-15 310 N L — 5525 -5215 5938 -5628 13375 -13065 14511 -14201 14900 -14590 — —
9 Strago 2-Langford 9-5 329 N L — 5512 -5183 5900 -5571 13349 -13020 14682 -14353 14969 -14640 — —-
12 Getty 1-Garrett 12-7 373 3135 -2762 5520 -5147 5952 -5579 13258 -12885 14040 -13667 msg — 14436 —
12 Spooner 1-Laurie 12-10 370 N L — 5537 -5167 5950 -5580 13290 -12920 14104 -13734 14542 -14172 — —
12 Davis 1-M ims 12-2 375 N L — 5510 -5135 5940 -5565 13352 -12977 14192 -13817 — — — —
16 Hunt 1-Blacksher 278 N L — 5514 -5236 5930 -5652 13455 -13177 14525 -14247 14889 -14611 — —
18 Pruet 1-Langford 18-14 268 N L — 5465 -5197 5880 -5612 13450 -13182 14598 -14330 14950 -14682 -- —
21 Strago 1-M ims 21-10 254 N L — 5552 -5298 5968 -5714 13390 -13136 14465 -14211 14820 -14566 -- —
25 A latex 1-Blacksher 25-11 269 N L — 5599 -5330 6032 -5763 13556 -13287 14535 -14266 14927 -14658 -- —
29 Pelto 1-C o ffin  29-3 278 N L — 5576 -5298 6040 -5762 13566 -13288 14695 -14417 15005 -14727 -- —
4N-6E 7 Getty 1-Blacksher 288 N L — 5455 -5167 5895 -5607 13357 -13069 14226 -13938 14620 -14332 -- —
8 Unocal 1-House 8-10 373 N L — 5520 -5147 5970 -5597 13235 -12862 14046 -13673 — — -- —
13 M urphy 1-Bell 13-13 393 N L — 5580 -5187 5988 -5595 13200 -12807 14095 -13702 14520 -14127 -- —
14 Florida Exploration 1-Johnson 14-16 391 N L — 5565 -5174 5990 -5599 13310 -12919 14030 -13639 14408 -14017 -- —
14 Alatex 1-B lacksher14-15 384 N L — 5556 -5172 5971 -5587 13066 -12682 13971 -13587 msg — Wsh 14310 Ign 14325
16 Am oco lA -B lacksher 349 N L — 5557 -5208 5977 -5628 13258 -12909 14116 -13767 14550 -14201 Wsh 14825 Ign 14906
20 Fina 1-Blacksher 20-2 339 N L — 5572 -5233 6010 -5671 13200 -12861 14040 -13701 — — — —
20 Fina 1-Blacksher 20-3 360 N L — 5600 -5240 6040 -5680 13318 -12958 14261 -13901 — — — —
26 Texaco 1-Coley 26-1 386 N L — 5640 -5254 6032 -5646 13365 -12979 14212 -13826 14653 -14267 — —
26 Husky 1-Coley 26-2 387 N L — 5622 -5235 6029 -5642 13390 -13003 14252 -13865 — — — —
26 Texaco 1-Byrd 26-13 387 3270 -2883 5660 -5273 6075 -5688 13215 -12828 14026 -13639 — — — —
27 Getty 1-Blacksher 27-14 303 N L — 5567 -5264 5949 -5646 13212 -12909 13978 -13675 msg — Ign 14243 —
27 Gettv 1-Quimby 27-15 365 N L — 5636 -5271 6010 -5645 13279 -12914 13970 -13605 msg — Ign 14189 —
27 W illiam s 2-Q uim by 27-15 373 N L — 5633 -5260 6015 -5642 13290 -12917 14030 -13657 — — — —
27 Getty 1-Quimby 27-16 365 N L — 5630 -5265 6034 -5669 13315 -12950 14136 -13771 — — — —
28 Getty 1-Blacksher 28-9 297 N L — 5550 -5253 5980 -5683 13252 -12955 14140 -13843 14487 -14190 —
33 W il-K e n 1-Neuschwander 33-1 361 N L — 5645 -5284 6070 -5709 13370 -13009 14214 -13853 — — — —
34 A latex 1-Quimby 34-1 355 N L — 5635 -5280 5999 -5644 13260 -12905 14001 -13646 — — — —
34 Getty 1-Cont Corp 34-5 356 N L — 5630 -5274 6040 -5684 13365 -13009 14151 -13795 — — — —
34 Getty 1-Cont Corp 34-7 360 N L — 5633 -5273 6014 -5654 13184 -12824 13940 -13580 msg — Ign 14024 —
34 Strago 2-C ontC orp  34-15 318 N L — 5620 -5302 6045 -5727 13040 -12722 13715 -13397 — — — —
34 Alatex lA -C o n t Corp 34-16 296 N L — 5570 -5274 5971 -5675 13201 -12905 13940 -13644 — _ _ _
35 Texaco 1-Coley 35-4 375 N L — 5640 -5265 6060 -5685 13289 -12914 14024 -13649 — — — _
35 Texaco 1-Quimby 35-11 380 N L — 5659 -5279 6060 -5680 13380 -13000 14178 -13798 14520 -14140 — —
36 Alatex 1-Coley 36-11 390 N L — 5690 -5300 6052 -5662 13270 -12880 14242 -13852 — — — —































Monroe County, 2 o f 3 1
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Othe r
5N-5E 1 Eason l-H a le  1-10 247 N L — 5006 -4759 5435 -5188 12280 -12033 12947 -12700 13103 -12856 — —
2 Coastal 1-Thames-Dean 2-4 170 N L — 4966 -4796 5300 -5130 12381 -12211 12998 -12828 13295 -13125 Bsmt 13386 —
3 Champlin 1-Broughton 3-8 107 N L — 4934 -4827 5363 -5256 12202 -12095 13040 -12933 13428 -13321 — —
11 Natomas 1-Broughton 206 2626 -2420 5037 -4831 5453 -5247 12322 -12116 13070 -12864 msg — Ign 13326 —
11 Natomas 1-Threat 194 N L — 5016 -4822 5444 -5250 12530 -12336 13153 -12959 msg — Ign 13540 —
11 Champlin 1-Belcher 11-1 196 N L — 4986 -4790 5430 -5234 12250 -12054 13022 -12826 msg — Ign 13199 —
17 M idwest 1-Chunn 159 N L — 5035 -4876 5470 -5311 12738 -12579 13516 -13357 ---- — — —
17 Getty 3-Broughton 17-7 80 2630 -2520 4952 -4872 5405 -5325 12480 -12400 13646 -13566 14134 -14054 Ign 14358 —
29 Am oco 1-Brown 29-13 214 N L — 5261 -5047 5710 -5496 13008 -12794 13977 -13763 msg — Ign 14400 —
34 Kaiser 1-Blacksher 236 N L — 5250 -5014 5729 -5493 12900 -12664 13856 -13620 14230 -13994 Wsh 14340 —
5N-6E 1 Zinn i-M cC u llough  1-13 404 N L — 4960 -4556 5375 -4971 11745 -11341 msg — msg — Bsmt 12480 —
1 Zinn i-be es  1-15 N A N L — 4980 — 5395 --- 11790 — 12550 — msg — B s m t12590 —
2 Zinn 1-M urphy 2-14 422 N L — 4980 -4558 5410 -4988 11796 -11374 msg — msg — B s m t12372 —
2 Zinn 1-Baas 2-16 410 N L — 4976 -4566 5416 -5006 11761 -11351 msg -- msg — B s m t12380 —
7 Southwest l-H a le 276 N L — 5034 -4758 5444 -5168 12190 -11914 12968 -12692 13050 -12774 Ign 13236 —
12 Zinn 1-W iggins 12-3 416 N L — 5000 -4584 5403 -4987 11758 -11342 msg — msg — B s m t12210 —
19 Skelly 1-Belcher 261 N L — 5096 -4835 5500 -5239 12556 -12295 13295 -13034 13411 -13150 E M  13470 —
26 Conoco 1-ATIC  26-1 413 2880 5194 -4781 5620 -5207 12390 -11977 13296 -12883 13530 -13117 --- —
5N-7E 8 Wesseley 1-Nicholas 8-5 366 N L — 4931 -4565 5385 -5019 11777 -11411 12447 -12081 msg — Bsmt 12470 —
8 Pacific 1-A T lC  8-12 336 N L — 4908 -4572 5319 -4983 11750 -11414 --- — — — — ~
32 American Hunter 1-Sessions 32-11 405 N L — 5290 -4885 5720 -5315 12715 -12310 13526 -13121 13935 -13530 — —
6N-5E 3 Brock 1-Broughton 3-16 235 N L — 4795 -4560 5264 -5029 11722 -11487 12474 -12239 12971 -12736 — —
23 Champlin 1-Ideal Basic 23-11 155 N L — 4864 -4709 5312 -5157 11910 -11755 12740 -12585 msg --- Ign 13075 —
27 Cox 1-M cW illiam s 27-5 131 N L — 4910 -4779 5320 -5189 12135 -12004 13024 -12893 13450 -13319 — —
34 Champlin 1-M cW illiam s 34-10 76 N L — 4870 -4794 5330 -5254 12400 -12324 13022 -12946 13457 -13381 Wsh 13471 Ign  13550
34 Champlin 2-M cW illiam s 34-8 124 N L — N L — N L — 12132 -12008 13115 -12991 13522 -13398 — —
34 Champlin 3-M cW illiam s 34-8 78 N L — N L — N L --- 11943 -11865 13076 -12998 13189 -13111 — —
6N-6E 11 Pogo 1-Dailey 11-14 410 N L — 4887 -4477 5289 -4879 11480 -11070 12165 -11755 12412 -12002 B s m t12435 —
20 Moore-McCormack 1-M oore 20-15 206 N L — 4821 -4615 5250 -5044 11791 -11585 12567 -12361 12871 -12665 Ign 12915 —
23 Texaco 1-Busey 421 N L — 4890 -4469 5315 -4894 11630 -11209 12338 -11917 12530 -12109 Ign 12561 —
23 M itche ll 1-Pmt-Purvis 23-6 408 N L — 4900 -4492 5500 -5092 11595 -11187 12357 -11949 408 —
25 W illiam s 1-Enzor 437 N L — 4915 -4478 5360 -4923 11627 -11190 12309 -11872 12439 -12002 --- —
25 Torch 1-S igler 25-6 433 N L -- 4896 -4463 5302 -4869 11510 -11077 12255 -11822 msg — Bsmt 12305 —
25 Torch 1-Pm t-McCall 25-7 433 N L — 4890 -4457 5337 -4904 11720 -11287 msg -- msg — Bsmt 12200 —
6N-7E 18 Kenmore 1-Barton 438 N L -- 4825 -4387 5266 -4828 11494 -11056 12250 -11812 12530 -12092 — —
18 IP 1-Lancaster 18-14 406 N L -- 4793 -4387 5248 -4842 11540 -11134 12296 -11890 — — — —
22 Moon-Hines 1-Pmt-Russell 22-4 441 N L --- 4755 -4314 5160 -4719 11102 -10661 msg --- msg — Bsmt 11710 —
33 BMP 1-Edge-Ridgeway 33-4 432 N L -- 4857 -4425 5360 -4928 11519 -11087 12285 -11853 — —
36 Pruet 1-Jordan 36-12 437 N L --- 4837 -4400 5238 -4801 11330 -10893 11936 -11499 msg — Bsmt 12040 —
7N -5E 28 Skelly 1-Hall 52 N L --- 4550 -4498 4993 -4941 11267 -11215 12310 -12258 12640 -12588 W er 12948 E M  13045
7N -6E 6 L L & E 1-Rogers 88 N L -- 4268 -4180 4701 -4613 10540 -10452 11557 -11469 11840 -11752 W er 12090 E M  12250
7N -7E 20 M oore-McCormack 1-Scott Paper 20-9 132 N L --- 4263 -4131 4678 -4546 10295 -10163 msg ■— msg — Ign 10595 —

























































Washington County, 1 of 2 1
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk L w r Tusc L w r Cret Buckner Sm ackover Norphlet O ther
2N-3W 10 Turner 1-Foster 10-6 301 4655 -4354 7107 -6806 7476 -7175 16680 -16379 19302 -19001 19498 -19197 — —
2N-1E 7 Exxon 1-Hergersheimer 76 6760 -6684 10395 -10319 10677 -10601 17082 -17006 19442 -19366 19680 -19604 — —
3N-4W 13 Hunt (Damson) 1-Tyler-Odom 236 4869 -4633 7420 -7184 7848 -7612 17589 -17353 19880 -19644 20111 -19875 — —
3N-2W 36 Placid 1-Tensaw 36-10 193 5690 -5497 8845 -8652 — — — — — — — — — —
12 Pruet 1-Tensas 12-5 59 f.o. ----- f.o. — f.o. — 11920 -11861 14035 -13976 14340 -14281 — —
19 Placid 1-ljams 19-2 122 6527 -6405 9292 -9170 9650 -9528 17960 -17838 19695 -19573 19933 -19811 — —
26 Placid 1-Tensaw 26-12 130 6460 -6330 7363 -7233 7676 -7546 — — — — — — — —
4N-3W 33 Central 1-Stallworth 239 4730 -4491 7528 -7289 7970 -7731 — — — — — — — —
14 Pan Am 1-Tensaw 74 f.o. ----- f.o. — f.o. — — — — — — — — —
26 Spooner 1-Tensaw 26-16 70 8050 -7980 f.o. — f.o. — 12435 -12365 14428 -14358 14795 -14725 — —
5N-3W 11 Placid 1-Tensaw 11-3 198 4025 -3827 6525 -6327 6970 -6772 — — — — — — — —
15 Shell 1-Pelham 166 3910 -3744 6522 -6356 6874 -6708 15590 -15424 17810 -17644 — — — —
18 Tensas 1-McClure 134 3680 -3546 6440 -6306 6820 -6686 15433 -15299 17709 -17575 17846 -17712 Sh 18751 L 18970
18 Pan Am 1-White-Smith Ld 138 3900 -3762 6444 -6306 6810 -6672 15389 -15251 17640 -17502 17805 -17667 — —
22 McMillan 1-Turner Pine 174 4349 -4175 6991 -6817 7357 -7183 — — — — — — —— —
28 Exxon 1-GulfPine 28-10 187 5360 -5173 7644 -7457 8130 -7943 17000 -16813 18380 -18193 18708 -18521 — —
5N-1E 33 Murphy 1-Laubenthal 51 6313 -6262 11187 -11136 11523 -11472 14480 -14429 16351 -16300 16577 -16526 — —
34 Midroc 1-Laubenthal 55 6592 -6537 10453 -10398 10820 -10765 13741 -13686 15622 -15567 15820 -15765 — —
6N-4W 6 Amoco 1-Laurie 248 3917 -3669 6293 -6045 6614 -6366 14590 -14342 16430 -16182 16923 -16675 Sh 17210 S 17237
13 Brooks 1-Lathan 280 4040 -3760 6570 -6290 6920 -6640 — — — — — — — —
17 Phillips 1-Williams EE 235 NL — 6085 -5850 6390 -6155 14280 -14045 16260 -16025 — — — —
19 Coral 1-Crager 306 NL — 6488 -6182 6845 -6539 15024 -14718 16878 -16572 17385 -17079 — —
20 Phillips 1-Chatom G3 262 NL — 6110 -5848 6445 -6183 14171 -13909 15987 -15725 — — — —
20 Phillips 1-Chatom 1-2 272 NL — 6112 -5840 6440 -6168 14165 -13893 16033 -15761 — ----- — —
L  20 Phillips 1-Williams AA 260 3832 -3572 6120 -5860 6433 -6173 14160 -13900 15996 -15736 16567 -16307 — —
21 Humble 1-Williams 267 3785 -3518 6070 -5803 6410 -6143 14295 -14028 — — — — — —
21 Phillips 1-Williams DD 284 NL — 6086 -5802 6419 -6135 14304 -14020 16172 -15888 — — — —
21 Phillips 1-Chatom 3-2 280 NL — NL — NL — NL — 16079 -15799 — — — —
22 Phillips lA-Scarbrough 254 3830 -3576 6095 -5841 6403 -6149 14505 -14251 16450 -16196 — — — —
28 Brooks 1-Howard-Scott 232 3810 -3578 6074 -5842 6410 -6178 — — — — — — — —
28 Phillips IC-Scott 236 3825 -3589 6105 -5869 6400 -6164 14188 -13952 16073 -15837 — — — —
29 Phillips ID-Scott 238 NL — 6172 -5934 6571 -6333 14237 -13999 16189 -15951 — — — —
33 Phillips lA-Scott33-l 272 NL — 6227 -5955 6675 -6403 14665 -14393 16600 -16328 17059 -16787 — —
34 Amarillo 1-Miller 288 6261 -5973 6639 -6351 14523 -14235 16670 -16382 — — — — — —
7N-4W 5 Union 1-Hopkins 287 3900 -3613 6466 -6179 6780 -6493 —— — — — — — — —
7 Phillips (Williams) 1-Heinmiller7-1 241 NL — 6410 -6169 6705 -6464 14479 -14238 16228 -15987 16750 -16509 — —
7 Coral 1-Heinmiller 220 NL — 6408 -6188 6820 -6600 14420 -14200 16135 -15915 16657 -16437 — —
7 French (Champlin) 1-Heinmiller 289 NL — 6480 -6191 6860 -6571 14496 -14207 16191 -15902 16710 -16421 — —
9 Tenneco lA-Hopkins 311 NL — 6557 -6246 6990 -6679 14835 -14524 16668 -16357 17180 -16869 — —















Washington County, 2 of 2
T-R Sec Company Well KB Chalk Lwr Tusc Lwr Cret Buckner Smackover Norphlet Other
30 Champlin 1-Burch 30-13 NL — 6769 -6769 7100 -7100 14623 -14623 16390 -16390 16910 -16910 — ---
7N-1W 28 Jett 1-Wilson 109 NL — 3904 -3795 4300 -4191 10775 -10666 12300 -12191 12485 -12376 — ---
30 Hughes & Hughes lA-Wilson 30-12 56 NL — 3625 -3569 3934 -3878 10760 -10704 12269 -12213 12480 -12424 -- --
8N-4W 19 Continental 1-Guy 290 3641 -3351 6230 -5940 6650 -6360 14115 -13825 15830 -15540 16360 -16070 --- ---
21 Inexco 1-Britton 340 NL — 6295 -5955 6733 -6393 14340 -14000 16006 -15666 16512 -16172 -- ---
28 Inexco 1-Kimbrough 304 NL — 6320 -6016 6774 -6470 14397 -14093 16089 -15785 — — -- --
29 Inexco 1-Hendry 241 NL — 6268 -6027 6601 -6360 14250 -14009 15930 -15689 16474 -16233 -- --
29 Humble 1-Miller 276 3755 -3479 6322 -6046 6640 -6364 — — — — — — --- ---
34 Hughes 1-Middleton 247 NL — 6475 -6228 6910 -6663 14620 -14373 16389 -16142 16808 -16561 --- ---
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APPENDIX D. REPRINT PERMISSION
The Gulf Coast Association o f G eological S ocieties
GCAGS Convention 1992 
P. 0  Box 2474 
Jackson. MS 39225-2474
4 2 n d  A nnual C o n ven tio n  
O o to b e r 2 1 - 2 3 .  1992  
S p o n s o re d  by M iss issippi 
G e o lo g ic a l S o c ie ty
IN -nœ QULF COAST 
Q C A G S
IM 2  JACKSON. US
January 27, 1992
Hr. William J. Wade
Department of Geology and Geophysics
E. 235, Howe/Russell Complex
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803
Dear Bill;
Please be advised that permission to reprint the following 
articles is hereby granted. It is a requirement of G.C.A.G.S. that 
proper acknowledgement be given both to the writer and the 
Transaction that the articles come from.
Articles for reprint:
Wade, W.J., R. Sassen, and B.W. Chinn, 1987, - s tra tig r a p h y  
ajid s o u rc e  p o ta n t ia l  o f  tha  Smackovar F o ra a t io n  in cA# n o r th e rn  
HanlXa ambayaant, so u th w e s t A labaaa’ , GCAGS Transactions, V . 
37, pp. 277-286.
Wade, W.J., J. S. Hanor, and R. Sassen, 1989, 'ConhoJsonU^
concentration<md hydrocarbon destruction in  the eaatem Smachover trauT , GCAGS 
Transactions, v. 39, pp. 309-320.
If you have any questions, please let me know.
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The Gulf Coast Association 
of Geological Societies
43rd Annual Convention 
October 20-22. 1993
Sponsored by Shreveport Geological Society °cus On The
April 15, 1993
Mr. William J .  Wade
Department of Geology and Geophysics 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803-4101
Dear Mr. Wade:
Thank you for submitting your paper entitled "Jurassic 
Sequence Stratigraphy of Southwest Alabama" to be published 
in the 1993 Gulf Coast Association of Geological Societies 
Transactions. You have this association’s permission to 
also include the same submitted manuscript within your 
dissertation.
Best wishes for a successful finish of a very interesting 
research project.
: i  n c e r e l y .
M a r v  L .  Barrett 
Associate Editor. GCAGS 1993 
Department of Geology and Geography 
Centenary College 
P. 0. Bov 41186
Shreveport. LA 71134-1188 phone (318) 869-5232
1993 GCAGS Convention 
400 Travis Street. Suite 320 
Shreveport. Louisiana 71101
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VITA
Bom in 1952,1 grew up in NashvUk, Tennessee, where my father taught law at 
Vanderbilt University. I graduated as salutatorian from Peabody high school in 1970 
and entered Yale University. But appalled by high tuition, low temperatures and pre- 
coeduational social life, I transferred the following year to Vanderbilt. Following two 
interminable years as an English major, I took an introductory geology course and 
discovered my vocation. I began taking as many geology courses as possible, and 
completed my B.A. (English/Geology) in 1975.
After a summer's field course at the University of Missouri's Branson Field 
Laboratory, I began pursuing my M.S. degree at Vanderbilt under the direction of Dr. 
Arthur Reesman. Although my interest in carbonate rocks had been piqued by Dr. 
Leonard Alberstadt, my M.S. thesis was a geochemical study of kinetic controls on the 
weathering of pyrophyllite.
From 1978 to 1981,1 worked for the Tennessee Division o f Geology as a field 
mapper and coal geologist. During the oil boom years 1981-86,1 worked for Champhn 
Petroleum Company as an exploration geologist. I  became particularly intrigued by the 
complexities o f the Upper Jurassic Smackover Formation at this time. In 19861 entered 
the Ph.D. program at L.S.U., where my questions about the Smackover Formation 
formed the basis for much of my subsequent dissertation research, conducted under the 
aegis of Dr. Clyde H. Moore.
I was married in 1977. My wife, Ellen Cobb Wade, is a legal assistant We 
have two sons—Jack, 12, and Andy, 10—and too many cats.
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